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Traffic Accidents have developed into one of the great economic and social problems of today. The paramount importance of rendering speedy justice to the accidents victims has been the grave concern of all the reformers. A widespread dissatisfaction with the traditional fault system as a method of compensating the Victims or their representatives for personal injuries or death has become apparent throughout the common law world. A good number of studies have been undertaken and stream of proposals for reform on piecemeal basis have also come out principally focussing on the problem of compensation for road accidents. It should by now be clear that in lieu of any piecemeal reforms within the tort systems, a comprehensive reform of the whole system is what is needed today. The idea of selecting this topic originally emanated from purely practical and personal experience as a practitioner in law of damages. On my joining the General Insurance Industry in 1987 as a law officer, it was felt that an analysis of the extent of interaction between the Insurance and the fault system would be helpful also for the specific purpose of expeditious settlement of Motor Accidents claims.

With a view to suggesting improvements in the existing system, effort has been made to critically examine and review the existing system, the piecemeal reforms already made and their impact on the national and international developments. Although, the main attempt is to find out a cheapest and a quickest mode of settlement of Motor Accidents Claims, necessary attention has also been drawn to the importance of prevention of accidents.

The existing machinery for getting compensation leads a victim to a poignant situation. A switch over to Tribunal system from the ordinary
civil court jurisdiction since 1956 for adjudicating the claims cases reaped no efficacious results. The appointment of a Motor Accidents claim, Tribunal was to dispense with the inappropriateness of the inherited judicial system and its alienation from the common people coupled with intractable problem of delay and arrears resulting in denial of justice.

Delay defeats equity. Justice delayed is justice denied. Long litigation is beyond the financial capacity of the poor claimants. Similarly, the Insurance Companies are also adversely affected in as much as the administrative and legal costs are continuing to spiral out of control.

However, the reformers who seek to eliminate the problem of delay, being an intractable concomitant of adjudication, are confronted with two dangers. The first is the cynicism which accepts it as inevitable. The second is an abandonment in the name of efficiency of those procedural safeguards which protect the autonomy and worth of every individuals.

The present system of liability determination based on fault has got practically many defects. Most accidents do occur suddenly and unexpectedly. The details surrounding them can seldom be accurately determined. A normally cautious driver could be held negligent because an incorrect decision in the last split of a second results in an accident. Further proof of negligence, an inevitable ingredient for getting the compensation, becomes a difficult task on the plaintiff due to various reasons. The possibility that either party to the accident may be tempted to suppress or fabricate evidence to show that the other party is at fault cannot be ruled out. In the result, the tort system based on fault becomes an extremely expensive method. Therefore, it is necessary to examine whether it is desirable to continue such a
liability determination based on fault. If not, what must be the basis for a change. An Empirical survey of cases decided by the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal of Ernakulam, Perumbavoor and Kottayam has been done to evaluate the functioning of the Tribunal System. Besides, the role of claimants, drivers, owners, and insurers has also been dealt with in detail.

Just like fixing the liability, the most difficult part of the law of damages is the fixation of the quantum. Having made a review of the existing methods of computation, a modification of the statutorily structured formula, which was loosely drafted with errors, omission and anomalies, has been proposed.

An alternative to the existing System an alternative has been suggested which it is hoped would be more indigenous, less cumbersome, socially responsive administratively fair and in tune with the noble ideals enshrined in the Directive Principles under Article 39 (A) and 40 of the constitution. This is called peoples Court or Lok Adalat. The importance of Lok Adalat and other supplementary media of Jald Rahat Yojana, conciliatory courts and out of court and compromised settlements through the existing tribunals has also been critically examined. Having found a new basis of liability and devised a new schedule next most important requirement is to have a machinery in order to facilitate expeditious settlement of claims. The adjudicatory process of the existing tribunal system has failed to deliver justice a reorganisation of the system vesting with a dual function is worked out. Over and above, the financial protection which is secured through third party insurance has also been examined with a view to expand its coverage on a first party loss insurance basis. It is hoped that the
study has made a humble contribution to a field of legal regulation of increasing importance.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Expeditious settlement of Motor Accidents claims assumes paramount importance in view of its vital relevance to social justice. Traffic Accidents have developed into one of the great economic and social problems of today. The accident toll on our road traffic is increasing at an alarming rate. Though India's Motor Vehicle population is only 1% (one percent) of the World's, her share of World road traffic accidents is 6% (six percent). There is an accident every minute in the country and every ten minutes one person dies of them. More than eight lakh people have died in road accidents after independence, over 50% of them in the last decade alone. Road accident rates and resultant fatality rates in India are rising by 5% and 10% respectively per annum. The problem of traffic accidents in Kerala is still more serious as accidents in Kerala have increased at a faster rate than in many other parts of the country. In the year 1958 only 1581 accidents were registered which have increased to 4214 in 1969, 7064 in 1980 and 11,794 in 1984. Similarly the number of persons involved in accidents have gone


2 Mahesh chand "Accident Scenario in India with special reference to Kerala" A Study Report by National Transportation Planning and Research Centre, Trivandrum (NATPAC)

3 Road Safety Digest, Vol. 2 No.4 (1992) (L.P.A) The motor vehicle population in India has tripled in the first eight years of the last decade. In 1989 there were 106 lakh two wheelers alone consisting of 63.6% of the total national motor vehicles population.
upto 17,799 in 1987 from 11097 in 1980 and 4800 in 1969. In the year 1958 only 1914 persons were involved in accidents. The number of persons killed in road accidents has increased consistently from 196 in 1958-59 to 1517 in 1987. The trend in number of road accident injuries is also quite alarming with 16282 injuries in 1987, compared to 9913 in 1980, 4300 in 1969 and only 1718 in 1958. Accident situation on National Highways and urban roads has also reached alarming proportions. National Highways in Kerala, which account for less than one percent of road length, accounted for 18 percent of accidents. Three Corporations, viz. Trivandrum, Cochin and Calicut registered about 25 percent of road accidents in Kerala.

The causes and characteristics of road accidents differ greatly between those in a developing country like India and the ones peculiar to developed countries mainly in the west. This is so because of the vast differences that exist in terms of economic conditions, number and types of vehicles on the road, traffic laws and their enforcement. All these obviously influence the road environment of each particular country. In Kerala, vehicular density is extremely high compared to other states. There are 2441 vehicles per one lakh population and 1882 vehicles per 100 sq.km. The all India figures in comparison are only 2772 and 583 respectively. Ernakulam leads in the number of vehicles as well as accidents. It also leads in the number of newly registered vehicles joining the traffic stream.

4 Id. at. p.4.
The number of Accidents and Fatalities in India during 1983-91 are as follows.\(^5\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of Accidents</th>
<th>No. of Persons killed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>177130</td>
<td>32909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>195182</td>
<td>35208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>208400</td>
<td>39176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>215164</td>
<td>39932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>233031</td>
<td>44359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>246285</td>
<td>47253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>267648</td>
<td>49730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>282602</td>
<td>54058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>293188</td>
<td>60094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the reported figures are so much, the real picture can easily be imagined. The escalation of automobile accidents has become an explosive, and a lethal phenomenon, on Indian roads everywhere, accounting for more deaths than the most deadly diseases\(^6\). The estimated financial loss due to road accidents in 1983 was calculated at around Rs.237 crores where as it had escalated to Rs.1,600 crores by 1991. This was around 1% of the country's Gross Domestic Product (G.D.P). Road accident fatalities are expected to reach one lakh fifteen thousand by the year 2000 in India if present trends continue. Obviously this

---

5 Road Safety Digest Vol.2 (3) 1992 p.8. as extracted from the statistics of Ministry of Surface Transport, Government of India.

appalling toll of life and health represents heavy economic loss in addition to human tragedy. The enormous increase in the number of motor vehicles with its rash and negligent and rockless use by unscrupulous, inexperienced and dangerous drivers in the most miserably managed roads with concomitant hazards and peril would explain that Accident prevention and Accident compensation are thoroughly two compatible aims. Proposed solutions to the traffic problems abound like preventive efforts concentrated on the driver, the road, and the vehicle in addition to educative campaigns. The need for developing a more scientific approach has become a desideratum.

Human errors, even minor ones, can cause serious accidents on the road. Simple driving errors are often responsible for deaths, disabilities and loss of property. Defects in design, construction and maintenance of roads, shoulders (sides of a road), dividers, culverts, etc. can also lead to accidents. Even a cautious driver gets a little time, may be a split second, to adjust his driving to the deficiencies or changes in road, vehicle or traffic conditions. He is prone to commit fatal errors unless he receives necessary guidance through cautionary or informatory signs and markings to rectify his errors well in time. the following three factors\(^7\) are very crucial in ensuring road safety and reducing accidents.

1. Traffic Engineering
2. Traffic Education and
3. Traffic Enforcement.

\(^7\) Supra, n,2. at p. 10.
Traffic engineering aspects form the hardware part of transportation system. In short traffic engineering measures include improvement of black spots, redesign of junctions, installation of modern signals traffic markings and signs, divided roadway, shoulders and foot path etc. Education aspects are the software part of the transportation system. It involves imparting the training to drivers, passengers, school children and public about road safety aspects. Traffic enforcement is also the part of software of road safety which includes strict enforcement of traffic rules and regulations.

A motor accident involves liability both criminal and civil. The driver/owner of the offending vehicle may be held liable in both the cases. As regards the criminal remedy is concerned, it is the state represented by the police, initiates legal proceedings before the concerned criminal court. While registering the criminal case, the police is empowered to stipulate action against the drivers only. On the contrary, The National Highway safety Act in the U.S.A. or the Road Safety Act in the U.K regulate not only motor vehicles and driving but also traffic engineering service, design and construction of roads, maintenance of roads etc. Road accidents in these countries are investigated comprehensively to identify all probable causes besides driving errors. If an accident take place due to bad road or lack of appropriate traffic signs, the concerned authorities too are liable to be prosecuted under the law. In India, records of road accidents as maintained by the police, can hardly be termed as comprehensive. These

records seldom give any clue about such specific problems as drunken driving, skidding, overloading, head injuries sustained by two wheeler occupants, eye deceases suffered by drivers eg: night blindness, colour blindness, defective side vision etc. Though the Indian Road Congress had recommended an elaborate accident reporting format (Form A-1) for police investigation, it is seldom used for the above purpose. In India an automobile driver is criminally liable under sections 279, 337, 338 and 304 A of the Indian Penal Code for his culpable rash and

9 Ibid.

10 Section 279 provides that whoever drives any vehicle or rides, on any public way in a manner so rash or negligent as to endanger human life, or to be likely to cause hurt or injury to any other person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees or with both.

11 Section 337, provides that whoever causes hurt to any person by doing any act so rashly or negligently as to endanger human life, or the personal safety of others, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees or with both.

12 Section 338, provides that whoever causes grievous hurt to any person by doing any act so rashly or negligently as to endanger human life or the personal safety of others, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees or with both.

13 Section 304-A provides that whoever causes the death of any person by doing any rash or negligent act not amounting to culpable homicide shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both. Interpreting this section, Supreme Court held that to impose criminal liability under section 304-A, it is necessary that death should have been the direct result of a rash and negligent act of the accused, and that must be the proximate and efficient cause without the intervention of another's negligence. It must be the cause of Causans', it is not enough that it may have been cause sine qua non. (Suleman V. State of Maharashtra 1968 A.C.J. 51, 55 (SC)
negligent driving”. "Culpable rashness is acting with the consciousness that the mischievous and illegal consequences may follow, but with the hope that they will not and often with the belief that the actor has taken sufficient precautions to prevent their happenings. The imputability arises from acting despite the consciousness. Culpable negligence is acting with out the consciousness that the illegal and mischievous effect will follow, but in circumstance which show that the actor has not exercised the caution incumbent up on him and that if he had he would have had the consciousness. The imputability arises from the neglect of the civic duty of circumspection."\(^{14}\) The essence of criminal liability is culpable rashness or negligence not any rashness or negligence in its civil sense. A high degree of negligence is necessary to render a person guilty of man slaughter than to establish civil liability against him. Mere carelessness is not enough. In a criminal court, the degree of negligence is the determining factor. There must be mens rea and shall amount to a crime irrespective of the epithets such as culpable, wicked, clear, complete, used by the judges\(^{15}\). The difference between the two is what marks off a civil from a criminal liability. The distinction is often an intricate matter and depends on the particular time, place and circumstances. In civil law negligence means inadvertence, which if it resulted in injurious consequences to person or property may involve liability to compensate for the damage. Criminal negligence is the gross and culpable neglect or failure to exercise that reasonable and proper care and precaution to

\(^{15}\) Ibid.
guard against injury either to the public generally or to an individual in particular. Negligence is an omission to do something which a reasonable man guided upon those considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct of human affairs, would do, or doing something which a prudent and reasonable man would not do. In Suleman Rehiman Mulani v. The State of Maharashtra, the Supreme Court had to consider, whether a person holding a learners licence or possessed no licence at all is ipso facto culpable rash and negligent. It was held that there was no presumption in law that such a person did not know driving. For various reasons as for instance sheer indifference, he might not have taken a regular licence. The very fact that the accused had been driving the vehicle for sometime past without any mishap was a proof of the fact that he knew driving. However, he cannot escape from the criminal liability as a result of any violation of the provision of the Motor Vehicles Act. Trial of traffic offences need be conducted more seriously. The traffic police responsible for the investigation are since deputed from the other branches of the police force it has inherent weakness of the system. Traffic offences are not honestly booked or registered. It sometimes happen that fraudulent cases are registered and genuine cases are left out. It is generally alleged that corruption is rampant and it is one of the main reasons for becoming the system ineffective. The force for investigation of traffic offences

16 Bhalachandra Waman Pathe v. The State of Maharashtra 1968 A.C.J. 38,43 (SC)
17 1968 A.C.J. 51, (SC)
18 Id, at p.55
19 See Chapter VI infra.
must be specially trained and it would be better if a specific force is newly created and trained without absorbing from the present police force. It is necessary to ensure that every cases are timely and intelligently registered to book the wrong doers. The past experience shows that many of the wrong doers are narrowly escaping due to the lack of evidence and by virtue of irresponsible conduct of cases. In many of the serious cases only a nominal fine could be imposed.\(^\text{20}\) The accident prevention to an extent is possible by the deterrent effect through the criminal and semicriminal penalties.

On contrary, to conceive an idea that the deterrent effect has to be necessity accomplished through the law of compensation seems to be less rational than a sincere enforcement of the criminal liability provisions.

**Civil liability**

It has been our experience that accidents do occur inspite of preventive measures. Our problem is of alleviating, if not eliminating the misery of those who suffer in tragic consequences.\(^\text{21}\) Imposition of civil liability in the form of compensation alone is justified as a measure of social justice. As regards the civil remedy is concerned, it is the victim himself who has to file or claim for compensation in the

\(^{20}\) The Kerala High Court observed that the practice of treating the fine as a rule and imprisonment as an exception is not healthy. Wherever imprisonment has to be given, must be given. Mohana Sreekumaran Nair v. State of Kerala 1986 K.L.T 504, Sreedharan J.

Motor Accidents claims Tribunal, popularly known as MACT. If the compensation is the sole motto then who must pay this compensation is a relevant enquiry. Whether owner, driver, or their insurer. What must be the juridical foundation for allocating the responsibility of providing this compensation?

A brief survey of the categories of systems of compensation in respect of Motor accidents by the Indian Law Commission throws the idea open for further thoughts on this issue. These categories are viz.

(i) Compensation by the person who, by his fault, causes the accident

(ii) Compensation by the person responsible for the accident, irrespective of fault.

(iii) Compensation by the insurer of the person responsible for the accident.

(iv) Compensation by the state or by an agency set up or recognised by the state, compensation being payable irrespective of fault.

(v) Compensation by the insures of the victim.

Compensation based on the fault theory is the familiar one of liability for tort at common law. When it becomes difficult to prove who was responsible for the accident, or to prove his fault, hardship arises. Hardship can similarly arise when the person responsible for the accident, though known and proved to be at fault is not financially sound.

Since the requirement of fault is out of date, it is not necessary to retain the traditional requirement of fault. The main object of the law is compensation and not to penalise the person causing the accident. The liability must be based on 'no fault'.

Having the liability Insurance in the form of Motor Third party Insurance, made compulsory, there is no justification to consider the fault element and it must be the responsibility of the insurer to indemnify the loss directly.

The best alternative for the automobile accident will be social insurance. Compensation shall be provided by the state or by an agency set up or recognised by the state irrespective of any fault factor. As envisaged under the constitution the "state shall with in the limits of its economic capacity and development make effective provision for securing the right to public assistance in cases of unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement and in other cases of undeserved want". But a basic question is posed, whether or not the financial resources of the state permit the introduction of social insurance in a vast country like India.

There is another school of thought that all citizens should compulsorily insure themselves against automobile accidents. Traffic

23 Kamala Devi V. Krishna Chand 1970 A.C.J. 310 (MP) see also N.K.V. Brothers V. M. Karumai Amma 1980 A.C.J. 435 (SC); Kesavan Nair V. State Insurance Officer 1971 A.C.J. 219 (Kera)
24 Bishan Devi V. Sirbaksh Singh 1979 A.C.J. 496 (SC)
25 Article 41 of the Indian Constitution.
rules imposing obligations are now familiar to every urban citizen, and it is not inconceivable that such a legislation may be passed requiring the residents of big cities to insure themselves compulsorily against injury by automobile accidents up to a certain amount. While analysing the various systems of compensation a pragmatic solution can be found in fixing the liability based on 'no fault' and the compensation provided by the liability insurer directly.

The existing machinery for getting compensation leads a victim to a poignant situation. The hardships and difficulties that have been experienced in the working of the present law relating to principles on which liability of the various parties, jurisdiction and smooth working of the Motor Accident Claim Tribunal, being the settlement machinery, and mode of assessment of quantum and mode of disbursement of the award render it desirable that the law relating to compensation be revised. An empirical survey of cases disposed of by selected tribunals like Ernakulam, Kottayam, Alleppey and Perumbavoor reveal that these Tribunals are mostly affected by intractable problem of delay and arrears. Unnecessary delay is caused in the lookout of fault element. It is surprising to observe that most of the Tribunals are in favour of finding negligence so as to ensure compensation to the poor victims. A contrary finding can be seen only in negligible number of cases. The working of the existing claims tribunals are far from satisfactory. As Franks Committee suggested it is a system where the principle of

27 Report of the Franks Committee (1957)
openness, fairness and impartiality are to be scrupulously followed. But it functions as a court proper with all its inherent trappings of the court. In order to achieve expeditious settlement of motor accident claims and to deliver speedy justice it is high time to revitalize the existing tribunal system along with adoption of supplementary forum. The State Governments are also lagging behind and are failing to give sufficient infrastructure.

The most relevant other factors of equal importance are the relative role played by the claimant, driver, owner, insurer and their counsels in the process of settlement. Justice requires that a claimant has to approach a Tribunal with his clean hands. Fraudulent claims should not be filed. No attempt shall be there to make any unjust enrichment or a windfall out of a small thing. The claimant lawyers, as alleged, have reduced to the status of ambulance chasers disregarding their noble professional ethics. Measures are required to do away with such sharp practices. Since the financial liability of the driver and owner is indemnified by their liability insurer, most often they do not come forward to assist the process of settlement. It is pitiable to observe that the driver and owner are not even bothered to extent medical assistance to the poor victims. Neither they report to the police nor furnish necessary details with regard to the vehicle and insurance. The law enforcement authorities are also to be blamed for their non-co-operation. The role of insurer is another major aspect where an improvement of the system is required. The liability insurance

28 Bishan Devi V. Sirbaksh Singh 1979 A.C.J. 496 (SC)
is in its transient stage and a system of Loss Insurance or First party Insurance should come in its place. It is alleged that Insurance Companies are raising untenable pleas while defending the case. It is required that the insurance company has to play a positive role. An Insurer issues different types of policies with different kinds of cover. The law needs be reformed to evolve a uniform cover including all types of victims. The right to defense in the case of insurers are statutorily prescribed to a limited items mainly of violations of policy conditions. Since the money is paid by the insurer, as the driver and the owner are not interested to contest, there is no justification to limit the insurer's right to defense. The role of insurance lawyers is another area, where improvement of their performance is mostly needed. Similarly with the problem of fixing the liabilities of the parties another confounding dilemma is to determine the quantum of compensation. The judicially recognised methods such as interest theory, Lumpsum theory and Multiplier theory are not considered fool proof methods. It is therefore necessary to find out a suitable method for determining the quantum. Besides, a view has been generated that a system of structured compensation will be more useful than a system of lumpsum payment.

29 Section 149(2) of Motor Vehicles Act, 1988
31 Manjusri Raha V. B.L Gupta, A.I.R. 1977 SC 1158
33 David Allen "Structured Settlements" (1988) The Law Quarterly Review 448: see also Chapter VIII.
In addition to the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal, supplementary machineries are also found useful in settling the Motor Accident Claims. Settlement of cases by mutual compromise through Lok, Adalat, Open court settlement before the MACT and through Jald Rahat Yojana has produced efficacious results. Discourage litigation, persuade your neighbours to compromise whenever your can, point out to them how the nominal winner is often a real loosers in fees expenses and waste of time. The compromise is quite often a better method of ending the Dispute than the alternatives of fighting the case to the bitter end and by taking the matter in appeal from one court to another. The Legal Service Authorities Act 1987 and the statutory recognition of these peoples forums will have a great impact on the expeditious settlement of Motor Accidents claims. it can be seen that these peoples forum may even evolve as an alternative to the Anglo Saxon System since it is more indigenous, less cumbersome, socially responsive and administratively fair forums. These reforms have already taken a statutory shape in many of the other countries. In Newzeland, a direct compensation is assured irrespective of the fault element through social insurance.34

The problem referred to above are studied in the succeeding chapters.

34 The Newzealand Accident Compensation Act, 1972.
CHAPTER II

LAW RELATING TO SETTLEMENT OF MOTOR ACCIDENTS CLAIMS:

PAST & PRESENT

The general law applicable to settlement of Motor Accidents compensation is common law and the Law of Torts. The law of torts as is applicable today in India, has been borrowed from English Law. The Indian Courts have been applying the same on the grounds of justice, equity and good conscience. Under the common law of England, the dependents of the persons killed in an accident had no remedy by virtue of the principle *actio personalis moritur cum persona.* But an injured person could maintain an action for damages. This resulted in the peculiar position that it was cheaper to kill than to maim or cripple a person. The introduction of railway trains and the increasing number of accidents from 1830 onwards rendered necessary a change in the law. The Fatal Accident Act 1846 — Known as Lord Campbell's Act was enacted which gave a new and independent right of action to certain near relatives of the deceased as confined to wife, husband, parent and child. The advent of the motor car and the great rise in road accidents brought about a further change in the law. The Law Reforms

2. It means, a personal right of action dies with the person. It was held that in a Civil Court the death of a human being cannot be complained of as an injury (Baker V.Bolton (1808) 1 CAMP 493)
3. S. 2 of the Fatal Accident Act 1846.
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1934 was passed to remedy the loopholes of the 1846 Act. Under the provision of the 1934 Act, the right of action of the injured person is deemed to survive his death and passes to his personal representatives. The Act of 1846 was amended in 1908 to direct that insurance money received on the Death should not be deducted from the damages. Similarly pensions and gratuity were also excluded. In 1971 it was directed that a widow's prospects of remarriage should be left out of account. The law was consolidated, with these amendments by the Fatal Accidents Act 1976. Further, amendments were made by the Administration of Justice Act 1982. This introduced a new award (to very close relatives only) for the personal distress of bereavement. It enlarged the class of potential dependents, and it directed that all benefits arising on the death were to be disregarded. Though the tortfeasor is in fact liable to pay the compensation based on the principle of fault, the introduction of motor insurance influenced the regulation of law relating to the Motor Accidents compensation. Motor Insurance, a fascinating branch of insurance had its beginning in the United Kingdom in the early part of this century. The first motor car was introduced into England in 1894. The first Motor Policy was issued

4. Mainly damages were inadequate and there was no provision for survival of cause of action.


6. See chapter V.

7. These amendments do not apply where the cause of action arose before 1983.
in 1895 to cover third party liabilities. In 1903, the Car and general Insurance Corporation was established to transact motor Insurance mainly followed by other companies. After the first world war, there was considerable increase in the number of vehicles on the road and in the number of road accidents. Prior to 1930, it was not compulsory to insure a vehicle. Even where there was an insurance in respect of an accident caused by a motor vehicle, the injured party could not sue the insurer directly or indirectly in the name of the assured to compel the insurer to pay the insurance money to him. This was due to the fact that under the common law, a stranger to a contract could not sue up on it. In England, the third parties (Rights against Insurers) Act 1930 was enacted to confer on third parties rights against the insurer of third party—risks in the event of an assured becoming insolvent. This Act could not come to the aid of a person injured by an insolvent whose vehicle was not insured. The Road Traffic Act 1930 was then enacted, prohibiting the use of a motor vehicle on a road, unless the owner or other person using it took a policy of insurance or gave security against liability to third parties. Under the Road Traffic Act 1930 it was possible for the insurer to escape from the liability by incorporating specific stipulation in the policy, breach of which would render the policy void. The Road Traffic Act, 1934 was passed to prevent the insurer from escaping the liability under the insurance policy by compelling him to satisfy the judgement obtained against the insured and also by rendering ineffective certain clauses in the policy which might be aimed at avoiding the liability arising under it.

Position in India

The Indian Fatal Accidents Act, 1855 legislated on the lines of English Fatal Accidents Act 1846, rendered the maxim "actio personalis mortui cum persona" obsolete and ineffective and enabled the wife, the husband, the parent and the child to maintain an action against the tortfeasor for the recovery of damages in respect of tortious action notwithstanding the death of the person injured. Ordinary suits were filed in the civil courts claiming compensation. Despite, the fact that our first Motor Vehicles Act was passed in the year 1914, some sort of financial protection through third party insurance could be introduced only in the Motor Vehicles Act of 1939. The provision therein for compulsory insurance was effected much later from 1.7.1946.

The provision of Chapter 8 of the Motor Vehicle Act 1939, particularly sections 94 to 96 were modelled on English statues then in force. The objects of the chapter were (1) to enable a claimant to recover the whatever sum he is in law entitled to, despite the inability of the owner or the driver to pay; (2) to prevent the insurer from escaping liability on the ground of breach on the part of the insured, of any term of the contract and (3) to entitle the claimant to recover compensation directly from the insurer. As observed by the Law Commission the legislation on the subjects of compensation for death or injury from accidents caused by motor vehicle has proceeded mainly on two lines viz.

---

(i) Insertion of provision for enforcing liability towards third parties against the insurer, even though the contract of insurance was between the owner and the insurer, thus modifying the general rule of law of contract that a third party cannot sue on a contract.

(ii) Creation of a special forum for the trial of claims for compensation, thus modifying the jurisdiction of the courts with the general hierarchy of courts.

Until 1956, there was no adequate machinery for the adjudication of claims for compensation for Motor Accidents. In 1956 Motor Vehicles Act was amended providing for the constitution of Motor Accident Claims Tribunals and conferring jurisdiction on them to adjudicate up on claim for compensation in respect of accidents involving death or bodily injury to persons arising out of the use of motor vehicles.

The amendment of 1956 incorporated section 110 A to 110 F in order to carry out the avowed object. Until 1969, section 110 of the Motor Vehicles Act permitted petition before the claims Tribunal only for

10 Statement of Objects and Reasons; Gazette of India Extraordinary Part II, Section 2, No. 47, November 12, 1955, 555, 626.

"The State Governments are being empowered to set up tribunals to determine the award of damages in case of accidents involving the death of, or bodily injury to, person arising out of the use of motor vehicles and also to adjudicate on the liability of the insurer in respect of payment of damages awarded. At present, a court decree has to be obtained before the obligation of the insurance company to meet the claims can be enforced. The amendment is designed to remove the existing difficulty experienced by persons of limited means in preferring claims on account of injury or death caused by motor vehicles."
compensation for death or bodily injury arising out of the accident. By
the Amendment Act 56 of 1969 a provision was added to Section 110 of
the Motor Vehicles Act enabling the third party to claim for damage to
property also.

**Scheme of the compensation provision in the 1939 Act**

The provision with regard to Motor Accident Compensation were
incorporated under Chapter 8 with a caption "Insurance of Motor Vehicle
against third party risks. As commented by the 85th Law Commission the
heading is inadequate and should be suitably revised since the Section
also deals with matters other than insurance. It is recommended that the
heading should be revised as "Insurance of Motor Vehicles and
Adjudication of claims for compensation in respect of accidents caused
by motor vehicles. Even after several amendments of the Act the
heading remains as such. Sections 93 to 111-A deal with compensation
aspects. Section 93 contains certain definition section 94 makes it

---

11 Section 110 of the amended Motor Vehicles Act of 1969 provides
that

(1) A State Government may by notification in the official
gazettee, constitute one or more Motor Accidents claims Tribunals
for such area as may be specified in the notification for the
purpose of adjudicating up an claims for compensation in respect of
accidents involving the death or bodily injury to persons arising
out of the use of the Motor Vehicles, or damages to any property of
a third party. So arising or both. Provided that where such claims
includes a claim for compensation in respect of damage to property
exceeding rupees two thousand, the claimant may, at his option
refer the claim to a civil court for adjudication, and where a
reference is so made, the claims tribunals shall have, no
jurisdiction to entertain any question relating to such claim.

imperative that there must be an insurance policy in relation to a motor
vehicle to cover third party risks before the motor vehicle can be used
or allowed to be used in a public place. Section 95 deals with
requirement of the insurance policy, as well as the limits of the
insurer's liability. Section 96 imposes on the insurer an obligation to
satisfy the judgement which might have been passed against the insured
in respect of a third party risk. It also enumerates the grounds of
defence available to the insurer. Section 97 deals with the rights of
third parties against the insurer on the insolvency of the insured.
Section 98 casts a duty on a person against whom the claim is made to
give information as to the insurer. Section 99 relates to settlement
between the insurer and insured persons. Section 100 assigns meaning to
the expression 'liabilities to third parties..." Section 101 relates to
the insolvency of insurer. Section 102 deals with the effect of death.
Section 103 to 108 deal with certain matters of detail, concerning
insurance. Section 109 imposes a duty on the registering officer or on
the officer in charge of a police station to furnish particulars of a
vehicle involved in an accident. Sections 110 to 110 E are concerned
with claim Tribunal, their composition, applications before them, their
awards, appeals, powers and procedure. Section 110 F provides that
jurisdiction of the Civil Court is barred if a claims Tribunal is
created. Section 111 and 111A deal with rules making power.

It should be pointed out that as a result of the provision made in
this chapter, transaction of insurance assumes a tripartite character.
Normally insurance, like any other contracts, creates a legal link only
between the parties to the transaction. The rights of the third parties
are only against the person insured there being no direct cause of
action infavour of the third parties against the insurer. To this an
exception is created by chapter 8, the principal provision in section
96(1) imposes a duty on the insurer to satisfy a judgement against
persons insured in respect of third party risk. The Sections 94 to 96
infact make an inroad on the common law rule that a third party cannot
derive benefit under a contract. Until Ist July 1989 the liability of
the Insurer was limited depending upon the class of vehicles. As
statutorily fixed the liability of the insurer in respect of goods
vehicle was limited to fifty thousand rupees in all, including the
liabilities, if any arising under the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923,
in respect of death of or bodily injury to employees (other than the
driver) not exceeding six in number, being carried in the vehicle.13

In respect of passenger carrying vehicle, there ia limit of fifty
thousand rupees in all where the vehicle is registered to carry not more
than thirty passengers. In case of vehicles which is registered to carry
more than thirty but not more than sixty passengers the liability of the
insurer is limited to rupees seventy five thousand in all. It is one
lakh in respect of vehicles when it is registered to carry more than
sixty passengers. If the vehicle is a motor cab the liability limit of
the insurer towards the individual passengers was only ten thousand
rupees each and five thousand in any other cases. Where the vehicle is a
vehicle of any other Class, the liability of the insurer was the amount
of loss infact actually incurred. In respect of persons other than

13 Section 95 (2) of the Motor Vehicle Act 1939.
passengers carried for hire or reward, the limit of insurer was rupees fifty thousand in all. The provision is applicable not only to the passengers carried for hire or reward but also in pursuance of a contract of employment. The liability of the insurer in respect of property damage was limited to rupees two thousand irrespective of the class of vehicle. These limits were incorporated at a time when the concept of social justice had not fully developed. These monetary limits fixed some what arbitrarily on the basis of the nature of the vehicle and its size was criticized as anachronistic.  

In Manjushri V. B.L Guptal the Supreme Court of India also made a suggestion for removal of the present limit of liability. It was observed that "such an invidious distinction is absolutely shocking to any judicial or social conscience and yet section 95(2) (d) of the Motor Vehicles Act seems to suggest such a distinction. We hope and trust that our law makers will give serious attention to this aspect of the matter and remove this serious lacuna in Section 95(2) (d) of the Motor Vehicles Act. We would also like to suggest that instead of limiting the liability of the insurance companies to a specified sum of money, as representing the value of human life, the amount should be left to be determined by a court in the special circumstances of each case. We further hope our suggestions will duly implemented and the observation

---

14 85th Law Commission Report (1980) p.32. It is recommended that the limit should be either deleted or raised to Rs. two lakhs per claimant in regard to claim before ordinary courts and Rs. one lakh before claim tribunal.  
of the highest court of the country do not become a mere pious wish."\(^{16}\)

In *Marine and General Insurance Co. Vs Balakrishnan Ramachandra Nayan*\(^{17}\) and *Kesavan Nair V. state*\(^{18}\) also it had been suggested to remove the limit of the liability.

The pious hope cherished by the Supreme Court of India could not be fully realized even after a decade.\(^{19}\) In the year 1982 the Motor Vehicle Act was amended for the purpose of incorporating mainly the 'No. fault' liability provision under Chapter VII A captioned "Liability without 'Fault in Certain Cases". In the amendment Act of 1982\(^{20}\) instead of deleting the limit of liability, the legislative favour was for enhancing the limit further. As enhanced, the limit in respect of goods vehicle was rupees one lakh fifty thousand rupees. Third party liability in respect of stage carriage and contract carriage was fixed as Rupees fifty thousand. Towards passenger a limit of Rs.15000/- was prescribed. The limit for property damage has also been enhanced to Rs.6,000/- from 2000/-\(^{21}\). The legislation of 'No Fault liability' provisions based on the recommendations of the Law Commission of Indian\(^{22}\) as well as on the

---

16 Id at. P. 1863
17 A.I.R. 1977 Bom, 53, 59, 60
18 1971 A.C.J. 219 (Kerala)
19 S.147 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988
20 8.95 (20 of the Motor Vehicle Act 1939 (Act 47 of 1982)
21 S. 95 (2) of the Motor Vehicle Act 1939 (Act 47 of 1982)
22 85th Report (1980)
basis of judicial pronouncement\textsuperscript{23} was considered to be a breakthrough in the law of Motor Accident Compensation. Section 92A of the Motor Vehicle Act provides that an owner or the owners of the offending vehicles shall jointly and severally be liable to pay a fixed sum of Rs.15000/- and 7500 in case of death and permanent disablement respectively. For the entitlement of the same a claimant shall not be required to plead and establish that the motor accident was due to any wrongful act, neglect or default of the owner or owners of the vehicles or of any other person. The defense of contributory negligence was an absolute bar on the respondents. In the amended Act of 1982 another important legislation was the provision for hit and run compensation. The law commission of India in its 51st report\textsuperscript{24} had observed that "having considered the various situation, we are of the view that cases in which the accident is caused by a vehicle where the person responsible cannot be traced, Popularly known as hit and run cases, should be provided for, and that the state should take over the liability in such cases. There being no recovery from the tortfeasor or his insurer, the harm suffered goes uncompensated for. Social justice required that the state should take over the liability. On the basis of the recommendation a special provision under S. 109. A was incorporated for the hit and run cases. It envisages to create a Solatium Fund with the co-operation of General Insurance Corporation and Central and State Governments\textsuperscript{25}. In case of death a sum of rupees five thousand is provided to the dependants. In

\textsuperscript{23} Manjushri Raha V. BL Gupta 1977 A.C.J. 134 (SC)

\textsuperscript{24} "On compensation for injuries caused by Automobiles in 'Hit and Run' Cases (1972) p.13.

\textsuperscript{25} 109 A (4) of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939.
respect of grievous hurt a victim is entitled to a sum of rupees one thousand only.\(^{26}\)

**The Motor Vehicle Act, 1988\(^ {27} \)**

The need for updating, simplification and rationalisation of the law relating to Motor Vehicles was recommended by the working group constituted in January 1984 to review all the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 and to submit draft proposals for a comprehensive legislation to replace the existing Act. Various committees like National Transport Policy Committee, National Police Commission, Road Safety Committee, Low powered Two wheelers committee and the Indian Law Commission have also meticulously examined the different aspects of the road transport and favoured the consolidation and amendment of the law.

The observation of the Supreme Court in M.K. Kunhimohammed V. P.A. Ahemedkutty\(^ {28} \) also accelerated the legislative intervention in changing the law to suit the modern day requirements. The changes in the Act proposed were mainly aimed to adapt with changes in the road transport technology, pattern of passenger and freight movements, development of the road network in the country and particularly the

\(^{26}\) 109 A (5) of the M V Act 1939.

\(^{27}\) Published in Gazette of India Extra Part II - Section I dated October 17, 1988 Sl. No. 78. This Act came into force with effect from July 1, 1989 vide notification No. SO. 368(E) dated 22.5.1989.

\(^{28}\) (1987) 4 SCC 284, A.I.R. 1987 SC 2158. To raise the limit of compensation payable as a result of motor accidents in respect of death and permanent disablement in the event of there being no proof of fault on the part of the person involved in the accident and also in hit and run motor accidents and to remove certain disparities in the liability of the insurer to pay compensation depending up on the class or type of vehicle involved in the accident.
improved techniques in the motor vehicles management.

The Motor Vehicle Act 1988 was thus enacted taking care of important recommendations. The administration of the Solatium Scheme by the General Insurance Corporation, provision for enhanced compensation in cases of 'no fault liability' and 'hit and run motor accidents', provision for payment of compensation by the insurer to the extent of actual liability to the victims of motor accidents irrespective of the class of vehicle are the main changes in respect of Law relating to compensation. The enhanced compensation in 'No Fault cases' is fixed as rupees Twentyfive thousand and twelve thousand respectively in death and permanent disablement.29 Similarly compensation for hit and run accidents is also enhanced to eight thousand and five hundred rupees in the case of death and rupees two thousand and in cases of grievous hurt.30

**Solatium Scheme 1989**

The applicant shall submit an application seeking compensation under this scheme in Form 1 along with duly filled in discharge receipt in Form II and the undertaking in form V to the Claims

29 Section 140 of the Act 1988
30 Section 161 (3) of the Act 1988.
32 Appendix C of the Motor Vehicles Manual (Delhi Universal Book Traders, 1995)
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
Enquiry Officer\(^{35}\) of the sub division in which the accident takes place with in a period of six months from the date of accident. A Claim Enquiry Officer is empowered to condone delay of six months only provided there are reasonable grounds. Where the claims Enquiry Officer does not accept the grounds advanced by the applicant, he shall record speaking orders and communicate to the applicant reasons for not accepting the claim application.

On receipt of the claim application, the claims Enquiry Officer shall immediately obtain a copy of the FIR, inquest report, Postmortem Report or certificate of injury as the case may be from the concerned authorities and hold enquiry in respect of claims arising out of Hit and run Motor accidents.

The claim Enquiry Officer has to decide as to who are the rightful claimants where there are more than one claimants and he has to submit, as early possible, and in any case with in a period of one month from the date of receipt of application a report in Form III\(^{36}\) along with duly discharged receipt in Form II and the undertaking in Form V along with his own recommendation to the claim settlement commissioner.\(^{37}\)

---

35 'Claims Enquiry Officer' means the Sub Divisional Officer, Tahsildar, or any other officer in charge of a revenue subdivision or a Taluka in each revenue district of a state or such other officer not below the rank of a Sub Divisional Officer or a tahsildar as may specified by the State Government.

36 Supra.n. 32.

37 Claims settlement Commissioner means the District Magistrate, the Deputy Commissioner, the Collector or any other officer in charge, of a revenue district in a state appointed as such by a state government.
The claim settlement commissioner may return any report to claims Enquiry Officer for further enquiry which may be undertaken and reported on within 15 days by the Enquiry Officer for final order. The nominated office of the Insurance Company immediately on receipt of the sanction order in Form IV together with the discharge receipt in Form II and the undertaking in Form V shall make the payment to claimant. The payment to the claimant by the Insurance Company shall be made within 15 days from the date of receipt of the sanction order together with discharge receipt and wherever delay occurs, reasons therefore shall be explained to the Claims Settlement Commissioner.

The payment of compensation in respect of the death of or grievous hurt to any person under Section 161 shall be subject to the condition that if an amount equal to this solatium compensation is obtained under any other provisions of law, then solatium compensation has to be refunded to the insurer \(^{38}\).

Until 1989, July I, the liability of the Insurer was limited. On the enforcement of the 1988 Act an insurer is liable to indemnify the actual loss \(^{39}\). In the case of property damage only a limit of Rs.6000 has been prescribed \(^{40}\). The liability of the insurer in respect of property damage can be increased to any extent by giving extra premium \(^{41}\).

---

38 Section 162 (1) of the MV Act 1988
39 Section 147 (2) (a)
40 Section 147 (2) (b)
41 See chapter VII
A claim can be settled between the insurer and the insured provided the third party is also a party to the settlement\(^\text{42}\). The new Act also enables an automatic transfer of the certificate of insurance along with transfer of ownership\(^\text{43}\). Previously the law and practice was very much anomalous where the benefits of the insurance was lost if the insurance was also not legally transferred along with the transfer of ownership. Under the new Act, the officer in charge of the police station is required to forward a copy of the investigation report to the claim Tribunal having jurisdiction and also a copy thereof to the concerned insurer. In practice this mandatory provision is not seen complied with. In the process of settlement of Motor Accident claims, forwarding a copy of the police records to the claims tribunal and to the concerned insurer would help in many ways. A claims tribunal can treat this report if it thinks necessary to do so, as if it were an application\(^\text{44}\) for compensation under this Act. It facilitates timely action and will be unaffected by any question of limitation. It also requires that the police reports must be forwarded to the claims tribunal and the insurer immediately. If the time taken for completing the investigation and submitting the report is not within a short period, the desired result will not be there. In this regard it is relevant to refer to the statutory provision made by the Tamil Nadu Government. In Tamil Nadu, it is made mandatory\(^\text{45}\) that the police should furnish the victims of

\(^{42}\) Section 152 of the Act 1988

\(^{43}\) Section 157 of the Act 1988

\(^{44}\) Section 166(4) of the Act.

\(^{45}\) G.O. Ms. No. 3058 dated 5.9.61
accidents or where death has occurred to the legal representatives of the deceased the following details:

1. Name and address of the owner of the vehicle.

2. Name and address of the insurance company with which the vehicle is insured for third party risk. It is a fact that many accident victims are being deprived of their legitimate dues by lack of knowledge of the law.

In 1976 an important rule was incorporated in the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal rules which provides that

"Notwithstanding anything contained in Rule 3 and Rule 20, any police officer not below the rank of a Sub Inspector of Police who is entrusted with the investigation of the motor vehicle accident, shall without waiting for the result of the investigation or presentation and as expeditiously as possible get an application in the form appended to these rules from the party injured in the accident or all or any of the legal representatives of the deceased, as the case may be and forward the same to claims tribunal who shall, treat it as application for the purpose of section 110 A. The party concerned shall, before the tribunal passes the award, pay the fees prescribed in Rule 20."

Besides, the government of Tamil Nadu has also directed the police officer to find out whether the applicant of the above form is in need of legal aid to press the claim. If the applicant needs legal aid and then the police officer forwards a copy of the application to the District

Committee for legal aid and advice, who in turn assign counsel and give whatever aid is necessary or collect further information to press claims. Thus the poor and illiterate gets all possible help. The provision introduced by the Tamil Nadu Government may be suitably adopted in other states where parallel provisions do not exist.

Where the death of or bodily injury to any person gives rise to a claim for compensation under the Motor Vehicles Act and also under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923, the person is entitled to compensation under either of those Acts but not under both. In such circumstances, the extent of liability of the insurer will be as per the fourth schedule of the W.C. Act 1923. A wider legal liability can be obtained if an extra coverage for the same is provided in the policy.

**Important amendments of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988**

By the Amendment Act 54 of 1994, the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, some important changes were made. The driver including the owner of the vehicle has got a great responsibility to take all reasonable steps to secure medical attention for the injured person by conveying him to the nearest medical practitioner or hospital besides giving the required information to the policy officer or to the police station with in twenty four hours of the occurrence. He shall also give the details in writing to the insurer with regard to (1) Insurance policy number and

---


48 See Chapter V.
period of its validity (2) date, time and place of accident. (3) particulars of the persons injured or killed in the accident and (4) name of the driver and the particulars of his driving licence. As decided by our Supreme Court, in Parmanand Katara V. Union of India professional obligation was statutorily laid down. Now it shall be the duty of every registered medical practitioner or doctor on duty in the hospital immediately to attend to the injured person and render medical aid or treatment without waiting for any procedural formalities.

As amended the "no fault compensation" is enhanced to fifty thousand rupees in case of death and twenty five thousand rupees in case of permanent disablement. In respect of vehicle carrying or meant to carry, dangerous or hazardous goods, it is required to have a policy of insurance under the public liability insurance act, 1991. The insurance protection to owner of goods or his authorised representative carried in the vehicle is now assured. In the "Hit and Run" cases the quantum of compensation is further enhanced from eight thousand and five hundred rupees to a fixed sum of Rs. twenty five thousand in respect of death and in respect of grievous hurt the quantum raised from

49 Section 134 of the amended Act, 1988
50 1989 A.C.J. 1000
51 Section 134 (a) of the amended Act, 1988
52 Section 140 (a) of the amended Act, 1988
53 Section 146 (1) proviso of the Act, 1988
54 Section 147 (b) (1), of the Act, 1988
two thousand to twelve thousand five hundred. In the Amendment Act of 1994 the most notable aspect was the introduction of a special provision to make payment of compensation on structured formula basis. As provided the owner of the motor vehicle or the authorised insurer shall be liable to pay in the case of death or permanent disablement due to accident arising out of the use of the motor vehicle, compensation as indicated in the second schedule, to the legal heirs or the victim, as the case may be. The term 'permanent disability' shall have the same meaning and extent as in the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923. The important characteristic of the scheme is that the claimant shall not be required to plead or establish that the death or permanent disablement in respect of which the claim has been made was due to any wrongful act or neglect or default of the owner of the vehicle or vehicles concerned or of any other person. The Central Government is empowered to revise the structured compensation schedule from time to time keeping in view of the cost of living by notification in the official gazette.

Where a person is entitled to claim compensation under Section 140 and Section 163-A, he has to exercise his option and he shall file the claim under either of the said section and not under both.

The law relating to Motor Accident Compensation thus provides three types of compensation. The right to claim compensation on the principle

55 Section 161 (3) (a) & (b)
56 Section 163-A w.e.f. 14.11.1994
57 Provided by Act 54 of 1994 (Section 64)
58 Section 163-B of the Act 1988
of fault' is retained. As provided the amount of such compensation to be
given under any other law shall be reduced from the amount of
compensation payable under section 140 or under section 163-A. The
compensation provided under section 140 and section 163-A is on the
basis of 'no-fault' for death and permanent disablement.

Under Section 140, the term permanent disablement is defined and
includes any injury or injuries involving (a) permanent privation of the
sight of either eye or the hearing of either ear, or privation of any
member or joint; or (b) destruction or permanent impairing of the powers
of any member or joint; or (c) permanent disfiguration of the head or
face.

Where as under Section 163-A the term 'permanent disability' shall
have the same meaning and extent as in the Workmen's Compensation Act,
1923. Under the Workmen's Compensation Act, disability may be classified
as follows:

1) Total disablement
2) Partial disablement
3) Permanent disablement
4) Temporary disablement

Total disablement means such disablement, whether of a temporary
or permanent nature which incapacitate a workman for all work which he
was capable of performing at the time of the accident.

59 Section 140 (5) of the Amended Act of 1994.
60 Section 2(1) (1) of the W.C.Act.
Partial disablement means where the disablement is of a temporary nature, such disablement as reduces the earning capacity of a workman in any employment in which he was engaged at the time of the accident resulting in the disablement and, where the disablement is of a permanent nature, such disablement as reduces his earning capacity in every employment which he was capable of undertaking at that time. As rightly observed, in the absence of a precise definition of the term 'disablement' as such, classification of it as 'total' and 'partial' and 'permanent' and 'temporary' and defining in terms of 'loss of earning capacity in any employment' and every employment as explained in Section 2(1) (g) and incapacitation for all work as specified in Section 2(1) (i) is a subject matter of controversy. As it is not so easy to say as to what are the different employments in which the injured could have been engaged and capable of holding earning capacity prior to the occurrence of the accident, no fruitful purpose is served by defining the important term disablement in the above classified manner. Such a definition may only help to impose an additional burden on the adjudicating body besides creating an unnecessary confusion in the minds of the poor claimants who are the real beneficiaries. Permanent and temporary disablement should be defined separately from the partial and total in terms of duration of employment i.e. whether it lasts till superannuation or for a lesser period. Total and partial disablement should be defined in the context of injuries specified in the schedule III of the Workmen Compensation Act 1923 and examine. Whether the

61 Section 2 (1) (g) of the W.C. Act.

62 N. Maheswara Swamy "What is disablement under the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923" 1992(1) A.C.J. XXVI.
disablement affects his earning capacity in the employment in which he was engaged at the time of accident or for all work or employment that he was capable of undertaking or performing at the relevant time.

The term permanent disability must be clearly defined to avoid different standards and its application must be uniform before any categories of compensation.

Further, retention of compensation based on fault over and above the structured formula basis is also a grave concern which requires to be abolished to accomplish the expeditious settlement of Motor Accidents Claims.

As substituted by the Amended Act, every application under Sub-section (1') of Section 166 shall be made at the option of the claimant either to the claims tribunal having jurisdiction over the area in which the accident occurred or to the claims Tribunal within the local limits of whose jurisdiction the claimant resides or carries on business or within the local limits of whose jurisdiction the defendant resides, and shall be in such form and contain such particulars as prescribed. Before this amendment the claims for compensation by the victims or their legal representatives were to be filed within the local limits of the area where the accident occurs. The amendment of the section was suggested by the Law Commission of India. Though the amendment provides a widened scope for the claimants, there are disadvantages in respect of both the insurers and the claimants. When there are more claims, a joint

---

64 Section 166 (2) of the Amended Act, 1988.
adjudication would be helpful to resolve the issues. The claimants may also find it difficult to get the witnesses once the jurisdiction he chooses is different from the place of occurrence. Since the liability of the insurer is limited to the number of persons permitted by the permit there may be circumstances under which an insurer may face difficulty in arranging a uniform and common defence. The administrative expenses of the insurer will be more when each claim arising out of a single accident requires to be defended by a separate counsel. Therefore it is necessary to ensure that the jurisdiction of such multiple claims shall be confined to the Tribunal covered by, the place of occurrence of the accident.

Another important change was the deletion of sub section 3 of Section 166 of the 1988 Act. It has been provided that no application for Motor Accidents Compensation shall be entertained unless it is made within six months but not later than twelve months, if it satisfied that the applicant was prevented by sufficient cause from making the application in time. By deleting the same, the claimants are free to file the claim at any time. There is no period of limitation as such for filing the claim application.

Having deleted the clause for the period of limitation, it is necessary to substitute the words 'within a reasonable time' in sub section 2 of Section 166. It shall be the discretion of the Tribunal to determine the reasonable time with in which the claim is filed. To allow a claimant to file a compensation application at any time may cause inconvenience to the insurer since the policy documents are retained in the office to a certain limited period only. When the death of or bodily
injury to, any person gives rise to a claim for compensation under the Motor Vehicles Act and also under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923, the person entitled to compensation may without prejudice to the provision of Chapter X (No fault compensation) claim such compensation under either of those Acts but not under both. This is an option statutorily allowed to claimants. In case the claimant opts Workmen's Compensation forum, he need not prove negligence whereas before the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal he has to prove negligence. The liability of the insurer is limited to the Workmen's Compensation schedule generally. As discussed below an enhanced liability will be discharged by the insurer on paying extra premium to the insurer in the relevant policy before the Motor Accident Claims Tribunal.

A claim tribunal shall pass an award determining the amount of Compensation which appears to be just and specifying the person or persons to whom compensation shall be paid. Tribunal shall also specify the amount to be paid by the Insurer, owner or driver. A copy of the award needs to be delivered within a period of fifteen days from the date of the award. The award amount shall be deposited within 30 days from the date of announcing the award.

Generally an insurer is unable to contest the case all grounds available to the insured. But, under certain situation viz. (1) when

65 Section 167 of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988
66 See Chapter IV
67 Section 168 (2) of the Act, 1988
68 Section 149 (2) of the Act, 1988
there is a collusion between the person making the claim and the person against whom the claim is made or (2) the persons against whom the claim is made has failed to contest the claim, the insurer is permitted to contest on all grounds available to the insured. An award shall carry simple interest from such date not earlier than the date of making the claim. A Tribunal is also empowered to award compensatory costs not exceeding one thousand rupees when the policy is void on the ground that it was obtained by misrepresentation or any party or insurer has put forward a false or vexations claim or defence.

**Appeal**

Any person aggrieved by an award may prefer an appeal to the High Court within ninety days from the date of the award. No appeal shall be against any award of a claim Tribunal if the amount in dispute in the appeal is less than ten thousand rupees. In the case of person who is liable to pay the compensation prefers an appeal it is a condition precedent for him to deposit Rs.25000/- or fifty present of the amount so awarded whichever is less in the manner directed by the High Court. Recovery of money under an award will be done as an arrear of land revenue. Further, no civil courts shall have jurisdiction to entertain

69 Section 170 of the Act, 1988
70 Section 171 of the Act, 1988
71 Section 173 of the Act, 1988
72 Ibid
73 Section 174 of the Act, 1988
any question relating to any claim for compensation where any claim tribunal has been constituted for that area. 74

The law relating to motor accidents compensation is changed frequently. The poor accident victims or their dependants are not so legally aware of their rights. It is satisfying to note that the police officer in charge of the police station shall forward a copy of the police report with in 30 days from the date of recording or completion, to the claims tribunal, to the insurer or owner. The copy received by the owner shall retransmit within 30 day of receipt to the claims tribunal and the concerned insurer. 75

The claim Tribunal shall treat any report of accidents forwarded to it under sub section (6) of Section 158 as an application for compensation under this Act. This will ensure that rights of the poor claimants are considered and protected through proper adjudication.

After having analysed the procedure for making compensation, it is proposed to take up for study in the next chapter the principles of liability.

74 Section 175 of the Act, 1988
75 Section 158 (6) of the Act, 1988
CHAPTER III

PRINCIPLE OF LIABILITY FIXATION. A JURISPRUDENTIAL HOME WORK

One of the central problems involved in the process of settlement of motor accidents claims is to find out the legal basis for the fixation of liability. In both common law and civil law systems, the evolution has followed identical principles viz., extention of the concept of negligence, judicial recognition of liability without fault and the legislative adoption of the principle of strict liability for certain activity considered dangerous and ultra hazardous. These developments, however, have not changed the basic theory that liability is still predicated on the basic interpretation of the notion of fault. It can be seen that this is a theoretical anachronism paradoxically kept alive and intact by practical inroads made up on it by the rapidly increasing coverage of liability insurance business which in effect abolishes altogether the idea of tort liability. It is an established fact that the ultimate goal in allocating accidental losses should be to promote wide distribution of loss in the most efficient manner consistent with the achievement of a satisfactory level of deterrence and loss protection. Under the existing compulsory-Third party Insurance Scheme the question of deterrence and loss prevention are highly debatable. The element of justice requires that each party should be held responsible according to the nature of the risk involved in the activity. In the law of compensation, a satisfactory level of deterrence can be achieved to the extent of imposing some financial accountability only. The new Motor Vehicle Act of 1988 not only enhanced the liability of the Insurer to the actual loss suffered but also set free the driver and the owner from any liability. Though this
provision enables the victims to recover the compensation from the insurer, an absolute escape from any financial accountability by the owner and driver seems to be anomalous. It is suggested that the premise for allocating loss must be the risk involved in the motoring activity. Once the risk is accepted as a reason for a rational allocation of loss it, is necessary that the liability insurance system be replaced by a system of First Party Insurance or loss Insurance. Under this scheme an insurer shall be allowed to recover from the owner and driver at least a small percent of the total award paid to the victim being their share towards medical expenses, or in the alternative, the owner and the driver shall be responsible to meet the medical expenses upto a sum of Rs. 3000/-. This will ensure the financial responsibility as well as their active co-operation in the process of settlement either through compromise or through contest. Similarly criminal trial of traffic offenses and imposition of higher penalties shall necessarily be strictly enforced to achieve satisfactory deterrence. There are different schools of thought, which are profitably referred to as guiding factors in the look out and it has become a desideratum to evolve a more comprehensive system built up on a strong jurisprudential foundation.

**LIABILITY BASED ON FAULT**

The tangled, intertwined concepts of the law of negligence are a constant source of fascination for lawyers and also a source of despair. No theory is likely to explain all the cases, or even the vast majority
of them. The greatest sin for academic lawyers is therefore over ambition.¹

It is assumed that the fundamental objective of automobile claims system is to compensate for loss suffered, and the idea that the best way to accomplish this objective is to impose up on the party whose fault caused the accident - the responsibility for compensating the victim. In Anglo American jurisdictions, the law of automobile claims system is a segment of tort law, a body of law concerned with private redress for accidental and intentional injuries. The primary question of automobile law is of tort law generally. Why provide and award of money to the victim rather than allow a loss to remain where it has fallen. Here emerges a basic principle that an award is not to be made unless there exists some reason other than the mere need of the victim for compensation. Otherwise, the award will be an arbitrary shifting of loss from a person to another at a net loss to society due to the economic and sociological costs of adjudication.² Tort laws in one sense is public law, it concerns public interests, its impacts extend into the lives of all people in the community and it reflects as faithfully as any branch of law. In another sense, tort law is distinctly private law. It focuses on private interests, and concerns the rights and duties of private individual towards each other.³ The question whether a money judgment should be awarded can be approached

1. J.D.Fresser & D.R.Howarth "More concern for cause" 1984 (2) Legal Studies 131
3. Id. at p.332
from the point of view of the public interest. What reasons for shifting loss between a plaintiff and defendant might serve as guiding principles for motor accidents claims system? What arguments beyond simply a need for compensation might be advanced for a decision that a defendant pay money damages to a plaintiff injured in a traffic accident?

Fault, is the justification most often given for shifting loss in motor accident claims. 4 Liability is dependent up on proof of negligence of the defendant or some one for whose conduct he is accountable. 5 Fault in theory tries to reduce total costs by deterring specific conduct felt to be dangerous. Letting the party which causes the cost bear it attempts to decrease accident costs either by reducing the cost causing activity by making it more expensive or by inducing the introduction of safety devices to the extent that they cost less than paying for the damages which they prevent. 6 Spreading the loss broadly attempts to reduce costs in a secondary sense. It does not reduce the number or gravity of the accidents. But by spreading the burden of


See also VAR STRALL "Tort Liability and Insurance". 3 Scandinavian studies in Laws (1959) 201


The rule of absolute liability laid down in Rylands V. Fletcher was inapplicable to a motor vehicle. Philip V.Britania Hygenic Laundry Co. (1923) 1 K.B. 539

accidents it attempts to reduce the bad effects that accidents have —
their secondary costs.  

As per the classic definition of fault in French Administration law
"Fault is seen in form of departure from a standard or as an empirical
course of conduct, rather than as a breach of duty. Any derogation
from the requisite standard of competence amounts to a malfunctioning of
the public service."  

**FAULT – A STATUTORY BASE**

The consensus opinion of the High Courts in India was that the law
relating to Motor Accidents compensation which contained in the Motor
Vehicles Act, 1988 is merely a procedural law. The substantive law
applicable is only common law and law of Torts. The word negligence is
no where found in the whole law relating to compensation.

In *Minu B Mehta V.Balakrishna Ramachandra Nayan* the Supreme
Court of India authoritatively pronounced the ratio confirming the above
stand. This was a case of Collision between a Car and a Truck. Dr.
Balakrishna Ramachandran Nayan was driving his car. His nurse Malathi

7. Ibid
8. Carol Harlov "Fault Liability in French & English public law (1976)
9. Chapters 10,11 and 12 of the Act
10. Seethamma V.Benedict D'sa 1966 A.C.J. 178 (Mysore H.C.)
11. 1977 A.C.J. 118 (SC)
M. Deshmukh was also with him who was sitting on his left side in front. The truck was at a high speed and dashed against the right side of the car. The car was damaged due to the impact causing personal injuries to both the Doctor and the Nurse. It was argued that negligence need not be proved. It was observed that the plea that the claim tribunal was entitled to award compensation which appeared to be 'just' when it was satisfied on the proof of injury to a third party arising out of the use of a vehicle on a public place without proof of negligence would lead to strange results. It is useful here to refer to some decisions of the High Courts where it has been held that negligence is not a relevant factor to be inquired into to fix the liability.

In Haji Zakaria V. Naoshir Cama the Andhra pradesh High Court held that the requirement of proof of rash and negligent driving of vehicles involved in the accident giving rise to the claim would defeat the very purpose of insurance and there was no need to prove the same and the use of the vehicle was the criterion. However this has been overruled in Minu B Mehtas' case. Similarly in Marine & General Insurance Co. Ltd V. Dr. Balakrishnan Ramachandran Nayan the Bombay High Court interpreted section 110 of the Motor vehicles Act, 1939 to the effect that everyone injured by the use of Motor vehicle must get compensation for injury. It is not necessary for the court to interpret. The word 'Use' as necessarily implying improper use or negligent use in the absence of any words used by the legislature to underpin the liability as a liability with respect to negligence or any other specific tort or tort

12. 1976 A.C.J. 320
13. 1976 A.C.J. 288
generally. On appeal the Supreme Court reversed the decision and reiterated the necessity of proving negligence for entitlement of the compensation.  

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOCTRINE—FAULT LIABILITY

History reveals that concept of strict liability was the prevailing rule of the early common law. Fault concept was only a later development. Historians have differed as to how the law of torts began. There is one theory that it originated with liability based up on "actual intent and actual personal culpability" with a strong moral tinge and slowly formulated external standards which took less account of personal fault. Another theory, is that the law began by making a man act at his peril, and gradually developed towards the acceptance of moral standards as the basis of liability. It has been suggested that, there has been no steady progression and that there have been 'unmoral' periods and others in which stress has been laid up on moral fault.

14. Id at p. 299
16. Edwar J. Kionka Torts Injuries to persons and property (St. Paul Minn West publishing Co., 1977)
18 Wigmore "Responsibility for Tortious Act: Its History" 7 Har. L Rev. 315 (1894) see also Amos "Law and Moral" 22 Har. L. Rev. 97 (1908)
19. Issacs, "Fault and liability" 22 Har.L.Rev. 954, 965 (1918)
At the earliest stages of the common law the terms 'crime' and 'tort' were unknown. Personal disputes were self remedied by way of tit for tat and eye for an eye. The intervention of law as an harbinger of peace gradually evolved.

First step was to offer and provide some incentives for the parties to settle the disputes by an agreed compensation. Soon it began to require resort to a primitive form of trial by ordeal or oath in lieu of the feud. If Plaintiff won, the defendant had to pay some fixed sum to the plaintiff called 'bot' and to the king called 'wite' computed on the basis of plaintiff value (called 'wer') and the nature of the injury or on the value of the property. If the defendant could not pay, he was punished. Then existing Anglo Saxson courts were local and dealt with only minor wrongs we now call misdemeanors. Only after the Norman Conquest in 1066 the Royal courts were created and began to have limited jurisdiction over a specified list of wrongs primarily called felonies where there was a breach of the king's peace and disputes involving land. The procedure adopted in the Royal courts was called 'appeal of felony' by which plaintiff accused defendant of a wrong in open court and offered the appropriate form of trial, combat, ordeal or oaths depending on the type of wrong and other factors. If plaintiff won, the defendant was punished. But no compensation was awarded to plaintiff in this action except that in an 'appeal of larceny', the goods if available were returned to the plaintiff. In 1166, the grand Jury was instituted, and a century later lesser crimes could to

21. Ibid, see also Fifoot, History and Sources of the Common Law (1949) PP 66-74
presented by public officials up on an information but the appeal of felony remained optional for many years.

Since then, up to 15th century, much of the kings business was accomplished by Royal writs and this included the administration of justice. Gradually, a formal system of named writs evolved, and it became necessary for the plaintiff to purchase an appropriated writ from the kings chancellor in order to commence his action. As a result of various political and judicial pressures the writs became crystallised in to certain forms and contents corresponding to the available actions and if plaintiff could not fit his case into one of the prescribed writ form, he had no action in the Royal courts. By the 15th century it had become possible and common to commence an action by Bill or complaint instead of Royal writs, but plaintiff's declaration still had to state a course of action in the recognised forms corresponding to the writs that could have been selected. 22

From the early stages of writ jurisdiction an action for personal civil injury was recognised. This is called writ of trespass. Under this writ of trespass the plaintiff recovered his actual damages if any rather than damages according to a fixed scheme of compensation. For many years it also retained quasi criminal character in that, a vanquished defendant was usually imprisoned or fined. Besides trespass, an another form of writ was also developed to accommodate certain wrongs that were outside the preview of the writ of trespass. This is called 'Action on the Case'. In the final stages of evolution only a clear cut distinction between the writ of trespass and the Action on the case was recorded.

In *Scot v. Shepherden* where on a squib being thrown in a market place and further thrown in self defense from one point to another by persons endangered, the injury was held to be the direct and immediate act of the defendant. But where indirect, i.e., ulterior damage was sued for, in an *action on the case*, some limitation had to be imposed and the test came to be whether the indirect consequence was foreseeable. It explains that the writ of trespass was applicable when the injury was direct and immediate, the *action on the case* was the remedy for the indirect and consequential harm. In the case of *action on the case* proof of actual damage was required but not in the case of trespass. Further, proof of defendant's fault was also required in 'action on the case'. No civil action was permitted in the kings court for wrongful death until the passage of Lord Comphell's Act in 1846.

As time went on, in certain of the recurring cases, actions crystallised and were separated into named actions having rules and writs of their own. In a nutshell, 'trespass' together with 'action on the case' and its progeny, account for virtually all the action to which we now refer collectively as the Law of Torts.

The *action on the case* in most instances required to prove the fault to establish a breach of duty to plaintiff in a sense as a substitute for the missing element of a direct trespass. This fault could be the performance of a lawful act in a dangerous manner. This negligence formed the basis of liability in a number of different civil action for which action on the case was the appropriate writ.

---

23. 26 E R, 525 as per WC Grey C J (1773) 2 Win B/892
As the vitality of the forms of actions declined, harms direct and indirect grouped as separate field of liability and a general concept of negligence took hold.24

Ideologically the liability based on fault has its roots in the rationalistic natural law dating from the beginning of the 17th century25 and the idea of personal liability seems to have been first forcefully advanced among the Jews during their Babylonian exile, where they were heavily engaged in trade.26 In Roman Law, the lex Aquilia required some degree of fault in defendants for punishment and compensation. The conception of fault was also being combined with Christian conception of guilt in the canon Law.

POSITION IN INDIA

The historical background of legal system in India could be traced from Samhita period.27 The implicit belief in rebirth and the fixed notion that for every defect or mishap in this life, a person himself is responsible in this life, or in a past one are major characteristics of the judicial and social code of Hindus.28

24 The origin of this fault rule is obscure and Winfield in common with most other writers, regarded it as both exceptional and historically unjustifiable.

Winfield and Jolowicz, on Torts (1979) p.107


26. Id at p.42

27. From 1600 B.C to 1300 B.C

During the period of Upanishads and Dharmasastras only a real beginning of civil and criminal law as two distinct branches can be found. A great deal was left to be adjudged by usages, precedents and customs. Judges were to consider fault of the parties in dealing various wrongful acts. During the Manu Smruti period compensation was provided either on the principle of fault or social assistance.

In a case, if the wrongdoer was not in a position to pay the damages, a system of social assistance by which the users of the vehicle were required to make good the loss caused to the injured. The judge were required to measure compensation by finding the truth by inference.

The period between 320 A.D to 1000 A.D saw the end of the constructive period of Hindu Law and its critical phase was yet to begin. The commentaries of Yagnavalkya, Vishvarupa and Medhatithi made a blending of crime and tort and no clearcut importance was given to fault or negligence. Muslim Law went even further in the direction of subordinating the tort to crime.

By the beginning of the 17th century, at least in states administered by Hindu Kings, Manu Smruti was considered as main source

29. 1200 B.C to 600 B.C
30. Kane, P V History of Dharmashastra vols. 2 & 3 (1941)
31. Ibid
32. 600 B.C to 320 A.D
33. Manu Smruti VIII, see infra. n. 34
34. G.S. Karkara, Law relating to Contributory Negligence (1983) p.8
of law. But in parts of the country where Muslim Law was applied either
the law of Torts was not developed or it was in rudimentary stage. This
had helped the Britishers to apply their own law in India. The people
of India came under the influence of the common law jurisprudence in
such a peculiar way. The English law has been the source of the Law of
Torts as applied by the courts in India but its actual extent of
applications remained vague.36 By the charter of 1726, both common law
and statute law of England, were introduced in India as they stood in
1726.37 In the case of Torts, the courts in India tried to follow the
rules of common law in so far as they were in consonance with justice,
equity and good conscience.38 Its application was therefore
selective39 and was not followed if found unreasonable and unsuitable.40

Sir Fredrik Pollock had prepared a draft code of Torts for India
known as "The Indian Civil Wrongs Bill at the instances of the
Government of India. It was not taken for legislation.41

MEANING OF FAULT

Winfield defines fault or negligence as the breach of a legal duty
to take care which results in damage undesired by the defendant to the

37. Thanvi S.C. The Indian legal system, 591 see also Advocate General of Bengal V Ranee Suruomayee Dosse (1863) 9 MIA 387 at 426
38. Id at 592
41. Report of the 4th Law commission of India see also 5 LQR 362.
plaintiff. It is a carelessness in a matter in which carefulness is made obligatory by Law. Lord Wright in Lochgelly Iron and Coal Company V. M Mullan explains that negligence means more than headless or careless conduct, whether as omission or commission, it properly connotes the complex concept of duty, breach and damage thereby suffered by the person to whom the duty is owing. In Gyarsilal Jagannath Parshad mor V. Pandit Sitaraman Dubey the Madyapradesh, High court held that a necessary ingredient in the conception of negligence is the existence of a duty owed by the defendant to the Plaintiff to take due care and breach of that duty. The idea of negligence and duty are related and there is no such thing as negligence in abstract; negligence is simply neglect of some care which we are bound by law to exercise towards somebody. A reasonable man so regulates his conduct as to avoid producing any undesirable consequences which he forsees as probable. That is the normal standard of careful conduct. If the conduct in question falls short of this standard, it is negligence.

42. On Tort, 11th ed, (1979)
43. Salmond 'On Tort' 15th ed.
44. [1934] AC 1, 23
45. 1958-65 A.C.J. 352 (MP)
46. Bewen, On negligence, p.11 (As per Stone, it is a legal category of concealed circular reference. It is not only incapable of yielding only one result, it is strictly incapable of yielding any result. To make duty an additional requirement to that of negligence is to assert that there is a distinction, where no distinction is to be found – we are confronted by a meaningless distinction, a category of meaningless reference. Stone, Legal Systems and Lawyers reasoning (1964) p.258 That is the normal standard of careful conduct.)
47. Minor Veeran V. T.V. Krishnamoorthy A.I.R. 1966 Kerala 172
THEORIES OF FAULT

There are two rival schools of thought with regard to the meaning of the term fault. According to one, fault is a state of mind. The other view is that it is not a state of mind but merely a type of conduct. These theories are respectively called subjective and objective theories of fault.

THE SUBJECTIVE THEORY

It is Sir John Salmond, who adopted this theory as expounded by Austin. According to him, a careless person is a person who does not care. It is an attitude of indifference. Now indifference is exceedingly apt to produce thoughtlessness or inadvertence; but it is not the same thing, and may exist without it. If one is indifferent as to the results of his conduct, he shall very probably fail to require adequate foresight and consciousness of them, but he may, on the contrary, make a very accurate estimate of them, and yet remain equally indifferent with respect to them. It therefore essentially consists in the mental attitude of undue indifference with respect to one's conduct and its consequence.


THE OBJECTIVE THEORY

It is Sir Fredrick Pollock, who propounded this theory. Fault is not a subjective element but an objective one.

It is not a particular state of mind but a particular type of conduct. It is a breach of the duty of taking care and to take care
means to take precautions against the harmful results of one's actions and to refrain from unreasonably dangerous kinds of conduct. For instance to drive at night without lights is a fault because to carry lights is a precaution taken by all reasonable and prudent men for the avoidance of accidents. To take care therefore is no more a mental attitude or state of mind. It emphasises that fault means a failure to achieve the objective standards of the reasonable man. It is not sufficient that one has acted in good faith to the best of his judgment and belief and has used as much care as he himself believed to be required of him in the circumstance of the case. The question in every case is not whether he honestly thought his conduct sufficiently careful, but whether in fact it attained the standard of due care established by law. The standard due care demands the amounts of care which is reasonable in the circumstances of the particular case. It is different from the standards of an average man. Fault is therefore the omitting to do something which a reasonable man would do, or the doing something which a reasonable man would not do.

The subjective theory has the merit of making clear the distinction between intention and fault. The willful wrong doer desires the harmful consequence, and therefore does the act in order that they may ensue. The negligent wrongdoer does not desire the harmful consequence, but in many cases is careless whether they ensue or not and therefore does the act notwithstanding the risk that may ensue. The willful wrongdoer is liable because he desires to do the harm. The negligent wrongdoer may be liable because he does not sufficiently desire to avoid it.

49. Pollock, Torts 15th ed p.336
50. Blyth V. Birmingham water works Co. (1856) 25 L.J.Ex at 213
The importance of objective theory is strongly felt when wrongful intention is not in issue and the question is simply whether the defendant caused the harm without any fault on his part or by his unintentional fault, the question is to be settled by asserting whether his conduct conformed to the standards of the reasonable man. In such cases, the law relating to fault requires the defendant at his peril to come up to an objective standards and declines to take his personal equation in to account.  

In American jurisdictions also fault was considered as an essential element. In the leading American case Brown V. Kendall When defendant raised a stick to separate two fighting dogs and in doing so accidentally struck the eye of plaintiff who was standing behind him. Plaintiff sued in trespass for assault and battery. Under the English common law plaintiff could have won since the injury was directly caused by the defendants voluntary act. Although the court held that the trespass was the proper form of action, it found for the defendant holding that liability in trespass required either intentional or negligent misconduct. The fault ethics based on brown case was so strong that the New York Court of Appeals in 1911 held the state's first workman's compensation statute unconstitutional because it imposed

51. Holmes "On negligence and recklessness" (1961) 24 M.L.R. 592. In Denmark by the middle of the 19th century Orsted and Goos (like Jhering) attached importance to objective rather than subjective factors for practical reasons. According to them a certain basic integrity of persons and things must be protected by the laws of compensation, regardless of the presence or absence of subjective elements. (Stig Jorgenson "The decline and fall of the Law of Torts" 18 Ame.J.Comp. L. 39, 47 (1970).

52. 6 Cash (60 Massachusetts 1850) See prosser and Smith, cases and Materials p.5 (1962) 3rd ed:
liability without fault. Writer Kionka observe that the past fifty years have seen a dramatic reversal of fault ethic attitude. Workman's compensation statutes have been passed and sustained in every state. Restatement of Torts (second) in 1964 clearly provides strict liability for activities which are abnormally dangerous.

FAULT LIABILITY SYSTEM

A Critical Appraisal

The Present system of liability determination based on fault has got practically many defects adversely affecting its continued existence. The intractable problems of delay and arrears, the difficulty of proof of fault, and the positive aspects of the inherent risk, social justice, availability of third party insurance protection demand the abolition of fault aspect. "The drift to paternalistic government which has marked the last hundred years has led to the belief that compensation for personal injury and death should depend up on the commission of a wrong is untenable, so that reparation must be available beyond the limits of tortious claims". A road accident victim should be able to recover at least the whole of his net economic loss without having to prove the negligence or fault of somebody else.

53. EDWAR J KIONKA Torts injuries to persons and property (1977) p.56
54. Sections 519 & 520.
According to Alec Samuel\textsuperscript{57} the defects in the present fault system of damages for personal injuries are painfully apparent. Woodhouse report\textsuperscript{58} in New Zealand strongly criticizes the concept of fault liability as a philosophy on which it depends as illogical, the verdicts as entirely uncertain affected by mere chance, the procedure as costly and slow moving and the nature of award and the whole process as an impediment to rehabilitation\textsuperscript{59} and further observed that the moral basis for the application of fault principle cannot be explained in terms of the legal conception of negligence because the test of negligence is objective and impersonal.\textsuperscript{60} Negligence is tested not in terms of the state of mind or attitude of the actual defendant but impersonally against performance of a theoretical individual described as the reasonable man of ordinary prudence.\textsuperscript{61}

**Defects**

1. **Limited scope of Reparation**

A major shortcoming of this system is its ineffectiveness as a means of social adjustment. Though the defendant is successfully sued, the injured plaintiff will go unrecompensed if the defendant lack the means to pay and also the injured plaintiff has to go unrecompensed if the facts be such that the defendant has done him no tortious wrong.


\textsuperscript{58} Report of the Royal commission of Enquiry on compensation for personal injury in New Zealand (December 1967)

\textsuperscript{59} Id at p.47

\textsuperscript{60} Id at p.48

\textsuperscript{61} Id at p.50
(b) **Limited Scope of Personal accountability**

Fault by its nature fails to bring home the wrongdoer personal accountability *interalia* on the main grounds of widely accepted liability insurance practice as well as on lack of means to pay. The liability of the insurer has now been statutorily very widened by which the tort feasor can escape absolutely free from any type of financial accountability.

(c) **Difficulty of Fault Determination**

Most accidents occur suddenly and unexpectedly. The details of the surrounding circumstances can seldom be accurately determined. A normally cautious driver could be held negligent because an incorrect decision in the last split of a second results in an accident. Further, proof of negligence becomes a difficult task on the plaintiff due to various reasons. It cannot be ruled out the possibility that either party to the accident may be tempted to suppress or fabricate evidence to show that the other party is at fault. It has become a dilatory process. The inordinate delay caused to poor victims amounts to denial of justice

62. It is estimated that a driver averages 200 observation and 20 decision per mile. See George E. Rejda *Social Insurance and Economic Security* (1976), p.314

63. *Id* at 315

64. Record of the police investigations are not made available to the Tribunal and officer who investigate the accident are seldom available to give evidence. With regard to the present system of investigation it is commented in a report by Justice on Trial of Motor Accident cases that it is expensive, necessarily incomplete, no party getting a picture of all the evidence and it is defective in that witnesses are generally not appropriate for fault statements until their memories have began to fade.

Philip Kimber *Trial of Motor Accident cases* (1966) p.7
Delay defeats equity. Justice delayed is justice denied. Long litigation is beyond the financial capacity of poor claimants.\textsuperscript{65} Similarly, insurance companies are also adversely affected in as much as their administrative and legal costs are continuing to spiral out of control.

However, the reformers who seek to eliminate the problem of delay, being an intractable concomitant of adjudication in the process of finding out the fault element, are confronted with two dangers. The first is the cynicism which accepts it as inevitable. The second is an abandonment in the name of efficiency of those procedural safeguards which protect the autonomy and worth of every individual.

(d) \textbf{Inequities in claim payment}

Courts are reluctant to give a substantial award in case the insurer has not come in the picture and significant numbers of claim are not promptly paid because of investigation, negotiation and waiting for court dates. Further, the victims are not given on time the proceeds of the award due to cumbersome procedure adopted through treasury and banks. The intervention of middlemen further delays the payment.

\textbf{HIGH ADMINISTRATION COSTS AND INEFFICIENCY}

Shifting of accidental loss according to the legal determination of individual fault is an extremely expensive method. The administrative costs such as lawyers fees, witness fees, court costs, operating costs

\textsuperscript{65} Bishan Devi Vs Sirbaksh Singh A.I.R. 1979 S C 1862. It is a case which dragged on for 18 years. As supreme court commented: "The defendants had raised untenable pleas."
and profit of insures involved in allocating accidental losses based on fault are very high. In 1967 it was estimated\textsuperscript{66} that more than 40% of the total money paid into the tort system in New Zealand was absorbed by administrative costs. In the year 1978, Pearson Commission\textsuperscript{67} in England estimated that the operating costs of the tort system for compensating personal injuries amounted to about 85% of the value of compensation paid or about 45% of the combined total compensation and operating costs. In the United States, administrative costs appear to be even higher. Prof. Keetone\textsuperscript{68} has estimated that in automobile injury cases 56% of every liability insurance premium dollar absorbed by operating expenses. But the cost of administering New Zealand's no fault compensation scheme in respect of personal injuries has been proved inexpensive which amounts to only 10% of the total amount paid in to the Scheme.\textsuperscript{69}

\textbf{Merits}

1. \textbf{Essence of Justice}

The principle of basing awards on fault has been generally accepted as the essence of justice. Perhaps the only justification for this

\textsuperscript{66} Report of the Royal Commission on compensation for personal injury in New Zealand (The wood house Report) part, 1967


\textsuperscript{68} Keetone compensation system, 33 (1969) cited from J.A.Smillie, "Negligence and Economic Loss" (1982) 32 University of Toronto Law Journal 231

\textsuperscript{69} 1980 Report of the Accident compensation commission to the New Zealand
principle is that most people believe fairness requires one who causes harm intentionally or carelessly to pay for it. The impact of the modern civilization and its increasing casualties however seems to outweigh the element of justice involved in the system when compared with the social justice involved in providing compensation to poor victim.

2. The Deterrent Effect

Fault system has in truth its object in assuming a sense of security in the common interest through the deterrence of potential wrongdoers. However the effects of compulsory motor third party insurance and other liability insurance schemes have practically freed tort feasors from any economic burden.

The primary and effective function of the tort law is compensatory. Even otherwise most of the accidents are products of personal traits that cannot be controlled by threat of liability.

The rapidly changing traffic conditions and quick response that driving entails are circumstances where deterrence will not work well. The deterrent effect through tort liability can be seen less compared to

70. Robert C. Keetone and Jeffrey O Connel, "Basic Protection for Improving Automobile claim system", 78 Harv.L.Rev. 329, 335 (1964 - 65)


73. James and Dickinson, " Accident proneness and Accident Law" 65 Harv. L. R. 769 (1950)
other deterrent influence such as fear of injury to oneself and fear of criminal and semicriminal sanctions. Deterrence looks more to the public interest in the effect of award than to the private interest of parties to particular cases and focussing the contest between two parties after the accident tends to bring private interest into the foreground. Effectiveness of personal liability through deterrence in drivers is thus limited.

In general, liability based on fault cannot be shown to have any considerable concrete preventive effect since it is impossible to distinguish this effect from that of other motives psychological, social religious etc in influencing human behaviour. In the words of Jorgenson the fault system is not only antiquated from a methodological point of view but is also no longer capable of dealing with the underlying social facts. The fault as the sole criterion of liability is also unjustified in the large scale prevalence of insurance facility. But the judiciary in England was reluctant to diverge from the traditional concept of fault liability. Viscount Simond was of the view that it was not the function of a court of Law to fasten up on the fortuitous circumstance of insurance to impose a greater burden

75. W.Strahll "Tort Liability and Insurance" 3 Scandinavian Studies in Law 201 (1959)
78. Davie V. New Morton Mills Ltd. [1959] A.C. 604, 627
on the defendant than would otherwise lie on him. The same view has been reaffirmed by the House of Lords in 1972.

Judicial Sympathy

In British Railway Board V Harrington

Lord Wilberforce observed the fault liability as outdated. It was Lord Denning M.R. who vehemently attacked this fault doctrine. In Morris V. Ford Motor Co. Ltd he made his approach very clear and laid down that "damages are expected to be borne by the insurers. The court themselves recognise this every day. They would not find negligence so readily or award sums of such increasing magnitude except on the footing that the damages are to be borne not by the man himself but by an insurance company". With this in mind the way is open to formulate a new basis for liability by asking up on whom should the risk fall instead of who was at fault.

Economic Analysis of Law

The economic analysts like Guido Calabrese, M. Landes & Richard A

80. [1972] 1 All E.R. 749, 769
81. (1973) 2 WLR 843, 846
82. Devie's case. [1953] A.C.604, 627 see also Louis L. Jaffe "Damages for Personal injury. The impact of Insurance (1953) 18 Law and contemporary problem 219
83. "The Decision for Accidents, An Approach to Non fault Allocation of costs" 78 Harv L. Rev. 713 (1965)
Posner, William Vickrey and Steven Shavell were in support of considering the probability of loss by the activities as a desirable test. According to them actual causation requirement has nothing to do with the fixation of tort liability in the ultimate accomplishment of maximisation of social costs. To an economist, a defendant is held liable for a particular injury only. Doing so will create incentives for the defendant or others to act more efficiently in future or alternatively if the defendant is situated to spread or absorb the loss so as to minimise the economic disruption resulting from the injury regardless of who caused it? The principal object should be not to eliminate all damage but to deter conduct resulting in damage where the cost of accident prevention is less than the cost of accident occurring.

In practice, Negligence Law, however has never adhered rigidly to a principle of awards based on fault in the sense of morally blame worthy conduct. Though the fault is the explanation most frequently given for shifting losses in automobile cases it has become increasingly clear


85. "Automobile Accidents, Tort Law and Insurance" 33 Law and contemporary problems 464 (1968) "Jurisprudence tends in principle, though law in practice to drew a sharp line between client and culpable behaviour. Action that fails to transgress this line may be held to involve damnum absque injuria and carry no penalty, however great be the damage done to the others and however small the potential benefit to the actor. The economist tends rather to take natura non facit saltum as his motto, and to insist that the degree of culpability and accountability is measured by the damage done not by any arbitrary line defining the limits of acceptable behaviour.

that culpability has by no means been an exclusive guide in formulating rules for liability in automobile cases. The fault system is a poor system of market or collective control. Treating the problem of accident law in forms of activities rather than in terms of careless conduct is the first step towards a rational system of resource allocation. Activities are of useful and useless types though either may be accident prone. There are acts or activities that we would bar in our society regardless of the willingness of doer to pay for harm they cause. Two categories of useless acts are noticed. First comprises in those which the doer has sufficient control over the activity so that criminal penalties are appropriate. The second comprises those in which the doer has such insufficient control that criminal penalties are deemed inappropriate. Here a system of non insurable tort fines assessed on the individual doer of the useless and together with general no fault liability would do a far better job of deterrence of value less activities.

Professor Fleming James observes that concept of fault is without significance either to create liability or to defeat it because a patterned way of responding the concept of negligence is emptied of any

87. Guido Calabrisi "Does the fault system optimally control primary accident costs" (1968) 33 Law and Cont. Problems 429, 453. In Market control or deterrence, we set individuals decide whether an act or activity is worth doing given to its costs to society but in collective control or deterrence, we decide collectively for individuals whether the act or activity is worth its cost to society and should be allowed.

88. Guide Calabrisi "The decision for Accidents; An approach to no-fault allocation of costs" 78 Harv. L. Rev. 718 (1965)
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element of blame since negligence is attributable to accident proneness and accident proneness is a characterising trait.

The tort action therefore should be abolished at least in personal injury cases.

Evolving Rule of 'No Fault Liability' in Motor Accidents Claims.

The main question to be considered here is whether liability for personal injury and death from accidents caused by Motor Vehicles should continue to be governed by the traditional doctrine of fault, or whether there is need for abrogating or modifying that doctrine? While critically appraising the fault system, it has been experienced that the liability determination based on fault is not satisfactory. It is the view of the majority that because of the difficulties of proof of fault which are peculiar to highway traffic, justice suffers, in as much as the person who could have recovered compensation is unable to do so, not because fault did not exist, but because it could not be proved. "Once a person has become disabled, the important thing is the consequence of the disability not the cause of it." If eligibility for compensation is to be dependent on proof of cause, the result may be damaging delay in the commencement of payments as well as rehabilitation. The fault liability in its origin was initiated not to expand legal protection of the injured but rather to reduce it, in the wake of the Industrial revolution. It was felt to be in the better interest of an advancing

92 T.G. ISOW, Human Disability and personal Income L. Klar studies in Canadian Tort Law (1977) P.427.
economy to subordinate security of individuals, who happened to be casualties of the new machine age, rather than fetter enterprise by loading with the cost of inevitable accidents. The consideration of difficulty of proof, inordinate delay and arrears have thus led to the evolution of special rules in the form of no-fault liability.

**NO FAULT LIABILITY — ITS MEANING**

It denotes liability without proof of negligence. The terms absolute liability and strict liability are also referred to while explaining the same. Absolute liability was the first expression used by Justice Blackburn to impose liability without proof of negligence. Since the defences like 'acts of God' and victims own fault played a relative role in the determination of liability the term absolute liability was criticized as a myth and misnomer by P.H. Winfield. He instead recommended the term 'strict liability'. The term 'no fault' liability is different from 'No liability without fault'. As per the rule 'No liability without fault' the burden if proof is imposed up on the owner or user to show that a negligent act has not been committed. This is a type of reversed burden of proof. In Nordic countries like Sweden and Denmark as well as in the Soviet Russia 'No liability without fault rule was in practice.

---
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According to W.L. Morrisons & C Sappideangs the term 'no fault liability is a misleading word. It has been traditionally treated within the law of tort as the absolute liability which is imposed on a defendant who causes harm independently of any fault of his. But no fault compensation does not come from a source which necessarily had anything to do with causing the harm at all, with or without fault. It has been described as compensation obtainable without proving fault and is provided outside the tort system. It is a new liability created by statute and up on such creation, gives rise to a corresponding right to the victims or his legal representatives.

Therefore it belongs to substantive law and to that extent it modifies the liability under the Law of Torts.

Historical Development.

The concept of strict liability was the prevailing rule of the early common law. While analysing the historical development of the Law of Fault, it has been noted that strict liability was the rule in the writ of trespass and the aspect of negligence was later in origin reflected through the action on the case. A new life was given to the concept of strict liability for harm resulting from abnormally dangerous condition and activities through the decision in Rylands v. Fletcher. The rule in effect postulates the following requirements namely(a) that

99. Neeli V. Padmanabha Pillai 1992 (2) KAR. 807, 814 EB as per Jagannadha Rao CJ.
101. (1868) L R 3 H L 330
the defendant brought, introduced and collected things or goods on his land, (b) that he made non natural user of his land by excessive use of his private rights, (c) that the thing or object escapes from his land to another's land and (d) that the plaintiff suffered damage to his person or property. So the rule of strict liability is very appropriate for harm resulting from the miscarriage of an activity which though lawful, is unusual, extraordinary, exceptional, or inappropriate in the light of the place and manner in which the activity is conducted. Strict liability for abnormally dangerous activity is now the general rule.

The development of this rule in India is expected to get a new shape by virtue of the pronouncement in *M.C. Mehta V. Union of India*\(^\text{102}\) by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court was in a way legislating a policy matter by holding that the liability of hazardous industries are 'absolute' more than strict and no defences that are available under *Rylands V. Flectcher* rule will be applied to negate their liability. In *Union Carbide Corporation V. Union of India*\(^\text{103}\) also the Supreme Court adopted the same principle of liability. The statutory provisions of strict liability in respect of accidents in trains carrying passengers\(^\text{104}\) workmen by accidents arising out of and in

\(^{102}\) 1987 A.C.J.386(S.C)  
\(^{104}\) Indian Railways Act 1890, Section 82-A.
the course of employment and accidents to air passengers were there with the Social Security Objectives.

**IMPACT OF STRICT LIABILITY RULE ON MOTOR ACCIDENTS CLAIMS.**

The Anglo American law does not classify the driving of a motor vehicle as a dangerous activity. Even the driving of a defective vehicle is not considered as an abnormally dangerous activity that can be subjected to strict liability. But in France, Motor vehicles are treated as dangerous things. This was done by way of a judicial interpretation of the Article 1384(1) of the French civil code some of the Victorian judges had even ruled out the application of this rule of strict liability towards personal injuries in general. Later in Perry v. Kendrick Transport Co. its applicability has been firmly established in cases of personal injury. A fortiori, a specific treatment of this rule of strict liability was even argued for especially in cases of personal injury or death arising out of Motor vehicles accidents as a separate and Preferential category.

105. Workmen's Compensation Act 1923, section 3.
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111. (1956) 1 W.L.R.85, 87
Legislative Attempts.

In England, a bill which would have made motorists strictly liable to pedestrians, without proof of fault was in fact given a third reading by the House of Lords in 1934, though it was not proceeded within the House of Commons. The select committee, to which the U.K. Bill proposing no fault liability was referred to even considered that a motor car on the road could properly be regarded as falling within the rule of Rylands v. Fletcher.\textsuperscript{112} It has also been recognised that the obligation to compensate the innocent pedestrian ought to be regarded as a duty of the motoring community as a whole, rather than of the individual motorists who cause the damage.\textsuperscript{113} The development of Law in Newzealand seems to be notable. The consolidated Newzealand Accident Compensation Act of 1982 provides a very comprehensive scheme and it has been described as the most ambitious reforms of the Tort Law in the common law world.\textsuperscript{114}

In Finland the Finnish Act of 1959 has practically abolished the personal liability of the owner and of the user, in so far as the insurance covers the loss or damage. Their liability has been replaced by a compulsory insurance system for the direct benefit of the injured persons.\textsuperscript{115}

\textsuperscript{112} H.L.Deb. 5th series Col.1046.

\textsuperscript{113} Douglas Payne, "Compensating the Accident Victim" (1960) 13 C.L.P.95.

\textsuperscript{114} Geoggrey W.Palmer "Compensation for personal injury; a Requiem for the common law in Newzealand". 21 Am J.Comp Law I(1973).

\textsuperscript{115} Finnish Motor vehicles Insurance Act of 1959.
In Sweden, after the New Traffic Damage Act came into effect in 1976, normally all traffic victims are entitled to receive in principle full compensation for their personal injuries without proof of fault. In the U.S.A. the subject of no fault liability has received the maximum recognition.

Various studies undertaken by committees and commissions have come out with the principal recommendation for no fault compensation. A


118. Columbia University Committee plan of 1932, saskatchewan plan of 1946, california plan of 1965, Keetore and O'wnndl's basic protection plan of 1964 (see Robert E.Kectone and Jeoffray O'Connell Basic protection for the traffic victions - A blue print for reforming automobile insurane (1965)PP. 140, 148, 273. All the above four committees are U.S. Based Committees.

no fault Scheme has been formulated by the 85th Law Commissions. Considering the Indian Economy it is suggested that it is better to impose liability without fault on the Motorist coupled with liability Insurance.

INDIAN JUDICIARY VIS-A-VIS NO FAULT LIABILITY

As far as Indian Judiciary is concerned, though the Supreme Court of India had ruled out a blanket liability on the Insurer and its Motorists in Minu B Mehta V.Balakrishna Ramachandran Nayan it was not hesitant to be express, dissatisfaction over the fault principle. In Concord Insurance Co. V.Nirmala Devi the Supreme Court emphasised the need for amending the Motor vehicles Act of 1939 so as to incorporate in it the principle of 'no fault liability' with regard to Motor vehicles.

The scheme envisages (a) The level of protection against measurable economic loss is to be treated as a risk of motoring subject to a pecuniary limit. The assumption is that a motorist who creates a risk of injury or death must pay for that injury or death without regard to fault.

(b) Through the medium of insurance and by making the insurer liable the cost of providing the compensation would in substance be distributed among the motorists without regard to fault in particular accidents. This will be applicable only to claims before the Tribunal.

(c) In such cases contributory negligence should neither be a defence nor be a ground for apportionment according to fault. The quantum of compensation against non fault scheme was suggested not to exceed one lakh rupees each in respect of injury as well as death and further a claimant shall be able to seek an amount in excess of the 'no fault' scheme, provided he proves the fault before the claims Tribunal.

120. 85th Report - P.26.

121. Id. at P.23
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Accidents. As observed by Krishna Iyer J., "The command of the constitution is being violated by the state itself by neglecting road repairs, ignoring deadly over loads and contesting liability after nationalising the bulk of bus transport and the whole of general Insurance Business. The jurisprudence of compensation for Motor accident must develop in the direction of 'no fault liability' and the determination of the quantum must be liberal, not niggardly. Since the law values life and limb in a free country in general scales".\textsuperscript{124}

In \textit{State of Haryana V. Darshana Devi}, it was observed by the supreme Court that insurance against third party risk is now compulsory and motor insurance is nationalised and transport itself is largely by state undertakings the principle of no fault liability and on the spot settlement of claims should become a national policy. Justice Kailasam in \textit{Bishan Devi V. Sirbaksh Singh} recommended that the legislature may consider making the liability to pay minimum compensation \textit{absolute} as provided for the dependants or victim in rail and air accidents.

According to him a minimum compensation may be paid every month to the dependants calculating their share for the period to which they are entitled.\textsuperscript{127} Justice Krishna Iyer, a staunch supporter of 'no fault' liability strongly criticized in \textit{Rattan Singh V. State of Punjab} the neglect of legislature in not legislating the 'no fault liability'.

\textsuperscript{124} Id at P.1667.
\textsuperscript{125} 1979 A.C.J. 205 (SC)
\textsuperscript{126} A.I.R. 1979 S.C.1862
\textsuperscript{127} Id at P.1866
\textsuperscript{128} 1980 (35) S.C.W.R. 29,31
laid down the jurisprudential foundation of state liability in
*N.K.V.Bros(p)Ltd.V.M.Kurumai Ammal*¹²⁹. He held "the state must seriously
consider 'no fault liability' by legislation. A second aspect which pains
us is that inadequacy of compensation or undue parsimony practised by
Tribunals. We must remember that Tribunals are state organs and Article
41 of the constitution lays the jurisprudential foundation for state
relief against accident disablement of citizens"¹³⁰.

The Madras High Court in *M/s.Ruby Insurance Co.Ltd. V.Govindaraj*¹³¹
has gone to the extent of suggesting social insurance to provide cover
for the claimants irrespective of proof of negligence to a limited
extent upto Rs.300/- a month.

*In Kesavan Nair V. State Insurance Officer*¹³² Krishna Iyer J for
the Kerala High Court held:

"Out of a sense of humanity and having due regard to the handicap
of the innocent victims in establishing the negligence of the driver of
the vehicle a blanket liability must be cast on the insurers. The

¹²⁹. A.I.R. 1980 S.C. 1354
¹³⁰. Id at P.1355
¹³¹. AAO Nos 607 of 1973 and 296 of 1974 decided on 13-12-1976 referred
to in A.I.R. 1979 S C 1862, 1866.
¹³². 1971 A.C.J.219
jurists, Clark and Lindsell,\textsuperscript{133} Street,\textsuperscript{134} Winfield and Jolowicz\textsuperscript{135} have also supported the modification of liability to be based on 'no fault'. Imposition of liability based on cause in law shall be replaced by risk allocation. As observed by Professor Atiyah\textsuperscript{136} a motorist may be a better persons to bear the risk of non fault caused accidents because he can better distribute the loss arising from such accidents and also it is much easier to enforce compulsory insurance against motorist than it would be against pedestrains. Further it is also asserted that the availability of liability insurance is an important legislative reason for the introduction of no fault liability\textsuperscript{137}. The fundamental principle upon which insurance practice has been passed for several centuries is a simple one. Pooling of Risk\textsuperscript{138}. Through out its history insurance has been a subject of public policy consideration and action\textsuperscript{139}.

Automobile liability insurance has traditionally relied on a third party system under which the insurer asks a potential claimnant, were you at fault; if so recovery is proportional or even barred.

Reliance on fault as a basis for distinguishing between those who will and will not collect the proceeds of an insurance policy is
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something of an anomaly in the end of 20th century insurance practice.
The starting point of the principle of risk with insurance is that in a complex modern society injury and damage are bound to occur from time to time and that is it is possible to insure either against that injury or damage against liability to pay compensation for it.\textsuperscript{140}

What is needed therefore is a reconsideration of the existing fault liability whenever the risk of injury or damage ought to be there. Proof of reasonable care, proof of all possible care, proof of even act of god must be ruled out as defences\textsuperscript{141}.

It is satisfying to note that the Indian Parliament has accepted the theory of no-fault in Motor Accident Claims System also. In accordance with the recommendations of the Indian Law Commission\textsuperscript{142} a scheme for the no-fault compensation was statutorily established in India through an amendment in the year 1982\textsuperscript{143} of the Motor vehicles Act, 1939 on the lines of similar attempts to reform the law in other countries. Although the commission recommended upto Rupees one lakh each in respect of injury as well as of death on the no-fault compensation the amount statutorily fixed was Rupees 15,000/- against death and Rs.7500/- against permanent disablement\textsuperscript{144}. The important features of
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this statutory schemes were that the claimant is not be required to plead and establish that the death or permanent disablement in respect of which the claim has been made was due to any wrongful act, neglect or default of the owner or others of the vehicle or vehicles concerned or of any other person. And the compensation shall not be denied by reason of any wrongful act, neglect or default of the deceased or injured. The right to no-fault compensation is an additional right and a claimant can always enjoy the benefits of other rights based on the principle of fault. The no fault compensation has to be made available as expeditiously as possible. No fault compensation shall also be payable to a person coming under the Workmen's compensation Act, 1923 if the loss gives rise to a claim under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939. Since it constitutes an interim remedy, a speedy or expeditious disposal of such claims are required by law to meet the ends of justice. The 'no fault' compensation as fixed under the 1982 amendment of the Motor Vehicles Act was considered low and there was incessant demand from all circles for enhancing the amount reasonably and fix at a higher limit. This was considered while the new Motor Vehicles Act of 1988 was enacted. As a result the no fault compensation in respect of death and permanent disablement has now been enhanced to Rs.25,000/- and Rs.12,000/- respectively. The Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 was again amended by the Act, No. 54 of 1994. The 'no-fault

145. Section 92 A (3) of the Act.
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147. Section 92 D, of the Act.

148. Sections 140 to 144 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988 (w.e.f.1st July 1989)
compensation' is further enhanced from 14.11.94 to Rupees Fifty thousand and twentyfive thousand respectively.

'NO FAULT SYSTEM' PRESENT LAW AND PRACTICE.

At present, 'No Fault System' compensation is granted for permanent disablement as well as for death without proof of fault. Compensation in this context means compensation for actual losses but not for intangible loss. The injured person or a dependant will be in a better position under a non fault system compared with traditional tort law since he will be entitled to receive immediate compensation for his actual loss without lengthy litigation or proof of fault.

It is true that the present 'No fault system' is at its infant stage so there are inherent shortcomings as well. The system came into existence with effect from 1st October 1982 by the Motor vehicles (Amendment) Act, 1982. The need of no fault liability was strongly advocated by the Supreme Court in State of Haryana v. Darshana Devi. Where they recommended to the Central Law Commission and to

149. Section 140 (2) of the Amended Act, 1994.
151. Section 92A under Chapter VII-A.

Objects and reasons: "Having regard to the nature of circumstances in which the road accidents take place, in a number of cases it is difficult to secure adequate evidence to prove negligence.....it is therefore considered necessary to amend the act to make suitable provision as a measure of social justice for compensation without proof of fault or negligence on the part of the owner or driver the vehicle. K.Nandakumar v.T.T.Corporation Ltd.1992 A.C.J. 1095 at P.1098.

152. 1979 A.C.J. 205 (SC) see also concord Insurance Co. Vs. Nirmala Devi1979 (3) SCR 694.
Parliament to sensitize this tragic area of tort law and overhaul it humanistically. Consequently, the Law Commission of India in its 85th report discussed at length the concept of no-fault liability and recommended to the Govt. of India for necessary legislation. The rationale underlying the important features of 'no fault liability' as envisaged by the commission was as follows 153.

(a) subject to a pecuniary limit, the level of protection against measurable economic loss is to be treated as risk of motoring. The assumption is that a motorist who create a risk of injury or death must pay for that injury or death without regard to fault. This would be confined to claims before Tribunals created under the Act. Claims before the ordinary courts should be decided on fault basis only. This, however, would be the position only where a claims Tribunal has not been constituted at all for the area concerned.

(b) Through the medium of Insurance and making the insurer liable, the cost of providing the compensation would, in substance, be distributed among all motorists without regard to fault in particular accidents. This will be applicable only to claims before the Tribunal.

(c) In such cases contributory negligence should neither be a defence, nor be a ground for apportionment according to fault.

(d) The above scheme of liability on 'no fault' basis will apply only to the claims Tribunal.

(e) The 'fault' principle and related rules of tort law will continue as the cases of allocating the burden in other cases, i.e., in claims filed before ordinary courts where no Tribunals are created. Such cases, however, will be rare. Ordinary Courts can award compensation irrespective of limits if fault is proved.

(f) But even in cases where the fault principle continues, compulsory insurance which the motorist must carry to protect against tort liability will continue to afford some protection, provided fault is proved.

(g) On the introduction of such 'no fault liability' there should be a monetary limit preferably Rs. One lakh each as maximum either in the injury or in death cases. Though the commission has strongly recommended to the effect that the proceeding before the Tribunal would be exclusively on 'no fault' basis, the insertion of S.92 A in the amended Act of 1982 retained the fault principle also to decide the claim before the claims Tribunal over and above the no fault amount. The amount of compensation was also limited to Rs. 15000/- and Rs. 7500/- respectively in injury and death cases.

Section 92 - A provides that

(1) Where death or permanent disablement of any person has resulted from an accident arising out of the use of a motor vehicle or motor vehicles, the owner of the vehicle shall, or as the case may be,
the owners of the vehicle shall jointly and severally, be liable to pay compensation in respect of such death or disablement in accordance with the provisions of the section.

(2) The amount of compensation which shall be payable under sub section (1) in respect of death of any person shall be a fixed sum of fifteen thousand rupees and the amount of compensation payable under that sub section in respect of the permanent disablement of any person shall be a fixed sum of seven thousand five hundred rupees.

(3) In any claim for compensation under sub section (1), the claimant shall not be required to plead and establish that the death or permanent disablement in respect of which he claim has been made was due to any wrongful act, neglect or default of the owner or owners of the vehicle or vehicles concerned or of any other person.

(4) A claim for compensation under sub section (1) shall not be defeated by reason of any wrongful act, neglect or default of the person in respect of whose death or permanent disablement the claim has been made nor shall the quantum of compensation recoverable in respect of such death or permanent disablement be reduced on the basis of the share of such person in the responsibility for such death or permanent disablement.

The right to claim 'no fault compensation' is in addition to any other right based on fault under the same Act or under any other law for the time being in force. Similarly the person liable to pay

155. Section 92.B
compensation under S.92 A is also liable to pay compensation in accordance with the right on the principle of fault. If the compensation awarded on the basis of fault is less than the 'no fault' compensation already paid, no recovery is permitted from the claimant. On contrary, if the award on fault is higher than the no fault compensation the difference has to be paid by the person liable to pay compensation to the victims or dependant as the case may be.

In the new Motor vehicles Act of 1988, this provisions with regard to 'no fault compensation' remain the same except the enhancement of the quantum to a sum of twentyfive thousand rupees and twelve thousand rupees respectively. As further amended by Act 54 of 1994 the no fault compensation is now Fifty thousand rupees in cases of death and twenty five thousand rupees in cases of permanent disablement.

An important question was raised in Neeli V. Padmanabha Pillai in the Kerala High Court as to whether the 'no fault' provisions pertains to substantive law or is procedural dealing with mode of proof. It was held by Jagannada Rao CJ that no fault liability is a new liability created by statute outside the tort systems and it belongs to substantive law and to that extent it modifies the liability under the law of Torts. In G.S.R.T.C. V.Ramanbhai our supreme court has

---
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also described that 'no fault' part of the Act is clearly a departure from the common law principle and that to that extent the substantive law of the country stands modified. It is argued that S.92 A(3) merely states that in any claims for compensation under S.92 A (1) the claimant shall not be required to plead and establish that the death or permanent disablement was due to any wrongful act, neglect or default of the owner of the vehicle or any other person and therefore it merely refers to procedure and a rule of evidence and not to substantive law. According to the court, since a new liability under S.92 A is created outside the tort system where negligence need neither be pleaded nor proved. Besides S.92 A (3) does not deal with mode of proof of a fact within the pre-existing tort system. The decision in *Vilasini v. K.S.R.T.C Corp.* to the effect that S.92 A as a rule of procedure or refers to a rule of evidence within the tort system was also overruled by the Full Bench. In Vilasini's case the important issue was whether section 92-A is applicable to pending cases relating to accidents which took place prior to its coming into force, in other words whether the provision of the section 92 A have got any retrospective application. It was argued that section 92-A is a completely new provision of law and that if the intention of the legislation was to give retrospective effect, nothing prevented the legislature from expressly providing for such retrospective operation. Since it is a social welfare legislation intended to remove the difficulties faced by the victims to establish


the rushness and negligence on the part of the driver, the court was reluctant to rely on rather than appreciates as attractive. But to Jagannadha Rao CJ the nature of beneficial legislation alone, was not a satisfactory score for giving a retrospective effect. If the law is procedural there is no doubt, a presumption that it applies to pending proceedings. If the law is substantive in nature, the normal presumption against retrospectively still holds good, subject to the principle that the court must look to the question whether the rights of the parties at the commencement of proceedings were intended to be modified, either expressly or by necessary implication. As Halsbury's laws of England stated, "It is also in reliance on the presumption that the courts have frequently held pending proceedings to be unaffected by changes in the law so far as they relate to the determination of substantive rights. In the absence of a clear indication of contrary intention in an amending enactment the substantive rights of the parties to an action fall to be determined by the law as it existed when the action was commenced".

The Supreme Court in R L Gupta V. Jupiter General Insurance Co. observed that the quantum of 'no fault' liability is now provided by the statute prospectively. In an another unreported decision by the Supreme Court which was referred to by the Madyapradesh High Court in New India Assurance Co.Ltd. V. Hafizbegum it was held that the
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accident took place prior to Section 92 A of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, and the High Court has not jurisdiction to refer to that provision for fixing the liability for the compensation on the insurer. A question about the retrospective operation of Section 92 A arose. The High Courts of Patna\textsuperscript{168}, Andhra Pradesh\textsuperscript{169}, Gauhati\textsuperscript{170} and Bombay\textsuperscript{171} were of the opinion that Section 92 A is retrospective in operation since they are procedural and a rule of evidence. But for the High Courts of Rajasthan\textsuperscript{172}, Allahabad\textsuperscript{173}, Madhyapradesh\textsuperscript{174} and Punjab\textsuperscript{175}, Section 92 A was only prospective in operation since the section is a part of the substantive law. The opinion of the High Courts is thus squarely divided on this point. Therefore, an authoritative pronouncement by the Supreme Court can only declare the correct position of the law. However, it is profitable to refer to the obiterdictum laid down by the Supreme Court in R.L.Gupta's\textsuperscript{176} case for the future guidance.
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LIABILITY OF THE INSURER IN RESPECT OF 'NO FAULT' COMPENSATION.

The scope of liability of Insurer in respect of 'No Fault Compensation' is another area where there is lot of confusion. In National Insurance Co.Ltd. V. Surjit Singh. It was observed that, "the Insurance Company can be saddled with liability if either the insurance Company admits that the vehicle involved was insured with it or the fact is Prima facie established from the material on record; no further enquiry is required to be made by the tribunal even at this stage because if a detailed enquiry is made by the tribunal even at this stage, it would frustrate the very object for which section 92-A was enacted. The court has a duty to promote the intention of the legislature and not to frustrate it particularly while considering a beneficial legislation. The underlying idea behind section 92-A being payment of prompt and immediate compensation, the same cannot be allowed to be frustrated to decide various defences to be raised by the Insurance Co., the disposal of which would naturally take time". It was held that no real prejudice is caused therefore to the insurer as its interest can be protected, in case it is ultimtely found that it is not liable under policy to indemnify the Insured, by passing appropriate orders under S.96(4) of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939. While passing an award under section 92.A, the claims Tribunal is not to apply its mind to the defences available to an insurance company under section 96(2). In Ravi Kumar V. Ram Prakash Delhi High Court did not permit the plea
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of the driver being a minor and not qualified to hold a licence to come in the way of fixing liability on the Insurance to under Section 92-A. The interim award under S.92-A does not deprive the insurer of its right to defend itself at the subsequent proceedings by raising whatever defences available to it under S.96 of the Act. If the Tribunal ultimately arrives at a finding that the insurer was not liable to indemnify the insured while passing the final award, under S.110-B, the Tribunal may direct the insured by virtue of the provisions contained in S.96(4) to reimburse the insurer the amount paid by it.

In K.P.Ali V. M.Madhavan the Kerala High Court was pleased to establish that even in cases where no formal application is made for granding the benefit under S.92-A, it is open to the Tribunal or the appellate Court before which a matter is pending to exercises the jurisdiction under section 92-A and award the compensation in accordance with section 92-A. An order under section 92-A in of a summary nature and it does not contemplate any enquiry before passing an order under it.

In National Insurance Co.Ltd. V. K.Savithri the main issue was whether the claims Tribunal can direct the insurance company to pay the award under S.92-A notwithstanding the insurance company's contention that the policy of insurance became invalid consequent on violation of its condition. Thomas J for the Kerala High Court held the sufferer in
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motor accidents cannot be put under further suffering on account of procedural delay in receiving the compensation money which is based on the principle of no fault liability. The claim Tribunal is not obliged to wait until the insurer establishes that one or more of the policy condition had been violated. Such disputes need be determined for the purpose of passing a final award subject to the recovery right u/s 96(4). In *Mohammed Iqbal V. Bhimaiah* it was observed by the Karnataka High Court that it would be necessary to prove that death or permanent disablement has results from the accident arising out of the use of the motor vehicle unless it is admitted or not denied. It can be proved by getting the wound certificate or Post Mortem certificate Marked by consent. If it is desired that the liability should be saddled on the insurance Co, it is further necessary to produce evidence to show that the vehicle was insured at the relevant time unless it is not denied by the insurer. In *Ramulu V. Shaik Khaja* Andrapradesh High Court held that it is a case of absolute liability and it cannot be defeated by way of any defence or other pleas. The pleas or defences available to an insurer as per section 95(1) (b) or section 96 are inconsistent with the concept of absolute liability created under section 92-A. Further even if it is ultimately established that the insurer is not liable in regard to the amount paid awarded as per section 110-B still the Insurance Company is not entitled to recover the amount paid towards no fault liability. It follows that to the extent of no fault liability, the insurer is liable even in cases where it is
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not liable for the amount awarded under section 110-B. In Shivaji Dayanu Patil V. Vatschala Uttam More 187 Supreme Court of India lays down that under such 92-A the claims Tribunal is required to satisfy itself the following aspects for awarding compensation.

(a) an accident has arisen out of the use of the motor vehicle.

(b) the said accident has resulted in permanent disablement of the person who is making the claim or death of the person whose legal representative is making the claims.

(c) the claim is made against the owner and the insurer of the motor vehicle involved in the accident 188. The documents referred to in rules 291-A and 306B 189 will enable the claims Tribunal to ascertain the necessary facts in regard to these matters. The panchanana and first information report will show whether accident had arisen out of the use of the motor vehicle in question. The injury certificate or postmortem report will show the nature of injuries and the cause of death. The registration certificate and insurance certificate of the motor vehicle will indicate who is the owner and insurer of the vehicle. In the event of the claims Tribunal feeling doubtful about the correctness or genuineness of any of these documents or if it considers it necessary to obtain supplementary information or documents rule 306A empowers the claims Tribunal to obtain such details from the police, medical or other authorities. Over and above, the claims Tribunal is not required to follow the normal procedure prescribed under S.110-A of the Act. While interpreting the term arising out of the use of the vehicle, the Supreme
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Court relied on Government Insurance Office of N.S.W. V. R.J. Geen & Lloyed Pty Ltd and held that the causal relationship between the use of the motor vehicle and the accident resulting in death or permanent disablement is not required to be direct and proximately and it can be less immediate. This would imply that the accident should be connected with the use of the motor vehicle but the said connection need not be direct and immediate. The expression arising out of has a wider connotation compared with the expression 'caused by'. Which connotes a direct or proximate casual relationship between the use of the vehicle and injury.

The provision of 'no fault' compensation in its true sense, a humble beginning towards the reforms in the law of compensation. The retention of fault element is no longer justified in its continued existence. The present set up of varied systems of compensation with different standards should be replaced by a simple and unique system of compensation. The last so many years have been occupied with adjusting the law of Torts to the phenomenon of liability insurance which destroyed the assumption of individual responsibilities and familiarised us with the reality of spreading or pooling of losses among large section of the community. In the process of its evolution the next stage is already in the offing, it spells nothing short of the displacement of tortious liability by a system of direct compensation.
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CHAPTER IV

"MOTOR ACCIDENTS CLAIMS TRIBUNAL" THE STATUTORY MACHINERY FOR SETTLEMENT OF MOTOR ACCIDENTS CLAIMS

Tribunal System:- A general analysis

Traditionally, tribunals have been considered as a part of, or at least complementary to the judicial system. To that extent and in nearly every respect, they are viewed simply as alternatives within that system to courts of law. Creation of special procedure in lieu of the existing adversary court procedure was a necessity. Today, there is hardly any area into which the administrative arm of the government does not reach. Certainly it has been concern for the increasingly weak position of the individual citizen, what has led to the establishment of independent tribunals exercising a protective or safeguarding role. The more vulnerable the individual's position, the greater the demand for such protection.

Justice through regular courts was a difficult task. It continues to be a task which often results into denial of justice. It is expensive and is inherited with intractable problems of delay and arrears. Speedy justice is of the essence of an organised society.

3. 79th Report of the Law Commission of India "on Delay and arrears in High Courts and other Appellate Courts" P.2 (1979)
Delay defeats equity and justice delayed is justice denied. At the same time it is obvious that in order to speed up the decision of the case, the basic norms that are necessary for ensuring justice should not be dispensed with. In order to balance the consideration of speed and the demands of justice and to maintain a reasonable amount of harmony between these two the tribunal system was proposed.²

The main characteristics of a Tribunal are openness, fairness and impartiality and as Donoughmore committee pointed out, tribunals have certain special characteristics which often give them advantage over the courts. These are cheapness, accessibility, freedom from technicality, expedition and expert knowledge of their particular subject.⁵ In the field of tribunals openness appears to us to require the publicity of proceedings and knowledge of the essential reasoning underlying the decision. Fairness demands the adoption of a clear procedure which enables parties to know their rights to present their case fully and to know the case which they have to meet. The impartiality perforce the freedom of tribunals from the influence, real or apparent of departments concerned with the subject matter of their decisions. Franks committee reports that procedure is of the greatest importance and that it should be clearly laid down in a statute.⁶

Any system of procedure must subserve the ends of justice. Procedure is a means, and not an end. When the means assume undue
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prominence and the end is lost sight of or even sometimes apt to be defeated in the process, citizens affected have a legitimate right to complain. It is the duty of the state to see that its legal system does not leave scope for process which are likely to hinder or defeat justice. The Indian constitution direct that the "State shall strive to promote the welfare of the people by securing and protecting as effectively as it may, a social order in which justice, social economic and political, shall inform all the institutions of the national life".

As Hepburn wrote "procedure should always be indeed the "handmaiden of justice", its motto should be that of the prince of Wales: Ich dien. This cardinal fact is widely admitted, but has often been overlooked in practice".

As Cardozo observed "a system of procedure is perverted from its proper function when it multiplies impediments to justice without the warrant of clear necessity". Chief Justice Warren who aptly stated that "the orderly and expeditious processing of litigations is a right which each of us should be able to ask of our judicial system, no matter what our status in life or how meagre or non existent our resources may be, In the name of human dignity we can ask no less, yet we must admit that we are falling far short of our goal". As a primary objective procedure exists for the sake of substantive law. But procedure has many
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secondary objectives. It must give the parties a feeling that they are being dealt with fairly. It must serve the cause of efficiency. And it must yield final and lasting adjudication. These objectives may sometimes come in to conflict with each other\textsuperscript{11}.

In an imperfect world, limits have to be put on the length and amplitude of an enquiry into truth. An ideal system of procedure would be one which could achieve these objectives to the maximum extent practicable, and harmonise them to the extent possible. The importance of procedure to the ordinary man has been observed by the Evershed Committee\textsuperscript{12} in terms that "it is from the practice and procedure of the courts — that is, the way in which a case is conducted, the facts discovered from examination and cross examination and the like — that the ordinary citizen, as litigant, witness or even spectator, obtains his experience of our legal system; and on that evidence he is likely to form his judgment on the claim commonly made by Englishmen to excellence in the administration of justice".

Since the procedure is a means and justice the end, the means must be effective for realising the end. This requires that the procedure must be simple, fair, effective, speedy and inexpensive. This is what exactly spelled out by the Franks Committee in England as regards tribunals. It is necessary to preserve informality of atmosphere in hearing before tribunals. Informality without rules of procedure may be
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positively inimical to right adjudications, since the proceedings may well assume an unordered character which makes it different, if not impossible, for the tribunal properly to evaluate the facts and weigh the evidence. The object to be aimed at in most tribunals is the combination of a formal procedure with an informal atmosphere. On the one hand it means a manifestly sympathetic attitude on the part of the tribunal and the absence of the trappings of a court. But on the other hand such prescription of procedure makes the proceedings clear and orderly. As the Supreme court has observed 13.

"The principle function of courts and Tribunals is to settle the dispute between the parties and thereby give a quietus to the social frictions generated by the unresolved disputes. As long as litigation lasts, the tension continues and useful energies will be wasted. This is not all. Every litigation means heavy financial burden to the parties". Obviously an expensive procedural system is a self defeating instrument of justice.

In developing countries like India large numbers of cases have to be disposed of with as much dispatch, efficiency, and informality to meet the ends of justice. To a great extent there are primarily and essentially problems of organisation and method - to be solved by statute and regulation rather than by court of Law. A multitude of special jurisdictions have been created which in the aggregate add a

large new dimension to the administration of justice. The special procedures for these are called 'hearings' in the United States and 'Tribunal enquiries' in the United Kingdom. Following the English Patterns it is nonenclatured as Tribunals in India. A glib juxtaposition of court and Tribunal raises fundamental difficulties of definition. One problem, however, is that there has been little analysis or examination of Tribunal decision-making to enable the necessary comparisons between the Courts and Tribunals to be made.

The difference between the courts and tribunals should in the main, be ones of degree because of the adversary system, which is a chief factor limiting any tribunal from straying too far from the judicial fold. And also it is the norm however the degree of disparity between the process of the ordinary courts and that of tribunals is necessarily constrained. Tribunal should be regarded as a part of the machinery of adjudication and not as a part of the machinery of the administration and the correlative of which was that they should be open, fair and impartial.

The object to be aimed at in most tribunals is the combination of a formal procedure with an informal atmosphere. Procedure need not be formalised to the extent of requiring documents in the nature of legal proceedings. What is needed is that the citizen should receive in good time before-hand a document setting out the main points of the opposing case. It should not be necessary, and indeed in view of the type of

persons frequently appearing before the tribunal, it would in many cases be positively undesirable, to require the parties to adhere rigidly at the hearing to the case previously set out, provided always that the interests of another party are not prejudiced by such flexibility. Provided that an adequate opportunity of attending is given to all parties, tribunals should have discretion to proceed with hearings and inspection in the absence of a party. Tribunals should have a definite order of events at hearings which promote clarity and regularity. In certain cases the tribunals must have discretion to vary the procedure where it appears to them desirable in the interests of justice. It would be a mistake to introduce strict rules of evidence. The presence of a legally qualified chairman should enable the tribunal to evaluate the matters like hearsay and written evidence. Applicants should have the right to apply to the tribunal in certain cases for subpoena, in which the tribunal must have discretion to issue. These ingredients necessarily draw a line between the courts and Tribunals. While examining specific tribunals constituted for certain purposes, we may even be disappointed with the retrogressive development now faced by the tribunal system.

THE MOTOR ACCIDENTS CLAIMS TRIBUNAL - THE STATUTORY MACHINERY

In India, during the past forty five years Tribunals of various jurisdiction and for various purposes have been and are being
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created\textsuperscript{19}. In the year 1956, the Motor Accidents claims Tribunal was statutorily provided by an amendment of the section 110 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939. In introducing the Amendment Bill\textsuperscript{20} of 1955, the then Minister of Transport explained the object of the bill as "The State Governments are being empowered to set up tribunals to determine the award of damages in cases of accidents involving the death of, or bodily injury to, person arising out of the use of motor vehicles and also to adjudicate on the liability of the insurer in respect of payment of damages awarded. At present a court decree has to be obtained before the obligations of the Insurance Company to meet the claims can be enforced. The amendment is designed to remove the existing difficulty experienced by persons of limited means in preferring claims on account of injury or death caused by motor vehicles"\textsuperscript{21}. To carry out the above object, the amendment of 1956 introduced sections 110–A to 110F in the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939. Under S.110 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, as it stood before the amendment, the State Governments had been empowered to appoint persons to investigate and report on Motor accidents. But such persons so appointed were not empowered to adjudicate on the liabilities of the insurer and on the quantum of damages to be awarded, except at the express desire of the Insurance Company concerned. Therefore, claimants

\textsuperscript{19} Administrative Tribunals, Industrial Tribunals, Land Tribunals etc:— See Article 323-A & 323-B of the Indian Constitution; (Inserted by the constitution (42 Amendment) Act 1976 S.46. W.e.f. 3-1-1977)

\textsuperscript{20} Lok Sabha Bill No.57 of 1955 which became the Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act (100 of 1956)

\textsuperscript{21} Statement of objects and Reasons; Gazette of India Extra Ordinary Part II Section 2, No.47 (November 12, 1995 P.555, 626.)
has no other alternative but to seek remedy in a civil court just like in any other case of tort. Suits for compensation involving heavy expenses, and inordinate delay were found to be inadequate as a remedy to the large number of persons aggrieved by Motor Accidents. The amendment of 1956 enabled an aggrieved person to claim compensation before the Tribunal without payment of advalorem Court Fees. Appeal against the decision of the tribunal was provided directly to the court. The legislative intention apparently was to substitute a cheaper and more expeditious forum in place of the ordinary civil courts.

CONSTITUTION OF CLAIMS TRIBUNAL

The State Government has to constitute one or more Motor Accidents Claims Tribunals for such area as may be specified in the notification for the purpose of adjudication upon claims for compensation in respect of accidents involving the death of or bodily injury to persons arising out of the use of the Motor Vehicles or damages to any property of a third party so arising or both. Until the new Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 came into force, the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal were having a jurisdiction to try property damage claim only upto Rs.2000/-. Where the claim exceeded Rs. 2000/-, claimant had an option to refer the claims to the Civil court for adjudication. The choice of the forum thus lies with the claimant. Such a procedure created difficulty, and

22. Section 110 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939. See Section 165 of the New Motor Vehicles Act 1988. Though it is a reproduction of section 110, the proviso to section 110 (1) has been deleted. As per the proviso, "where such claims includes a claim for compensation in respect of damage to properly exceeding rupees two thousand, the claimant may, at his option, refer the claims to a civil court for adjudication, and where a reference is so made, the claims Tribunal shall have no jurisdiction to entertain any question relating to such claims."
complications resulting out of two parallel proceedings in respect of the same accident. This may ultimately lead to conflicting decisions. The Law Commission of India\textsuperscript{23} had also recommended to delete the proviso. As observed, "the restriction on the competence of Tribunals is not of mere academic interest."\textsuperscript{24} There is important difference between the ordinary civil court and the claims Tribunal in respect of pleadings, court fees, and period of limitation. The provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act do not require elaborate pleadings, court fee is not the \textit{ad valorem} fee, and the period of limitation for a claim is six months. With regard to the restrictions in claim for property damage, the Law Commission analyse\textsuperscript{25} that if the intention is that claims for a high amount i.e. exceeding a particular figure should be tried only by ordinary courts then the same reasoning should apply to claims for personal injuries which exceeds that particular figure. But there is no such pecuniary limit on the competence of the Tribunal in regard to claims for compensation for personal injuries.

Prima facie, there was a strong case for deleting the proviso to section 110. The recommendation to delete the same was favourably considered and accordingly deleted in the new Motor Vehicles Act 1988.\textsuperscript{26}

A claims Tribunal shall consist of such number of members as the State Government may think fit to appoint and where it consists of two or more members, one of them shall be appointed as the chairman.
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there of\textsuperscript{27}. A person shall be eligible for appointment as a member of a claims Tribunal if he is, or has been a judge of either High Court or District Court or if he is qualified for appointment as a judge of a High Court or District Court\textsuperscript{28}. The statutory set up of the existing Motor Accidents claims Tribunal system has not delivered any efficacious results. As observed by 77th Law Commission of India\textsuperscript{29} the entire object of appointing Motor Accidents claims Tribunals and creating third party liability by statute was set at naught by the inordinate length of time taken to dispose of these legion number of cases. At most of the places the District Judge is designated as the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal. He, however, because of pressure of other work, has hardly enough time to deal with these cases. It is a fact that many of our tribunals will have a very large number of cases which would remain pending for five to six years or even more.

This causes - as it must - great dismay and frustration amongst the people. As hoped by the Commission\textsuperscript{30} if the claims are to be disposed of within a period of less than a year, It is possible only when the frame work of the tribunal system as a whole is changed\textsuperscript{31}.

\textsuperscript{27} 110 (2) of the old Act 1939, section 165 (2) of the Act 1988.
\textsuperscript{28} Section 165 (3) of Amended Act, 1994.
\textsuperscript{29} 77th Report on "Delay and arrears in trial courts", 37 (1978)
\textsuperscript{30} Ibid
\textsuperscript{31} See chapter IX
PROCEDURE & POWERS OF MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNALS

The statute provides that in holding enquiries the tribunal may, subject to rules, follow such summary procedure as it thinks fit. State governments have, under their rule making power adopted or copied various rules contained in the code of Civil Procedure on specific matters. But it is often found that these rules are not comprehensive and leave out important matters that arise frequently in practice as commented by the Law Commission. Because of want of specific rules, the awards of the Tribunals are in many cases sought to be challenged in appeal on minute points of procedure causing avoidable delay and injustice. Though there is no prescribed procedure rigidly controlling the proceedings of the tribunal, there is no wholly unfettered, absolute and arbitrary power on the Tribunal to do what it likes or wills. The matter truly and essentially pertains to the domain of judicial discretion governed by rules of reason and justice. Its procedure is to be consistent with the principles of fair play and natural justice and should not cause any prejudice to any party.

In New India Assurance Co. v Punjab Roadways it was held that in the absence of a restraining provision a Tribunal is at liberty to follow any procedure which it may choose to evolve for itself as long as

32. Section 169 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Old section 110(c)(1).
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such procedure is orderly and consistent with the rules of natural justice and does not contravene any provisions of Law.

The summary procedure generally adopted by the claims Tribunals are as follows.

On receipt of an application for compensation the claims Tribunal may examine the applicant and after considering the application and the statement if any of the applicant recorded by it, dismiss the application summarily, if for reasons to be recorded, it is of the opinion that there are no sufficient grounds for proceeding there with. If the application is not dismissed the claims Tribunal shall send to the owner of the Motor vehicle involved in the accident, its driver and its insurer a copy of the application together with a notice of the date on which it will hear the application. The owner, driver, and the insurer may, and if so required by the claims Tribunal shall, at or before the first hearing or within such further time as the claims tribunal may allow, file a written statement dealing with the claim raised in the application and any such written statement shall form part of the record. If the owner; the driver or the insurer contest the claim, the claim Tribunal may, and if no written statement has been filed shall proceed to examine them up on the claim and shall reduce the substance of examination to writing. After considering the claim application the written statement, the statements of parties and of witnesses, if any examined, and the result of any local inspection, the claims Tribunal shall proceed to record the issues upon which the right decision of the case appears to it to depend. After framing the issues, the claims Tribunal shall proceed to record evidence thereon which each party may desire to produce. The claims Tribunal in passing orders shall record concisely in a judgement the findings on each of the issues framed and
the reasons for such findings and make an award specifying the amount of compensation to be paid by the insurer or owner or driver of the offending vehicle involved in the accident or by all or any of them and also the person or persons to whom compensation shall be paid. Where the compensation is awarded to two or more persons, the claims Tribunal shall also specify the amount payable to each of them. The procedure prescribed in form of summary nature is to effect an expeditious settlement. It is sad and sorbid to point out that due to inordinate delay in disposal of claim petitions before the Motor Claims Tribunal the badly needed relief to the poor claimants is not available for several years. Further time is taken in appeals. All along the dependents will have to carry on without any relief. In Bishan Devi V. Sirbaksh Singh our Supreme Court was very much annoyed to note of 18 years delay besides the exploitations of the middlemen. As observed, it is common knowledge that such helpless and desperate condition is exploited by unscrupulous persons who manage to get away with the bulk of the compensation money if and whom the claimants succeed in getting it.

**Procedural Delay**

It is revealed from an empirical study(36a) conducted as a part of this research, that the time which elapses between the date of road traffic accident and the date of judgment varies between about eighteen months and six years. Exceptionally and rarely it occurs that this interval is short than eighteen months. It is fair to say that the majority of cases which come to trial involve a period of about four years.

36a. See Appendix
It follows that nearly the whole of the time which elapses between the date of the accident and the date of trial is dead time. It is not unusual to find a considerable delay on the part of victims himself due to his lack of awareness with regard to his entitlement of compensation. Inspite of the fact that the provisions of the law of the land under the Motor vehicles Act are in his favour to grant him compensation, lack of awareness and resources come in his way to seek justice through law.

A victim on the street is never in a position to ask for adequate compensation relief for his lawful claims from a rich and privileged adversary, because no sooner he sets his claims in actions, he finds himself in a maze of procedural wranglings which will certainly sap his time and energy. And in quite a number of cases, the injured persons are not able to even register a case because of non-co-operation of the concerned police officials. The victims of road accidents in fact are discouraged at every point of time.

It has become a herculean task on the part of a victim to collect all the information with regard to the accident, vehicle and insurance. Unless the investigating agency who investigate traffic offence, helps in providing the required details there are possibility of further delay. It is true that our concern is to avoid the delay once the case is filed before the Motor Accident Claims Tribunal. The delay starts at the notice stage itself. At times there will be a delay of six months or more. It often happens that a statement of claims (written statement) is not delivered within a reasonable time either by the insured or the insurer. In very many, perhaps most, cases the lawyers for one side or the other ask for an extension of time, and this, normally will be readily granted. In the result, the litigation is
delayed denying justice to the poor victims. In order to avoid delay after passing the award certain stipulations are made in the Central Act. As statutorily provided the claims Tribunal shall arrange to deliver copies of the award to the parties concerned expeditiously and in any case within a period of fifteen days from the date of award. Further, the person who is liable to pay the amount interms of such award shall within thirty days of the date of announcing the award deposit the entire amount awarded in such manner as the claims Tribunal may direct. For want of sufficient infrastructure, these mandatory requirements are also not strictly enforced.

**Inherent Powers**

It is undeniable that the court cannot exercise its inherent power which is otherwise prohibited by any specific provisions or impliedly barred. In the exercise of its inherent power, the court should be careful to see that its decision is based on sound principles and is not in conflict with them or intention of the legislature. As observed by Mahmood J "courts are not to act on the principles that every procedure is to be taken as prohibited unless it is expressly provided for by the code, but on the converse principle that every procedure is to be understood as permissible till its shown to be prohibited by the laws".

37. Section 168 (2) & (3) of the Act, 1988.
39. Narasingh Das v Mangal Dubey - (1883) I.L.R. 5 All 163 (FB)
The interesting question has often arisen as to whether a Motor Accidents claims Tribunal is a court *Stricto Sense* or not. There is a cleavage of opinion among the High Courts in our country.

High Courts like those of Uttarpradesh, Punjab & Haryana and Madhya Pradesh, have held the view that the Motor Accidents claims Tribunal is a persona designata and not a court. The reasoning of these high courts is that though the claim Tribunal has many of the trappings of a court, still it does suffer from a limitation of authority or otherwise. It has borrowed the plumage of a court for a limited purpose. In *Khairunnisa A.K. SaddiKi Vs. The Municipal Corporation Bombay* the appellants filed an application for compensation before the claims Tribunal under section 110-A of the Motor Vehicles Act against the Municipal Corporation, Bombay and its employees. The application was dismissed by the Tribunal on the ground that a notice as required by section 527 of the Bombay Municipal Corporation Act, 1888 had not been given to the Corporation. The High court at Bombay comprising Justice Patel and Justice Bal held that no such notice is required to be given to the corporation for filing applications for the compensation under S.110-A because these applications are not "suits". The claims Tribunal is not a court. It is not governed by any legislation applicable to Civil Courts. The

43. 1966 A.C.J. 31.
proceedings itself has to be commenced by an application in the
prescribed form, and the resultant order is not even called a decree.
Besides the summary procedure adopted, the amount due under the Award
shall be recovered through the collector as arrears of revenue.\textsuperscript{44} The
jurisdiction of Civil Courts is barred in places where claims Tribunals
have been constituted.\textsuperscript{45} The state by reason of the powers conferred up
on it by S. 111 of the Act framed rules of procedure for the tribunals,
and it is only where no specific rules exist that the Tribunals, are
enabled to follow the provisions of the civil procedure code. It is
therefore impossible to hold that the tribunal is a court.\textsuperscript{46}

In \textit{British India General Insurance Co.Ltd. V Chanbi Shaikh Abdul
Kader},\textsuperscript{47} the Judicial Commissioner of Goa, Daman and Diu held that "The
claims Tribunal cannot be regarded as a Civil Court for the purpose of
interference in revision under section 115 (c) of the C.P.C. and section
8 (2) (b) (1) of the Goa Daman and Diu, Regulation, 1963. It can
however be regarded as a Tribunal for the purpose of supervisory
jurisdiction vested in the high court under article 227 of the
constitution of India". In \textit{Barkat Singh V. Hans Raj Pandit}\textsuperscript{48} High Court
for the Punjab & Haryana observed that

"No doubt the claims Tribunal acts as a court when it adjudicates
up on a claim for compensation but it is not a court in the technical
sense of the term and is not part of hierarchy of the Civil Courts

\textsuperscript{44} S.110-E of the Act
\textsuperscript{45} S.110-F of the Act
\textsuperscript{46} Supra n.43 P.41 as per Patel J.
\textsuperscript{47} 1968 A.C.J. 322
\textsuperscript{48} 1985 A.C.J. 318 ( P & H )
recognised by the constitution. It is only a quasi-Judicial Tribunal exercising judicial functions and powers specifically conferred on it".

**Claims Tribunal is a Court**

In *Bhagwati Devi V. I.S. Goel* the Supreme Court of India following the observation in one of its earlier decisions in *State of Haryana V. Darshana Devi* held that the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal is a Civil Court for the purpose of Section 25 of the Civil Procedure Code. It was a case for transfer of claims applications from one Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal to another in exercise of powers under sections 25 of the Civil Procedure Code. In *Dushyant Kumar V. Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation* Rajasthan High Court has observed "the nomenclature given to the Motor Vehicles Tribunal that it is a tribunal will not take it out of the purview of the Civil court. In *Hayat Khan V Manjilal* Madhya Pradesh High Court has also held that claims Tribunal is a Civil Court. In *Afsaribegum V. Oriental Fire and General Insurance Co. Ltd* the Division Bench of the Allahabad High Court held that the claims Tribunal under the Motor vehicles Act being a Civil court was amenable to revisional jurisdiction of the High Court and that the Tribunal was a court subordinate to the High Court. In *Darshan Singh V. Chewrchan* Rajasthan High Court held that working of tribunal is

49. 1983 A.C.J. 123 (SC)
50. 1979 A.C.J. 205 (SC)
51. 1991 A.C.J. 150 (Rajasthan)
52. 1970 A.C.J. 331 (MP)
53. 1979 Allahabad L.J. 1768
54. 1993 A.C.J. 534
like that of a Civil Court. The same view was adopted by the High Court of Jammu Kashmir in Mamta Gupta v. State of J & K. The same view was adopted by the High Court of Jammu Kashmir in Mamta Gupta v. State of J & K\(^55\). In Anirudh Prasad Ambasta v. State of Bihar\(^56\), Patna High Court held that claims Tribunals are courts and are subordinate to High Courts both administrative and revisional. In Brajnandan Sinha v. Jyoti Narain\(^57\), Supreme Court quoted from Cooper V. Wilson\(^58\) that "A true judicial decision presupposes an existing dispute between two or more parties and then involves four requisities:— (1) The presentation of their case by the parties to the dispute, (2) If the dispute between them is a question of fact, the ascertainment of the fact by means of evidence adduced by the parties to the dispute and often with the assistance of argument by or on behalf of the parties on the evidence. (3) If the dispute between them is a question of law, the submission of legal arguments by the parties, and (4) a decision which disposes of the whole matter by a finding up on the facts in dispute and an application of the law of land to the facts so found, including where required a ruling up on any disputed question of Law". As further observed "It is clear, therefore, that in order to constitute a court in the strict sense of the term, an essential consideration is that the Court should have apart from having some of the trapping of a judicial tribunal, how to give a decisions or a definite judgement which has finality and authorativeness which are the essential tests of a judicial pronouncement. Based on the above tests, a claims tribunal is well within the parameters of a court.

55. 1991 A.C.J. 539.
56. 1990 A.C.J. 238.
57. A.I.R. 1956 SC 66
58. [1937]2 KB 309
In the absence of a specific procedure only an enquiry into the various aspects of a court is necessitated. By prescribing its own procedure the status of a Tribunal shall be separately maintained. As observed in *Mahila Ramdei V. Nand Kumar* by the Madhya Pradesh High Court, claimant is not to be seen as a plaintiff in terms of Civil procedure code and he is not to be saddled, therefore with the onerous and explicit obligation imposed on a plaintiff by the code of Civil procedure. He is, to be aided by the Tribunal, adopting reasonable and benevolent procedure in trying his cause as to conformable to the mandate of the Article 39-A of the constitution. In *Krishnalal V. Shriram* Rajasthan High Court expressed dissatisfaction against the application of strict rules of pleading, besides treating unimportant discrepancies devoid of any serious consideration. In accident cases where the unfortunate victims of accident are handicapped and come for compensation, technical rules of evidence should not be applied and substantial justice must be done. Under the welfare legislation, whenever an unfortunate victim deserves social justice, the Tribunal should assist him in all the ways and should not be overburdened him with technicalities or strict pleadings of law.

59. 1987 A.C.J. 764 (MP)
60. 1987 A.C.J. 691 (Rajasthan)
ADMISSIBILITY AND EFFECT OF CRIMINAL COURT JUDGMENT IN MACT PROCEEDINGS.

Need for Reform

The Motor Vehicle Act, 1939 or the new Motor Vehicle Act of 1988 does not deal with any rules of evidence to be adopted in the claims Tribunal. The rules prescribed generally by State Governments also give no guidance in this regard. Supreme Court has already ruled out the application of any provision of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. The general law applicable to Claims Tribunal is only Common Law and the Law of Torts. A Claims Tribunal in the conduct of enquiry has to observe rules of natural justice which is explained by the Supreme Court that it requires that a party should have the opportunity of adducing all relevant evidence on which he relies, that the evidence of the opponent should be taken in his presence and that he should be given the opportunity of cross examining the witness examined by that party and that no materials should be relied on against him without his being given an opportunity of explaining them. No doubt from the emphasis supplied above only relevant evidence can be adduced. An attempt is made here to see whether a criminal court judgment is relevant and further what shall be its effect in the trial of claims cases. The case law in the Republic of India draws a poor literature and no due attention has been give by the legislature also on this point. In

64. Emphasis supplied
Anil Behari Ghosh v. Latika Bala Dassi our Supreme Court was missing a chance to enrich the literature though the dictum laid down was in accordance with their existing Common Law, when it was held that a criminal court judgment is relevant only to show that there was such a trial resulting in the conviction or acquittal and nothing more. As a settled rule of evidence the same stand was taken by the High Courts of Allahabad, Kerala, Patna, Punjab & Haryana, Madras and Karnataka.

A different stand had been taken by some High Courts which stands now overruled. Eg:- Madras High Court in Jerome D'silva V. The Regional Transport Authority, South Kanara.

74. A.I.R. 1952 Mad. 853 observed that as primarily the criminal courts of the land are entrusted with the enquiry into offences it is desirable that the findings and orders of the criminal courts should be treated as conclusive in proceedings before quasijudicial tribunals. See also The Management of Radhakrishna Mills case A.I.R. 1961 Mad. 305.
In P.Chinnappa V. Mysore Revenue Appellate Tribunal Bangalore\textsuperscript{75} it was held by the Mysore High Court that when a particular charge had been enquired into and found against by a competent criminal court, Tribunals constituted under other enactments cannot again enquire into the same charge and arrive at a contrary conclusion so long as the acquittal before the criminal court is not on any technical grounds but on merits. The Punjab High Court in Sadhu Singh V. Punjab Roadways, Ambala\textsuperscript{76} was similarly held as the judgment of the criminal court is binding - So far as the statutory Tribunals are concerned relying on Jerome and Chinnappa cases.

Right approaches

To decide the question of admissibility and effect of a criminal court judgment in the absence of express provisions, an Indian judge needs to refer the common law rule if any. As rightly pointed by Niyogi ACJ in Secretary of State V. Rukmini Bai\textsuperscript{77} he has only to refer to a Common Law rule which is actually enforced by the courts in England. And any court in India which take recourse to Common Law of England and seeks to apply its principles to India cannot afford to ignore the extent to which the Common Law rule stands agrogated by statute. Viewed from this angle it can be seen that since 1968 our judicial approach in admitting and weighing the evidence of a criminal court judgment was not right at all.

\textsuperscript{75} A.I.R. 1966 Mys. 68.
\textsuperscript{76} A.I.R. 1969 Pun.466.
\textsuperscript{77} A.I.R. 1937 Nag.454. The statutory amendments of the Common Law, if embody any principles of justice, equity and good conscience, such principles would apply in India in preference to the common law repealed by legislation; Amarjit Kaur V. Vanguard Insurance Co.Ltd. 1969 A.C.J. 286; K.Gopalakrishna V. Sankara Narayanan 1969 A.C.J. 34.
Common Law Rule of Admissibility of Criminal Court Judgment

Common Law Rule which was valid up to 1968 in regard to the above was nothing but the Hollingion's rule. It was laid down by Goaddard L.J. in 1943 in the case Hollington V. Hewthorin and Co.Ltd. 78. It was a case of collision between two motor cars on the highway. The plaintiff alleged negligence on the part of the defendant driver. He sought to give evidence of a conviction of the defendant driver for the careless driving. The question arose whether the above evidence is admissible in a subsequent suit for damages? Goddard L.J. held:

"Even where it was proved that it was the accident that led to the prosecution, the conviction proves no more than what has been just stated. The court which has to try the claim for damages knows nothing of the evidence that was before the criminal court. It cannot know what arguments were addressed to it or what influenced the court in arriving at its decision. Moreover the issue in the criminal proceedings is not identical with that raised in the claim for damages.

Assume that evidence is called to prove that the defendant did collide with the plaintiff, that has only an evidential value on the issue, whether the defendant by driving carelessly caused damage to the plaintiff....

So on the trial of the issue in the civil court, the opinion of the criminal court is equally irrelevant.\textsuperscript{79}

In short a criminal court judgment of conviction or acquittal may not be used as evidence in the subsequent civil proceedings. This rule could not survive long and met with a tragic end by the enactment of Civil Evidence Act, 1968 in England. Section 11 of the Act reversed the above common law rule.

Weak basis of the Rule

The English law then as to the admissibility of judgment was what the latin adage intends aut cessar aut nihil i.e., either judgment sought to be produced in evidence should be conclusive interpartes or they should not be admitted in evidence at all unless they relate to a public custom or right or the factum of a judgment be a matter in issue. In addition, a transaction between two parties ought not to operate to the disadvantage of a third. \textit{(Res inter alios acta vel judicate alteri nocere non debet)}.\textsuperscript{80} Its object is to prevent a litigant party being concluded or even affected by the act, conduct or declaration of the strangers.

These principles on which the Hollington rule in fact based was already under attack. Bentham the father of English jurisprudence vehemently opposed the above principle being used against the

\textsuperscript{79} Id at P.600.

\textsuperscript{80} R.H. Kersley Broom's Legal Maxim (1993) p. 648 (Indian Reprint Universal Book Traders New Delhi)
admissibility of criminal court judgments. As referred to in collector of Gorakhpur V. Palakdher Singh to quote Bentham, "in criminal proceedings the State or the prosecutor as a plaintiff is a mere fiction. Although party in whose favour the previous verdict is offered in evidence was not called the plaintiff in the former proceedings, there is nothing whatsoever to hinder him from having been the prosecutor who is substantially the plaintiff. Now if he was the prosecutor and his adversary the defendant it is evident that the cause is between the same parties that is not in reality res inter alio acta and if it be treated as such justice is sacrificed as it is often is, to a fiction of Law".

Now the fundamental basis of the rule of evidence has been conceptually changed from the early concept of competency of witness to the relevancy of testimony. As the criminal proceedings are now covered by the Criminal Evidence Act 1898 in England the question of disability in giving evidence does not arise in the case of necessary parties. Any importance to the above rule was available only upto 1898. Criticising the Hollington rule the famous jurist Rupert Cross-explains that there are no justifying reasons to exclude a criminal court judgment especially of a proof of conviction. All the arguments to exclude have lost all semblance of reality now that rules governing the competence and compellability of witnesses are substantially the same in civil and criminal cases. While recommending the admissibility of a

81. Bentham Works VII P,127
82. (1980) I.L.R. 12 All I.
criminal court judgment Bentham observed that if any party has not had an opportunity to examine witnesses, to defend himself or to appeal against the judgment at a former period, let him have an opportunity of doing all these things now by adducing fresh evidences but donot shut out perhaps the only evidence which is now to be had against him merely because it would be unjust on the ground of that evidence to condemn him without hearing.

It can also be further argued that a criminal court judgment preferably of conviction shall be treated as an as evidence on the basic rule of presumptive proof which is nothing but a rebuttable presumption valid until overthrown by contrary proof. In addition to which an adequate principle can be found in the Maxim - Omnia Praesumptur rite et solenniter esse acta which means that all acts are presumed to have been done rightly and regularly. It is usually applicable only to those cases in which it is the duty of the State to see that the truth has been established.

According to the rule res judicata proveritata accipitur also a thing adjudicated is received as true. In a claims proceedings a criminal court judgment at least of conviction can be presumed to be rightly and duly decided until the contrary shown. (Omnia proe Sumuntur rule et Solenniter esse acta donec probetur in contrarium). In a criminal case a prisoner, even if he offers no evidence, cannot be convicted until he has been proved to be guilty. The substantive and procedural laws rule out unjust convictions.

A _fortiori_, a criminal court judgment resulting in conviction can be admitted as a prima facie evidence in MACT proceedings.

**Present Law in England**

The old commonlaw rule has been buried alive. As noted earlier section 11 of the Civil Evidence Act 1968 admits a criminal judgment of conviction alone and proof of conviction will shift the burden to the defendant.

Section 11 provides... (1) in any civil proceedings the fact that a person has been convicted of an offence by or before any court in the United Kingdom or by a Court Martial there or elsewhere shall ... be admissible in evidence for the purpose of proving where to do so is relevant to any issue in those proceedings, that he committed that offence, whether he was so convicted up on a plea of guilty or otherwise and whether or not he is a party to the civil proceedings, but no conviction other than a subsisting one shall be admissible in evidence by virtue of this section (2). In any civil proceedings in which by virtue of this section a person is proved to have been convicted of an offence by or before any court in the United Kingdom or by a Court Martial there or elsewhere:

(a) He shall be taken to have committed that offence unless the contrary is proved and

(b) Without prejudice to the reception of any other admissible evidence for the purpose of identifying

---

85. Halsbury's statutes No.17, (1986) 4th Ed. PP 169-170 (This section was brought into operation on 2nd December 1968)
the facts on which the conviction was based, the contents of any document which is admissible as evidence of the conviction, and the contents of the information, complaint, indictment or charge sheet on which the person in question was convicted, shall be admissible in evidence for that purpose”.

The effect of this section was two fold. Firstly once the plaintiff proves a conviction, the legal burden of proof will shift to the defendant. Secondly the weight attached to the conviction itself. In this case there is a divergence of opinion. Lord Denning M.R. describes the conviction as a weighty piece of evidence of itself. But to Buckley L.J. it carried no weight at all.

The shifting burden on the defendant is no doubt civil burden only. He must show on the balance of probabilities that he was not negligent. Otherwise, he loses by the very force of conviction as in Hunter v. Chief Constable of West Midlands. The South Australia, by theirs Evidence Amendment Act 1945 reversed the common law rule and proof of conviction is an admissible evidence.

Indian Law – Need for Reforms

As the common law rule was abrogated by a statute in 1968 and that statutory provision alone is available to be followed, either a

statutory intervention by our Indian legislation or an activistic approach by our judiciary is the need of the hour. Admitting the judgment of proof of conviction and their shifting the burden of proof to the defendants will be blessing to the claimants. As in the case of claims where *Res ipsa loquitur* principle applies the proof of conviction will relieve the claimants from much of the inherent difficulties attached to the proof of guilt on the defendant. The report on National Juridicare for Equal Justice and Social Justice\(^8\) was far ahead while recommending that "in any event a provision should be made in the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 that, in an application for compensation under the Act, the burden of showing that there is no negligence on the part of the driver of the vehicle should be placed on the respondents.

---

\(^8\) Ministry of Law, Justice & Company affairs (1978) PP.48, 50.
CHAPTER V

THE ROLE OF CLAIMANTS AND THEIR COUNSELS

In the process of settlement of Motor Accidents claims, a cardinal role has to be played by the claimant. A claimant may be either victim himself or his legal representative. A good number of victims who meet with accidents on the road, belong to the weaker sections of the society. Though article 14 of the constitution provides equality of opportunity before law but in practice it is not so. The poor victim of the road accident, in fact even does not know the remedies available to him. The result is that these victims are misguided and misled and will be trapped in to a long drawn process of litigation. Long litigation is beyond the financial capacity of claimants who have to borrow money to see the litigation thorough. In the end the compensation granted to the claimants goes to those who have been assisting the litigation, instead of the dependants of the victims. It has been a common affair that the poor, illiterate and desperate victims of motor vehicles accidents are exploited by unscrupulous persons who manage to get away with the bulk of compensation money, if and when the claimants succeed in getting it. If the victims are aware of their entitlement, the exploitation by middlemen could be avoided to a certain extent. There is thus dire need of bringing socio-legal awareness among the people, particularly the lower strata of the society. In a country like ours which is governed by the rule of law, it is essential that law must become community property and not remain the monopoly of a profession. If our legal sub culture is to radiate more justice and humanism, common education must have a legal literacy component. It is essential from
this angle that whatever social welfare legislation or law conferring economic benefit or other administrative measures is enacted, projects must simultaneously be commenced for carrying the design and broad content if the law so enacted to its prospective consumers and such schemes should be systematised and not remain sporadic. This concept must be treated as inalienable from the legislative outfit. In short, the fiction that every man is deemed to know the law should be translated in to a fact so that, everyone knows his rights and obligation and can seek justice through the law.¹

A motor accident victim is entitled to compensation which appears to be just.² Compensation is awarded in respect of death, bodily injury and property damage. An application for compensation arising out of an accident of the nature specified above may be made before the Motor Accidents claims Tribunal constituted for that area.³ In Kerala every application for payment of compensation shall be made in Form "Comp A" and shall be accompanied by the fee prescribed⁵ in sub rule (1) of the rule 397 of the Kerala Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989.

The claims Tribunal may in its discretion exempt a party from the payment of the fee prescribed under sub rule (1) provided that when the

1. P.N.Bhagavati Legal Aid as a Human Right (1985)
2. Section 168 of the Act.
3. Section 166 (1) and (2) (By the Amendment Act 54 of 1994 - Application can be filed before the tribunal where he resides or carries business or the defendant resides)
4. Rule 371 of Kerala Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 -
5. See also section 23 of the Kerala Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal Rules, 1977.
claimant succeeds and an award is made in his favour, the party ordered by the award to pay the compensation shall deposit the amount of compensation before the claim Tribunal. After deducting the required court fee, the balance amount only will be paid to the claimant by the claim Tribunal. In deserving cases, claimant may claim for non-fault compensation under S. 140 of the Act in the main application itself. The main application shall contain a separate statement to that effect immediately before the signature of the applicants. Prior to the amendment of Motor Vehicles Act in 1994 a claimant has to file the claim application within six months of the occurrence of the accident. But in circumstance when the applicant was prevented by sufficient cause from making the application in time the claim Tribunal has got discretion to condone the delay for another six months also. Under no circumstances, the tribunal may be at discretion to entertain an application after one year. This position has been confirmed by the Supreme Court in Vinod Gurudas Raikar v National Insurance Co. Ltd. In a very recent amendment of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, the parliament

6. No fault compensation is granted only in respect of death or permanent disablement. In order to constitute permanent disablement, there must be
   (a) permanent privation of the sight of either eye or the hearing of either ear, or privation of any member or joint or
   (b) destruction or permanent impairing of the powers of any members or joints or
   (c) Permanent disfiguration of the head or face. (Section 142 of the Act).

7. S. 166 (3) of the Act, 1988 (This period of limitation is deleted by omitting the subsection 3 of section 166 by the Amended Act of 1994)

has omitted the particular section as such and there is now no period of limitation prescribed. ⁹

Option in Forums allowed to Workmen

In case of a workman who suffers death or bodily injury due to a motor accident, he is permitted to opt either the Motor Accidents claims Tribunal or the court of workmen's compensation commissioner for claiming the compensation. ¹⁰ It is not permitted to claim compensation under both Acts.

A wise selection of forum may be advantageous to the claimants in certain circumstances. Before the workmen's commissioner, a workman need not prove the negligence of the driver or the employer. On contrary, a workman needs to prove negligence of the driver/owner before the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal. A part from which quantum of compensation is also varied subject to the Insurance cover obtained in respect of the vehicle.

Just compensation to a workmen and the Extent of Liability of the Insurer.

The statutory provisions ¹¹ governing the grant of compensation to a workman under the Motor Vehicles Act as expounded by the courts seem to have however created much ado about nothing. Of course there are

---

⁹. Amendment Act 54 of 1994 (Section 166(3) of the Act, 1988)


¹¹. Section 95 and 110 AA corresponding sections 147 and 167 in the Motor Vehicles Act 1988.
draftings which are not always as clear it might be and owing to the lack of human prescience there will always be cases for which inadequate provision is made by the statute. But wherever the legislative intention is apparently clear on a plain reading itself as it could be from the provisions under discussion. It is sincerely doubted whether such provisions need be subjected to any rules of intrepretation, may be of the literal rule, the golden rule, or even the mischief rule. What requires here is to declare the law as it is. In this context it is proposed to examine a welter of judicial dicta which vary considerably in weight, age and uniformity in respect of the law relating to the grant of compensation to a workman under the Motor Vehicles Act.

As interpreted, the judicial skill could declare the relevant law laid down by the legislature in to three different ways viz.

(a) that the Motor Accidents Claim Tribunals is always bound to fix the compensation to a workman according to the schedule of the Workmen's compensation Act 1923 only.

(b) that the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal is not at all bound by the schedule of the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923 and the liability of the Insurer also is not limited to any such schedule and

12. Rupert Cross Statutory interpretation (1976 edn.)
(c) that the Motor Accidents Claim Tribunal can award a higher compensation than that awardable under the schedule of the Workmen's Compensation Act. But the liability of the Insurance Company is always limited to the amount provided in the schedule of the Workmen's Compensation Act unless otherwise shown. An authoritative pronouncement by our Supreme Court can only resolve the issue finally. However, it can reasonably support the last dictum as the correct one even on the strength of the case law.

The law—past and present

A workman had to file either a suit for damages in the civil court or an application in the court of workmen's compensation constituted under the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923. Soon after the formation of Motor Accidents Claims Tribunals in the year 1956 the jurisdiction of the civil courts was ousted vesting the same with the tribunal by inserting Section 110-F in the Motor vehicles Act 1939 with effect from 16.2.1957. And it was open to a workman to seek relief simultaneously both under the Workmen's Compensation Act and the Motor Vehicles Act. This had resulted at times gross misuse and the chances of double benefits could not be easily dispensed with. It is to arrest this type of discrepancy section 110-AA was incorporated by the Act 56 of the 1969 in the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 which came into force with effect from 2.3.1970. On the whole the main purpose of the tribunal system was to avoid the inappropriateness of the inherited Anglo judicial system, and its alienation from the common people coupled with the intractable

problems of delay and arrears resulting in the denial of justice. Section 110-AA provides that "Notwithstanding anything contained in the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923, where the death of or bodily injury to any person gives rise to a claim for compensation under this Act and also under the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923, the person entitled to compensation may without prejudice to the provisions of Chapter VII-A claim such compensation under either of those Acts but not under both". In effect the Section gives only an option to the claimants either to seek compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act or under the Motor Vehicles Act. What is strictly prohibited is that the claimants cannot claim the compensation under both the Acts. A plain but careful reading of this provision would further show that an application under Section 110-A would lie only where the facts give rise to such a claim under the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act. It is therefore, very essential to the claimant to show that the accident took place due to the actionable negligence. Here the substantive laws of common law and law of Torts play a cardinal role.

**Jurisdictional Questions**

Since a claimant/workman has to prove actionable negligence, there are workmen at times beset with jurisdictional problems. In D. Jayama V. S. Govindaswamy High Court of Karnataka held that a person cannot claim advantage of his own wrong under the Motor Vehicles Act. In this

16. Orissa State Road Transport Corporation v Shanker sahu 1989 A.C.J. 867, 869
18. 1982 A.C.J. 467
case a Lorry fell into a ditch while negotiating a curve. In the result the driver lost control of the lorry and was killed due to his own negligence. Unless the workman can plead and prove the aspect of actionable negligence, no such application for compensation will be maintainable under the Motor Vehicles Act and the proper forum for such application will be court of workmen's compensation commissioner. It was relied on while reiterating the same by the Karnataka High Court in B. Prabhakar v. Bachina Musthari.\(^{19}\) But in such type of cases the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunals will have jurisdiction provided the claimant can also prove that there was also negligence in the Maintenance of the Motor Vehicles by the owner.\(^{20}\) In Jawant Rai v. National Transport Co. Ltd.\(^{21}\) it was observed by the Punjab and Haryana High Court that the Tribunal is not competent to award compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act in a claim where the claimant has already failed to get relief as there as no allegation of negligence. In a slightly different context as held by the Madras High Court in Subramanya Naicker v. Kuppuswamy,\(^{22}\) it is also not open to the Tribunal to fasten the liability on the employer and his insurer on the basis of the Workmen's Compensation Act if the workman has already opted to recover damages from the tort feasor, who has been found to be a tort feasor by the tribunal.

---

19. 1984 A.C.J. 382 (Karnataka)
It may well be argued that the purpose of these Social Security enactments would have been best served if such pure technicalities are to the possible extent waived. In such claims, the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal would be able to award at least against the statutory obligation to the extent provided under the Workmen Compensation Schedule. This will help the poor claimants to be free from the evils of multiplicity of proceedings. Some high courts seem to have favourably considered this aspect.

In National Insurance Co. v. Narayan Nair23 High Court of Kerala was pleased to observe that since two different types of risks (one for the tort in which negligence is a necessary element and the other statutory obligation of an employer under the Workmen's Compensation Act) have been covered statutorily and by the terms of the policy of insurance the insurer cannot escape the liability in respect of one of such risks for the reason that an element necessary to establish the other is not proved by the claimant. Similarly the High Court of Orissa in Subhasini Panda v. State of Orissa24 held that by virtue of Section 95 of Motor Vehicle Act, Motor Accidents claims Tribunals is competent to determine the liability of the Insurance Co. to the extent the workman was entitled to compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923. But it is reminded that it cannot be further extended to say that the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal can act in substitution of the authority.

23. 1988 (1) K.L.T. 794
under the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923. In Venkataraman v. Abdul Munaf Sahib, Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Bidi and National Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Harekrishna Sahu also a more or less same reasoning was adopted. The Andra Pradesh High Court was also pleased to award such a Workmen's Compensation liability by the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal independent of proof of negligence in New India Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Kamaraju Sunkamma. In the ordinary circumstance no insurer will object to such a benevolent step since liability is limited to Workmen's Compensation Schedule only irrespective of the forum.

**Question of Quantum of Compensation**

The case law with regard to the question of quantum seems to be short of coherence and clarity of thought. As noted earlier, a cleavage of judicial opinion prevails. The High Court of Orissa in Govind Nayak v. Shyam Sunder Soni held that the tribunal while determining the compensation in respect of a workman is to keep in mind that the compensation is not a source of profit to the claimant. Award of higher compensation would have the effect of deviating from the justness of the compensation determined by the representatives of the people.

25. ID. at p.282.
26. 1971 A.C.J. 77 (Mad.)
27. 1972 A.C.J. 187 (Orissa)
28. 1977 A.C.J. 512 (Orissa)
29. 1981 A.C.J. 441
30. 1988 A.C.J. 39
change of forum the standard of justness cannot vary with Motor Vehicles Act and Workmen's Compensation Act and the rate given in the schedule to the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923 would be the guideline for the tribunal for determining the compensation to be awarded. This decision stands overruled in Orissa State Road Transport Corporation v. Shankar Sahu and found that the tribunal is not bound to confine the amount of compensation to the schedule provided in the Workmen's Compensation Act. Though the ratio was correctly put the reasoning adopted by the learned judge also lacks rational nexus. As explained, the option granted is to impose an additional burden on the employer for violating the safety requirements seems to be nothing but an innovation in contradiction with the objects and reasons for inserting Section 110-AA in the Motor Vehicles Act. Further, the compulsory third party insurance protection to the extent of Workmen's Compensation liability and additional protection subject to the payment of an extra premium for the common law liability are since long been available to the employer no such deterrent effect is in fact present and obviously no employer is thus exposed to any such risks. But the simple explanation given by the Allahabad High Court in Oriental Fire and General Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Ram Sunder Dubey seems to be more consistent with the scheme of the Act. It was held that there is nothing in the Motor Vehicles Act to show that while awarding compensation to an employee under the Motor Vehicles Act the tribunal is bound to apply the Workmen's Compensation Act.

33. 1982 A.C.J. 365.
Schedule for determining the amount of compensation since the limitation specially provided under Section 95(1) (i) is with reference to the quantum of liability under the Workmen's Compensation Act to be discharged by the insurer alone and with reference to any forum, the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal has to follow its standard as applied conventionally under the common law and the Law of Torts to provide just compensation to a workman. Therefore it is only correct to hold that Motor Accident Claims Tribunal is not bound by the schedule of the Workmen's Compensation Act to quantify the just compensation to a workman as held in the cases — Kalawati v. Balwant Singh, Tarachand v. Chokali, Ayisha v. Kalidasan.

**Extent of Liability of the Insurer**

The other important issue involved was the extent of liability of the Insurance Company in respect of a workman under the Motor Vehicles Act. A difference of opinion can be seen in this aspect also nevertheless the case law is nearly ready for a compromise. The Bombay High Court's ruling in National Insurance Ltd. v. Gonti Eliza David is only an exception which represents thus a minority view and as held by other Lordship "If the workman has chosen to undertake the responsibility of discharging the onerous burden imposed upon him by

34. Ibid.
35. 1986 A.C.J. 550 (Allahabad)
36. 1989 A.C.J. 802 (Rajasthan).
37. 1987 (1) K.L.T. 509 (Kerala)
38. 1984 A.C.J. 8 (Bombay)
Tort Law, it follows that he should get the benefit of the expression "including the liabilities if any arising under the Workmen's Compensation Act 1923" occurring in clause (a) of sub-section (2) of Section 95 of the Motor Vehicles Act which implies that insurer is liable for common law damages also and not only liabilities arising under the Workmen's Compensation Act. It is to submit that a plain and careful reading of the Section 95(1) and (2) will never leads to such a curious conclusion. But the use of an inclusive definition indrafting sub-section (2) of Section 95 seems to suggest that the overall limit of indemnification by the insurer includes the liability of the insured towards third party and his liability towards workman if any to the extent of Workmen's Compensation schedule. In consistent with this the majority view now represents that unless otherwise shown the extent of liability of the insurer is the same as the extent provided under the Workmen's Compensation Act. In Oriental Fire and General Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Bidi it was so held that "if proceedings were instituted before the Motor Accident Claims Tribunal and the claimant succeed in proving negligence he may get a far larger amount by way of compensation than the amount payable under the Workmen's Compensation Act. In such a case, the liability of the insurance company would be limited to the amount payable under the Workmen's Compensation Act and the balance amount would in that case be payable by the person whose negligence the

loss has occurred". In a number of decisions viz. National Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Achutananda Sahu\textsuperscript{41}, Orissa State Road Transport Corporation v. Shanker Sahu\textsuperscript{42}, Subasini panda v. State of Orissa; Orissa Co-operative Insurance Society v. Saratchandra;\textsuperscript{43} General Assurance Society v. Mohammed Hussain\textsuperscript{44} the extent of liability of the insurer was held to be limited according to the schedule of the Workmen's Compensation Act.

**Scope of Wider legal liability**

To suit the insuring public some extra benefits are also provided subject to the payment of an additional premium over and above the statutory requirements in the India Motor tariff. Under its endorsement No. 16 by payment of an extra premium of Rs.15/- each an employer can purchase a wider legal liability insurance cover for their workmen employed in connection with the operation and/or maintaining and/or unloading of Motor vehicles. The net effect of this extension is that the insurance company will indemnify the employer to the full extent exceeding the Workmen's Compensation limit arising under one of the following Acts.\textsuperscript{46}

\textsuperscript{41} 1989 A.C.J. 463.
\textsuperscript{42} 1989 A.C.J. 867.
\textsuperscript{43} 1984 A.C.J. 276.
\textsuperscript{44} 1975 A.C.J. 196.
\textsuperscript{45} 1966 A.C.J. 203.
\textsuperscript{46} See N.C. Vijayaraghavan and M.B. Gopalan Motor Insurance Law and Practice (1987 ed.) (Under the revised tariff Rs.15 will be the premium)
Viz 1. Motor Vehicles Act
2. Workmen's Compensation Act
3. Fatal Accidents Act

Therefore it is essential to be a prudent employer having a social commitment to secure the full insurance protection, and also the insurers and the States have a very pivotal role to educate the insuring public as well.

Who can claim compensation

An application for compensation can be made by the person who has sustained the injury or by the owner of the property or where death had resulted from the accident by all or any of the legal representatives of the deceased or by any agent duly authorised by the person injured or all or any of the legal representatives of the deceased.47

Where all the legal representatives of the deceased have not joined in any such application for compensation, the application shall be made on behalf or for the benefit of all the legal representatives of the deceased and the legal representatives who have not joined, shall be impleaded as respondents to the application.48 While comparing with the section 168 of the Act that empowers the tribunal to make an award determining the amount of compensation which appears it to be just and specify the person or persons to whom compensation shall be paid, a distinction is noticed in between the above two sections, ie,section 166 and 168. Section 166 gives the list of persons who can apply for the compensation. Section 168 requires to identify the persons to whom

47. Section 166 of the Act. 1988, ( S. 110 A of the Act.)
48. Ibid.
compensation can be awarded.\textsuperscript{49} It is to be noted that there is a
distinction between the class of persons who are eligible to claim and
who are entitled to the award of compensation.

In case of fatal accidental claims the controversy has seriously
surfaced out particularly with regard to the expression

**Legal representatives.**

**Meaning and Scope of the term 'Legal Representative.'**

The expression "Legal Representation is not defined in the Motor
Vehicles Act, 1988. For want of a precise definition in the relevant
act, the expression has been subjected to conflicting interpretation
leaving the law on this important point unsettled.\textsuperscript{49(b)}

**Legislative Attempts**

'Legal representative' in the broad dictionary sense means the
legal heirs of the deceased who can also represent the estate of the
deceased.\textsuperscript{50} Who are the legal heirs, would be determined in the case of
Hindus by the Hindu Succession Act and in the case of Christian by the
Indian Succession Act, 1925. In the Civil Procedure Code of 1882, the
expression legal representative was not defined. It was later defined
in the civil procedure code of 1908. Under S. 2(ll) it provides that
legal representative is a person who in law represents the estate of a
deceased person and includes any person who inter-meddles, with the

\textsuperscript{49(a)} 85th Report of the Law commission of India p.47.

\textsuperscript{49(b)} See M.K. Kunjimohammed Vs. P.A. Ahmedkutty 1987 A.C.J. 872 p.880
(\textsc{SC})

\textsuperscript{50} Dewan Harichand V. Municipal Committee of Delhi 1981 A.C.J. 131.
estate of the deceased and when a party sues or is sued in a representative character the person or whom the estate devolves on the death of the party so suing or sued" A legal representative in ordinary parlance means a person who in law represents the estate of a deceased person or a person on whom the estate devolves on the death of an individual.

Another important legislation was the Fatal Accident Act of 1855 which provides that "every such action or suit shall be for the benefit of the wife husband, parent and child, if any of the person whose death shall have been so caused and shall be brought by and in the name of executor, administrator, on representative of the person deceased. If the word used in the civil procedure code is 'legal representative' the word used in the Fatal Accidents Act is only 'representatives.

In the Motor vehicles Act 1988 also the expression 'legal representation' is used without defining the same. Under S. 166 (1) (c) it provides that an application for compensation arising out of an accident of the nature specified in sub section (1) of section 165 may be made whether death has resulted from the accident by all or any of the legal representatives of the deceased, provided that where all the legal representatives of the deceased have not joined, they be made as respondents.

However in some states the expression 'legal representative' is defined in their claims Tribunal rules as having the meaning assigned to it in clause(11) of section 2 of the Civil Procedure Code 1908.

51. S. 1 A of the Act.

52. Bihar, Assam, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, U.P. & Delhi.
A similar provision given under the Rule 342(2) of the Mysore Motor Vehicles Rules 1963 restricting the meaning and scope of the term legal representative to that contained in section 2(i1) of the C.R.C was struck down by the Mysore High Court in M.Ayyappan V. Moktar Singh being ultravires. The power to make rules under Section 111-A is given to the State Government only for the purpose of carrying in to effect the provisions of Section 110-A, of the Act, and while acting for that purpose the State Government cannot restrict the right given under Section 110-A of the Act to only some of the persons contemplated under that section.

The state of Kerala has also defined the expression 'legal representative' in the Kerala Motor Accidents Claim Tribunal Rules, 1977. A legal representative means a person who in law is entitled to inherit the estate of the deceased if he had left any estate at the time of his death and also includes any legal heir of the deceased and the executor or administrator of the estate of the deceased.

All these legislatives precedents have been profitably referred to in its judicial process to assign their own meaning and to reach their own conclusions which has affected the uniformity and the progressive development of the Law.

53. 1969 A.C.J. 439
54. S. 2(c) of the Kerala Motor Accidents Claim Tribunal Rules 1977.
55. Emphasis supplied
Judicial delineation of the expression

An authoritative pronouncement has been given by our Supreme Court in Gujarat State Road Transport Corpn. Vs. Ramabhai Prabhat Bhai.\textsuperscript{56} The main question involved was whether a brother of the person deceased come within the purview of the expression 'legal representative. The contention of the appellant was that under the provisions of the Fatal Accidents Act, 1855 a brother will not be entitled to any compensation. The Supreme Court was not pleased to agree with the above contention and in turn confirmed the decision of the Madhyapradesh High Court allowing all the heirs and legal representatives of the deceased to file claim petition under S 110 A of the Motor vehicles Act relying on the decision in Megjibhai Khinji Vira V. Chathurbhai Taliyibhai.\textsuperscript{57}

As explained by the Supreme Court, the Fatal Accidents Act 1855 provides that such suit shall be for the benefit of the wife, husband, parent and child of the deceased. Where as the Section 110 - A (1) of the Motor Vehicles Act says that the application shall be made on behalf of or for the benefit of the legal representatives of the deceased. A legal representative in a given case need not necessarily be a wife, husband, parent and child. Besides, Section 110 - B of the Motor Vehicle Act authorises the Tribunal to make an award.

\textsuperscript{56} 1987 A.C.J. 561

\textsuperscript{57} 1977 A.C.J. 253 Gujarat. It was held that an application made by Nephews of the deceased was clearly maintainable under S. 110 - A of the Act. It was referred to by the Supreme Court as the view is in consonance with principles of justice equity and good conscience having regard to the conditions of the Indian society
determining the amount of compensation which appears to be just and specifying the person or persons to whom compensation shall be paid.

But, Section 1-A of the Fatal Accident Act, 1855 provides that in every such action, the court may give such damages as it may think proportioned to the loss resulting from such death to the parties respectively for whom and for whose benefit such action shall be brought. The reasoning of the Supreme Court was that since sections 110-A and 110-B of the Act specifically deal with the type of persons and the manner of distribution of the award to that extent the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act do supersede the provisions of the Fatal Accidents Act 1855 in so far as Motor Vehicle Accidents are concerned.

As the right of action created by the Fatal Accidents Act, 1855 was new in its species, new in its quality, new in its principle, in every way new, it was held by E.S Venkataramiah, J for the Supreme Court that the right given to the legal representatives under the Motor Vehicles Act to file an application for compensation for death due to a motor vehicle accident is equally new and an enlarged one. This new right cannot be hedged in by all the limitations of an action under the Fatal Accidents Act 1855. New situations and new dangers require new strategies and new remedies. 58

No doubt, this decision has given a clear message in its march towards a progressive development, still it remains unsettled the exact scope of the expression.

58. Id at p.570
For the High Courts also this expression was a confusing one. Their conflicting views will show the exact magnitude of the problem.

The view adopted by some of the High Courts was that every claim application for compensation arising out of a fatal accident would be governed by the substantive provisions in section 1-A and of the Fatal Accidents Act of 1855 and no dependant of the deceased other than the wife, husband, parent or child would be entitled to commence an action for damages against the tort-feasors.

In P.B. Kader v Thachamma the Kerala High Court held that brothers and sisters are not entitled to rank as dependents under S. 1 A of the 1855 Act. It is true that, the Hon’ble judge was suggestive and so stated that the Fatal Accident Act of 1855 is "a trifle archaic in form and some what obsolescent in content, but courts are called up on to enforce the statute as it is." The progressive amendments of the English Fatal accidents Act in 1959 incorporating brothers, sisters, uncle and aunt of the deceased as well as issues of such relatives within the area of statutory dependents were also referred to by the Kerala High Court as a necessary guidance to the legislatures.

In the Dewan Harichand v Municipal committee of Delhi the High Court at Delhi held that under the Fatal accidents Act, brother is not a dependant who can sue for compensation for death. As observed further, the purpose of providing compensation for death is to identify persons who are actually dependent or the deceased. While actual dependancy

60. 1981 A.C.J. 131 (Delhi)
could include, everybody to whom the deceased was providing maintenance, the legislature while making the legislation was entitled to confine the list of dependants to those of the relatives who were maintained by the deceased and exclude non relations even if they were in fact being maintained by the deceased.61.

In M. Ayyappan v Moktar Singh62 the Mysore High Court also favoured the applicability of the substantive provision of the Fatal Accidents Act, 1855. As held, after the Motor vehicles Act was amended by incorporating section 110 to 110 - F, it is only the forum which has been changed in order to provide for a speedier remedy. The term legal representative in S. 110 - A includes the person referred to as 'representatives' in S. 1 - A of the Fatal Accidents Act, namely the wife, husband, parent or child of the deceased.

Patna High Court in Bijay Kumar v Dinanath Jha63 has also held that a reference to the provision of the Fatal Accident, Act for finding out the meaning of the term legal representative must be held to be permissible.

In Budha V. Union of India64 Madhyapradesh High Court observed with reference to the S. 1 A of the Fatal Accident that an action for

61. Id at. 134
62. 1969 A.C.J. 439
63. 1981 A.C.J. 250
64. 1982 A.C.J. (Supp) 185. This decision is over ruled by the Supreme Court in Gujarat state Road Transport Corp. v Ramabhai prabhatbhai 1987 A.C.J. 561 on the ground that the decision is a narrow one and does not give full effect to the object with which section 110 - A and 110 - D of the Act were enacted ( at p. - 571)
claiming compensation for the death of a person could only be for the benefit of the wife, husband, parent and child if any. The language used in this provision by the use of the phrase 'for the benefit of' is significant as the latter part of this provision provides that the action can be brought by - or representative of the person deceased. As explained by the judge, it clearly enacts that, although the action in may be brought by even a representative but it could only be for the benefit of the person mentioned in those clause and therefore if anyone of the person mentioned in section 1 - A are not alive or are not in existence no one else can claim compensation. It is one thing to claim compensation as a matter of right and it is different to continue the proceedings as a representative and the definition of legal representative - Provided in section 2 (11) of C P C will have to be understood in this context.

In other words, making an application or claiming compensation are two different things and therefore if a person who makes an application or who claims to be a legal representative on the basis of the personal law has no right under the Fatal Accidents Act to claim compensation. Such a claim could not be entertained.

According to a second view, while the right to compensation payable under section 1 A of the Fatal Accident Act 1855 is restricted to the relatives of the deceased named therein, the compensation payable under section 2 there of may be awarded in favour of the representatives

65. Id at p.190
of the deceased who are entitled to succeed to the estate of the deceased. In Vanguard Insurance Co. Ltd Vs Chelli Hanumantha Rao\(^67\) it was held that section 110 A to 110 F only relate to procedure and have nothing to do with substantive right and liabilities of the parties. Such rights and liabilities of course have to be determined having regard to the law of Torts, legal representative suits Act and the Fatal Accidents Act.

In Bhagawati V Cheesalal\(^68\) Madhyapradesh High Court held that category of persons who are entitled to claims compensation on account of the death of the deceased person cannot be restricted to the relatives specified in S. 1 - A of the Fatal Accident Act 1855 and agreed with the views taken by Madras, Andhrapradesh and Gujarath that all the legal representatives of a deceased as defined by S. 2 (11) Civil procedure code are entitled to claim compensation for the death of the deceased v/s 110 - A of the M.V. Act, if they have suffered any loss on account of the death of the deceased. As further held, brother is entitled to claim compensation.

According to a third view, a claim for compensation arising out of the use of a motor vehicle would be exclusively governed by the provisions of section 110 to 110 - F of the Act and bears no connection to claims under the 1855 Act and the claims Tribunal need not follow the

67. Supra n. (1)
principles laid down under the Fatal Accidents Act. In Gujarat State Road Transport Corporation v Ramabhai Prabhatbhai, our Supreme Court was also supporting the above view as followed by Ahmadi J in Megjibhai Khinji Vira v Chaturbhai Talijbhai. On the ground of principles of justice, equity and good conscience having regard to the conditions of the Indian society the Supreme Court wished that every legal representative who suffers on account of the death of a person should have a remedy for realisation of compensation and that is provided by section 110 - A to 110 - F of the Motor vehicles Act. It is also observed that these provisions are in consonance with the principles of Law of Torts that every injury must have a remedy. According to Supreme Court, brothers, sisters, brothers' children and sometimes foster children live together in an Indian family and if they are dependant upon the bread winner of the family, when the bread winner is killed on account of a motor vehicle accident, there is no justification to deny them compensation. In Mohemmed Habibullah v. K. Seethammal the Madras High Court held that the Fatal Accident Act does not control the matter in issue and a married sister will be a legal representative.

Mother Superior whether a legal representative?

A large number of cases having a bearing on interpretation of the expression 'Legal representative' as used in Section 110 - A of the Motor

69. 1987 A.C.J. 561
70. 1977 A.C.J. 253
71. 1966 A.C.J. 349 (Madras)
72. See also Veena Kumari Kohli v. Punjab Roadways 1967 A.C.J. 297 (p.411) Ishwar Devi Malik v. Union of India 1968 A.C.J. 141 (Delhi)
vehicle Act (S. 166 of 110 Motor Vehicle Act 1988) have been examined. But in none of them has it been held that person who are neither heirs of the deceased nor are such persons as are mentioned in section 1 - A of the Fatal Accidents Act including brothers and sisters can be considered to be the legal representatives for the purposes of an action under Section 110 of the M.V. Act.

In Re Craw fords' trust it has been held that the word legal when added to representative only means the representatives recognised by Law and does not designate different persons from those who would be mentioned by the single word representatives, any more than the term legal heirs describe different persons from those who would be designated by the single word heirs. Use of same words in similar connection in a later statute gives rise to a presumption that they are intended to convey the same meaning as in the earlier statute. In E.V.Penhero v. M.Mincy it was held that the word representative has a special meaning of its own, not the same meaning as legal representative in the civil procedure code. By any stretch of imagination, the scope of the expression 'legal representative' is not so wide to include any non-relative as evident from the Supreme Court judgment.

73 23 Law chancery 625
74. G.P.Singh Principles of statutory intrepretation (1983) P.144
75. A.I.R. 1934 calcutta 685
76. 1987 A.C.J. 561
In *Venkatalakshamma v. R Vijayaraghavan*\(^77\) it was observed that persons who are not legal representatives in strict sense of the term but nevertheless were dependent on the deceased are entitled to recover compensation on the ground of loss of dependency.

In *Chameli Devi vs. Delhi Transport Corporation*\(^78\) High Court of Haryana and Punjab denied compensation to a son of the deceased on the ground that he being government servant, has got independent source of Income. In *Anju Behal v. Rajasthan State Road Transport*\(^79\) Corporation Rajasthan High Court held that mother is not dependant on the deceased son as her husband is alive and earning. However a small portion of compensation was allowed to her for mental shock, loss of love and affection and old age services.

Arora J observed that in order to claim compensation or to come within the definition of the term legal representative one has to be a heir under the law applicable to the parties. So far as the question of dependency is concerned it should have a basis of rightful claim and the court has to consider that person claiming has a right to claim dependency is, the right to claim for maintenance.

In *Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd v. Mother Superior, S.H.Convent*\(^80\) a very important point as to whether a mother superior of a Holy order of

---

77. 1991 A.C.J. 1119  
78. 1990 A.C.J. 482  
79. 1993 A.C.J. 87  
a catholic nun is a legal representative of the deceased nun of that congregation was agitated. John Mathew J for the Kerala High Court held that she being the head of the convent is entitled to claim compensation on account of the death of the nun. The appeal was filed by the Insurance Co. against the decision of the Tribunal finding in favour of the Mother Superior. The contention of the Insurance Company was that the mother superior being an Indian Christian the provision of the Indian succession Act alone has to be applied in order to find out as to who will inherit her assets. It was further contented that the petitioner will not come within any of the categories of heirs mentioned in section 41 to 48 of the succession Act and therefore the Mother Superior is not entitled to compensation.

The judgment of John Mathew J confirming the tribunal's decision seems to be manifestly erroneous and contrary to law, and an important question of law was dealt with and decided not in a correct manner. In general the judgment lacks clarity, conviction and a jurisprudential cum analytical approach. As Lord Devlin quoted in a different context his lordship John Mathew J damned a stream of thought which might have proved beneficial to the development of Law.

Judgments are one of the glories of the common law world. 81 It is required that an intensive examination of the judgment in one leading case from within its four corners should lead to new and fresh insight's

not only for the students and academic but also for practitioners and judges. 82

The law must be stated in a way which reflects the inner certainty certainly of its makers and which in its turn attracts the intellectual loyalty of later generation:— This is conviction an important quality necessary for the judgment.

Law must also be stated with admirable clarity in judgments which are not replete with irrelevant citations to dozens of other decision. 83

As referred to, by John Mathew J the definition of "legal representatives" contained in Rule 2 (c) of the Kerala Motor Accidents claim Tribunal Rules 1977 as well as in S.2 (11) of Civil Procedure Code, it is not in dispute that the legal representative must be a person who in law is entitled to inherit or represent the estate. It can be seen that Mother superior is not a person whom in law is entitled. Besides she is not at all a rightful dependant on the deceased Claramma a nun. The observation by the Hon'ble judge in para 10 that mother superior is entitled to compensation more on the ground that none of her natural heirs have come forward claiming compensation is also untenable.

The deceased Claramma was an Indian Christian. The inheritance law applicable to her is part v of the Indian Succession Act 1925. Section 29(2) of the Indian Succession Act reads as follows.

"Save as provided in subsection (1) by any other law for the lime
being in force, the provision of this part shall constitute the law of
India in all cases of intestacy. sub section (1) reads that "the said
part shall not apply to Hindus, Muhammadians, Buddhists, Sikhs or Jains.

In Soloman v. Muthiah Ismail J for the Madras High Court
interpreted the expression by any other law for the time being in force'
appearing in S.29 (2) as any other enactment not 'any customary or
other law' relating to intestate successions. In his own words "The
language of S.29 (2) is incapable of being interpreted as saving the
existing custom or law relating to intestate succession and the
exclusion of the applicability of part v of the Indian succession Act
can be achieved only by a specific provision in that behalf contained in
any other enactment. Relying on the above, Abdul Hadi J for the Madras
High Court reiterated in the matter of India Succession Act Vs. Rt. Rev.
Casmir Gnanadesikan, Archbishop of Madras Mylapore the applicability
of Indian Succession Act to an Indian Christian to find out who is the
heir to the deceased christian. Before Abdul Hadi J the following
cases were referred to such as Mother Superior, Adoration convent
Kanjiramattom Vs DEO Kottayam and Sital Das v. Santhram and Kondal Rao
v. Sivamularam. According to Abdul Hadi J all these cases were not
directly applicable to the instant case. It was a petition for grant of
succession certificate in respect of the bank balance said to have been

84. 1974 (1) M.L.J. 53
85. 1990 (1) K.L.T. 334
86. 1977 K.L.T. 303 (case decided by the Kerala High Court)
87. A.I.R. 1954 SC 606
left for the deceased. Father Jacob Vettichirayil, a Roman catholic priest who died on 16-6-1987. As contented, since the deceased prior to his death had become a christian priest, his bank balance will pass on his death to his superior viz Casmir, Gnanadesika Arch bishop of Madras. It was held that superior is not a legal heir and he is not entitled for a succession certificate. While distinguishing the decision in *Mother superior Adoration convent Kanjiramattom v. D E O Kottayam* the learned judge explained that the main point considered by the Kerala High Court was whether the nominatin of mother superior by a christian nun for the purpose of receiving, gratuity on her death is invalid on the ground that the said mother superior did not come under the family in Rule 79 of part III of KSR. In that context, the court held that there was no impediment to nominate the said mother superior under the relevant rule on the ground that with the taking of perpetual vow the person concerned ceased to have any connection with the members of the natural family and so far as the natural family was concerned, she was taken as dead and therefore her parents and other members specified in R.79 were not taken as blood relatives thereafter. As further held, the legal effect of a person becoming a nun was that she would not thereafter be considered as having a father or mother or other relatives mentioned in R. 79.

According to pollock and Matiland "A monk or nun cannot acquire or have any proprietary rights. When a man becomes professed in religion, his heirs at once inherits from him any land that he has and

---

88. 1977 K.L.T. 303

89. *History of English Law vol.* 1 p.434
if he has made a will it takes effect at once as though he was naturally
death. If after this, a Kinsman of his dies leaving land which according
to the ordinary rules of inheritance would descend to him he is
overlooked as though he was no longer in the land of living, the
inheritance misses him and passes to some more distant relatives. The
rule is not that what descends to him belongs to the home of which he is
an inmate, nothing ascends to him for he is already dead". As commented
on the above passage, by Abdul Hadi J, "if the said nomination was not
there in the Mother superior Adoration convent case, the above said
retirement benefits would have gone to her natural heirs and not to the
mother superior". Though, the decision of the Ismail J in Soloman
case was overruled by a division bench of the Madras High court in D
Chelliah v. G. Lalithbabai our Supreme Court was pleased to refer to
the decision of Insmail J in Mary Roy's case and has followed the
same ratio with regard to the applicability of Section 29(2) of the
Indian Succession Act 1925.

It is undoubtedly evident that the ratio of the case decided by the
Kerala High Court in Mother Superior Adoration Convent Kanjiramattom Vs.
DEO Kottayam was wrongly referred to by the John Mathew J in the

90. 1974 (1) M.L.J. 53
91. A.I.R. 1978 Mad. 66
92. A.I.R. 1986 SC 1011 at p.1015
93. Supra n.86

The monk, nun, or priest can reform to then civil life if they
dislike that there are humbly number of instance where they has
returned. A portion it can be included that only this natural
heirs are entitled to the compensation on her death more other that
including on mother superior
instant case. Further no customary law can be considered and part V of the Indian succession Act 1925 alone is applied here to find out the legal heirs. Since the hon’ble judge appears to have failed to declare the law as it is, it therefore lacks conviction. It is a fact that the Mother superior has been never dependant on the deceased Claramma. Since the claim has been filed not for the benefit of her natural heirs or legal representatives the petition itself is not maintainable.

Need for Reform.

The term "legal representative" needs to be defined. Ambiguity of the expression was a serious issue before the 85th Law commission.94 They recommended "to assign to the expression 'legal representative' the same meaning as has been given to the expression 'representative for the purposes of Fatal accidents Act because this would effectively carry out the purpose of social justice underlying chapter 8 of the Act to which the Fatal Accidents Act is the nearest approximation".95

Referring to the above recommendation, it is commented by our Supreme Court that since the parliament has not taken any action it may be intended that the expression legal representative in section 110 - A of the Act should be given a wider meaning and it should not be confined to the spouse, parent and children of the deceased.96 However, it is submitted that a wider meaning should be given to the expression legal

94. Law commission of India 85th Report "on claims for compensation under chapter 8 of the Mads vehicles Act, 1939. (1980)
95. Id at p.44
96. Supra n. 56 Id. at. p.571
representative on the constructive aspects of relation and dependence only.

**Appearance of claimants before the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal**

The Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 does not have any express provision regulating the appearance of parties though legal practitioners. It is left to rules framed by the states.

As provided by the Kerala Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989, any party may appear in person or through a legal practitioner before the claim tribunal. The scale of fees payable to the advocate in respect original suits shall apply in the case of applications for compensations. In this regard it is profitable to refer the claims Tribunal rules of Madhya Pradesh which provide that any appearance application, or act required to be made or done by any person before a claim tribunal (other than an appearance of a party which is required for the purpose of his examinations as a witness) may be made or done on behalf of such person by a legal practitioner, or by an officer of an insurance company or with the permission of the claim Tribunal, by other person so authorised. It is desirable to insert a similar provision permitting a party to appear by a legal practitioners or by other authorised person in proceedings relating to claims for compensation under the Act. The same has been recommended by the Indian Law commission also.

---

97. Section 381 See also Rule 10 of the Motor accidents claims Tribunal Rules, 1977
98. Rule 18, Madhya pradesh Motor Accidents claim Tribunal Rules, 1950
Appearance through advocates poses a real question whether the claimants are safe or not at their hands?

As early as 17-12-1994 the Motor Accidents claims Tribunal, Manjeri, by addressing a letter to the Registrar Kerala High Court brought to the notice of the High Court, suspected malpractices in the payment of compensation and requested for remedial measures. It was stated that fairly large amounts are awarded as compensation by the tribunals but the claimants do not receive the whole amount. A majority of the claimants are thoroughly illiterate and poor. The Tribunal also brought to the notice of the Register the decision in Devastanam v. Bhavani premilemma100 wherein stress was laid that the tribunal should take care to see that the amount awarded is received in full by the legal representatives of the deceased or the victims of the accident. This view was approved in the decision of polavaram v. A PSRT corporation 101 and E. Lakshmi saraswathi v. State Bank of India 102 A committee of hon'ble judges of the Kerala High Court was constituted to consider and recommend the procedure to be followed by the Motor Accidents claim tribunals to make available to the victims of accidents the compensation awarded by the Tribunal in full measure. In the meanwhile, the various tribunals functioning in the State of Kerala were addressed, inviting their suggestions for the improvement of the functioning of the Tribunals and for payment of compensation. Notices were sent to various Insurance companies also besides Bar Associations.

100. 1983 A.C.J. 580 AP
101. 1984 A.C.J. 18 (AP)
102. 1984 A.C.J. 595 (AP)
After considering the representations, the judges committee reported on 7-10-1985 that "when cheques are issued to counsel, a substantial portion of the amount is appropriated towards fee and unknowingly and illiterate claimants consequently suffer". They recommended that compensation amount due to claimants other than minors or other persons suffering disability, can be paid by issuing cheques to the claimants or one of the claimants in the presence of the advocate concerned. This was accepted and issued a circular to the following effect.

"Compensation amount due to claimants other than minors or other persons, suffering disability can be paid by issuing cheques to the claimants or one of the nominated claimants in the presence of the advocate concerned. The exploitation by the middleman of the poor claimants was also a serious concern of our Supreme court. In K.S.R.T.C v. Susamma Thomas Supreme court issued clear cut directions to protect the poor and illiterate claimants from possible exploitation as follows:

(I) The claim Tribunal should in the case of minors, invariably order the amount of compensation awarded to the minor invested in long terms fixed deposits at least till the date of the minor attaining majority: The expenses incurred by the


104. No. 3 of 1986 dated 25-1-1986 issued by the high Court of Kerala.

guardian or next friend may however be allowed to be withdrawn.

(II) In the case of illiterate claimants also the claims Tribunal should follow the procedure set out in (I) above, but if lumpsum payment is required for effecting purchases of any movable or immovable property, such as agricultural implements rickshaws, etc to earn a living, the tribunal may consider such a request after making sure that the amount is actually spent for the purpose and the demand is not a rouge to withdraw money.

(III) In the case of semi illiterate persons the tribunal should ordinarily resort to the procedure set out at (I) above unless it is, satisfied, for reasons to be stated in writing, that the whole or part of the amount is required for expanding an existing business or for purchasing some property as mentioned in which case the tribunal will ensure that the amount is invested for the purpose for which it is demanded and paid.

(IV) In the case of literate persons also, the Tribunal may resort to the procedure indicated in (I) above, subject to the relaxation setout in (II) and (III) above, if having regard to the age, fiscal background, and strata of security to which the claimant belongs and such other consideration, the tribunal in the larger interest of the claimant and with a view to ensuring the safety of the compensation awarded to him thinks it necessary to do order.
(V) In the case of widows the claim Tribunal should invariably follow the procedure set out in (I) above.

(VI) In personal injury cases if further treatment is necessary the claim Tribunal on being satisfied about the same, which shall be recorded in writing, permit withdrawal of such amount as is necessary for incurring the expenses for such treatment.

(VII) In all cases in which investment in long term fixed deposits is made it should be a condition that the Bank will not permit any loan or advance as the fixed deposit and interest on amount invested is paid monthly directly to the claimant or his guardian as the case may be.

(VIII) In all cases, Tribunal should grant to the claimants liberty to apply for withdrawal in case of emergency. To meet with such a contingency, if the amount awarded is substantial the claim Tribunal may invest it in more than one fixed deposit so that if need be one such F.D.R can be liquidated.

These guidelines should necessarily be borne in mind by the tribunals in the cases of compensation in accident cases so as to help the poor and illiterate victims. Government should make rules under S. 168 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988 regarding mode of payment of compensation incorporating the principles laid down by the Supreme Court.
Claimants counsels - Need for improving the quality of legal representation

There are serious allegations against the claimants' counsels. It appears that some of them have been reduced to the status of ambulance chasers. The claims cases are booked by offering advances through a network of agents. In the result, a major share of the compensation is exacted towards their fees from the poor claimants. While condemning such sharp practices, it is necessary that certain remedial steps are urgently taken to stop the same. Sometimes one may even think whether a legal representation is in fact necessary at all. Denial of legal representation it is laid, is justified on the ground that it saves expenses and thus protects the poor against rich.

It has been pointed by Benjafied & Whitemore that the tendency of the statute law is to believe that speedy, cheap, and commonsense settlement of matters by tribunals is easy in the absence of legal representations. According to de Smith there are adverse influences in allowing legal representations.

(i) It introduces too much formality into proceedings and is apt to become unnecessarily prolonged.

(ii) It may disturb witnesses and expert members asking awkward questions and lacking technical points and

(iii) The presence of lawyer increases the likelihood of subsequent proceedings in courts to impugn the decision: The lawyer is seen as a luxury of the rich and an instrument for the protection of vested interests.

In terms of practice before the Motor Accidents claims Tribunals, an advocate as a functionary of the system has almost lost his role as one who gets things done for the society. The social relevancy of such counsels will be naturally doubted not only in a welfare state but also before a forum where welfare legislations is administered.

In England, before Franks committee, there were several procedural codes of tribunals, prohibiting legal representation before them. It was under the mistaken idea that the compulsory exclusion of lawyers would simplify the proceedings. The Frank committee recommended that the right to legal representation should be curtailed only in the most exceptional circumstances, when it is clear that the interests of the applicants would be better served by restriction.

Legal representation is considered as a requirement of fair hearing. The idea of an informal atmosphere before the claim Tribunal where an ordinary, poor claimant may have a fair hearing may not just work. And many of the faults committed by various tribunals are attributable to the lack of adequate legal assistance and representation.

110. Reports of the Franks committee, para 87
111. Seervai, Constitutional Law of India 931 (1979)
In the circumstance, it is the only alternative that the quality of legal representation must necessarily be improved. It requires the upkeep of legal ethics and looks forward for a better legal education. Lawyers before the tribunals should be conscious of the special character of these bodies. The state has also the responsibility to ensure that the legal aids provided to those who cannot afford it.\textsuperscript{112}

**Legal Fee for the Claimants counsel**

As noted earlier, the poor claimants are exploited by charging an unreasonable legal fee. There was a time when some counsels were even taking 20 to 30\% of the total award amount towards fee. It seems to be a great injustice and it is necessary to statutorily curb such unjustifiable practices.

In *United India Insurance Co v. Padmini Amma*\textsuperscript{113} the appellant Insurance Co. challenged the award of advocate fee as provided for suits by the Tribunal. Paripoornan J for the Kerala High Court held that neither Kerala Advocate Fees Rules 1969 nor civil Rules of practice are directly applicable. Despite, refused to interfere with the Tribunal's finding, since the Tribunal has only taken guidelines by way of analogy to fix the advocate fee. The same question was agitated in *New India Assurance Co. Ltd v. Koyyamma*\textsuperscript{114} In this case, K.P.Balanarayana Marar J for the, Kerla High Court held that the advocate's fees fixed in Rule 16

\textsuperscript{112} Articles 14 of the constitution of India. See also 14th Report of the Law commission of India vol. 1, p.587 (1958)

\textsuperscript{113} 1986 A.C.J. 1036

\textsuperscript{114} 1991 A.C.J. 429
of the Advocate Fees Rules cannot be taken as a guidelines for determining advocate's fee payable in petition before the claim tribunal. The tribunal's award of Rs. 1,400/- as advocate fee on a claim of Rs. 25,00/- was reduced to Rs. 500/- In both the above cases, the mandate of the judiciary was against the application of advalorem fee. As per the rule making power of the state, the Kerala State has passed a rule to provide the advocate fee as given for suits. It is difficult to understand the rationale in fixing an amount as given for suits. Since the compensation awards are specifically considered, a fixed sum with in the range of Rs 500 to 1000/- be a reasonable amount and the same has to recorded in the award itself. Besides, the payment has to be done directly to the advocates concerned through the Motor Accidents claim Tribunal after realising from the Insurer or other persons who are liable to pay. This is to safeguard the poor claimants from the unnecessary demands of the counsels.

Disparity in Court Fees:-

Fixation of court fee is left to the discretion of the state. Every state has its own Motor Accidents claims Tribunal rules under which the amount of court fee is prescribed. In the state of Kerala, Rule 23 of the Kerala Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal rules, 1977 provides that every application under subsection (1) of section 110 - A (S. 116 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988) of the Act for payment of compensation shall be accompanied by a fee of Rupee one in the form of court fee stamp, if the claim in a case of accident is confined to

special damages and if any further general damages are claimed 'an
advalorem' fee shall be charged on the aggregate of the special and
general damages claimed on the following scales, namely.

(1) Upto Rs. 5,000         - Rs. 10

(2) Upto Rs. 5001 to Rs. 50,000 - Rs. 10 plus one fourth
percentage of the amount by
which the claim exceed
Rupees 5,000/-

(3) Upto Rs. 50001 to Rs. 1,00,00 - Rs. 122.50 plus half
percent of the amount by
which the claim exceeds Rs.
50,000/-

(4) Over Rs. 1,00,000/-         - Rs. 372.50 this one percent
of the amount by which the
amount of claim excludes
Rs. 1,00,000/-

The claims Tribunal has got discretion to exempt a party from court
fee only at the initial stage. When the award is passed, the prescribed
court fee will be realised at the time of satisfaction of the award.
The fee for an appeal before the High Court has also been fixed as rs.
100/- we are surprised to note that the court fee varies from state to
state. In the states like Haryana and Punjab no court fee stamps shall
be leviable on an application for compensation 116 where as Goa, Daman &
Diu is charging Rs. 2 and Andhra pradesh charging advalorem fee like
Kerala. Several other states are charging only Rs. 10. It seems to be
very much anomalous and a uniform fee structure shall be devised in the

It is to suggest that section 166 of the Act has to be amended in order to insert a clause prescribing the fee structure. A fixed sum of Rs. 100/- will be a reasonable court fee which shall be realised only at the time of satisfaction of the award. In other words a claimants shall be free to file application without any economic burden at the initial stage.
CHAPTER VI

ROLE OF DRIVER AND OWNER

The owner and the driver of a motor vehicle have to play a very responsible role to avoid accidents as well as to reduce the sufferings if accidents do occur. It has been observed that in most of the cases of accidents on our Indian roads, the main cause of the accident is the driver's negligence. Many of the road accidents, serious or otherwise can be avoided, if the driver of the vehicles obey the rules of the road. If an accident occurs, a driver should not flee away from the scene of occurrence. A driver should take all reasonable steps to secure medical attention for the injured person and the victim has to be conveyed to the nearest hospital unless the victim or his guardian desires otherwise. A driver is required to give on demand by a police officer any information in inaction with the vehicle and the accidents. If no police officer is present, he has to report the circumstances of the occurrence, including the circumstances, if any for not taking reasonable steps to secure medical attention as required under clause (a) at the nearest police station as soon as possible, and in any case with in twenty four hours of the occurrence. Along with the driver, the

1 Sectin 134 (a) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988.
2 Section 134 (b) of the Act, 1988. Besides the driver/owner should give the details in writing to the insurer with regard to the (1) Insurance policy number and period of its validity (2) date, time and place of accident (3) particulars of the person injured or killed in the accident (4) name of the driver and the particulars of his driving licence. Section 134 (c) as amended by the Act 54 of 1994.
owner of a motor vehicle has also a corresponding duty to provide detailed information by the police officer authorised by the state government regarding the name and address of, and the license held by the driver or conductor which is in his possession or could by reasonable diligence be ascertained by him.

**Duties of the Driver:**

Every driver is duty bound to strictly adhere to the rules of traffic, obey the indications of the signals and

(i) Always drive on the left side of the road.

(ii) He must not drive at a very fast speed.

(iii) He must sound the horn before taking the vehicles ahead;

(iv) He should only overtake from the right hand side of the vehicles ahead;

(v) He must not cross the road while the signal is red

(vi) He must check up the mechanical defects, if any before bringing the vehicles on the road

(vii) He must not drive if he is under the influence of liquor.

(viii) He must keep driving licence and all the papers including Insurance policy, Road Tax Token etc. with him.

(ix) He should take extra ordinary care and precaution when he sees children on the road.

(x) A driver of a heavy vehicle has more responsibility to take special care than a pedestrian, cyclist, or a scooterist.

---

3 Section 133 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988.

4 Driver includes in relation to a motor vehicle which is drawn by another motor vehicle, the person who acts as a steersman of the drawn vehicle. S.2. (9) of Motor Vehicles Acts, 1988.
When the fog is there in the morning he should keep the light on take extra care and precaution while driving.

He must use the dippers while driving during the night time.

He must not blow horns while passing by the side of educational institution and the hospitals.

While approaching Zebra crossings he should always have the indication and readiness to stop or slowdown inorder to give way to the pedestrian.

Besides this, there are some statutory duties, traffic rules and precaution which every road user should take, especially the drivers of the buses, trucks or heavy vehicles have to take extra care for safe driving on the roads, so that no innocent person on the road is injured, maimed or killed.

As observed in Chisholm V. London Transport Board every driver of an Automobile/motor car owed a duty towards the public and had to keep a look out on the road, particularly while approaching a pedestrian crossing where he would normally expect a pedestrian to cross the road. In India the pedestrian crossings are rarely used. Public take an unusual privilege to cross at any points they want which imposes an extra care on the drivers to have a more care on the pedestrians. lord Denning said when a man steps in to the road he owed a duty to himself

5 Rules of the Road Regulations, 1989 (SO 439 (9E) dated June 12, 1989
6 (1939) 1 KB 426.
7 Davis V Swam Motor Co. Ltd. (1949) All ER 520 at 631.
to the road to take care of his own safety but he does not owe to a motorist who is going on an excessive speed any duty to avoid being run down.

Necessity for Driving Licence

In the law relating to Motor Accidents compensation, a great importance is attached to the Driving Licence. First of all, it is an offence to drive a motor vehicle without holding an effective driving licence in any public place. An offender shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or with fine upto five hundred rupees or with both. Simultaneously an owner or the person in charge of a motor vehicle is also responsible and it amounts to an offence if he causes or permits his vehicle to be driven by a person without holding an effective driving licence. On committing the above offence, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term upto three months or with a fine up to one thousand rupees. A driver with his effective driving licence is required to exercise reasonable standards in the art of driving. To drive at excessive speed in a dangerous manner, under the influence of drinks or drugs or when

8 Section 3 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988
9 Section 181 of the Act
10 Section 5 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988
11 Section 180 of the Act
12 Section 112 and 183 of the Act
13 Section 184 of the Act
14 Section 185 of the Act
physically or mentally unfit to drive amount to various offences inviting imprisonment or fine. A person under the age of 18 years is legally prohibited from driving a motor vehicle\(^\text{15}\). Where as, after attaining the age of sixteen years a person can drive a motor vehicle with engine capacity not exceeding 50 cc only\(^\text{16}\). Similarly a person under the age of twenty years is also prohibited from driving a transport vehicle except vehicles belonging to the Central Governments\(^\text{17}\).

There are two types of driving licences - Learner's Licence and Permanent licences. In the case of Learner's licence the rule\(^\text{18}\) provides that a learner should be accompanied by an instructor holding an effective licence to drive the vehicle and such instructor has to sit in such a position to control or stop the vehicle and in the front and rear of the vehicle 'L' board has to be affixed. 'L' in red or a white background. A holder of learner's licence shall not carry any other person on the motor cycle other than an instructor who holds an effective driving licence.

Though there are statutory guidelines for issuing the above licences, the authority responsible for issuing licences are following a

\(^{15}\) Section 4 of the Act

\(^{16}\) Ibid

\(^{17}\) Ibid

\(^{18}\) Section 3 of the central Motor Vehicles Rules 1989, In New India Assurance Company V. Latha Jayaraj, 1991 A.C.J. 298 and in National Insurance Company Ltd. V. A Babu 1990 A.C.J. 1003 it has been undoubtedly cleared that for all practical purposes a person holding a learner's licence is a person duly licenced.
very lax system and it is generally felt that they give least regard to such guidelines. It has been considered as one of the main reasons for the explosive situation of the accidents. Majority of the drivers are found inexperienced, ignorant and negligent. The recognised training institutes for the drivers train only about 8 to 10 percent of commercial motor vehicle drivers. Private bus drivers are more rash and negligent and overtake one another with impunity to get more passengers, putting other road users at risk. Truck and other high accelerating and heavy vehicle drivers are no exception either. A very large number of commercial drivers have vision problems but invariably they are not aware of it and do not wear glasses. After the age of forty years eye sight problem generally start. Glare recovery time increase, night vision weakens and colour blindness occurs. Many of them drink heavily to energise themselves at the wheel for the long hauls across country.

**Drunken Driving**

A study conducted by NATPAC reveals that drunken driving is another major contributory factor for motor accidents. As observed, nearly two third of the drunken driving was detected in private vehicles especially in respect of two wheelers. The two wheelers have influenced for a high percentage of drunken driving in the age group up to 35 years. One in every five two wheeler riders was found to be alcoholic. In the case of private cars, one in every ten drivers was found to be

---

20 Study Report on Drunken Driving National Transportation Planning and Research Centre, Trivandrum (1990)
alcoholic. All other vehicles had a lesser percentage of drunken driving.

Drunken driving can be kept under control provided the authorities do detecting tests frequently. The awareness among the drivers that they could be caught alone is sufficient to bring down the percentage of drunken driving.

Driving Licence – Effects on liability aspects

The necessity of driving licence is a major ingredient for fixing the liability on the insurance company. No doubt, the primary responsibility to compensate motor accidents victims lies on the owner and the driver of the offending vehicle. The availability of compulsory Motor Third party Insurance System facilitates the owners of the vehicles to get their liability indemnified by the insurance company. However, there is no any blanket liability cast up on the insurance companies. For the purpose of shifting the legal liability of the owner/insured to the insurance company there are specified conditions to be complied with by the driver and the owner of the vehicle which is covered against the third party risk.

If the offending vehicle is driven by a person who is not duly licensed or by any person who has been disqualified for holding or obtaining a driving licence during the period of disqualification, no

21 Ibid.
liability can be saddled with the insurance company being a statutory defense prescribed.

As per the earlier motor policies i.e., prior to the enforcement of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. If the driver of the offending vehicle had held a driving licence and at the same time if he is not disqualified in holding or obtaining a licence, the insurance company was prepared to indemnify the owner/insured against their legal liability. After the enactment of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, the insurance company deleted the word 'held' in their policies. With a view to honour only effective licence. Further, the condition with regard to driving license is incorporated in a conjunctive manner as "provided that the person driving holds an effective driving licence at the time of accident and is not disqualified from holding or obtaining such a licence".

Where as the statute provides that "a condition excluding driving by a named person or persons or by any persons who is not duly licenced, or by any person who has been disqualified for holding or obtaining a


23 United India Fire & General Insurance Co. Ltd. V. Ayisa1979 A.C.J. 526. (Madras) In this case the Licence held by the driver had expired prior to the accident and renewed after the accident. Madas High Court held that the Insurance Company is liable to pay compensation and observed that the appellant had not chosen to take advantage of the provision of Section 96 (2) (b) (11) by not incorporating in the policy the condition to exclude the use of vehicle by all non licensees and the driver had not been disqualified from driving or holding a driving licence.
driving licence during the period of disqualification" which is disjunctively used. The very usage denotes that once he had held a driving licence and if he is not disqualified, it would be in order to indemnify the insured by the insurance company. The case law on this particular point is awaited.

Onus of Proof of Driving Licence

On analysing the decided cases of our Supreme Court and various High Courts, it is seen that the burden of proof in respect of driving licence cast up on the insurance company is very much heavy and it has become practically impossible also. In Suresh Mohan Chopra V. Lakhi Prabhu Dayal where the driver had been produced as a witness by the insurance company, it was stated by him that he destroyed the driving licence after its expiry. The tribunal concluded that the insurance company failed to establish that the driver had no licence. On its appeal the High Court reversed the Tribunal's finding. But allowing the special leave petition Supreme Court confirmed the Tribunal's decision and held that since the driver was a witness of the Insurance Company the High Court committed an error of law in reversing the finding of the

24 Supra n.22 "Despite the relative antiquity of Insurance Law the high incidence of litigation and the ubiquity of conditions in the policy, it is remarkable that it is not definitely settled where the burden of proof lies in respect of the breach or fulfillment of such a condition, that is, where, as is usual there is no stipulation in the contract as to such location"

Mr. Justice D.K. Derrington "conditions in policies of insurance - onus of proof". (1985) Australia Law Journal, 554 In Australia, the leading case, Kodak Party Ltd. v. Retail Traders Mutual Indemnity, Insurance Association placed the onus on the insured (1942) 42 SR (NSW) 231.

25 1991 A.C.J. I
Tribunal, and it is the burden of the Insurance Company to prove that the driver had no driving licence. In *Lalchand v. Kanta*, the Madhyapradesh High Court took the view that even if there is a non-compliance of direction to produce the driving licence by the driver, no adverse inference could be drawn against him. It is the burden of the insurance company to prove that the driver did not posses licence. In *Narcina v Kamat Vs. Alfredo Antonio Do Martin* Supreme Court reiterated the burden imposed on the insurance company. There are legion number of cases where similar views have been held. In *New India Assurance Co. Ltd. v Surinder Paul*, the High Court of Punjab held that if the driver failed to produce the driving licence the insurance company would not be liable. In *Skandia Insurance Co. Ltd. v Kokilaben Chandravadan* where a truck driver left the truck with engine in motion after handing over control of the truck to the cleaner who was not duly licenced and the cleaner drove the truck and caused the accident. Insurance company contended that the accident occurred when an unlicenced person was at the wheel and the insurance company would be exonerated from liability. This defense was built on the exclusion clause.

Supreme Court held that unless the insured is at fault and is guilty of a breach the insurer cannot escape from the obligation to

---

26 1992 A.C.J. 469  
27 1985 A.C.J. 397  
29 1990 A.C.J. 940  
30 1987 A.C.J. 411
indemnify the insured. The insured placed the vehicle in charge of a licenced driver, with express or implied mandate to drive himself, it cannot be said that the insured is guilty of any deliberate breach. Supreme Court also ruled out the defence built on the exclusion clause for three reason.

(1) On a true interpretation of the relevant clause which interpretation is at peace with the conscience of section 96, the condition excluding driving by a person not duly licensed is not absolute and the promisor is absolved once it is shown that he has done everything in his power to keep, honour and fulfil the promise and he himself is not guilty of a deliberate breach.

(2) Even if it is treated as an absolute promise, there is substantial compliance therewith upon an express or implied mandate being given to the licensed driver not to allow the vehicle to be left unattended so that it happens to be driven by an unlicensed driver.

(3) The exclusion clause has to be 'read down' in order that it is not at war with the main purpose of the provisions enacted for the protection of victims of accidents so that the promisor is exculpated when he does everything in his power to keep the promise.

It is to submit that the interpretative technology based on the 'main purpose rule' practically prohibits the insurance company from raising any valid pleas.
So long as the system of compensation based on fault continues vesting the burden on the Insurance company to prove the driving licence of the driver is unjustifiable. It shall be the burden primarily on the driver and then on the owner to prove that he was having a driving licence. In case of failure to produce the driving licence by the driver or owner adverse inference shall necessarily be taken: The judiciary can very well lay down this and any technical rules of evidence requires to be thus dispensed with.

It is seen that many of the owners of the motor vehicles are unmindful to keep the details of the driver. It shall be the duty of every owners of the vehicle to keep a certified true copy of the driving licence when a driver is employed or utilised for using the vehicle in a public place. Owing to the facility of compulsory motor third party insurance, the owner and the driver seem to be less responsible even to comply with the legal formalities and to discharge their statutory duties. It is due to the main reason hat they have no any real monetary obligation towards the accident victim. If the owner and the driver are made responsible for making initial payment towards medical aid or treatment, the position would have been different and the poor victim would have got immediate medical attention also. It is suggested that section 134 (b) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 may be suitably modified to impose financial responsibility on the driver and the owner towards medical aid or treatment.

Similarly, the owner and the driver shall be asked to purchase a cash certificate for Rs.2000/- and Rs.1000/- compulsorily at the time of registration and obtaining driving licence respectively. This cash
certificate should be with the owner and the driver always along with the driver always along with the documents of the vehicle including driving licence. This is to ensure that a minimum sum is reserved to meet the expenses towards medical aid or treatment. Out of the total medical expenses, upto a maximum of Rs.3,000 shall be a non insurable item. Section 147 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 shall therefore be suitably amended to exclude the insurance cover up to a maximum of Rs.3000/- arising out of the medical expenses.

As provided, where medical or surgical treatment or examination is immediately required as a result of of bodily injury (including fatal) to a person caused by or arising out of the use of a motor vehicle on a road, and the treatment or examination so required is effected by a legally qualified medical practitioner, the person who was using the vehicle at the time of the accident, shall pay to the practitioner the prescribed amount on a claim being made in accordance with the provisions of Section 156 of the Road Traffic Act.

Drivers Negligence:

The proof of drivers negligence remains the lynch pin to recover fault compensation. If the driver is found negligent, the owner is held vicariously liable. If the owner is held liable, the insurer will indemnify the liability of the owner who is the insured as per the insurance contract. It is therefore necessary to know what is negligence.

31 Section 155 of the Road Traffic Act, 1972, which deals with the provision for emergency medical treatment by the tortfeasor.
Negligence as a civil wrong, is the breach of legal duty to take care which results in damage, undesired by the defendant to plaintiff. There are three essential elements in negligence. First, a duty to take care, secondly, a breach of that duty, and thirdly damage to the plaintiff caused by the breach of that duty. The element of damage is customarily subdivided by American Lawyers into two further elements namely, that the damage must have been 'Caused in fact' by the defendant's conduct, and secondly that the defendants conduct must have been the proximate cause of the plaintiffs damage.

The three essential elements viz. duty, breach and resulting damage constantly overlap or become merged with one another. As Lord Pearson has pointed out "It may be artificial and unhelful, to consider the question as to the existence of a duty of care in isolation from the elements of breach of duty and damage". Lord Denning emphasised that it is not every consequences of a wrongful act, which is the subject of compensation and that the law has to draw a line somewhere. In Lamb V. Camden London Borough Council Lord Denning observed that sometimes it is done by limiting the range of the persons to whom duty is owed. Sometimes it is done by saying that there is a break in the chain of

34 Charlesworth & Percy On Negligence P.15. (1903–7th Edn.)
36 [1981] (1) QB 625, 636
causation. At other times it is done by saying that the consequence is too remote to be a head of damage. All these devices are useful in their way. But ultimately it is a question of policy for the judges to decide. It is a question of law whether or not in the particular circumstance of the case a duty of care exists. Unless such a duty can be established an action in negligence must fail. The circumstance, under which a duty to take care arises, have been gradually evolved by the courts but it has not been easy to discern the general principles forming the basis of those circumstances. In Donoghue Vs. Stevenson Lord Atkin said "It is remarkable how difficult it is to find in the English authorities statements of general application defining the relation between parties that give rise to the duty. The courts are concerned with particular relations which come before them in actual litigation and it is sufficient to say whether the duty exists in those circumstances".

The courts have evolved sign posts or guidelines for relevant consideration - involving such notions as neighbour, control, foresight, proximity, opportunity for intermediate examination, deeds or words, the degree and kind of risk, to be guarded against and these are all available to be used as aids to the end result.

According to Charlesworth the word duty connotes the relationship between one party and another imposing on the one an

obligation for the benefit of the other to take reasonable care in all circumstances. Negligence is not bound by existing precedents at all, thus the tort is open to further expansion. The categories of negligence are never closed. There are situations where at the same time, one person may owe more than one duty of care namely a general duty, and a special or limited duty to different classes of people. Such separate duties can coexist neither one displacing the other. Situation also exist where more than one person owe a duty to a plaintiff at the same time.

As discussed, the fundamental basis for recovery of compensation is the proof of negligence on the part of the driver. The burden of this proof in the existing law lies on the claimant. In very many cases the claimant finds it difficult to discharge the same. Since the financial liability of the driver and owner is indemnified by the insurer, most often they do not come forward to cooperate with the process of settlement. Sometimes the driver and the owner are not even bothered to extend medical assistance to the poor victims despite this being their statutory obligation.

In order to lessen the burden of proof and to ensure recovery of compensation to the claimants, it was suggested that in any event a

provision should be made in the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 that in an application for compensation under the Act, the burden of showing that there is no negligence on the part of the driver of the vehicle should be placed on the respondents.

It should be enough for the claimant to prove that bodily injury or death has been caused by an accident arising out of use of a motor vehicle and once this has been established, the burden should be up on respondents to prove that due care and caution has been taken by the driver of the Motor vehicle to avoid the accidents and that the accident was not occasioned by any negligence on his part. If this burden is cast on the respondents, it would go a long way towards relieving the poor and disadvantaged from the great handicap from which they suffer in the matter of collecting and producing the necessary evidence for substantiating negligence on the part of the driver of the Motor Vehicle. As further observed\(^43\) there is nothing unfair or unjust because section 110 of the Act constitute a piece of social welfare legislation intended to relieve the injured person or the dependent of the deceased from economic distress and suffering. it is therefore appropriate that there should be rebuttable presumption of negligence on the part of the driver\(^44\) of the Motor Vehicle and the onus of proving that there was no negligence should rest on the respondents. This is a very important and vital reforms of the law which needs to be carried out at the earliest in order to afford substantial relief to poor claimants. The reversal of

\(^{43}\) Ibid

\(^{44}\) Lawson Negligence in the Civil Law (1962) P. 45.
the burden of proof may be an very effective way of protecting the public and claimants against dangers introduced by industrialisation.

**True Nature and effect of 'Res ipsa loquitur in the trial of Motor Accident Claims**

In the trial of Motor Accidents Claims, the application of the maxim 'Res Ipsa loquitur has become liberal, which helps the claimant to a certain extent difficulties of proof of negligence: It is also doubted whether a liberal application may amount, to abuse of judicial process. In its true legal interpretation as well as based on judicial authority the application of the maxim in a wide canvass so as to shift the legal burden to the defendant cannot be justified.

**Conceptual analysis**

The jurisprudential status and functional utility of the maxim 'Res Ipsa Loquitur' have been the subject of much debate among the jurists. Although the maxim has been with us for over 125 years either English Courts or Indian courts have still not finally settled or atleast have not consciously settled the most crucial issue involved in its application. It results in the indiscriminate application of the maxim especially by trial court judges tilting the scales of justice unevenly. The relative position of this maxim in other countries like Australia, Canada, and South Africa seems to be very satisfactory and is almost settled. A corresponding line of thought has been recently generated in India and it is hoped that our Supreme Court would be able

---

to authoritatively define the true nature and effect of 'Res ipsa loquitur' as was done by the Privy Council very recently in Ng Chun Pui vs. Lee Chuen Tal. 46

Classic description of the Maxim

The phrase 'res ipsa loquitur' is Latin in origin having the semantical meaning that a 'thing speaks for itself. Its debut in the legal literature was in the year 1863 when it was casually referred to by Baron Pollock in the case Byrne v. Boodle 47. A plaintiff was injured in this case by the fall of a barrel of flour rolled out of a window in the second floor owned by the defendant. In the absence of cogent evidence the court held that the accident itself afford prima facie evidence of negligence and it is preposterous to say the injured plaintiff must call witnesses from the defendant's warehouse to prove negligence. Since then the phrase came into vogue as a means to lighten the burden of proof cast on the plaintiff in certain circumstances where he cannot prove the exact cause of the accident. But this phrase as a doctrine was stated in its classic form by Erle C.J. in Scott v. London and St. Katherine Dock Company 48 that "there must be reasonable evidence of negligence but where the thing is shown to be under the management of the defendant or his servants and the accident is such as in the ordinary course of things does not happen if those who have the

48 (1865) 3 H & C 596 (159 E.R. 655) (plaintiff injured by the fall of a bag of sugar from a crane)
management use, proper care, it affords reasonable evidence in the absence of explanation by the defendant that the accident arose for want of care." 49. It thus postulates the following requirements as common tests or denominator for an accident bespeak negligence in the defendant. First the accident must be one which ordinarily does not happen without negligence, Secondly, that the res must be under the exclusive control of the defendant and thirdly, there must be absence of reasonable explanation with regard to the exact cause of the accident. All that need be postulated, therefore is that the apparent cause of the accident is one for which the defendant's negligence would be responsible.

Impact of the Doctrine "No Liability Without Fault"

In the 19th century a strong tendency was prevalent in all the countries to set up a doctrine of "No liability without fault". 50. It was otherwise called 'reversed burden of proof imposed on the defendant to prove that there was no negligence on his part. This tendency became ever stronger as the predominant power in the State passed to the entrepreneur class and the march of progress seemed bound up with the use of machines and other instrumentalities whose usefulness was only matched by their capacity for doing harm. 51. This doctrine was considered

49 Id at 601.
50 Lawson Negligence in the Civil Law (1962 ed.) See also Christie v. Griggis 170 ER 1088: Sir, James mansfield was trying to have a similar effect as in the doctrine 'liability without fault' when he declared the burden lay up on the defendant to show that the coach was roadworthy and that the driver was a skillful driver.
51 Id. at 44
as a principle of liability and the legal burden was invariably shifted to the defendant to disprove negligence or prove no negligence. "No liability without fault" doctrine differs from the doctrine 'No fault liability'. In the latter a strict liability as such is canvassed. In Prussia, Switzerland, Italy, Ontario and Quebec drastic changes were effected by certain enactment to the principle of 'No liability without fault'.

But in countries like Russia, Sweden and Denmark this doctrine has got still relevance. The experience shows that the reversed burden of proof of fault by the defendant is an herculean task and its final effect is nothing but strict liability. This doctrine might have necessarily influenced the minds of English judges in the middle of the 19th century. Under the umbrella of fault principle the maxim of res ipsa loquitur was thought to be a convenient label to get out of the clutches of the conventional tort principles. May be because of that

52 Prussian Railway Law of 1838 which introduced strict liability for certain accidents.
53 Swiss Motor Law S. 37.
54 Italian Civil Code Art. 2054.
55 Ontario Highway Traffic Act S. 489
56 Quebec Civil Code Art. 1054.
59 Id. at 82.
60 Ibid.
with effect that the legal burden is shifted to the defendant to disprove his negligence.  

A critical appraisal of the Maxim with a comparative overview

Though it is classically stated and quite properly said about what is called the doctrine of 'res ipsa loquitur, it is always necessary to be sure what the precise doctrine is it as invoked. With regard to its true nature and effect, there are two schools of thought. One is that the maxim is not a distinct rule of law or evidence in its own right and that in all cases of negligence the ultimate or legal burden of proof of negligence rests upon the plaintiff. As explained by Prof. Atiyah the maxim is no more than a summary way of describing a situation in which it is permissible to infer from the occurrence of an accident that it was probably caused by the negligence of the defendant. However on this view, the inference of negligence is merely permissible and not obligatory and if at the conclusion of the case the tribunal of fact is not satisfied that the accident was more probably than not caused by the negligence of the defendant, the plaintiff must fail.

As per the other school the maxim involves more than this and that it does represent a distinct rule of law or evidence in its own

---

63 P.S. Atiyah "Res 1 Loquitur in England and Australia (1972) 35 M.L.R. 337.
right. According to this a legal burden of proof may be cast on the
defendant in certain circumstances and the maxim therefore indicates an
exception to the general principle that the legal burden of proof always
rests on the plaintiff throughout a negligent action. In effect once the
maxim operates, the plaintiff is entitled to a verdict even though at
the conclusion of the evidence the tribunal of fact remains in doubt
whether the accident was more probably than not caused by the negligence
of the defendant. Of course a plaintiff could not be entitled to a
verdict in such a situation unless the legal burden of disproving
negligence is upon the defendant64.

Following the Second School of thought, the House of Lords held
in Henderson v. Henrey E. Jenkins & Sons65 that this legal burden
which rests on the defendant had not been discharged by adducing any
evidence. In this case a post office driver was killed by the stroke of
a Lorry with defective brakes descending a hill. It was proved that the
failure of the brakes was due to the corrosion which was not known and
that the removal of the pipe for detailed examination was not a
normally required precaution except on major overhauls after about
300000 miles has been run. The Lorry in question had only run about
150000 miles. Since the defendants had not adduced evidence of the past
history of the vehicle they could not rely on the defence of a latent
defect. A similar reasoning was adopted by the House of Lords in

64 See O Connell, "Res ipsa loquitur - The Australian Experience" 1954
Cam LJ 118. (It is otherwise called Rule of evidence theory and
presumption of Law theory.
Colvilles Ltd. v. Devine\textsuperscript{66} also. But it is difficult to see how anyone approaching the evidence dispassionately could reasonably take the view that the plaintiff had proved, that negligence of the defendant was more probably than not. At the most it can be held as an unusual happening only. If these two cases were before the Australian High Court the decision would have been definitely otherwise. In\textsuperscript{67} Davis v. Bunn Evatt J. for the Australian High Court stated that this doctrine does not change the burden of proof that lies on the plaintiff but merely furnishes sufficient evidence from which negligence may reasonably be inferred. Compared to other countries a consistent stand is taken in the courts of Australia. In\textsuperscript{68} Mummery v. Irving (pty) Ltd. it was held by Dixon C.J. that the application of this maxim was merely descriptive of a method by which in appropriate cases, a prima facie case of negligence might be made out and the courts could see no reason why the plaintiff in such a case should be in any different position from one making out a prima facie case in any other way. The Nominal Defendant v. Haslbauer,\textsuperscript{69} Piening v. Daule\textsuperscript{70} and The Govt. of Insurance Office of N.S.W. v. Fredrich berg\textsuperscript{71} are some of the

\textsuperscript{66} (1969) 1 WLR 475  
\textsuperscript{67} (1936) 56 CLR 246, 267-272.  
\textsuperscript{68} (1956) 96 CLR 99  
\textsuperscript{69} (1968) 117 CLR 448  
\textsuperscript{70} (1968) 117 CLR 498  
\textsuperscript{71} (1968) 118 CLR 403 see also Anchor Products Ltd. v. Hedges (1966) 115 C.L.R. 405; 1969 A.C.J. 117 (To say that an accident speaks for itself does not mean that if no evidence is given for the defendant, the plaintiff is entitled in law to a verdict in his favour. The plaintiff must lead evidence to prove circumstances attending the accident)
authorities from the many which represented this correct stand taken by the Australian High Court. In the Govt. of Insurance Office case Barwick C.J. summed up the effect of this doctrine "that the so-called doctrine is no more than a process of logic by which an inference of negligence may be drawn from the circumstances of the occurrence itself... That the occurrence affords evidence of negligence does not merely alter the onus which rests on the plaintiff to establish his case on the probabilities to the satisfaction of jury, but does not give the plaintiff any entrenched or preferred position in relation to the decision by the jury of that question,"72, In effect the maxim raised only a permissive presumption exemplifying merely a general principle of inferring a fact in issue from circumstantial evidence where the circumstances are meagre but significant. A similar stand was taken in the countries like Canada73 and South Africa74.

Position in India

In India this maxim is indiscriminately applied in Motor Accident cases involving bursting of tyres,75 vehicles hitting from

---

72 Id. at 413-14 See also Fitzpatrek Vs. Walker E. Copper Pty Ltd. (1935) 54 CLR 200


74 Nande v. Transvall Boot & Show Co. Ltd. (1938) A.C.379.

behind, failure of brakes, breakdown in front suspension steering
gone out of control or vehicle goes offside road. Blindly following
the English decisions majority of our Indian judges seems to be in
favour giving unnecessary weight to this maxim by attaching to it a
rebuttable presumption. Our subordinate judges have become more liberal
in applying this maxim even in cases where the apparent cause of the
accident is clearly known. As rightly observed by the Kerala High
Court in Ramathal v. KSRTC that the trial court judges have a column,
though oneours duty to deal in a sufficient detail with the pleadings
and the evidence that apply the legal principles to the factual
findings. A cursory and cryptic disposal of issues very vital to the
parties may for that very reason result in a miscarriage of justice".
Our Supreme Court is final not because it is always infallible. It is
infallible always because it is final. Though our Supreme Court in a
certain cases have applied the maxim on the basis of rebuttable

76 Hazara Singh v. P.L.Joseph 1986 A.C.J. 277; Municipal Corp. of
Delhi v. Marvi Bai 1986 A.C.J. 373; Chandrakala v. Murarilal
Singhal 1986 A.C.J. 1019; L. Falley Ram v. P.K. Janardhanan
Narayani Bai 1984 A.C.J. 106; Pepsu v. S. Sharma 1984 A.C.J. 316;
OSRTC v. Maheswaran Rout 1983 A.C.J. 124; S.G.; Advani v. M/s.FCI
Prasad 1985 A.C.J. 450; Ram Dulare Shukla v. MP SRTC 1970 A.C.J.
81 1986 A.C.J. 186, 188
presumption of law, a deeper understanding of the problems involved is revealed in the discussions in the case Syed Akbar v. State of Karnataka.\textsuperscript{82} It was a criminal case but the point in dispute was considered by the Supreme Court in a wide canvass touching the law of both Torts and Evidence. A switch over from rebuttable presumption of Law to permissive presumption of fact was the direct result. Justice Sarkaria observed "even in an action in torts if the defendant gives no rebutting evidence but a reasonable explanation equally consistent with the presence as well as with the absence of negligence the presumption or inference based on res ipsa loquitur can no longer be sustained. The burden of proving the affirmative that the defendant was negligent and the accident occurred by his negligence still remains with the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{83}

It was so observed on the basis of permissive presumption of fact where enough discretion is allowed to a judge to decide whether the fact may be presumed has been proved by virtue of that presumption. It differs from compelling presumptions or rebuttable presumption of law in which no discretion has been left to the court and it is bound to presume the fact as proved until evidences given by the party interested to rebut or disprove it.

The distinction between the effect of the first and second kinds of presumptions on the burden of proof will be that presumption of


\textsuperscript{83} 1980 A.C.J. 38 (SC)
fact merely affects the burden of going forward with the evidence. Presumption of law however goes so far as to shift the legal burden of proof so that in the absence of evidence sufficient to rebut it on a balance of probability a verdict must be directed. In State of Punjab v. Modern Cultivator Supreme Court has warned against its too liberal and indiscriminate application and said it should not be applied as a legal rule but only as an aid to an inference when it is reasonable to think that these are no further facts to consider. In Kumaran v. Augustine Kerala High Court also seems to prefer the above limited approach, as held by their lordship" the maxim does not require the raising of any presumption of law which must shift the onus on the defendant. It is only a permissible inference of facts". A recent decision of the Privy Council in Ng chun Pui v. Lee Chuen tal reinforce that the maxim Res

84 In strict sense a rebuttable presumption can only be called a presumption. Thayer — A preliminary treatise on evidence at the common law (1998) 314, 317, 396.


86 1980 A.C.J. 479

87 London Times, 25th May 1988. Privy Council composed on this occasion — Lord Bridge of Harwatch, Lord Fraser of Tuilybellow, Lord Griffiths, Lord Ackner and Sir John Stephenson, Lord Graffith delivered the judgement. The facts of the case is as follows. A Coach left the west bound part of a dual carriage way crossed the Central reservation and collided with a public. Bus proceeding in the opposite direction causing injuries to bus passengers. Accepting the plea of 'res ipsa loquitur; the primary judge in Hondong had taken the view that as a consequence, the burden of disproving negligence rested on the defendant and that they had failed to discharge this burden. An appeal on this point, first allowed by the Court of Appeal was then confirmed by the Privy Council. It was proved by the defendant that there was a sudden and unexpected appearance of a blue car wrongly cut in front of the coach which caused the driver of the coach to react by breaking and swerving and then skidded and collided with the oncoming and bus. Appericiating the evidence and the so called emergent situation the court of appeal held that the defendant driver had done what any careful driver would have done in the same circumstances.
ipsa loquitur cannot be employed as a lawful basis for causing the burden of proof (or disproof) to shift from one party to another. At the highest it is no more than a convenient common sense evidential aid. A number of judicially pronounced dicta can be referred to in order to show that the maxim involves no novelty. It is not a rule of substantive law, nor a rule of evidence and it is not a rule of any kind, but simply the caption to an argument on evidence and for the same reason Lord Shaw impatiently commented "If that phrase had not been in Latin nobody would have called it a principle" the maxim is applied on the basis of common sense and its purpose is to enable justice to be done. In Colvallies Ltd. v. Devine Lord Upjohn suggested that it should be applied within a narrow ambit only. Megaw LJ doubted in Lloydes v. West Midland Gas Board whether it is right to describe it even as a doctrine and observed that it is no more than exotic through a convenient phrase to describe as what is in essence no more than a common sense approach not limited by technical rules to the assessment of the effect of evidence in certain circumstance. "The words res ipsa loquitur are hardly themselves a proposition of Law though they allude to one. they are only a figure of speech. Sometimes what is meant by this figure of speech is that certain facts are so inconsistent with any views except that the defendant has been negligent that any jury which on proof of those facts found that negligence was not proved would be

88 Ballard v. North British Rly. Co. 1923 SC (HL) 43.
90 [1962] 2 All E.R. 53 at P.58
91 [1971] 2 All E.R. 1240
giving a perverse verdict". All noted writers like John G Fleming, Miliner, Street, Salmond, Prosser and Winfield have expressed the same idea that there is no inherent justification for attaching this maxim any greater weight such as that of presumption which would be as much as giving more weight to circumstantial evidence than to direct evidence. If 'res ipsa loquitur' is treated as throwing a legal burden on the defendant it becomes an effective device of imposing strict liability under the pretense of administering rules of negligence.

Conclusion

The judicial use of label to disguise decision placing procedural disadvantages on certain class of defendants confuses understanding of the maxim res ipsa loquitur as circumstantial. Hence of negligence. This only prevents the courts a proper analysis of the wisdom and scope of substantial legal policies underlying the decision. It was used as

94 Negligence in Modern Law, 89, 93 (1967)
95 On Torts 14th Ed. 322.
96 On Torts 3rd Ed. 137.
97 "Res ipsa loquitur in California" (1949) 37 California Law Review 183, 222.
100 Prosser: (1949) 37 Cal. L.R. 183 p. 222.
device for covertly transforming the negligence action from true fault liability into strict liability, which would result translating some policies not intended at present by the legislature. Since the compulsory third party insurance protection covers the entire loss suffered in respect of personal injury/death irrespective of the type of the vehicle by the new Motor Vehicle Act 1988, the respondents like the owner and driver of the vehicle are not now serious in contesting a Motor Accident case. Even in 'non res ipsa loquitur' circumstances, a blanket liability could be imposed on the insurance company as the owner/the driver of the vehicle often remains passive. The fact that only limited defences that are under S.96 (2) of the Motor Vehicle Act can be availed of by the Insurance Company further aggravates the magnitude of the problem by placing the Insurance Com. in a most disadvantageous position. Therefore the application of the maxim in a wide canvass so as to shift the legal burden to the defendant cannot be justified. Its application shall be limited to on the lines of the Australian authority as was done by the privy council. An anxious consideration and clear cut elucidation of these crucial issues by our Supreme Court is the need of the hour.

**Liability of Owner and Driver - Scope of Conceptual Basis**

The law is now well settled that a master has vicarious liability for the acts of his servant acting in the course of his employment.

101 *Maxim Res Ipsi loquitur* is not applicable if the accident is due to a mere error of judgment. *Indian Airlines Corporation v. Madhuri Choudhuri* A.I.R. 1965 Calcutta 252 and *Syed Akbar v. State of Karnataka* A.C.J. 1980, 38 (SC). If there are multiple number of defendants and it is difficult to fix negligence on a particular defendant, the maxim cannot be applied, *Sushma Mitra v. MPSRTC* A.I.R. 1974 MP 68.
Unless the act is done in the course of employment the servant's act does not make the employer liable. The act must either be a wrongful act authorised by the master or a wrongful and unauthorised mode of doing some act authorised by the master. There can be no doubt that ever since the doctrine of vicarious liability came in to the law around the year 1700 it has been steadily expanded by the courts in two principal directions. First in enlarging the categories of persons for whom such liability is recognised and there can equally be no doubt that in doing this the courts must have been profoundly influenced by the fact that imposing vicarious liability was a satisfactory way of securing the payment of compensation to an injured plaintiff without imposing crushing liability on a negligent tort feasor. Thus whereas the doctrine of vicarious liability was originally only used to render an employer liable for the acts of menial servants under his direct control it came in course of time to cover all skilled and professional employees, however attenuated the control possessed by the employer.

**Vicarious Liability - Meaning**

Normally and naturally the person who is liable for a wrong is he who does it. When as a man is made answerable for the acts of another it

---


See also Skandia Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Kokilaben Chandravadan 1987 A.C.J. 411 (SC)

Vicarious liability arises because of this principle of social justice and not because the owner, committed any breach of the policy condition (view of the High Court referred).
is called vicarious responsibility. An employer though guilty of no fault of himself, is liable for damage done by the fault or negligence of his servant acting in the course of his employment. A servant may be defined as any person employed by another to do work for him on the terms that he, the servant, is to be subject to the control and directions of his employer in respect of the manner in which his work is to be done.

Development of the doctrine of vicarious liability

The development of the doctrine of vicarious liability has four definite stages. First is the period of complete liability before the abolition of slavery, when masters had to bear complete responsibility for the actions of their servants and slaves. In England in early Anglo-Norman period the idea was that a master is completely liable for the acts of his servants and slaves. With the abolition of slavery the master was held liable only if he has commanded or agreed to a wrongful act of his servants. It was the second phase of the doctrine which was applied until by the early sixteenth century. It was also called the Command theory. During the 16th and 17th centuries the masters' liability is considerably narrowed by the doctrine that he is not liable unless he particularly commanded the very act done. This was the third phase of the doctrine and it was called the particular command theory.

103 Salmond on Torts (1966) p. 105.
104 Stavely Iron Co. Ltd. V. Jones (1956) AC 627.
105 Salmond On Torts (15th edn) p. 647.
This doctrine gave away between 1700 and 1800 AD to the rule that the master was liable if an implied command could be inferred from the general authority which he had given to the servant. The fourth phase of this doctrine was called the implied command theory. The particular command theory was inadequate to cover the relation between the masters at home and their homelands and who were unable to take specific orders from their masters at home due to the great industrial and commercial expansion of England. During the 19th Century, the modern theory of "scope of employment came in to vogue displacing the implied command theory. As per the modern theory "a master is liable for any tort which the servants commits in the course of his employment. There is no doubt that the servant is liable for his act". Normally and naturally a person who has done the wrongful act should alone be made liable for the injurious consequences arising out of it. This is in keeping with the moral theory that liability should be based on fault. Persons who are innocent of a crime or any other wrongful act should not be made liable for it. But the principle of vicarious liability is an exception to it. Based on the Latin Maxims Out facit per alium facit per Se\footnote{He who acts through another is deemed to act in person Broom's Legal Maxims p. 558 (1993).} and Respondeat Superior\footnote{Let the principal answer Broom's Legal Maxims p. 573. 1993 ed.} the rule of vicarious liability of the master is that servant are not usually capable of bearing the burden of civil liability while their masters are financially capable. It is commonly felt that when a person is injured, he ought to be able to obtain recompense from some one. If the immediate fortfeasor cannot afford to
pay then he is justified in looking around for the nearest person of substance who can possibly be identified with the disaster.

Besides, a master should be made liable because it is he "who set the whole thing in motion". In fact the true basis of the rule seems to be public policy. As stated by Shaw C.J. of Massachusetts Supreme Court the rule of vicarious liability is obviously founded on the great principle of social duty, that every man in the management of his own affairs whether by himself or by his agents or servants shall so conduct them as not to injure another and if he does not and another thereby sustain damage, he shall answer for it.

In regard to owners of motor vehicles, vicarious liability seems to be assuming new dimensions in India.

In *State of Rajasthan v. Vidhyawati* the vicarious liability of the state was in dispute. A jeep owned by the State Government for the official use of the Collector was involved in an accident. The driver an employee of the state, while bringing the vehicle back from the workshop after repair knocked down a pedestrian due to rash and negligent driving. Pedestrian succumbed to injuries. The Supreme Court of India held that the state is vicariously liable and the vehicle was not being used in connection with the exercise of the sovereign powers of the state. The state should be as much liable for tort in respect of a


111 1958 - 65 A.C.J. 296.
tortious act committed by its servant with in the scope of his employment and functioning as such as any other employer.\textsuperscript{112}

In \textit{Beharin Lal Harichand Khatri V. Surinder Singh}\textsuperscript{113} a pertinent question was raised as to whether an owner will be liable when the vehicle was being driven by a non authorised person or a stranger. In the instant case, the driver allowed the cleaner to drive the lorry while he himself sat next to him. Punjab High Court held that the owner is vicariously liable for the default of his servant in delegating his duty to another servant. As set out in Halsbury's Laws of England\textsuperscript{114} "the master may be responsible for the default of his servant's employment, even though the act which caused injury was performed by a stranger or by another servant acting outside the employment, provided that the servant for whose default it is sought to make the master liable allowed the act to be performed, for example, where he permitted a vehicle of which he was the driver to be driven by or left in charge of another person. In such case the master is not liable unless the servant for whose default it is sought to make the master liable was himself guilty of a breach of duty in allowing the act to be done and his breach of duty was in fact the effective cause of the injury".

In \textit{Ilkis V. Samuel}\textsuperscript{115} Willmer L.J. for the Court of Appeal, England observed that in case there is a prohibition by the owner on

\textsuperscript{112} Id at P 304
\textsuperscript{113} 1958 - 65 A.C.J. 574.
\textsuperscript{114} Simond's Edition V. 25. P.541. See also \textit{Engethart v. Farrant & Co.} (1897), QB. 240.
\textsuperscript{115} 1958-65 A.C.J. 445.
allowing anyone else to drive may merely be treated as a prohibition on the mode of doing his job, or a conduct within the sphere of employment. Even if the prohibition is disregarded, such negligent act of driving will not be outside the course of employment. In *Sitaram Motilal Kalal V. S.P. Jayashanker Bhatt* our Supreme Court had considered the liability of the owner irrespective of a tort committed by the cleaner. Though Subba Rao J dissented the majority view was not to impose any liability on the owner of the vehicle. The same was followed in *Mukho Devi V. Syed Hussain Zahir* by the Delhi High Court. It was stated by Clark and Lindsell that "A master will usually be responsible for the servant's negligence in doing something which he is merely permitted to do or does for his own purposes but is not employed to do. If a servant does an act for his own pleasure, quo ad that act he is a stranger to his master, although he may be in other respects engaged at the time upon the master's business, and the mere fact that the master does not prohibit the doing of the act ought not render him liable," Rajasthan High Court in *Premwati v. State of Rajasthan* held that the act of giving lifts to third parties was something beyond the scope of his employment and the owner of the vehicle - State Government cannot be saddled with any liability. Cases concerning drivers who give lifts to third parties have unique features as the judgment of Lord Green in

116 1966 A.C.J. 89
117 1972 A.C.J. 63
118 *On Torts* (10th ed.) p.122.
119 1977 A.C.J. 89
Twine v. Bean's Express Ltd. 120 In that case, the employer had expressly instructed their driver not to allow unauthorised persons to travel on their vehicle and had affixed a notice in the driver's cab. Despite this, the driver gave a lift to a person who was killed by reason of the driver's negligence. The Court of Appeal affirming the decision of Uthwatt held that the driver had acted outside the scope of employment.

In State of Assam v. Pranesh Debnath 121 a motor vehicle which was requisitioned for law and order duty by the state government met with an accident due to bomb blast and a handyman of the vehicle sustained injuries resulting in permanent disablement. It was contended that the State Government was neither the owner nor the insurer. Gauhati High Court held that since the vehicle was in absolute control of the requisitioning authority, owner had no control over the user of the vehicle, the driver or the other employees were working under the directions and control of the requisitioning authority. Kerala High Court in K.G. Bhaskaran v. K.A. Thankamma 122 had occasion to consider the question of vicarious liability of the owner where the driver of a bus permitted his brother to drive the same. The bus dashed against a coconut tree and caused injuries to a passenger. As observed, the act of the driver in entrusting his brother with the task of driving the vehicle was an improper mode of performance of his own duty as a driver and he was thus acting with in the scope of his employment though in an

120 (1946) 1 All E.R. 202
121 1993 (1) A.C.J. 422.
122 1973 A.C.J. 539
unauthorised mode. Hence it was held that the owner was vicariously liable for the tort committed by the brother of the deceased.

Vicarious liability is that which takes or supplies the place of another. It is the liability of the master himself and not merely a derivative liability. In the words of Lord Pearce the doctrine of vicarious liability has not grown from any very clear, logical or legal principles but from social convenience and rough justice.

In Pushpabai Purushottam Udeshi V. Ranjit Ginning & Pressing Co. Pvt. Ltd. approving the statement of Lord Denning, our Supreme Court liberalised the idea that the owner is not only liable for the negligence of the driver if that driver is his servant acting in the course of the employment but also when the driver is, with the owner's consent, driving the car on the owner's business or for the owner's purposes. It is essential to avoid the approach of isolating wrongful or negligent act of the driver from its surrounding circumstances in determining whether the act was in the course of employment or not.

The true test expressed in the words of Diplock J is that "was the servant doing something that he was employed to do? If so however improper the manner in which he was doing it, whether negligent... or even fraudulently.... or contrary to express orders.... the master is...

125 1977 A.C.J. 343 (SC)
liable. If, however, the servant is not doing what he is employed to do, the master does not become liable merely because the act of the servant is done with the master's knowledge, acquiescence or permission. Now the concepts of "scope of employment" and the law as to obligations towards trespassers have undergone changes. As Scarman L.J. summed up in *Rose V Plenty*\(^{127}\) the employer is made vicariously liable for the tort of his employee not because the plaintiff is an invitee, nor because of the authorised position by the servant, but because it is a case in which the employer, having put matters in to motion, should be liable if the motion that he has originated leads to damage to another. Supreme Court has rightly pointed out in *Pushpabai case*\(^{128}\) that the recent trend in law is to make the master liable for acts which do not strictly fall with in the course of the employment' as ordinarily understood. There is a wider concept of scope of employment. It is justified in terms of social justice as well.

**Effect of Transfer of a Vehicle**

A motor vehicle can be validly transferred by way of sale. Being a movable property its sale is undisputedly governed by the Sale of goods Act\(^{129}\). The Central problem involved was whether the third party liability of an Insurance company comes to an end on transfer of vehicle by the insured to some one else?

---

127 1976 A.C.J. 387 CA (England)
128 Supra, n. 23, para 14.
The court has in a series of decisions namely National Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Thekkeyil Rajan, New India Assurance Co. v. E.K. Muhammed, Swaminathan v. Jayalakshmi Amma, Alavi v. Velayudhan, held that when a vehicle was transferred without transferring the insurance an Insurance Company will not be liable. The contract of Motor Insurance is a contract of personal indemnity and therefore the insured cannot transfer the benefit under a policy so long as such benefits are contingent. In short, an insurance policy cannot be transferred by the insured without the consent of the Insurer. On the insurer agreeing to such a transfer there is a novation of the contract by which the original assured is substituted by the new assured, the transferee to whom the policy has been transferred. The insurance policy lapses up on the transfer of the ownership of the motor vehicle unless the insurance company agrees to accept the transferee as the insured in relation to the vehicle either at the instance of the transferor or of the transferee.

Section 95 (5) of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 clearly states that an insurer shall be liable only to indemnify the person or class of persons specified in the policy in respect of any liability which the policy purports the cover in the case of that person. That makes it further clear that the policy covers only the liability of the person in whose favour the policy is issued and the insurance cover is not in

130 1983 A.C.J. 236 (Kerala)
131 1985 A.C.J. 109 (Kerala)
132 1988 A.C.J. 261 (Kerala)
133 1989 A.C.J. 967 (Kerala)
respect of the vehicle. In many of the above cases it has been contended that the seller would remain owner till the time the ownership of the vehicle was not transferred in the name of the transferee in the records of the registering authority. Section 22 and 31 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 are relied upon in support of it. Section 22 provides that "no personal shall drive any motor vehicle and no owner of a motor vehicle shall cause or permit the vehicle to be driven in any public place or in any other place for the purpose of carrying passengers or goods unless the vehicle is registered in accordance with this chapter and the certificate of registration of the vehicle has not been suspended or canceled and the vehicle carries a registration mark displayed in the prescribed manner". Similarly, section 31 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 envisages that "where the ownership of any motor vehicle registered under this chapter is transferred.

(a) The transferor shall within fourteen days of the transfer, report the fact of transfer to the registering authority within whose jurisdiction the transfer is to be effected and shall simultaneously send a copy of the said report to the transferee;

Within forty-five days of the transfer, forward to the registering authority referred to in sub clause (1) -

(A) a no objection certificate obtained under Section 29 - A or

(B) in a case where no such certificate has been obtained,

(1) a receipt obtained under sub section (2) of Section 29 A; or

(ii) a postal acknowledgment received by the transferor if he has sent an application in this behalf by registered post with acknowledgement due to the registering authority referred to in section 29 - A, together with a declaration that he has not received any communication from such authority refusing to grant such certificate or require him to comply with any direction subject to which such certificate may be granted.

(b) The transferee shall, within thirty days of the transfer, report the transfer to the registering authority within whose jurisdiction he resides, and shall forward the certificate of registration to that registering authority together with the prescribed fee and a copy of the report received by him from the transferor in order that particulars of the transfer of ownership may be entered in the certificate of registration. After examining the above provisions and also the definition of the owner it was held that since the definition does not include a registered owner in its ambit there is no indication that only a registered owner would continue to be the owner of the vehicle even after he has sold it till it was registered in the name of the transferee. With regard to sections 22 and 31, these

135 Section 2 (19) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 "Owner" means where the person in possession of a motor vehicle is a minor, the guardian of such minor, the guardian of such minor, and in relation to a motor vehicle which is the subject of a hire purchase agreement the person in possession of the vehicle under that agreement.

136 Supra n. 32, Ibid.
provisions only cast an obligation on the transferor and the transferee to report to the Registering Authority concerned in respect of the transfer of the vehicle after the transfer had already taken place. In fact, these provisions have nothing to do with the ownership of the vehicles as such. They merely provide for regulations of use of motor vehicles in public places. No doubt their non-compliance attracts penalties. In Panna Lal v. Chand Mal it was held by the Supreme Court that Section 31 permits the transfer of ownership but the statute casts an obligation on the transferee to report to the registering authority concerned regarding the transfer. It is thus clear that the transfer of ownership in the records of registering authority is not a condition precedent for sale. It is possible therefore that there can be a real owner different from a Registered owner.

In Paragounda v. Bhimappa Karnataka High Court held that the liability of the insurance company ceases on transfer of ownership of the vehicle by the insured irrespective of the fact that transfer of ownership is entered in the certificate of registration as required under Section 31 or not. Over ruling the decision in Ramiah Setty v. Meena. It was also held that unless it is proved that the (registered owner has ceased to be the owner of the vehicle, he continues to be liable in the event of accident for the claims of the third parties. In other words, the onus to establish cessation of his title in the vehicle

137 1980 A.C.J. 233 (SC)
138 1993 A.C.J. 568
139 1991 A.C.J. 300
by virtue of a bonafide transfer thereof lies upon the registered owner and unless and until that burden is discharged, he would continue to be liable to meet the liability arising out of an accident involving the vehicle.

A contrary view\textsuperscript{140} is also prevalent to the effect that a motor vehicle insurance policy covering third party risks does not lapse, as it were, on the transfer of vehicle and the insurer remains liable to meet the claims of the third parties as if the transfer had not taken place.

When the matter is considered from the social justice aspect of the victim of a motor accident, it has to be conceded that he should not be prejudiced by an extraneous event like a transfer of the vehicle having taken place before the time of accident and the transferee not having the policy assigned in his favour.

To reduce the circumstances under which a policy get lapsed on the transfer of vehicle, Section 103-A was inserted by the amendment Act of 1969. This provides that where an insured person proposes to transfer the ownership of motor vehicle, together with the policy of insurance relating there to he may apply to the insurer for the transfer of certificate of insurance and the policy in favour of the transferee. If with in 15 days of the receipt of such application by the insurer, the insurer has not intimated the insured and the transferee his refusal to transfer the certificate and the policy, both shall be deemed to have

been transferred in favour of the transferee from the date of the transfer of his motor vehicle.

It appears that the position of third parties is much same as before. The new section does not seem to have better the position of third parties in any way.

As observed by the Kerala High Court in National Insurance Company Ltd. v. Thekkeyil Rajan 141 "Section 103-A does not go the whole way .... The statute does not provide as to what is to happen if the transferor does not apply to transfer the insurance policy and certificate. The statute also does not provide for coverage by the insurer of third party risk arising out of an accident that happens with in the 15 days stated in the section 142. The court has therefore suggested that this could be achieved by providing for a statutory fictional transfer of the certificate of insurance and the policy mentioned there in automatically with the transfer of the vehicle 143. It is necessary that a transfer of a motor vehicle ought not to affect the right of a third party victim against the insurer 144. An appropriate statutory provision is therefore felt indispensable in the Motor Vehicles Act ensuring that a victim of a motor accident does not lose

---

141 Supra n. 28. In New India Assurance Co. Ltd. v. N. Ganapathy 1982 A.C.J. (supp) 282. Madras High Court explains that under Section 103 A it is not sufficient that the insurance Co. had the knowledge of transfer of vehicle. There ought to be an application in the prescribed form or atleast a request therefore for the same.

142 Id. at. 358

143 Ibid

his claim against the insurer even in case of a transfer of the motor vehicle before the date of accident.

Accordingly, in the New Motor Vehicles Act, 1988\textsuperscript{145}, corresponding section 103-A (1) of the Act IV of 1939 was amended to facilitate automatic transfer of Insurance along with the transfer of ownership.

Section 157 provides "where a person in whose favour the certificate of insurance has been issued in accordance with the provisions of this chapter transfers to another person the ownership of the motor vehicle in respect of which such insurance was taken together with the policy of insurance relating thereto, the certificate of insurance and the policy described in the certificate shall be deemed to have been transferred in favour of the person to whom the motor vehicle is transferred with effect from the date of its transfer". By the Amendment Act of 1994 an explanation was inserted to declare that such deemed transfer shall include transfer of rights and liabilities of the said certificate of insurance and policy of insurance. In the circumstance, the transferee might have got the ownership from a certain date, but his rights and liabilities are determined on the basis of the period of the certificate of insurance and policy of the insurance which is invariably one year.

It is advisable to confine the rights and liabilities of the transferee only from the very date of his ownership. Otherwise,

\textsuperscript{145} Section 157 of the Act, 1988.
procedural difficulties may arise in the trial which results in further delay.

Besides, the transferee shall also apply within fourteen days from the date of transfer in the prescribed form to the insurer for making necessary changes in regard to the fact of transfer in the certificate of insurance and the policy described in the certificate in his favour and the insurer shall make the necessary changes in the certificate and the policy of insurance in regard to the transfer of insurance.\footnote{146}

In case, the transferee did not take steps to get the necessary changes in the policy what would be the consequence of deemed transfer of the certificate of insurance and policy of insurance, whether the insurance company can escape the liability on the ground that the policy has not been transferred in the name of the transferee with in the time schedule prescribed for.

In the section 103-A of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 an insurer was statutorily permitted to refuse to transfer certificate of Insurance and policy in favour of the transferee having regard to his previous conduct

(1) as a driver of motor vehicle, or

(2) as a holder of the policy of insurance in respect of any motor vehicles or any conditions which may have been imposed in relation to any such policy held by the applicant or rejection of

\footnote{146 Section 157 (2) of the Act.}
any proposal made by such other person for the issue of a policy of insurance in respect of any motor vehicle owned or possessed by him.

In National Insurance Co. Ltd. V. Mayadhur pal\footnote{1993 A.C.J. 444} where intimation of transfer of vehicles and request for transfer of policy was made to the insurance company after the accident, the High Court of Orissa held that the insurance company would be liable with effect from the date of intimation and not prior to that.

In Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Rajamani\footnote{1992 A.C.J. 354 See also Meera Bai V. Nasirahl 1991 A.C.J. 986.} Madras High Court held that if the vehicle was transferred prior to the accident and the factum of transfer was not intimated to the Insurance company either by the transferor or by the transferee, the policy will be lapsed. The insurance company does not have any liability. In New India Assurance Co. Ltd. V. Paul Sreedharan\footnote{1992 A.C.J. 336.} also the Madras High Court followed the same principle. But Rajasthan High Court in Dr. Gop Ramachandran V. Onkar Singh\footnote{1993 A.C.J. 577.} confirmed the liability of the Insurance Company despite no notice was given to the insurance company in accordance with section 103A of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939. In the amended Act of 1988 no option has been allowed to refuse transfer of Insurance by the Insurer. The legislative intention can be inferred to the extent that the policy issued is respect of the vehicle rather than in respect of the person,
which is a modification from the earlier concept. Therefore it appears that the liability of the insurance company cannot be subjected to any dispute on the grounds that the transferee did not take steps to get it endorsed in his name. An unconditional deemed transfer will guarantee social justice to the poor victims.

**Liability of the owner and Driver in Special Cases**

**Cases of Non-Insurance**

Two categories of claims are dealt under this caption. First category involves claims arising out of the use of those vehicles which are not all insured. Second category involves claims arising out of the use of those vehicles which are insured but the particular risk not be covered under the Insurance policy. In both categories, the owner and the driver will be personally liable to the victims for their dues if any. As far as concerned with poor victims to realise their dues personally from the owner and the driver may be a difficult task. In case they are impecunious a poor victim will go uncompensated.

The law requires that "no person shall use except as a passenger, or cause, or allow any other person to use, a motor vehicle in a public place, unless there is in force in relation to the use of the vehicle by that person or that other person, as the case may be, a policy of insurance." In the case of a vehicle carrying or meant to carry,

---

151 See Chapter VII for detailed study.

152 Section 146 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988
dangerous or hazardous goods there shall be a policy of insurance under the public liability insurance Act, 1991\textsuperscript{153}.

Where as in case of vehicles under the control of Central Government, State Government, Local Authority and any State Transport undertakings a specific fund shall be established and maintained for meeting any liability arising out of the use of such vehicles.

Section 196 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 provides that 
"Whoever driver a motor vehicle or causes or allows a motor vehicle to be driven in contravention of the provisions of Section 1146 shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to three months or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees or with both."

Despite, the driving of uninsured vehicle is a serious offence liable to be punished, there are several instances where the vehicles are being driven without insurance. There are several reasons such as ignorance, lack of diligence and financial crisis. Only in rare cases, a deliberate attempt is made by the owners. Therefore our primary concern is how to save a poor victim from the clutches of the owners of the uninsured vehicles.

Motor Insurers' Bureau \textsuperscript{154} vis-a-vis Solatium Fund

A comparative study of the developments in England helps us to find out a solution. In England, the Motor Insurer's Bureau, a company

\textsuperscript{153} Ibid.

limited by guarantee formed in 1946 by motor insurers deals with cases of hit and run (unidentified and untraced) and uninsured.

The Bureau is not itself an insurer but operates within the limits and on the terms of two agreements entered into with the Secretary of state of the environment. In practice there are four types of cases in which the Motor Insurers' bureau may be made liable. First, where there is an identified, uninsured motorist who was responsible for the accident. The second type of cases occurs where the motorist responsible is identified and there was in fact an insurance policy in force at the material time, but the insurer is not legally liable under that policy. For example, the policy may have been obtained by fraud or misrepresentation, or the insured may have been guilty of a breach of a condition of the policy. The third type of cases are where an identified, motorist was insured in accordance with the Act but the insurer is unable to meet the liability on account of insolvency or liquidation. In fourth type of cases the accident victim has been injured by a 'hit and run' driver, that is by a driver who has remained unidentified. The motor insurer's bureau is only liable where insurance is required under the Road Traffic Act. As commented by P.S. Atiyah155 the acceptance of liability in 'Hit and run' cases represents the ultimate steps in the disappearance of the principle of liability insurance. The defendant is at last eliminated entirely from the Scene, and the problem of providing compensation for the plaintiff is adjudicated on without the defendant's presence, without him being a party to the process, and without his identity even being known.

The purpose of the insurance in this situation is finally revealed without any possibility of argument, as being the compensation for the claimant and not the protection of some insured fortfeasor. In India, only 'hit and run' cases are considered under the solatium scheme. As in Motor Insurer's bureau it is necessary to consider other type of cases under the jurisdiction of the solatium scheme by widening the scope of the scheme.

Owners and drivers of the motor vehicles are representing different classes. Among them, educated and uneducated groups are there. It is the experience that even the educated groups are ignorant of the law relating to accidents, vehicles, insurance and even the road traffic. A proper education needs to be given to impart the knowledge to the general class of vehicle owners and their drivers.
CHAPTER VII

ROLE OF INSURER

In the law relating to Motor Accidents compensation, the role of an insurer subordinates all other factors. The law is developing in such a way that an insurer shall exercise no option but to accept a blanket liability to compensate the accident victims.

Development of Insurance

The practice of insurance has developed from the aspect of interdependence and mutual co-operation. The fundamental principle underlying insurance is the sharing of the losses of the few unfortunate insured due to the operation of insured perils by the masses of the insureds, who have made small contributions by way of insurance premia. The insurer's are the trustees of this fund and for that reason, they have to judiciously administer this fund. History reveals that the practice of sharing losses among people did exist even in days of Manu Dharama Sastras. In those days Burial societies existed and their member's contribution were used to meet funeral expenses of deceased members. In the 9th century B.C., general average was practiced by the Rhodians. General Average is the practice of sharing losses and expenditure of Marine adventure by all the interests at risk, ship, the cargo and the freight. It was in the 4th century B.C. that Bottomry and respondentia Bonds were practiced. These are loans advanced to ship owners by money lenders at intermediate ports on security of the ship and cargo. These loans were repayable only if the ship arrived safely at her final destinations port. The interest charged on these loans were substantial apart representing the commercial interest on the loan and the balance being the premium to cover total loss of ship.
The industrial revolution in the early 19th century has been largely responsible for the growth and development of accident insurances. The introduction of steam engine and other sophisticated machines, resulted in bodily injury to passers by due to spilling steam or gas. The need for personal accident and liability insurance thus developed.

The first world war witnessed large scale use of aircrafts and equipments which gave a spurt to the aviation insurance. It is a fact that when man becomes exposed to more perils more and more updated and tailor made covers are being offered by the insurers.

Motor Insurance had its beginnings in the United Kingdom towards the close of the 19th century and its growth has corresponded to the development of the Motor Industry\(^1\). The first motor car was introduced in England in 1894. The first Motor policy was issued in 1895 to cover third party liability. In 1903 the first commercial institution the Car and General Insurance Corporation Ltd. was established mainly to transact Motor Insurance followed by other companies\(^2\). Modern tendency in many countries is for the state to nationalise insurance and carry on the business as a monopoly. In India, General Insurance was nationalised in the year 1971. General Insurance Corporation a statutory corporation was established in the year 1973 to transact general insurance business through its four subsidiaries, the Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. the National Insurance Co. Ltd., the New India Assurance Co. Ltd. and the United India Insurance Co. Ltd. with their registered office at Delhi,

---

1 15, Encyclopedia Britanica, 894 (1964)
Calcutta, Bombay and Madras respectively. However, it is a fact to note that on the recommendations of the Malhotra Committee, steps are being taken to privatise the General Insurance Business towards the liberalised new economic reforms by the Central Government.

The practice of Motor Insurance in India generally follows that of the U.K. Market. The motor insurance business in India is governed by a tariff, whereas in the U.K. the tariff has been withdrawn. There is no Motor business in India which is non tariff. In accordance with the provision of Part II-B of the Insurance Act 1938, the Tariff Advisory Committee have laid down detailed rules, regulations rates, terms and conditions in a tariff which is called 'India Motor Tariff'. The latest revision of the Tariff became effective from 1st April 1990.

Tariff Advisory Committee

Tariff Advisory Committee is a statutory body established under the Insurance Act 1938, as amended in 1968. T.A.C. has an important function to lay foundation of sound underwriting practices in India and take in its fold more classes of business. The T.A.C. is a high level body of experts being headed by the Chairman, General Insurance Corporation, with members consisting of top level executives of other Insurance companies, Chairman cum Managing Director of each subsidiaries together with their general Manager heading the technical department. The Government of India have also recognised the importance of this organisation and have nominated two members on the T.A.C. who are officers from the Ministry of Finance and Bureau of Industrial costs and

3 Section 64 UC of the Insurance Act, 1938
price. Their induction has given the T.A.C. a new dimension of vision and will pave way for establishing various expertise required to meet the challenges in the future. It is also necessary to expand the manpower by engaging a team of research scholars specialised in the fields of Science, Computer, Engineering, Statistics, Economics etc. to make arrangement for periodical review of rates.

After nationalisation of General Insurance Industry in 1973, the role of T.A.C. has undergone a sea change from one extreme end of protecting insurers from indiscriminate competition and rate cutting detriment to their health to the other extreme of fixing reasonable rate of premium for the consumers in the monopoly conditions. The role of T.A.C. will be fulfilled when it fixes rates of premium satisfactory to both the insurer and the insuring public through a scientific basis. It would be in the interest of justice that the Tariff Advisory Committee is reconstituted with required number of representatives from different types of consumers also. This can only guarantee justice in lieu of giving due consultation.

Admittedly in India the insurance consciousness is relatively low and even those who purchases insurance policies be they individuals or corporate bodies are not fully aware of the terms and conditions of the insurance contracts and the procedure and its formalities to be completed to recover their claim against the insurance companies. It is necessary to give more emphasis on insurance education. Steps should be taken to start the same from our school curriculum.

Nature of Third Party Insurance

Insurance in general is classified as (1) Insurance of Human lives, (2) Insurance of property (3) Insurance of a Liability and (4) Insurance of an interest. Though Motor Insurance comes under the Insurance of property, Motor third party insurance is dealt under the Liability Insurance. A Motor third party policy covers the insured's legal liability to pay damages arising out of negligence. Liability Insurance contracts are guided by the provisions of the Indian Contract Act, 1872. The basic principles developed under common law namely Insurable Interest, Indemnity, Subrogation, Contribution and uberrima

5 Insurable Interest is the legal right to insure. The three essentials of insurable interest are
(a) The existence of a potential liability which is capable of being insured. (b) such potential liability must be the subject matter of insurance (c) The insured must bear a legal relationship to the subject matter whereby he stands to benefit by freedom from liability and stands to lose financially by creation of liability. Raoul Colinvaux The Law of Insurance (1984) P.44

6. The principle of indemnity provides that an insured can recover his financial loss only to the extent of his insurable interest. The object of this principle is to ensure that the insured's loss is made good in such a way that financially the insured is neither better off nor worse off as the result of the loss. In effect, the insured is prevented from making a profit or deriving any undue benefit out of a loss. Raoul Colinvaux The Law of Insurance (1984) P.400

7. Subrogation may be defined as the transfer of rights and remedies of the insured to the insurer who has indemnified the insured in respect of the loss. Raoul Colinvaux The Law of Insurance (1984) P.139

8. Contribution is the right of an insurer who has paid a loss under a policy to recover a proportionate amount of loss from other insurers who are also liable for the loss. The right of contribution flows from and supports the principle of indemnity, so that if the same subject matter is insured with more than one insurer the insured cannot recover more than his actual loss. Raoul Colinvaux The Law of Insurance (1984) P. 146
fides\(^9\) (utmost good faith) are very much applicable. Since the policy is obtained by the insured under an ordinary contract between the insured and the insurer it must be governed by the ordinary principle of the law of contract. For instance, if the insured has obtained the policy by fraud or misrepresentation, or if he has failed to comply with the conditions of the policy, the company should not be liable. As commented by P.S. Atiyah\(^{10}\) when liability insurance ceases to be a protective device for a small number of prudent persons and becomes part of a system designed to secure compensation to many injured accident victims, the whole perspective changes. It is no longer the case that liability insurance is always or generally taken out for the protection of the insured, but for the protection of their victim. This fundamental shift in the purpose for which liability insurance is taken out tends to upset the whole complex system of Tort Law and Insurance. Instead of Tort Law being the primary vehicle for ensuring payment of compensation to accident victims, with liability insurance as an ancillary device to protect the insured, it is insurance which becomes the primary medium for the payment compensation, and tort law which becomes a subsidiary part of the process. Indeed it has been said that "tort liability can be regarded as a means of inducing those who may cause losses to others to

---

9. According to the Principle of 'Utmost good faith', the proposer who knows, or, ought to know all material information about the risk proposed for insurance is legally obliged to disclose that information to the insurers. Material information consisted of facts which will influence the decision of a prudent insurer in deciding whether or not to accept the risk proposed for insurance and the premium rates and terms of acceptance. Rauol Colinvaux The Law of Insurance P.92 (1984)

procure insurance in their favour by compelling them to pay for the losses themselves if they fail to procure such insurance\textsuperscript{11}.

**Impact of Liability Insurance on the Tort Law**

The availability of Liability Insurance enable judges to effect to their desire to compensate a plaintiff without imposing hardship on the actual tort feasor. The scope of liability for negligence has been drawn in wide canvass and the standard of care required in the law of negligence has been very much tightened up over the years due to the prevalence of liability insurance\textsuperscript{12}. The tendency to objectivise the standard of care and to ignore the personal characteristics of the defendant which has gathered force during the past hundred years may have been influenced by insurance considerations. Since the defendant is not going to pay the damages personally judges may be more concerned with the hardship to the claimant and less with the defendant and may therefore be more willing to find a defendant negligent even though he has not done anything morally culpable. Equally true that when question of contributory negligence are taken into account, only subjective considerations are given preference. It suggests that liability insurance is exerting an influence on these questions. On examining the statutory changes in the law relating to compensation, it is discernible the legislative intention which is nothing but reiterating the purpose of liability insurance as to protect the accident victim and not the insured.


\textsuperscript{12} Jorgenson "Towards Strict Liability in Tort" 3 *Scandinavian Studies in Law* 53 (1963)
In England, the enactment of Road Traffic Act, 1930 introducing the compulsory insurance was a major innovation to protect the third parties against risk arising out of the use of automobiles. Traffic on the Highways was regulated by the sadly outdated Highways Act 1896 and the Motor Act of 1903. The plight of the traffic victim was most unfortunate and worse. Under the 1930 Act, it has been provided that the claim of third parties shall not be affected by any conditions in a policy except those which relate to something which the policy requires to be done or omitted after the occurrence of the event giving rise to a claim under the policy.\(^{13}\) The apparent consequence of this is to wipe out practically the effects of breach of conditions after the accident on the claims of third parties. As provided under Section 36,\(^{14}\) the liability of the Insurer to the insured was assured and safeguarded, where the insurer shall be liable to the insured for any risk covered by the policy notwithstanding the provisions of any prior law. But it should be pointed out that as judicially construed the statute has left in full force those rules of the common law which enable an insurer to repudiate a policy obtained by misrepresentation or by non-disclosure of a natural fact. As experience shows Insurance Companies have frequently relied up on these rules to avoid liability under the policy. Under the Road Traffic Act 1930 a victim has a right to claim directly against the insurer. In order to improve the position of victim, the Third parties (Right against Insurer) Act 1930 was already passed which gave

---

13 Section 38 of the Road Traffic Act, 1930.
14 Para 4
to the injured person a right of direct action against the insurer, in case of the insured's insolvency. In such a case, the rights of the insured against the insurer on account of liability incurred by the former are transferred to and vested in the injured third party. The Act further provided that no agreement made between the insurer and the insured after liability to a third party has been incurred, nor any waiver, assignment or payment made to the insured shall defeat or affect the right transferred to the third party. Both the above Acts have many loopholes through which insurers who wanted to do so could escape payment to the injured third parties. To ensure compensation to the poor victims, the Road Traffic Act 1934 was enacted, where a duty was imposed on the insurer to pay any judgment obtained by an injured third party against the insured even if the insurer would be entitled to avoid or cancel the policy as against the insured.

The relieving clause still leaves, however a somewhat generous loophole to the insurer to escape his duty. He is permitted to avoid the policy even as against third parties (a) if he has not received notice of the suit within seven days after its commencement (b) if before the accident from which the claim arose, the policy has been cancelled (c) if in an independent action commenced within three months after institution of the suit for damages, he obtains an adjudication that apart from any provision contained in the policy he is entitled to

15 Section 3
16 Section 10
avoid it on the ground that it was obtained by non-disclosure of a material fact, or by misrepresentation.

While the avoidance of an insurance contract on these grounds has been recognised in the English Common law, no doubt, the burden of proof squarely cast up on the insurer in a separate action rather than raising there as a defense in an action on the contract. An insurer is also not permitted to give effect to any condition concerning the age or physical or mental condition of the driver, the condition of the car, the number of persons that the vehicle may carry, the time at which or the areas with in which the car is used and the horse power or value of the car\textsuperscript{17}. The statutory rights as against the insurers, of the injured third party are still governed by the Third parties (Rights against Insurers) Act 1930 as extended by the Road Traffic Acts. The Road Traffic Act has been amended several time and the latest Road Traffic Act is of the year 1972. The latter Acts do not diminish the third party's right under the former one where the assured becomes insolvent\textsuperscript{18}. Unlike the position under the third parties Act 1930, the fact that the insurer is entitled to avoid or cancel or may have avoided or cancelled, the policy is no defence against the third party under the Act of 1972\textsuperscript{19}. But in such a case the insurer will be able to recover from the person insured the amount paid to the third party\textsuperscript{20}.

\textsuperscript{17} Section 12
\textsuperscript{18} Section 150 (1) (e) of the Road Traffic Act of 1972
\textsuperscript{19} Section 149 (1)
\textsuperscript{20} Section 149 (4)
EEC Directives on Motor Vehicles Insurance on December 30, 1983.

It requires that certain restrictions in the policy be of no effect so far as third parties are concerned, whether in respect of personal injury or property damage. These are restrictions relating to

1) Persons who do not have express or implied authorisation to use or drive the vehicle
2) Persons who do not hold a licence
3) Persons in breach of statutory technical requirements concerning the condition and safety of the vehicle.

Section 149 (1) of the Road Traffic Act 1972 is replaced by new sections 149 (1) to (IE)\textsuperscript{21}. It reflects the new compulsory requirements by extending the insurer's duty to satisfy judgment in respect of property damage up to £ 2,50,000/- limit of compulsory insurance.

In England Passengers are required to be compulsorily insured under the Motor vehicle passengers Insurance Act 1971.

Position in India

Compulsory Motor Third Party Insurance Scheme was provided for in the Motor Vehicles Act of 1939\textsuperscript{22}. It actually came into force in the year 1946 only. The provisions with regard to third party insurance were modelled on English statutes then in force. The objects of these

\textsuperscript{21} Regulation 3 of the Motor Vehicle, (Compulsory Insurance) Regulation 1987 S.I. No. 2171.

\textsuperscript{22} Sections 94 to 96, Chapter 8 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939
provisions are (1) to enable a claimant to recover the whatever sum he is in law entitled to, despite the inability of the owner or the driver to pay (2) to prevent the insurer from escaping liability on the ground of breach, on the part of the insured, of any term of the contract and (3) to entitle the claimant to recover compensation directly from the insurer.

Who is the Insurer

The law requires that the insurer must be an authorised Insurer, who is for the time being carrying on General Insurance Business in India under the General Insurance Business (Nationalisation) Act 1972 and any Government Insurance Fund authorised to do general insurance business under that Act. In India, General Insurance Corporation and its four subsidiaries namely the Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd., the National Insurance Co. Ltd. the New India Assurance Co. Ltd. and United India Insurance Co. Ltd. are authorised to transact general insurance business with their registered offices at Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay and Madras respectively. All these companies are having thousands of underwriting branches spread throughout the length and breadth of the country besides some limited number of foreign branches. Each subsidiaries maintain a uniform hierarchical set up from branch office to Divisional Office and then to Regional Office and finally Head Office. G.I.C. is the holding company and deals with policy matters. As discussed earlier, Motor Insurance business including third party liability is a tariff

23 Section 147 (1) (a) of the M.V. Act 1988
24 145 (a) of the Act, 1988.
business. The tariff are administered by the Miscellaneous sub committee of the four Regional Committees as located at Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi and Madras. The state of Kerala is coming under the Madras Regional Committee.

The India Motor Tariff provides for two types of policies namely 'Form-A' and 'Form-B' 'Form A' will cover 'Act only' liability and Form B will cover both the 'Act only' liability and 'Own Damage' risk. Cover as per 'B' policy is restricted to 10 years from the year of manufacture in respect of private vehicles and 8 years in respect of commercial vehicles. Policy forms are standardised in the tariff itself and no company may alter or extend in the slightest degree the standard cover, terms and conditions of policies otherwise than as laid down in the tariff without first obtaining the written authority to do so from the Miscellaneous/Sub Committee of the Tariff Region concerned. For underwriting convenience in accordance with nature of risks involved, Motor vehicles are classified into (1) private car (2) two wheeler (3) goods carrying vehicles.

---

25 Own Damage risk means 'Loss or Damage to the vehicle itself (which is insured) by accidental external means or malicium act, fire, external explosion, lightning, self ignition, burglary house-breaking or theft, riot, strike and terrorism flood and earthquake.

26 This is binding on all insurers and any breach of the Tariff shall be breach of the Insruance Act under Section 64 UC (4) & (5) of the Insurance Act 1938.
While examining the underwriting provisions it may be evident that a prudent insured can get maximum insurance protection on payment of additional premium which is fixed at a very lower rate compared to the standard premium. For instances, under the Act only coverage the liability of the insurer in respect of property damage is

27 Under the Old Motor Tariff there were three types of policies namely

1. Act policy
2. Third party policy
3. Comprehensive policy. The present 'A' policy is the old Act only policy and the present 'B' policy is the old comprehensive policy. In between these two only the third party policy was in practice. Under the third party policy an additional premium was charged over and above the Act only premium for the sole purpose of increasing the property damage cover from Rs.6000 to Rs.50,000/- In the case of comprehensive policy some sort of confusion was there to the limit of insurer’s liability. In National Insurance Co. Ltd. V. Jugal Kishore 1988 A.C.J. 270 it was held that the liability of the insurance company is not unlimited through the policy was named comprehensive.

Bonus/Malus System In the new India Motor Tariff simultaneously with Bonus Clause Malus Clause was also incorporated. In the case of Bonus Clause, a percentage of discount was allowed for the claim free periods. On contrary, if there are claims, a percentage of loading will be charged. Bonus/Malus clause will be applicable to only own Damage Section of 'B' policies. Application of malus clause is intended to have a deterrent effect on the owner/driver.

Revised Bonus/Malus from 1-4-90 will be as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Car/Taxies</th>
<th>Motor Cycle/Commercial Vehicles extending Taxies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bonus Malus</td>
<td>Bonus Malus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15% 10%</td>
<td>15% 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% 30%</td>
<td>25% 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45% 50%</td>
<td>30% 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% -</td>
<td>40% 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See India Motor Tariff P.11 (1989) and also Annexure.
upto Rs.6000/- only. By paying an extra premium of Rs.50/- the liability of the insurer can be extended to any amount in the cases of private cars, tourist taxis and two wheelers. In goods carrying vehicles and buses the premium will be Rs.75/-. Similarly if an additional premium of Rs.15 is paid per head in case of persons employed in connection with operation and maintenance of vehicles, the liability of the insurance company can be increased to the actual loss incurred in a case he is otherwise liable to the schedule of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923. An insurer should properly explain to the insured's the necessity of taking extra cover to ensure that the third party is never suffered due to non coverage of insurance of a particular risk.

INSURER: SCOPE OF DEFENCE

In the settlement of a Motor Accident claim, the relative role of an insurance company is more than any of the other parties. It has been an approved fact that it is the Motor third party insurance, which becomes the primary medium for the payment of compensation. As a beneficial legislation, it is also true that, a road accident victim needs protection as expeditiously as possible without facing any difficulty. Insurer, being the trustee of a public fund, an onerous duty is vested with an authorised insurer to administer the fund in the most judicious manner. It is therefore felt highly necessary for an insurer to have sufficient opportunity to defend an accident claim. When the law was developed, with a view to give speedy justice to the poor victim, the law makers have purposefully or inadvertently side lined the importance of an effective defence on the part of the insurance company. It may be purposefully in the sense that they wanted to cut short the
delay and sincerely expected that the owner and the driver of the offending vehicle will definitely contest the claim on its merits.

It is the experience that the owner or the driver generally shows no interest in contesting a claim and an insurance company is compelled to step in to their shoes as a watchdog to ensure that their public fund is utilised for only genuine cases.

While we examining the statutory provisions as contained in section 149 (2) of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, a pertinent question remains

28 Section 149 (2) provides that "No sum shall be payable by an insurer under Sub section (1) ... Unless the insurer had notice ... and shall be entitled to be made a party there to and to defend the action or any of the following grounds, namely

(A) that there has been a breach of a specified condition of the policy, being one of the following conditions, namely

(i) a condition excluding the use of vehicle-
   (a) for hire or reward, where the vehicle is on the date of the contract of insurance a vehicle not covered by a permit to ply for hire or reward, or
   (b) for organised racing and speed testing.
   (c) for a purpose not allowed by the permit under which the vehicle is a transport vehicle or
   (d) Without side car being attached where the vehicle is a motor cycle, or

(ii) a condition excluding driving by a named person who is not duly licensed, or by any person who has been disqualified for holding licence during the period of disqualification; or

(iii) a condition excluding liability for injury caused or contributed to by condition of war, civil war, riot or civil connotion; or

(B) that the policy is void on the ground that it was obtained by the non disclosure of a material fact or by a representation of fact which was false in some material particular.

(Corresponding section 96 (2) of the Old Motor Vehicles Act, 1939).
whether the defences available to an insurer are only those mentioned under the section or not. Since the aspects of negligence and quantum of compensation are not enumerated in the section 149 (2) whether an insurer is without any remedy to challenge the question of negligence and quantum.

It is submitted that under the changed circumstances of imposing the actual liability incurred on the insurance company, it would be a historical anachronism to restrict the rights of the insurer in setting up a full defence on all grounds that are available to the owner or driver. Under the old Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, the liability of the Insurance Company was limited in accordance with the type of vehicles, where it was the responsibility of the owner or driver to make payment to the claimant over and above the limit of the Insurer. It was natural that the owner and the driver may show some interest to contest the claim to guard against an excess award. Under the new Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, a situation has arisen where neither the owner or driver will come forward to contest the case nor the insurance company who has to pay the money is allowed to contest. This is an anomaly which is required to be rectified by necessary legislation.

As in the old Act of 193929 an Insurer is allowed to be impleaded as a party so as to contest the claim on all or any of the grounds that are available to the person against whom the claim has been made30 under the following circumstances such as

29 Sub Section 2 of Sectio 110 C of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939 which was inserted by Act 56 of 1969 w.e.f. 2.3.1970.
30 Section 170 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988
(1) When there is collusion between the person making the claim and the person against whom the claim is made or

(2) When the person against whom the claim is made has failed to contest the claim. While granting permission, the Motor Accident Claim Tribunal is required to record in writing the reasons for the same. In United India Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Surendran Nair, Radhakrishnan Menon J for the Kerala High Court even held that it is necessary to pass appropriate orders in writing with regard to the grant of permission. An oral permission allowing the insurer to cross examine the witnesses will not be sufficient to establish that he has been granted permission under section 110 C 2 A.

The benefit of this section may not be available to the insurer at all times. There are cases in which the owner and driver enter appearance, but they will not contest the case seriously. At the same time they will conduct the case in such away not to give an impression of any collusion. A liberal attitude of the judiciary in granting the permission under S.170 of the Motor Vehicles Act will help the insurer to a great extent to assist the Tribunal in finding out the truth.

The Supreme Court of India had occasion to examine the import of Section 96(2) of the old Motor Vehicles Act, in British India General Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Captain Itbar Sing. It was a suit filed against owners of motor cars for recovery of damages due to the negligent

31 1990 (1) K.L.T. 10
32 1958-65 A.C.J. 1
driving of the cars. The main question was whether the defences available to an insurer added as a party under S. 96(2) are only those mentioned there. It was held that sub section 2 of the Section 96 should be read with subsection 6 of the same. An insurer cannot avoid his liability except by establishing such defences that are mentioned in the section 96(2). Therefore sub section 6 clearly contemplates that he cannot take any defence not mentioned in sub section (2). If he could, then he would have been in a position to avoid his liability in a manner other than that provided for in sub section (2) which is prohibited by section 6.

Despite the restriction of rights in the section 96(2) the Supreme Court was pleased to observe that the statute causes no hardships since an insurer has every right to defend the action in the name of the assured, provided he has reserved it by the policy and if he does so, all defences open to the assured can then be urged by him. Following the above decision, the Allahabad, High Court upheld the reservation clause incorporated in the policy in New India Assurance Co. Ltd. V. Janak Dulari. The reservation clause provides that "No admission, offer, promise, payment or indemnity shall be made or given by or on behalf of the insured without the written consent of the Insurance Company which shall be entitled if it so desires to take over and conduct in the name of the insured a defence or settlement of any claim or to prosecute in the name of the insured for its own benefit any claim and the insured shall give all such information and assistance as the company may

33 1956-65 A.C.J. 590
require 34 which according to the court would fall clearly within the ratio of the decision of the Supreme Court and therefore the insurer is entitled to defend the action or and on behalf of the assured to the same extent and in the like manner as it was open to the assured. In K. Gopalakrishnan v. Sankaranarayanan 35 the Madras Highcourt held that the insurance companies who are mainly responsible to satisfy the claims of third parties and who are parties to the proceedings before the claims Tribunal and who are entitled to cross examine cannot be restricted to the defence specified in Section 96(2) of the Act. It should be noted that Section 96 of the Act was introduced several years before the constitution of Claims Tribunal by the present section 110 of the Act. Section 96 was introduced in order to enforce the duty of insurers to satisfy judgments against persons insured in respect of third party risk by giving them notice after judgment obtained by third parties. It is only in such cases that the defences open to the insurer are restricted to the grounds mentioned in Section 96 (2) of the Act.

A reading of Section 96 would clearly show that it was not intended to govern enquiry before a claims Tribunal. Section 96 contemplates proceeding in a court and not proceedings before a Tribunal. In terms of Section 96 only a notice has to be given to the insurer which may be before or after the judgment is obtained against the insured. But in the case of proceedings before a claims Tribunal the insurer is also a party as is obvious from the provisions of Section 110-B.

34 Id at p. 592
35 1969 A.C.J. 34
According to the Madras High Court the decisions in *Vanguard Fire and General Insurance Co. V. Sarala Devi*\(^36\) as well as in *British India General Insurance Co. Ltd. V. Itbar Singh*\(^37\) holding that an Insurer is not entitled to take any defence other than Section 96 (2) are instances where the insurers were given notice in proceedings by way of suit as contemplated under the provisions of Section 96 of the Act\(^38\).

When a similar contention was taken in the *Hindustan Ideal Insurance Co. Ltd. V. Pokanti Ankiah*\(^39\) Krishna Rao J for the Andhra Pradesh High Court was not inclined to accept and held that the restriction regarding the nature of defences open to an Insurer is applicable not only to suits but also to proceedings before a claim tribunal. The mere fact that the insurer was straight away impleaded as a party did not put him in a better position than if he entered appearance after notice was issued at a subsequent stage. If the insurance company has reserved a right to defend an action in the name of the insured, it can raise all defences in his name as was held by the Andhra Pradesh High Court in *Hindustan General Insurance Co. Ltd. V. M. Saramma*\(^40\). The word court used in the section is comprehensive enough to include claims Tribunal. In the absence of such a distinction, the insurer has the right to defend on all grounds provided he has reserved

---

36 A.I.R. 1959 Punj. 297
39 1969 A.C.J. 60
40 1969 A.C.J. 25 (AP)
But the Kerala High Court in United India Insurance Co. Ltd., V. Surendran Nair was not inclined to give any weight to such as reservation clause. Distinguishing the Supreme Court decision in British India's case it was held that an insurer with the permission of a Tribunal alone can contest the case on all any of the grounds available to the assured as provided by section 110 C(2 A). According to Radhakrishna Menon J. the observation of the Supreme Court in British India's case to the effect that the insurer has the right provided a clause is reserved in the policy was for the sole reason that at that time section 110 (2 A) was not inserted to avoid any hardship. Since the insertion of S 110 (2 A) in the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 with effect from 02.03.197, no hardships can be caused to an insurer. It was also held that the Insurance policy should be one that complies with the requirements of Chapter VIII of the Act, any clause or conditions in the policy can have force only subject to the provision contained in Chapter VIII of the Act. So a reservation clause in the policy should read and understood in the light of sub section 2 A of S. 110 - C. This clause to the extent which it runs counter to the above subsection is liable to be ignored. The above decision of the Kerala High Court seems to be one which may affect the freedom of contract. General Insurance Corporation has devised two types of policies namely A - policy and B Policy. A Policy is issued in strict compliance with the Chapter VIII of the Act.

42 1990 (1) K.L.T. 10
1939. As upheld by the Supreme Court in several cases the Insurance Companies have every right to have specific agreement undertaking any liability in excess of the statutory limit on payment of additional premium. It is therefore corollary that the insurance Companies should have specific terms and conditions wherever they are issuing policies like B policy on comprehensive terms. There is no proper justification in restricting the rights of insurers to reserves their rights in agreement with the insured to contest on all or any of the grounds available to the insured especially in B type policies. As held in Sushil Kumar V Binodini Rath and Assurance Society Ltd. V. Jayalaxmi Ammal if the insurer takes up on himself to cover extra liability by a specific stipulation all the defences are open to him and restriction under S 96 (2) is no bar to him. In United India Insurance Co. Ltd. V Prema Kumaran a division bench of the Kerala High Court construed an identical clause and held that the said clause enables the insurance company to contest the claim, on all or any of the grounds the insured alone could raise, notwithstanding the restrictions imposed by Sub Section 2 of Section 96. As far as concerned with Kerala State after the Full - Bench decision in New India Assurance Co. Ltd. V. Celine it is open to the Insurance Company to raise all defences available to the

44 A.I.R. 1977 Orissa 112, 117
45 A.I.R. 1975 Madras 198, 199
47 1993 (1) K.L.T. 159 (FB) per Jagannadha Rao C.J.
insured where there is a reservation clause. This he could do in his own name. The insurer could plead that the insured was not negligent or that the third party was guilty of contributory negligence or that the quantum assessed was wrong or high. Division Bench ruling in United India Insurance Co. Ltd. V. Surendran Nair was also overruled by the Full Bench. With regard to Section 110 – C (2 A) it was observed that this section since deals with procedure before the Tribunal, can only be treated as an enabling procedure. It does not exhaust all the situations in which the insurer can raise defences open to the insured against the third party. The provision of S 110 – C(2 A) may however govern a case where there is no reservation clause or assignment of the rights of the insured in favour of the insurer, but otherwise it cannot help the insurer. In other words, even if there is no collusion between the insured and the third party or even if the insured has not remained ex-parte the insurer can raise all defenses open to the insured against the third party, provided, there is a reservation or assignment clause by the insured in favour of the insurer.

Need for Reform

In a claim for compensation, the sole defendant virtually left for setting up a strong defence is the insurer. The role played by the driver and owner, is to cause accidents negligently or otherwise. In the dynamics of the law relating to compensation the liability of the owner towards the victim is practically nil due to the third party insurance. In the circumstance the law may be restated and Section 149 (2) of the

48 Supra n. 15.
Motor Vehicles Act 1988 be amended to extend to the insurer all the right open to the insured. There may be rare cases like Bishen Dvi V. Sirbarksh Singh in which the insurer had raised untenable pleas by which the case had dragged on for 18 years as noted by the Supreme Court. It is of common knowledge that the delay is caused not due to the fault of the insurer alone. However, avoidance of delay by way of closing the door of defence to the insurer cannot be justified. It is also hoped that own Supreme Court may authoritatively pronounce the law in the proper perspective.

Beneficiaries of Compulsory Insurance

The compulsory requirement of insuring the motor vehicle against third party risks for its use in a public place is to provide the financial protection to the poor victims in case of an accident. The availability of such protection sometimes become selective either by the statutory limitations or by the specific nature of the Insurance contract. The fundamental question to be considered is whether it is in conformity with current notions of social justice to allow the existing law and the practice of Insurance to be hedged in with many minute limitations restricting the scope of Insurance protection.

As per the Section 95(1) of the Motor Vehicles Act 1939, an Act policy (Now-A-Policy) shall not be required,

(1) to cover liability in respect of the death, arising out of and in the course of his employment, of the employee of a person insured by

49 A.I.R. 1979 SC 1862
the policy or in respect of bodily injury sustained by such an employee arising out of and in the course of his employment other than a liability arising under the workmen's compensation Act, 1923 in respect of the death of or bodily crying to any such employee:­

(a) engaged in driving the vehicle or
(b) if it is a public service vehicle engaged as a conductor of the vehicle or in examining tickets on the vehicle, or
(c) if it is a goods vehicle, being carried in the vehicle; or

II. Except where the vehicle is a vehicle in which passengers are carried for hire or reward or by reason of or in pursuance of contract of employment, to cover liability in respect of the death of or bodily injury to persons being carried in or upon or entering or mounting or alighting from the vehicle at the time of the occurrence of the event out of which a claim arises, or

III. To cover any contractual liability.

In other words, an insurer will be liable to workmen to the extent of their workmen compensation liability. This is an automatic cover provided under the statute itself. All other liability arising to an employee in the course of employment shall not be required to cover under the statutory act policy. Besides, passenger of a private car carried gratuitously, hirer of a truck, owner of goods travelling with goods, pillion riders of two wheelers were also not covered or required to be covered under the Act policy.
Owner of Goods, travelling with the Goods.

The insurance coverage in respect of owner of goods, travelling with the goods has also drawn a cleavage of opinion. It was held by the High Courts of Madras\textsuperscript{50} \& \textsuperscript{51}, Punjab \& Haryana\textsuperscript{52} \& \textsuperscript{53} that the insurance company has no liability to cover the risk of the owner of the goods. On the other hand, it was held by the High Court of Kerala\textsuperscript{54} \& \textsuperscript{55} and Karnataka\textsuperscript{56} \& \textsuperscript{57} that the owner travelling with his goods really pays for his own carriage also and is therefore covered under an Act only policy. The owner of goods carried in a goods vehicle or his employee or his agent can be permitted to travel in the goods vehicle, while doing so they cannot be said to be travelling gratuitously. The owner of the goods pays hire for the goods vehicle to carry his goods. Where it becomes necessary for him to travel in the goods vehicle for the purpose of loading, unloading or taking care of the goods, the contract between him and the owner of the vehicle must necessarily imply

\textsuperscript{50} South Indian Insurance Co. Ltd v. Subramanian A.I.R. 1972 Mad. 49, 52
\textsuperscript{51} C. Narayan V. Madras State Palm Gur Summelon 1974 A.C.J. 479.
\textsuperscript{52} Oriental Fire and General Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Gurudev Kaur A.I.R. 1967 Punj. 486, 490 (FB)
\textsuperscript{53} Baldev Raj v. Dharma Rani 1990 A.C.J. 601 (P&H)
\textsuperscript{54} Cheria Mohammed v. Kamsakutty 1992 A.C.J. 782 (Kerala High Court)
\textsuperscript{55} New India Assurance Co., Ltd. v. K.T. Jose 1992 A.C.J. 184 (Kerala High Court)
\textsuperscript{56} Chinnappa v. Laxman A.I.R. 1979 Karnataka 93, 103
\textsuperscript{57} T.M. Renukappu v. Fahmida A.I.R. 1980 Karnataka 25.
permission for him or his agent to travel in the vehicle. This implied condition would also have been taken in to consideration in fixing the hire. Hence it clear that owner of goods travelling in a goods vehicle is a passenger for hire and is well covered by the exception to the second proviso of section 95(1) of the Motor vehicle Act, 1939 and under an 'Act policy' the insurer is liable to indemnify in regard to such liability. As held in Prafulla Chandra Choudhery V. Pravakar Sahu the employees of the owner of the goods travelling in a goods vehicle hired by the owner of the goods are also covered by an Act policy. As rightly criticized by the Law Commission it is illogical to deny insurance protection to the owner of goods if the employee of the owner of goods are covered. The recommendation of the Law Commission to delete Clause (ii) of the proviso to Section 95(1) was considered and accordingly it has been deleted in the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. Further, the insurance protection to the owner of goods has also been provided in the Statute itself.

However, the insurance protection in respect of gratuitous passengers in a private car and Pillion rider on a two wheeler is

58 New India Assurance Co. Ltd. V. K.T.Jose 1990 A.C.J. 184
59 1988 A.C.J. 428 (Orissa) See also Vanguard Insurance Co. V. Chinnammal A.I.R. 1970 Mad 236
61 Id. at P.31.
62 Section 147 (1) (1)
63 Chacko V. Rosamma 1991 (1) K.L.T. 711
64 Velunni V. Vellakutty 1989 (2) K.L.T. 227
denied under an Act policy. Even as regards gratuitous passengers including pillion riders the present provision excluding them from the benefit of direct remedy does not appear to be justified. In this context, we may note that in England such an exclusion was previously contained in section 203 of the Road Traffic Act 1960, but was promptly removed in response to a suggestion for law reform made by the Court of Appeal in Connell V. Motor Insurer's Bureau. Despite their non-coverage under an 'Act policy' it is gratifying to note that the general insurance industry has come forward to extend the insurance protection to the gratuitous passengers in a private car and pillion riders in two wheelers under their 'B' policies. However the gratuitous passengers in a goods vehicle are still outside the purview of any Insurance Protection.

In general, the policy of the Law as embodied in Chapter II of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988 is to provide for compensation not on the basis of quid pro quo or contract, but as a measure of social justice. Social justice demands that financial protection is assured to all the victims and therefore the present limitations under an 'Act Policy' should be dispensed with.

**Statutory Defence available to an Insurer.**

The Statutory defences are based on the breach of policy conditions. The expression breach is of great significance. As

---

65 [1969] 3 W.L.R. 231, 237
observed by the supreme Court "the insurer will have to establish that the insured is guilty of an infringement or violation of a promise that a person who is not duly licensed will have to be in charge of the vehicle. The very concept of infringement or violation of the promise that the expression breach carries within itself induces an inference that the violation or infringement on the part of the promisor must be a wilful infringement or violation. If the insured is not at fault and has not done anything he should not have done or is not amiss in any respect how can it be conscientiously pointed that he has committed a breach? It is only when the insured himself places the vehicle in charge of a person who does not hold a driving licence, that it can be said that he is guilty of the breach of the promise that the vehicle will be driven by a licensed driver". In Raghunath Ekanath Hirale V. Shardabhai K. Kale a goods vehicle was carried several persons violating the condition of the permit. Insurance company argued that the permit issued to the truck was only for carrying goods. It was at the relevant time admittedly carrying 16 persons also. Therefore there was a breach of the policy conditions as contended. The evidence on record admittedly showed that the passengers in question were the owners of goods i.e., the hirers of the vehicle. It was held that, a breach of the condition of the permit was not the same thing as a breach of the purpose for which the permit was issued. The contravention of one or the other condition of the permit was not a contravention of the purpose for which the permit was issued. In the instant case, the vehicle was

67 Skandia Insurance Co. Ltd. V Kokilban Chandravadan 1987 A.C.J. 411
68 1986 A.C.J. 460
being used essentially for carrying goods. The only condition of the permit which was breached was that the persons in question were in excess of the number permitted by the rule. As per Section 96(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1939 the Insurer can avoid his liability under the following conditions namely (1) cancellation of the contract (2) the use of the vehicle contrary to a permit or (3) for organised racing and speed testing or (4) for a purpose not allowed by the permit (5) or its driving by some person not holding a driving licence or not qualified to hold a driving licence (6) or concealment of a material particular at the time of obtaining insurance coverage.

The statute recognises no condition for an insurer to escape his liability except those given in Section 96 (2), whatever be the terms and conditions of the contract between the insurer and the insured. If there is a breach of the contract on the part of the insured, the insurer may proceed against the insured. As far as the third party risks are concerned, the liability being statutory, it cannot be over-ridden by the terms of the contract of insurance between the parties.69

In National Insurance Co. Ltd. V. V.S.R. Kumaresan70 Madras High Court observed that the exception in the policy of loss during the reliability test trial does not fall within the enumerated statutory grounds and it is not possible for the Insurance company to take cover under such a condition which vitiates against the statutory provision.

70 1990 A.C.J. 873 (Madras)
Similarly, in *Alan Yasin Mirza v. V.K. Makwana*\(^7^1\) the contention of the Insurance Company was not accepted in the case of a transport vehicle which had no permit or fitness certificate. Gujarat High Court was of the view that the use of vehicle for a purpose not allowed by the permit is a ground of defence but use of vehicle contrary to its permit cannot be equated with the absence of permit. It was also observed that, the vehicle was insured by the Insurance Company despite the fact that it did not have any valid permit or any fitness certificate. It is now well established that an Insurer cannot take defence beyond the scope of section 96 (2) in the ordinary circumstances. Therefore to challenge the questions of negligence and quantum is not possible for the insurers. In a very recent case\(^7^2\) the Kerala High Court denied the opportunity to the insurance company even to raise a plea of contributory negligence on the part of the injured claimant in view of the fact that it does not fit in to the ambit of S. 96(2)\(^7^3\) of the Motor Vehicles Act. The restricted scope of defence, no doubt, adversely affect the element of justice. In England also the compulsory insurance system laid down in the Road Traffic Act 1960 recognises over and over again the fact that liability insurance is a method of compensating accidents victims, and cannot be treated as though it were merely a device for protecting a tortfeasor against legal liability. One of the principal concerns of the Road Traffic Act is that matters arising under the contract of insurance between the insured and the insurer should not be allowed to defeat the

---

72 *Beeravu v K.K. Damodaran* 1994 A.C.J. 1297
73 Section 149 (2) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988.
claims of the accident victims. As for instance, if the insured obtains his policy by fraud or misrepresentation, the insurer's normal legal right to avoid a contract is severely restricted by S.207 of the Road Traffic Act. If the insured breaks some conditions stipulated in the policy, this does not affect the rights of the accident victims, but the insured may be under a liability to indemnify the insurer against the damages which the insurer has to pay. In India also an insurer has got every right to recover from the insured any sum paid by the insurer in or towards the discharge of any liability of any person which is covered by the policy under clause (b) of Sub section I of Section 147 despite there are restrictions based on conditions other than those in clause (b) of sub section 2 of Section 149. Recovery is also provided from the insured to the extent where an insurer pays damages exceeding their limit. Once the amount is paid to the third party, the recovery from the insured has become a tough task and therefore insurers rarely make such attempts to recover.

Many a times, the insurers are so placed where they could not even raise defences under Section 96 (2) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, in absence of the insurance particulars and assistance from the insureds or owners of the vehicles. Innumerable decisions have been passed against the insurers deploring with a vergeance, their attitude to deny the insurance of the vehicle involved in the accidents. They fail to understand that the insurers are public bodies with branches all over.

75 Section 149 (4) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988
76 Section 149 (5)
the country and in the absence of the particulars and address of the issuing office, it is difficult for an insurer to check whether it had insured the vehicle. The inability of the insurer due to the absence of better particulars of insurance was rightly appreciated by the Gujarat High Court in *New India Assurance Co. Ltd.*, V. M.N. Maganbhai. As observed, the Tribunal ought to have called upon the claimant, owner or driver to give details of the insurance so as to enable the insurance company to trace their records. Simply because the insurance company was not able to trace their records for want of necessary information, it cannot be said that they wanted to avoid the liability. It was hoped by the High Court that the Tribunals working under the Motor Vehicles Act will make proper approach in such cases and instead of finding fault with the insurance companies and their offices and instead of saddling the insurance companies with liabilities without any material on record, before an order is passed against the insurance company. To overcome this difficulty, the R.C. Book must be remodelled to incorporate all the details of the vehicle including the details of the Driving licence and the details of the insurance.

India is a welfare state, which contemplates systems of laws and institutions through which a government attempts to protect and promote the economic and social welfare of its citizens. The law relating to damages for personal injuries and death arising out of the use of the motor vehicles was a piece of welfare legislation with three fold objectives such as (1) to compensate a victim or his dependents for the

77 1986 A.C.J. 807
harm done or loss caused to him or them, (2) to punish the wrongdoer and (3) to deter the wrongdoer and others from further similar wrongdoing. But in a developing country like India, a more important objective for these damages can be perceived which is social security. The social security function of tort law assumes paramount importance.

While prescribing the compulsory insurance as a measure of financial protection in its march towards the ultimate goal of social security, the legislative conservation in redefining the role of Insurers has been very disappointing. What they have given in general is a patchwork of laws, a medley of forums and a jumble of rules, utterly lacking in sense of direction and unity of purpose.
CHAPTER VIII
QUANTUM OF COMPENSATION

In the process of settlement of a Motor Accident Claim, the most important factor is how best one can calculate the quantum of compensation. The assessment of damages to compensate the victims or dependants is confronted with a confounding dilemma and beset with difficulties. It involves many imponderables. No legislative attempts are undertaken so far to prescribe any statutory guidelines to arrive at the 'just compensation'. This has become an exercise of judicial discretion because of the factual variance and it is felt that a scrupulous application of a standardised scale is impracticable to a larger extent. Lord Denning. MR observed "the award of damages in personal injury claims is basically a conventional figure derived from experience and from awards in comparable cases". But Diplock, LJ expresses his doubt whether it is as easy to get an actual figure in money while comparing the awards. In Wise V. Kaye it was observed that "this process cannot result in any actual figure in money unless one postulates a right figure for some particular kind of injury which can be used as the datum. No purely logical process can enable one to arrive at the datum; it must be found empirically".

Analysis of most legal judgments will show that at some stage, often the decisive stage, there is non logical leap, usually on a matter of degree. In the philosophical system of Aristotle, allowance was made for practical judgment (Phronesis) as a valid mode of correct decisions,

2. [1962] 1 All E.R. 257
its foundation being that anyone who is familiar with a particular subject matter can decide a point by instinct, although the factors are too numerous and individual for precise analysis.

As Munkman\(^3\) puts it: the principle in assessing the personal loss as well as the financial loss is to arrive at the full and fair value of the loss, what is worth according to current social standards as reflected in the general level of awards by the courts. True to say, the person suffering the damage is entitled to full compensation for the financial loss suffered\(^4\). However a different view has been taken particularly by Lord Denning to the effect that the court must not attempt to give damages to the full amount of a perfect compensation for pecuniary injury, but must take a reasonable view of the case and award what is fair\(^5\). According to Knut S. Selmer\(^6\) the Law of Tort indulges in an illusion when it prescribes "Full compensation" of the economic loss suffered through permanent disability. It can be seen that the fate of the victim will depend on his ability, his determination, his previous education, and the opportunities offered to him by his social environment. The traditional "degree of disability" as stated by medical experts is not a reliable measuring stick that may be automatically multiplied by the victim's actual income at the time of accident.

Obviously the insurers are at a great disadvantage, which are reflected

3. **Damages for personal injuries and Death** (1985 ed) P.22
5. **Fletcher v. Autocar & Transporters Ltd** [1968] 2 QB 322 at P.335.
especially in decision concerning young victims and rendered a relatively short time after the accident.

Selmer accordingly suggests that the traditional methods of calculating the loss and awarding a lumpsum as "full compensation" must consequently be scrapped and replaced by some other economic mechanism. The judicially identified methods in assessing the compensation such as interest theory, lumpsum theory and multiplier theory are not considered fool proof methods. A view has been generated that the concept of "Full Compensation or just compensation" must be taken as a reasonable compensation for which a sort of arbitrary fixation shall become necessary. As a desirable alternative, a structured settlement with a standardised compensation may help the process of settlement of Motor accident claims.

Under modern conditions compensation for certain types of injury almost automatically leads to a socialisation of the risks involved. This process should be supported for protecting the individual from serious harm to his welfare and well being.

As Andreas Heldrich suggested, there must be a limit. If socialism of risk is carried too far, the price which every member of society will have to pay for this perfectionism is likely to reach a point where it begins to affect the welfare of the individual.

In the absence of hard and fast rules awards have become discretionary. While exercising discretion courts should not

discriminate between poor and rich honest and corrupt and between robber and rishi.

Discretion should not be the judges' honour and fancy but legal and regular and equal treatment to all concerned. Lord Mansfield observed that "Discretion means sound discretion guided by law, it must be governed by rule, not by humour, it must not be arbitrary, vague" and fanciful but legal and regular.

In the words of Frankfurter, U.S.Supreme Court Judge, Courts should not go beyond indicating the broadlines for adjudication by the Court of claims leaving to that court discretion appropriate to its experience in applying the standards of facts, before it in arriving at 'Just compensation'. The training and experience of the fact finder becomes important.

In Pickett V British Rail Engineering Ltd. Lord Scarman stated that:

"There is no way of measuring in money pain and suffering, loss of amenities, loss of expectation of life. All that the court can do is to make an award of fair compensation. Inevitably this means a flexible Judicial Tariff which judges will use as a starting pointing in each individual case, but never in itself as decisive of any case. The

8. R. Mallikarjunan "Personal Injury Actions Damages, Duties and Dilemma - 1988 A.C.J. XXIII.
9. Rex V Wilkes (1770) 98 ER 327.
judge, inheriting the function of the jury must make an assessment which in the particular case he thinks fair and if his assessment be based on correct principle and a correct understanding of the facts. It is not to be challenged unless it can be demonstrated to be wholly erroneous. Rules and practice develop in the process of assessment and no doubt tend, by their judicial adoption in a legal system governed by preceedent to become current orthodoxy. But since, the medium of compensation is money, whose purchasing power and income yielding qualities may change over time, a particular process of assessment attuned to a particular state of the medium may come to be no longer appropriate. It follows that since the sole function of the process of assessment is to attain what the law has fixed as the proper measure of compensation, there can be no place in the process for fixed rules of law, instead, the process must be capable of adjustment in the face of changes in the quality of the Medium of Compensation.

The basic principle of the common law underlying the assessment of the quantum of damages is *restitutio integrum*. In the continuing debate about the relative merits of the common law approach to compensation for personal injury and alternative compensation system, one fundamental question, which has emerged is whether "compensation in the sense of restitution for loss should be the sole or even dominant concern in dealing with the consequence of personal injury. It has been persuasively argued that an increased proportion of the limited resources available to deal with accidental injury should also be

12. Todorivic v Waller 56 A.L.J.R. 68 as per Stephen J.

directed to the prevention of accidents and the minimisation of their consequences by effective rehabilitation\textsuperscript{14}.

Mr. Haines J for the High Court of Ontario, Canada\textsuperscript{15} observed that judges would be doing injustice in applying rough and shod formulæ based upon past awards, in the assessment of damages in personal injury cases. The diversity of factors involved in the assessment of damages in personal injury cases makes it impossible to evolve any scales of damages from the reported decision nor it would be safe to rely upon the previous awards. Rarely do the judges give the necessary history of the injuries and disabilities and even if they decide to do so it would be most unlikely that the volume of details would ever find its way into the law reports, especially having regard to the high cost of printing. Therefore no scales\textsuperscript{16} could ever be prepared, except in the vaguest terms and that only for some of the common injuries. There is great need in such cases for appreciation of the individual injury, the idiosyncracies of the patient and the infinite range of complication. There is no such thing as 'average injury' and for that reason any attempts to laydown an average compensation is a negation of the courts obligation to give compensation to the plaintiff for what he has undergone and will suffer. Formulæ, are of little value. Enormous variables such as age, earnings, health, future prospects, type of injury, pain & sufferings, mental effects, charges in value of money and

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{15} Cole V. Trans Canada Air lines 1967 A.C.J. 339.
\item \textsuperscript{16} Id at p.343
\end{itemize}
interest rates for discount, inflation, future medical and attendance expenses have to be taken into consideration.

With regard to scale of awards it is said that the task would be too much for Einstein, let alone a trial judge.

A satisfactory scale is therefore difficult to be created which was not riddled with exceptions. The demand of justice requiring individual assessment is an overriding consideration.

**Jurisprudential Basis for assessing compensation in case of Non pecuniary Losses.**

The jurisprudential basis for assessing compensation in case of Pecuniary losses is based on the principle *restitution in integrum* with which the court attempts to put the plaintiff in the position he would have been in but for the defendant's tort. The assessment of compensation on this restitutionary basis is impossible in the case of non pecuniary losses. The court cannot order that the defendant redeliver to the plaintiff the leg or eye which he has lost. Mental pain and anguish which he has suffered cannot be obliterated. It has become a desideratum to find a suitable basis for assessing the compensation in non pecuniary losses. As stated by A.I.OGUS there are three different theoretical approaches to the problem. Viz - conceptual approach, personal approach and Functional approach.

17. Cole V. Transcanada Airlines 1967 A.C.J. 339 as per Haines J.

According to conceptual approach, the plaintiff's life, his faculties, his capacity for enjoying life are all valuable personal assets akin to his house, his shares or his china vase. To deprive him one or more of these assets is to deprive him of something to which he has a 'proprietary right'. Each asset bears an objective value which is fully recoverable in the case of loss. The plaintiff's own use or enjoyment of the asset, the happiness to be derived from it are irrelevant consideration. This approach requires, in effect, that resort be had to a tariff system which would prescribe a 'certain sum' for each part of the body and the extent of injury to each part. This method of compensation was in force over 1,000 years ago in the laws of King Alfred. According to personal approach, the measurement of compensation can only be made in terms of human happiness. An award for loss of amenities should not therefore attempt to set an objective 'value' to the physical disability which the plaintiff has sustained, it should seek to assess in monetary terms his past, present and future loss of pleasure and happiness, as a result of being deprived of the use of his injured limbs.

As per the Functional approach, the concern of the court is with the plaintiff's pleasure or happiness adopting the premise of personal approach, but it prescribes a different standard of compensation. Damages for non-pecuniary loss may be justified only to the extent that they might effectively be employed to provide the plaintiff with some

measure of consolation. The court therefore should not attempt to set a value to the loss of happiness. It should instead award the plaintiff such a sum as might be used to provide him with reasonable solace for his misfortunes. In short, the difference between these approaches may be summarised by saying that the award is measured in (i) by the extent of the physical injury in (ii) by the extent of the loss of happiness, and in (iii) by the extent to which money can provide the plaintiff with reasonable solace.

The English law on the assessment of damages for the non pecuniary losses is not perfectly consistent with any of these approaches. It is said that it has a strong leaning towards the conceptual approach.\(^{20}\)

While assessing the compensation, the well recognised rule of 'fair and reasonable compensation' was applied "to avoid fixing the scale at a level which would have materially affect the cost of living or disturb the current Social pattern; to arrive at a sum which is reasonable as between the parties to have regard to what the defendant can pay as well as what the plaintiff ought to receive, to achieve a uniform pattern of awards in order that justice may be done not only between plaintiffs and defendants but also between plaintiff and plaintiffs and between defendant and defendants\(^{21}\).

**Pragmatic adherence to conventional awards:**

As a pragmatic solution in dealing with the incommensurableness of non pecuniary losses and to accomplish uniformity and predictability

20. Id. at P.3

arbitrary standards of monetary compensation has been fixed culminating in an empirical scale of awards as derived from the general consensus of opinion of judges trying these cases. The availability of a constant judicial recourse to, exhaustive compilation of current awards in personal injury cases indicates that in practice a 'tariff system' operates to 'objectify' award of damages for non pecuniary losses.

After the decision in Jefferd V. Gee it was necessary to itemise the awards where pecuniary and non pecuniary losses were differently treated for the purpose of awarding interest.

**Extent or gravity of Injury**

The conventional and most obvious explanation provided is that a greater sum is to be paid as compensation for a more serious injury, that is to say, that the award must be commensurable with the degree of deprivation caused to the plaintiff by his injury. It is most clearly adopted in the field of social security benefits.

It is also a fact that the objective conceptual attempt to put a price on each type of injury cannot on rational grounds be defended. The

22. Ward V. James supra n.1

23. Samuels "Damages in personal injuries cases; A comparative Law Colloquium Report (1968) 17 I.C.L.Q. 443, 465. Extrajudicially, Mackenna J. has admitted that as judge in personal injury trials be regularly consulted Kemp & Kemp and then took the higher figure for an eye, a leg, or an arm as the case may be.

24. [1970] 2 Q.B.130


loss of a leg would mean more to an athlete than a chess player. A subjective enquiry is necessary and necessary account needs to be taken of special circumstances of the plaintiff life.

**Victims insensitiveness to loss**

Was it essential that the plaintiff should be conscious of his plight?

In *Wise v Kaye*\(^{27}\) the plaintiff sustained permanent brain damage and for three and a half years remained helpless and unconscious. She had never been aware of her condition and there was no prospect of recovery. An appeal against, inter alia, an award of $15,000 for loss of amenities was (with Deplock LJ dissenting), dismissed. The fact that the plaintiff could not appreciate her loss was regarded by the majority as irrelevant. This decision was approved by the House of Lords some 17 months later in the somewhat similar case of *West v. Shephered*\(^{28}\). Here the plaintiff though conscious, only to a limited extent appreciated her condition. The award $17,500 general damages based on the ruling in *Wise v. Kaye*\(^{29}\) was by a narrow majority (Lords Reid and Devlin dissenting) upheld.

It recognises and regards the human personality as a combination of a large number of patrimonial rights which are independent of "feeling" or sentiments. The deprivation of any of these rights entitles the human personality, which in this conception includes a person's estate

29. Supra n.27
as being merely an extension of his patrimonial rights, to full and substantial compensation.

As observed, the practice of courts has been to treat the bodily injury as a deprivation which in itself entitles a plaintiff to substantial damages according to its gravity. The assessment of the loss is not affected by the fact that the plaintiff does not appreciate his loss.

"The fact of unconsciousness does not eliminate the actuality of the depreciation of the ordinary experiences and amenities of life which may be the inevitable result of some physical injury.

Against dictum of 'use' of functional approach Lord Morris said

"If damages are awarded to a plaintiff on a correct basis, it seems to me that it can be of no concern to the court to consider any question as to the use that will thereafter be made of the money awarded. It follows that if damages are assessed on the correct basis there would not then be paring down of the award because of some thought that a particular plaintiff will not be able to use the money.

Subjective aspects of the pragmatic solution:

(i) Social and economic condition
(ii) Enjoyment of life - sexual relationship.

30. West V Shephard per Lord Pearce at p.365 Supra. n.28
31. Id. at P.349
32. Ibid.
It can be seen that the quantification of damages for non pecuniary losses has become the almost automatic application of an objectively assessed tariff. But there are other aspects involved in the standard practice of the Courts which indicates that, in response to both theoretical and practical requirements a certain amount of subjectivity must enter into the courts methods of quantifications.

The level of awards must keep pace with inflation and such social and economic condition.

The award should also reflect the uses to which the plaintiff put the parts of his body injured in the accident and of which he is now deprived. The standard of comparison which the law applied is based on the degree of deprivation, that is the extent to which the victim is unable to do those things which, but for the injury, he would have been able to do.

According to Windeyer J, the realities of human existence, it might be said, demand that the only foundation on which a court of law can proceed is the utilitarian postulate of happiness or pleasure being the ultimate good. The expression loss of amenities of life is a loose expression but as a head of damages in personal injury cases it is intended to denote a loss of the capacity of the injured person consciously to enjoy the life to the full as apart from his injury, he might have done.

(ii) **Distinction between 'injury' and 'loss'**

To establish a cause of actions, the plaintiff, must prove that he sustained an injury which was not too remote. Damages on the other hand, are awarded on the basis of the losses which result from that injury, thus for loss of earnings, expenses, loss of expectation of life, loss of amenities etc. As has been remarked "compensatable loss depends not on the severity of the injury but on the consequences for the individual".

In the present context however, it is evident that the court with its dogma of "the greater the injury, the greater the damages" is basing its assessment on the original injury rather than on the consequent losses.

**A Punitive element**

An argument which is sometimes expressed to support the view that compensation should be assessed according to the extent of the injury is that it is unjust that the defendant should pay less where the injury is more severe. In Wise V. Kaye (1962) 1 QB 638, 659. Upjohn LJ said "it would I think be a great slur upon the law, if the complete doctrine is that it is cheapest to kill but if you cannot kill then reduce the damages by injuring him so severally that it is most improbably that he can personally use the damages.

34. Thatcher V. Charles (1961) 104 C.L.R. 57, 71

The duty of the court is to award the plaintiff such money as will compensate him for the losses he has actually sustained, not to nominate a sum which it thinks that the defendant ought to pay.

**Tariff System**

Even if the conceptual approach was sustained, it is argued that its method of application is neither wholly efficacious nor internally consistent. The large number of appeals against award of damages in personal injury cases is some evidence of the continuing lack of certainty in the field and lack of certainty means higher costs.

**Reforms:**

Even if no change were felt to be desirable in the theoretical basis, nevertheless there is room for improvement within the conceptual doctrine. Once it has been accepted that the artificial process of valuing different kinds of injury is the appropriate method, there seems to be little point in resisting a complete adherence to the fiction by establishing a detailed and reliable statutory tariff system. The practical advantages would be in the time and expenses involved in the prediction and assessment of awards. The tariff would consist of an exhaustive list of injuries set out under medical advice with each item presented as a percentage of total disability. A variable would operate to distinguish temporary from permanent injuries.

The question would then arise whether the award of the appropriate figure should be automatic or whether the trial judge should be given a

---

limited power to vary the amount in the light of subjective factors. The provisional view of the Law Commission is that such flexibility is desirable and would best be achieved by introducing a tariff of average figures.

This suggestion provokes two observations. First, if the primary reason for introducing a tariff is the desire for certainty, then to give the judiciary power to diverge from the statutory norm would be self-defeating. Secondly, it is not clear exactly on what grounds the trial judge exercise his discretion.

The Commission indicates merely that the statutory average would be appropriate for the "Ordinary plaintiff without any Special features" but that "the judge would weigh the various factors in each case in order to determine whether the award should be above or below the average and by what amount.

If the commission has in mind those subjective aspects which under the existing law may affect quantification and which have been described above, then the inconsistencies of the existing system would prevail without the compensating advantage of certainty. It is submitted that if the conceptual basis is to be retained, then the application of a statutory tariff should be automatic, but that if a more flexible approach is to be preferred, then the judge should be given power to vary the sum according to the personal or functional theories in the manner described below.

38. Ibid
In Warren v. King, Harman LJ was of the opinion that "the first element in assessing such compensation is not to add items such as loss of pleasure, of earnings, of marriage prospects, of children and so on, but to consider the matter from the other side, what can be done to alleviate the disaster to the victims, what will it cost to enable her to live as tolerably as may be in the circumstances."

The doctrine has found favour with Windeyer J in Skelton v. Collins, where it is observed that money may be compensations for him, if having, it can give him pleasure or satisfaction. But the money is not then, a recompense for a loss of something having a money value. It is given as some consolation or solace for the distress that is the consequence of a loss on which no monetary value can be put.

Adherence to the functional approach would seem to carry with it one further advantage: by requiring the plaintiff to show that the money awarded would serve a useful function, the doctrine is drawing near to the fundamental notion in the law of damages of restitutio in integrum. The award, though it falls short of restoring to the plaintiff the happiness which he has actually lost, attempts the next best thing by supplying him with the means to obtain some alternative pleasures.

According to A.I. Ogus in the functional approach there exists a solution which would be both the most just and the most rational.

40. Id at P.10
COMPENSATION

Meaning and Scope

Compensation is derived from a Latin root 'compensare' which means weigh together. It etymologically suggests the image of balancing one thing against another, its primary significance is equivalence, and the secondary and more common meaning is something given or obtained as an equivalent. As stated in the Oxford Dictionary the term compensation signifies, that which is given in recompense an equivalent rendered. The term 'Damages' although used indiscriminately in lieu of compensation, it has slight difference. It constitute the sum of money claimed or adjudged to be paid in compensation for loss or injury sustained, the value estimated in money of something lost or withheld.

As Munkaman puts it: damages are simply a sum of money given as compensation for loss or harm of any kind.

42. Munkman, Damage for personal injuries and Death (1985) p. 3
43. Md Mohaharlal Ahmad V. Md Azimuddin A.I.R. 1923 Calcutta 507.
44. Ibid. In M. Ayyappan V. Moktar Singh 1969 A.C.J. 439 it was held by the Mysore High Court that the word compensation is a more comprehensive term and the claim for compensation includes a claim for damages.
45. Supra. n. I at p. 1
The fundamental principle of every system of civil Law is the principle of justice, give to each person that which is his right. If a man infringes a legal right, he must pay the fair equivalent. The rule that compensation is measured by the cost of repair or restoring the original position ie, restitution in integrum is the primary rule in damages according to Prof. Street. As per Munkman, the primary rule is compensation. Restitution in integrum is only a derivative rule, that where it is possible to restore the status quo, eg:- by repairs to a chattel, the cost of that restoration is the measure of compensation.

Similarly everything can be given a value, that everything has a value. In other words the value in terms of money is not inherent in anything, but is acquired by a social process: by estimation and comparison and analogy. All these process have the common factor that you visualise a maximum and minimum and feel your way to a fair point in between based on a scale of social estimates.

The law on the nature of damages has been stated from time to time. According to Lord Blackburn "where any injury is to be compensated by damages, in settling the sum of money to be given, you should as nearly as possible get at that sum of money which will put the person who has

---

46. *Suum Cuique tribuere* - A phrase of Roman Law denoting the Same

47. Law of Damages (1962) p.5


49. Ibid. Prof: street comments that everything has a value (Law of damages) 1962 p.5
been injured in the same position as he would have been in if he had not sustained the wrong. Damages which have to be paid for personal injuries are not punitive, still less are they a reward. They are simply compensation.

Heads of Compensatory damages arising out of the Motor Accidents

Mainly, the heads of claims can be divided into two categories:
Firstly those which are capable of being calculated in terms of money called Pecuniary loss. It is also known as special damages. Secondly those which cannot be assessed so arithmetically are called non pecuniary loss or general damages.

The pecuniary loss comprises all financial and material loss incurred down to the date of trial, such as loss of earning or profits or expenses of medical treatment. The non pecuniary loss comprises all losses which do not represent an inroad on a person's financial or material assets such as physical pain or injury to feelings. It includes future loss of earning power due to continuing or permanent disability. In the case of future financial loss, whether it is future loss of earnings or expenses to be incurred in the future, compensation will be awarded as part of the general damages.

50. Living stone V. Rawyards Coal Co. (1880) 5 App Case 39.
51. British Transport Commission V. Gourley 1956 A.C. 185, 208
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Mode of Assessment

From a research point of view, the mode of assessment of compensation in respect of future loss of earning in the case of personal injury and the loss of dependency in the case of death besides other losses due to the pain and suffering and loss of amenities requires a detailed examination.

Rules and practice develop in the process of assessment and no doubt tend by their judicial adoption in a legal system governed by precedent, to become current orthodoxy. But since the medium of compensation is money, whose purchasing power and income yielding qualities may change over time, a particular process of assessment come to be no longer appropriate. It follows that the process of assessment must be capable of adjustment in the face of changes in the quality of the medium of compensation.

Any mode of assessment is subordinate to the necessity for compensating the real loss. If the calculation, however ingenious, fails to reflect the true loss, it will be rejected. The determination of the quantum must answer what contemporary society would deem to be a fair sum. The amount awarded must not be niggardly since the law values life and limb in a free society in generous scales. All this means that the sum awarded must be fair and reasonable by accepted legal standards.

54. Todorovic v. Waller 56 A.L.J.R p.68
Assessment of Future loss of Earning

In the entire gamut of the Law of Tort damages, to calculate the future loss of earning is the most difficult problem. However over the years the judiciary has developed different methods to accomplish the task. The present value of the future earnings for the earning period is to be computed on a total disability basis. But if there is only partial disability, the said figure has to be reduced proportionately, to get at the percentage of net loss of earnings.

Much of the calculation necessarily remain in the realm of hypothesis "and in that region arithmetic is a good servant but a bad master since there are so often many imponderables. In every case" it is the over all picture that matters" and the court must try to assess as best as it can, the loss suffered.

There are three methods of computing loss of future earnings as judicially recognised viz Interest Method, Lumpsum Method and Multiplier Method. The commonly accepted method is the multiplier method. In a very recent case, the Supreme Court of India reiterated in an unambiguous terminology that multiplier method is logically sound and legally well established. Qualifying it as the proper method of computation, the Supreme Court observed that any departure except in exceptional and extra ordinary cases would introduce insistency of


58. Ibid
principle, lack of uniformity and an element of unpredictability for the assessment of compensation.

Interest Method

This method comprises in awarding a capital sum, the annual interest (at current rates of Bank interest) up on which sum will be equivalent to the future annual loss. A similar method is applied in fatal cases to compute loss to the dependants. This interest theory has been rejected by almost all the courts since it was impracticable and unrealistic and will never be a proper yardstick for determining the correct amount of compensation.

It was observed in Lachman Singh v. Gurmat Kaur before the full bench of Five judges for the Punjab and Haryana High Court that "In present day India when our economy is not so highly developed as in western countries and the system has not taken deep roots especially in the villages, it is too unrealistic to adopt interest theory for determining the damages. In a large number of villages, there are neither any banks nor are the people accustomed to make investments there in. Besides, bank interest rates are not stable and static and the same go on fluctuating in view of the inflationary trends in the economy. The adoption of interest theory presumes that the claimants will invest the amount of claim in the bank which will ensure the amount

59. Id at p.74
61. 1979 A.C.J. (P & H)
of monthly dependency. In this manner, the claimants while getting the monthly interest will also be having the capital invested in the bank as in tact. This argument may be further advanced for the purpose of further reduction in the total amount of compensation”.

In Delhi Transport Corporation v. Sharada Vasudev N.N. Goswamy J for the Delhi High Court held that the interest theory is not appropriate taking in to consideration the condition in India where the inflations at a very high rate and the rise in salaries and allowances is equally at the said high rate. Andhra Pradesh High Court in United India Fire and General Insurance, Ltd. v. Pallamparty Indiramma and Rajasthan High Court in R.S.R.T.C. v. Pastra Agarwal also rejected the Interest theory.

Lumpsum Method

According to Lumpsum method the actual loss for all the future years of expected life is to be added up but then a fixed fraction of 1/3 or so to be deducted to offset the two factors of (1) mortality or uncertainties of life and (ii) conversion of future annual figures to present value. Besides, there is a modified form of Lumpsum method by which the actual losses for all the expected future years have to be added up and that no deduction is to be made either for the future

62. 1986 A.C.J. 424
63. 1982 A.C.J. 521
64. 1986 A.C.J. 23 See also Jokhi Ram v. Naresh Kanta 1978 A.C.J. 80 (P & H)
uncertainties of life or for the accelerated payment. This modified method of not making my deductions called the Alaskan method. In Manjusri Raha V. B.L. Gupta the Supreme Court did not make any deduction from the lumpsum.

Multiplier Method

It was Lord Wright who laid down this multiplier method in Davies v. Powell Duffryn Associated Collieries Ltd. As a practical approach to the calculation of damages, he observed that "the starting point is the amount of wages which the deceased was earning, the ascertaining of which to some extent may depend on the regularity of his employment. Then there is an estimate of how much was required or expended for his own personal and living expenses. The balances will give a datum or basic figure which will generally be turned in to a lumpsum by taking a certain number of years purchase. That sum however has to be taxed down by having due regard to uncertainties, for instance that the widow might have again married and thus ceased to be dependent and other like matters of speculation and doubt".

In recent years the practice has been to start with the deceased net earnings or expected net earnings and deduct what is spent on his

66. A.I.R. 1977 S.C. 1158
67 [1942] All E.R. 657
68. Id at p.665
own personal needs to arrive at the balance spent on the rest of the
family which fixes their annual rate of dependency.

As desired by Jagannadha Rao J in Bhagawandas v. Mohamed Arif
there are two types of multiplier such as the Traditional
multiplier and the Actuary's multiplier. The selection of the
traditional multiplier was purely on the basis of their intuition and
experience. The judges id not usually reveal the mathematical process
by which they arrived at the appropriate multiplier. As Munkman put
it judges have been selecting the multiplier without saying where they
got it from. As stated in Mitchell v. Mulholland by the court of
appeal the experience of judges and practitioners was the guide for
picking up the traditional multiplier. Similarly it was held in Taylor
v. O'Connor by the Lord Reid that judges have a wealth of experience
which is the guide for selecting the multiplier. A true analysis of the
traditional multiplier methods employed by judges is not an easy task
because before seventies it has not been their invariable practice to
itemise under separate heads a total damages award which includes
compensation for non pecuniary loss. As a result of the Administration

72. Munkman Damages for personal Injuries and Death (1985) p.59
73. [1972] I Q.B. 65
74. [1971] A.C. 115
of Justice Act of 1969 and its interpretation in the case of *Jeofford v.* 75

Gee only the practice of itemising the award was introduced. Since
then, whenever the court is awarding general damages for future
pecuniary loss and also for other heads of general damages it will have
to state the two amounts separately so as to exclude the award of
interest in the case of future pecuniary loss being not payable. In the
words of J.H. Prevett, "the basis of much judicial arithmetic appears
to be a number of years' purchase arrived at by taking an annuity certain
for the expectation of life" or work life expectation and making a
deduction for contingencies."

In other cases the award would appear to be quite arbitrary result
of the application of the rule of thumb and precedent having no regard
to the changing value of money. Today, actuarial tables have finally
replaced the traditional multiplier of the judge.

**Actuary's Multiplier**

In this method the net future losses from the date of trial for the
remaining expected period of life (in personal injury cases) and the net
future losses from the date of death of the person (in fatal cases) have
to be estimated. It involves two exercises. Firstly, the mortality
rates for the future years have to be ascertained year by year to offset

75. [1970] 2 Q.B. 130,
76. "Actuarial Assessment of Damages The Thalidomide Case" (1972) M.L.R. 140, 141
the future uncertainties of life. The living loss for each future year is to be multiplied by the chances of living up to the end of the year.

If the chances of an injured person living from 20 to 21st year is 0.99 (from the Mortality tables) and the actual loss is Rs. 12,000/- the real loss is Rs. 12,000 x 0.99. For the next year, if the probability of living up to 22nd year is 0.90 the real loss would be Rs. 12,000 x 0.90. Like this, the real losses for all the future years, say up to 58 or 60 years or so (in the case of non salaried person) have to be computed, the future annual probabilities of living decreasing. The sum total is not therefore, the gross sum arrived at by adding the Rs. 12,000/- for all the future years, but a gross sum arrived at by multiplying each future Rs. 12,000 by the probability of the victim living in each of the future years as taken from the mortality rates published by the governments.

The next exercise consists of taking each of the figures for the future years i.e. Rs. 12,000 x 0.999. Rs. 12,000 x 0.90, and so on and converting them into their present value, or discounting them for accelerated payment. The simple mathematical formula used for this purpose is the reverse of the compound interest formula i.e.

\[ P_0 = \frac{P_n}{(1+r/100)^n} \]

Where \( P_n \) is the future annual figures, \( P_0 \) is the present value, 'r' is the rate of interest and 'n' is the number of years (between the date of trial and date relating to the

77. Supra n. 19
78. Supra n. 30 p. 57
year for which the income is being converted into present value, in fatal accident cases it will be the date of death and the relevant future year whose income is being converted like that the income for each future year is reduced to present value. Then these sums for each of the future years are added up. These two exercises give the present value of future loss of earnings. In the Tables, instead of taking Rs. 12,000/- as done in the example, the actuary takes the annual loss as Rs. 1/- and works at these two exercises for various age factors and that gives the multipliers. The same table can be used for injury cases as well as fatal cases. The compound interest formula in the reverse direction has been referred to by Khalid J and Subramanian Poti J in Vasanth Kamath v Kerala State Road Transport Corporation in the Kerala High Court. As observed by the Jagannadh Rao CJ, the only defect in the approaches of Kerala and M.P. High Courts is that those methods had only taken into account the deduction for accelerated payment (i.e. conversion to present value) but not the future uncertainties (i.e. the mortality rates). Over and above the future inflation was also not taken care of in their approach.

Actuary's multiplier tables were also prepared on the basis of compound interest formula in the reverse direction. But the most important factor is to find out the real interest rate for conversion to present value.


80. Supra.n. 65 See also Supra.n. 79 for Kerala & M.P. High Courts decisions.
Diplock formula

In *Mallett v. Mc Monagle* it was Lord Diplock who worked out a formula for selecting out a real interest rate. He held that if the low rates of the non inflationary period is used, a higher compensation would be available and would offset the effects of future inflations. Following a basic principle of Economics, Fisher's Effect, that the difference between the rate of increase of future inflation and the rate of return on investment remain generally constant. For example, if current rate of interest on investments is 10% and the rate of inflation is (say) 6% the real rate of interest would be 4%. As and when the return from investment goes to (say) 11% the inflation rate would have gone to (approximately) 7% so that the said difference of 4% is maintained. If the said differential rate of 4% is applied, the present value paid for a future earnings will be higher and sufficient to offset future inflation. The Diplock theory of low interest rate drawn in *Mallet* case was followed by the Supreme Court in *MPSRTC v. Sudhakar*. The Diplock formula does not in reality ignore inflation but has an inbuilt protection against inflation in that the discount rate

81. (1970) A.C. 166 1969 A.C.J. 312 (HL)

82. Prof. John Fleming (1977) 26 Ame. J. of Comp. Law p.5

The real (or approximately) cost of money is relatively stable but the actual cost is increased by the inflation element. This is commonly called the 'Fisher Effect' after Irving Fisher the father of the modern interest Theory.

applied is a low almost constant rate being the difference between current rates of return and the rate of future inflation. Multipliers obtained by using such a real rate need not further be increased to offset future inflation. This theory of Low interest rate has been followed in other countries like Australia, Canada, USA and Switzerland.

In Canada, instead of taking a constant rate of interest and preparing Multiplier tables on that basis, they believe in receiving evidence of experts regarding future rates of inflation in every case and in deducting the same from the current rates of interest.

In USA, Lasker J for the Second circuit observed "Feldman approved the use of a historical differential between interest and inflation rates as the appropriate method for reducing lost future earnings to present value. This approach avoids individual prediction of either inflation or interest rates and instead recognises a historical average differential between the two, and ... provides a sound basis for the prediction". The real interest rate was defined as the money

84. Toderovic v. Waller (1981) 150 C.L.R. 402
85. Andrews v. General & Toy Albertan Ltd, 1978 (2)SCR 229 (Canada)
87. Supra.n.43 (Vide Dickson'j)

(Nancy Feldman was a passenger who died in the Air crash)
interest rate minus the percentage price rise.' The other extreme rule is the one in Beaulieu v. Elliot called Alaskan rule where the court held that the entire future earnings could be paid as damages, without any deduction. This was on the basis that the rate of inflation offsets the discount factor also. The Alaskan method is no doubt simple but described as based on a wrong principle as it ignores the 'real rate' of interest and because (it is said) it over compensates the plaintiff.

"Economists differentiate between the nominal rate of interest and the real interest rate. The latter is corrected for inflation. One has to deduct from the current (nominal) rate, the rate of future inflation, and the resulting real rate generally remains constant. If 'r' is the real rate of return and 'p' is the rate of inflation the current interest rate must equal \( r + p \) + \( \frac{rp}{100} \) to generate a real worth of return equal to 'r' in other words, the real discount rate \( r = \frac{\text{current rate minus (p+rp)} \cdot 100}{100} \). According to Prof. Beverly M. Mc Lachlin with reference to the concept of real earning or 'net return of money, this is the most appropriate discount rate since it does not depend on economic factors and predictions at the time of trial and would be given judicial notice thus obviating the need to call economic evidence in each case. Both Prof. Samuel Rea and MC Lachli agree that the

89. Id at p.815
90. (1967) 434 p.2d 665 (Alaska)
Diplock method does not ignore future inflation but is fully structured to meet future inflation.

As defined by Prof. Paul A Samuelson, the real interest rate is the money interest rate minus the percentage of price rise. Thus if the money rate is 8% and the annual price rise is 5%, the true real rate of interest is $8 - 5 = 3\%$. For computing the present discounted value he suggests to evaluate the present worth of each part of the stream of future receipts giving due allowance for the discounting required by its payment date. Then simply add together all these separate present discounted values. The formula for capitalizing the asset value of a perpetual constant income can be extended when receipt are neither constant nor perpetual. Each dollar payable 't' years from now is worth only its present discounted rate of $\frac{1}{(1+i)^t}$ where $i = 1 + \frac{r}{100}$ $r$ being rate of interest. So for any net receipt stream $N_1, N_2, ..., N_t$ the present Discount value $= \frac{N_1}{(1+i)^1} + \frac{N_2}{(1+i)^2} + ... + \frac{N_t}{(1+i)^t}$ when $i = \text{rate of interest}$. This is exactly same as $a = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{X^{1/2}} + \frac{1}{X^{2/2}} + \frac{1}{X^{3/2}} + \frac{1}{X^{4/2}}$ ... to end of life used by the actuary. Where the future annual receipts are reduced by the annual probability of living taken from mortality Tables of Government, 1/2 being added as correction factor. The economist's formula therefore tallies with that of the Actuary.

93. Id at p.616.
94. Kemp & Kemp The Quantum of Damages 1986 (1) Chapter 8 -030 at P.8036
"Discounting to obtain present value is just the reverse of figuring the future value of a current investment that grows at some compound rate of interest and refers to the feature that current interest rates tend to rise when inflation is expected to become worse and the higher the rate of inflation, the higher go wages also. If a difference between rate of rise of inflation and interest is say 3% at one point the difference generally gets maintained in future.

From the above, it is clear that there is a general consensus in all countries among courts, jurists and economists that the real rate of interest (difference between current returns on investment or property and rate of inflation) is constant and that alone should be taken as the discount rate (rate of interest) for converting future payments to current values. It is also clear that by applying a multiplier obtained by the actuary is automatically taken care of and there is no need to increase the multiplier further to offset future inflation. It is held that the actuary's multiplier based on Diplock method is now scientifically accepted as the best and also the simplest method for computing future loss of earnings.

As worked out by Jagannadh Rao, in Bhagawan Das v. Mohd. Arif rate of 4% appears to be the proper real interest rate for conversion of future losses or earning to present values" as per which a multiplier table was also devised as follows.

95. Prof. John A Carlson "Economics Analysis v. court room controversy (The present value of future earnings)

96. Supra.n.19 62, American Bar Association Journal, 628 (1976)

97. Id at p.116
In computing multipliers for persons who like professionals, earn for all their life and there is no retirement, the multiplier from the table can be increased by 1 to 2 points, the higher increase being adopted in case of younger persons:

**Actuarial Evidence – A Critical appraisal**

The actuary's multiplier is no more or less than a rough and ready approximation to the actuarial present value of continuing future loss. The whole care for actuarial aids and the assistance of actuaries as expert witnesses is that they enable the court to assess the multiplier on as scientific a basis as possible.

---

According to Greaves - Lord Justice the actuary tables are compiled in an abstract way from averages and do not really reflect a true picture. Since the assessment must be based on the facts of the individual case and must allow in the light of these facts for a wide range of future contingencies which might have affected the amount and duration of the loss to be valued, it does not help them to have figures based on averages which do not take account of all these factors. The law commission of England in their working paper No.41 recommended that "In any action under the Fatal Accidents Acts or for damages for personal injuries where the plaintiff claims compensation in respect of a future annual loss or future annual payments or expenses (i.e., loss of dependency, loss future earnings or loss of future expenses) the plaintiff shall be entitled to rely up on the evidence of actuaries and upon approved actuarial tables to an extent which the court considers appropriate to the particular case and the court shall pay such regard to such evidence and to such tables as it considers just in the circumstances of the particular case"

Based on the speeches in Taylor v. O'connor and Mitchell v. Mulholland, the Law commission concludes that, the prevailing judicial view must be taken to be "(a) The use of the multiplier has been, remain and should continue to remain, the ordinary, the best and the only

99.A On personal injury litigation - Assessment of damages (October 18, 1971)
100. [1971] A.C. 115
101. [1972] 1 Q.B. 65
satisfactory method of assessing the value of a number of future annual sums both in regard to claims for lost dependency under the Fatal Accidents Act and claims for future loss of earnings or future expenses.

(b) The actual method of calculation, whether from expert evidence or from tables continues to be technically relevant and technically admissible but its usefulness is confined, except perhaps in very unusual cases, to an ancillary means of checking a computation already made by the multiplier method”.

Theory of Probability

Actuarial calculations are based on the theory of probability. The association of a survival probability and a rate of discount lies at the root of the actuary’s technique of arriving at a present value. Ideally the actuary turns to statistics of the experience of a class of lives identical in material character to the individual for whom a lumpsum payment equal in value to a series of annual payments falls to be assessed. He then determines from these statistics the probability that the individual will survive to receive each future annual payment, multiplies this by the appropriate amount of the payment and discounts to allow for the rate of interest to the present time. By applying this technique to each future payment and summing the results, produces an overall total which gives the amount of the assessment. The probability of survival can be calculated to allow not only for mortality but also for early retirement for reasons of ill health, sickness and other “incidentals”.

The principal elements in the actuarial basis.

(a) Mortality The actuary would have sufficient information to be able to take into account in selecting a mortality table, the sex, race, occupation, social status, residential areas and state of health of the plaintiff. It is also said that the proper mortality basis should be one in all cases allowing for future improvements or, a forecast Table.

(b) Contingencies The percentage of deduction on contingencies will clearly depend on the facts of the individual case, particularly the nature of the plaintiff's occupation, but will always be small. It is necessary to have regard to the data available on a population basis but the actuary should emphasise the dangers of employing such statistics in assessing damages to a widow.

(c) Interest The rate of interest selected for valuation should have regard to the national investment of the damages award by the plaintiff and must therefore depend Inter alia on the general investment climate at the date of hearing.

(d) Earning progression and Inflation The valuation of loss of earnings may take account of future increase in earning as a result of normal age progression and promotion and general increases in the level of earnings attributable to increasing national productivity or inflationary causes.

(e) Taxation Allowance must be made for taxation in the assessment of damages. The rate of interest must be a net rate after tax.
Periodical Payments

The payment of compensation in the form of lump sum — Once for all payment within the frame work of the Tort System has frequently met with criticism. At present, the plaintiff who lives too long suffers from the inadequacy of his awards, while the plaintiff who dies too young is unable to enjoy the benefit of having become over-compensated. The prospect of a radical reform of the tort system continues to be a debatable topic. It has been suggested that in some or even all cases where damages fall to be assessed for continuing pecuniary loss, the court should award an annuity rather than a lumpsum, in other words a periodic income other than a capital sum. Characterised as internal reform of the system, the power given to the court in United Kingdom to give provisional damages is considered as a significant development in lieu of lump sum payment.

The basic concept frequently involves in the system of periodic payments is payment by the defendants's liability insurer of the expenses the claimant has already incurred. These expenses are commonly referred to as upfront monies, and then payment by him of a series of payment, usually, monthly, to the claimant for the rest of his life. Such payment may be enclosed at a set percentage, or increased by a set proportions each year and provision may be made for the payment, at

---

105. Administration of Justice Act, 1982, S.6
designated intervals, of lumpsum to meet anticipated capital needs of
the claimant.

Royal Commission on civil liability and compensation for personal
injury recommended that in case of death or serious and lasting injury
the court should be obliged to award damages for future pecuniary loss
in the form of periodic payments, unless it was satisfied on the
application of the plaintiff that a lump sum award would be more
appropriate. In the case such loss resulting from injuries which were
not serious or lasting the court should have a discretion to award
damages in the form of periodic payments.

In Andrews v. Grand & Toy Alberta Ltd Dickson J stated that when
it is determined that compensation is to be made, it is highly
irrational to be tied to a lump sum system and a once on for all
award, the difficulties are greatest where there is a continuing need
for intensive and extensive care and a long term loss of earning
capacity.

It should be possible to devise some system where by payment should
be subjected to periodic review and variation in light of the
contingency needs of the injured person and the cost of meeting those
needs. Following this case a committee on tort compensation
under the chairmanship of Holland J was set up in Ontario to study the

107. (1978) 2 S C R 229
108. Id at 236
concept of periodic payments and recommended appropriate enabling
legislation.

Merits and demerits

Periodical payments are especially attractive in the case of an
improvident claimant, who may be protected to a certain extent from his
own profligacy. Structured settlement enjoys a major advantage of two
way Tax benefits. In planning the structure, emphasis will be placed up
on the needs of the claimant rather than his entitlement at law.

A lumpsum in the hands of an experienced investor, may will be
capable of producing a return which exceeds the returns on a structured
settlement, even though the interest or dividends accruing are taxable
in the hands of the recipient.

The lumpsum payment has a flexibility and freedom which does not
exist in the case of a structured settlement. The risk of inflation
passes to the claimant in a structured settlement. Changes in the
circumstances of a claimant which were not envisaged and taken account
of in the structure cannot allow the claimant to ask for more (or the
defendant to differ less), where as the option exists for the recipient
of the lumpsum to call up on the undissipated capital in the case of an
emergency.

Structured settlements invariably take in to full account all
collateral benefits which have accrued or will accrue to the claimant,
this representing in many cases a saving to the community and emphasising
the focus up on the claimant's needs.

109. Committee on Tort Compensation Report Toronto August cited in
Supra.n. 62
Comparative position

In North America this system of periodic payments is known as structured settlements. The United States liability insurers involved in the early development of structured settlements originally intended to retain the capital, invest it, and pay the proceeds of the investment to the claimant by way of periodic payments. Plaintiffs in Canada and the United States, however were concerned as to the long term financial stability of liability insurers. In the United States Model periodic payment of Judgments Act had encouraged more than 15 states by 1982 to enact legislation permitting damages in civil cases to be paid periodically provided that the award exceeds a set threshold sum. In effect this allows the court to impose a structure rather than award a conventional lumpsum. By section 129 of the courts of Justice Act 1984, Ontario Courts may order periodic payments of certain awards for damages including awards for personal injuries but only with the consent of all affected parties.

It is suggested that the courts be given a discretionary power to impose a structured judgment in lieu of a lumpsum, even up on an unwilling plaintiff, if this is considered by the court to be in his best interests. In one Canadian case Steeves v. Fitzsimmons a reviewable settlement has been approved by this High Court. It is a case, where doctors were unable to make a final judgment on the condition of

111. (1975) 11 OR (2d) 387 High Court quoted from Supra.n. 62 at p. 459
the plaintiff, who had been in ventre sa mere at the time of the accident, until she was seven years old.

**United Kingdom developments**

With the help of Association of British Insurers a way has been found of making provision for structured settlements by avoiding the liability to Income Tax. The Inland Revenue has approved a standard form of structured settlement agreement to cater for the four main kinds of periodic payments arrangement likely to be required. As with the North American experience, the parties will have to agree the lumpsum value of the claim, and it will usually be the case that part of that sum be required by the claimant at the date of the settlement, in order to meet existing needs, leaving the balance to be structured. The model agreement is very simple. The insurer assumes direct liability to the claimant in place of the insured's liability to the claimant. This liability is crystalised as a cash debt of a fixed amount, and this amount has to be stated in the agreement. The agreement must state the name of the insured, and also the circumstances in which the liability arose.

The size of the claim having been fixed, the parties must decide what kind of periodic payment arrangement is to be made, and this will be provided for in an attached schedule.

The liability insurer will wish to re-insure, his liability by purchasing a life annuity from a life insurer, as is the usual practice in North America. The liability insurer must remain liable to the claimant for settlement instalments, but he may wish to request the
life insurer to make the payments to the claimant. It will be necessary to make provision for documentary evidence of the agreed procedure between the liability insurer and the life insurer in order to avoid a claim by the Revenue for the income tax.

This development is surely a welcome one. In appropriate cases it seems clear from the North America experience that structured settlements can be extremely beneficial and may comprise a preferable mode of compensation to that provided by the Lump sum system.

In India, by the Amendment Act of 1994 a structured formula has been prescribed in the Motor vehicles Act of 1988 to fix the quantum of compensation in respect of permanent disablement and the death. With regard to mode of payment of the award the statute requires the person who is liable to pay any amount in terms of such award shall deposit the entire award amount within 30 days of the date of announcing the award by the claims Tribunal. In other words lump sum payment is still the mode of payment prescribed. In Bishan Devi Vs. Sirbaksh Singh our Supreme Court has observed that the necessity for awarding lump sum payment to secure the interest of the defendants can no longer be there on account of the nationalisation of the general insurance business. Regular monthly payments could be made through one of the nationalised banks nearest to the place of residence of the dependants. Payment of

113. S.168 (3) of the M.V. Act 1988
114. 1979 A.C.J. 496
monthly instalments and avoidance of lump sum payment would reduce substantially the burden on the insurer and consequently on the insured. Besides, in most of the cases it is seen that a lumpsum payment is not to the advantage of the defendants, as large part of it is frittered away during litigation.

It is therefore suggested that mode of payment by insurance companies may be on the monthly basis through a nationalised bank near to the place of residence. The Tribunal may have discretion in very reasonable cases to order a small portion of the award towards lumpsum payment. Section 168 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988 may be suitably amended.

115. Id at p.502
CHAPTER IX

INTRODUCING A NEW SCHEDULE OF COMPENSATION

Introducing a schedule of compensation in respect of Motor Accidents Claims appears to be a laborious attempt. However difficult such an attempt is, the need of a schedule of compensation has been highly felt necessary to settle the claims as expeditiously as possible. Every case differs from the other. The scope of factual appreciation otherwise possible in each and every case is badly affected as well under a fixed schedule. Despite, a schedule has advantages. It leads to uniformity and certainty. It saves time and energy.

It is gratifying to note in this respect that the Central Government has devised a schedule and it has become a statutory one by the amendment Act 54 of 1994 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. It is noteworthy in the sense that it is the first legislative attempt of this kind in respect of Motor Accidents Victims.

This schedule is given below:

1 Sections 163 A & 163 B with its second schedule (w.e.f. 14.11.94) keeping in view the cost of living the Central Government may amend this schedule from time to time by notification in the official gazette.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANNUAL INCOME</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE OF VICTIM</th>
<th>MULTIPLIER</th>
<th>RUPEES IN THOUSANDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upto 15 yrs.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 15 yrs. but not extdg. 20 yrs.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 20 yrs. but not extdg. 25 yrs.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 25 yrs. but not extdg. 30 yrs.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 30 yrs. but not extdg. 35 yrs.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 35 yrs. but not extdg. 40 yrs.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 40 yrs. but not extdg. 45 yrs.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 45 yrs. but not extdg. 50 yrs.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 50 yrs. but not extdg. 55 yrs.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 55 yrs. but not extdg. 60 yrs.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60 yrs. but not extdg. 65 yrs.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 65 yrs.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The amount of compensation so arrived at in the case of fatal accident claims shall be reduced by 1/3rd in consideration of the expenses which the victim would have incurred towards maintaining himself had he been alive.
2. Amount of compensation shall not be less than Rs.50,000.

3. General Damage (in case of death):

The following General damages shall be payable in addition to compensation outlined above:

i) Funeral Expenses Rs. 2,000/-

ii) Loss of Consortium, if beneficiary is the spouse Rs. 5,000/-

iii) Loss of Estate Rs. 2,500/-

iv) Medical Expenses — actual expenses incurred before death supported by bills/vouchers Rs. 15,000/- but not exceeding

4. General Damages in case of Injuries and Disabilities

i) Pain and Sufferings

a) Grievous injuries Rs. 5,000/-

b) Non-grievous injuries Rs. 1,000/-

ii) Medical Expenses — actual expenses incurred supported by bills/vouchers but not exceeding as one time payment Rs. 15,000/-

5. Disability in non-fatal accidents:

The following compensation shall be payable in case of disability to the victim arising out of non-fatal accidents:

Loss of income if any, for actual period of disablement not exceeding fifty two weeks.

PLUS either of the following:-

(a) In case of permanent total disablement the amount payable shall be arrived at by multiplying the annual loss of income
by the Multiplier applicable to the age on the date of
determining the compensation, or

(b) In case of permanent partial disablement such percentage of
compensation which would have been payable in the case of
permanent total disablement as specified under item (a) above.

Injuries deemed to result in Permanent Total Disablement/Permanent
Partial Disablement and percentage of loss of earning capacity
shall be as per Schedule I under Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923.

6. Notional income for compensation to those who had no income prior
to accident:—

Fatal and disability in non-fatal accidents:

(a) Non-earning persons  Rs. 15,000 p.a.
(b) Spouse  Rs. 1/3rd of income of the earning/
 surviving spouse

In case of other injuries only "General Damage" as applicable.

The schedule laid down under section 163-A is nothing but a
modified version of the Schedule prepared by the General Insurance
Corporation in the year 1987. The General Insurance Corporation schedule
was purely based on the conventional awards reflected in the case laws.
It is profitable to refer the schedule of General Insurance Corporation
prepared in the form of a Ready Reckoner.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>DEPENDENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(250)</td>
<td>(350)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Upto 15 years</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 15 years to 39 years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 40 years to 45 years</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 45 years to 50 years</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 50 years to 55 years</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 55 years to 60 years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 60 years onwards</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 65 years onwards</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:  
1. Dependency benefit is to be arrived at after deducting 1/3rd from proved income of the deceased.  
2. If the parents are the only legal heirs then after finding out the amount from this table, only 1/3 is to be payable.  
3. Along with this amount funeral expenses + 5000 being the loss to estate should be added.  
4. If there is contributory negligence, 25% amount should be deducted.
Besides the amount for dependency, the following fixed compensation was also provided.

1. Funeral Expenses  Rs. 2,000/-
2. Loss to the Estate  Rs. 5,000/-
3. Pain & Suffering  Rs. 5,000/- where death is not instantaneous. If instantaneous no compensation for pain and suffering
4. Medical Expenses  Not exceeding Rs.2,500/- duly supported by necessary documents.

In personal injury claims, as provided by the G.I.C, the following amounts were allowed towards compensation for temporary disablement.

(1) Simple Fracture - Rs. 5,000 to 7,000
(2) Compound Fracture - 10,000 to 15,000
(3) Contusion and lacerated wounds - Rs.750 to Rs.1000/-
(4) Abrasion - Rs.500 to Rs. 750/-

In the Case of Permanent Disablement (total or partial)

(1) **Permanent Total Disablement**

The amount of compensation should be worked out at 125% of the compensation payable for fatal claims.

(2) **Permanent Partial Disablement**

Such percentage of compensation which would have been payable in the case of permanent total disablement. Percentage of disability was as certified by the orthopaedic surgeon or attending medical practitioner of the claimant. However, the company may refer to their own doctor in case of doubt or discrepancy.
**A critical examination of the statutory schedule**

The statutory schedule basing the structured compensation formula appears to be a loosely drafted one without any research. However, it is very difficult to accept the interpretation given by Dr. S.S. Minhas and Mr. Ashok P rollers. As interpreted by Dr. Minhas a victim aged 15 years will get a minimum of 9 lakh rupees and a maximum of Rupees one crore twenty lakhs in accordance with the schedule for personal injury. Such an understanding seems to be an exaggerated one. It is neither an interpretation nor an observation reasonably made after careful examination but a perverted statement which will only help to confuse the readers. As stated by Mr. Minhas the above figures are arrived at by multiplying the multiplier to the figures indicated in the schedule with a cross reference to the item No.5 (a) of the Second Schedule. He educates the readers that the practice of the courts is to multiply them to the annual loss. Basing his own wrong and untenable computation, as above, he comes out with his so called ineluctable conclusion that "the intention of the legislature has not been properly worded and is a case of draftsman error. In all probabilities, it is beyond reasons to guess the intention of the legislature to make provisions for compensation to motor accident victims in lacs and crores of rupees on the basis of no fault theory as a one time settlement."

---

2 Structured Formula - Computation of Compensation Thereunder” 1994 A.C.J. XVIII

3 Id. at. P. XX
On a careful examination of the schedule. It can be seen that the main point raised by Mr. Minhas is devoid of any merit at all rather it is a negation of common sense. Item No. 5(a) of the second schedule provides that "In case of permanent total disablement the amount payable shall be arrived at by multiplying the annual loss of income by multiplier applicable to the age on the date of determining the compensation".

The terminology used in the above provision is unambiguous and very much plain. An attempt to import any rules of interpretation, either literal, golden or mischief, is unwarranted and serves no purpose at all.

As required, it is only necessary to multiply the multiplier with the annual loss of income. We get the multiplier from item No. I though the item No. I is exclusively for Fatal Accident. Annual loss of Income can be ascertained from the relevant document/ proof if he had any income. In case of persons who had no income prior to accident, a notional income of Rs.15,000/- will be considered. On computation, the minimum and maximum compensation in respect of a 15 year old person would be as follows as against a loss of annual income of Rs.3,000 and 40,000 respectively. Since the multiplier upto 15 years is 15 just to multiply with the Rs.3000/- to get the minimum and to get the maximum multiply with Rs.40,000/-. This would be Rs.45,000 and 6,00,000/-. Without computing correctly on the above basis, the learned author wrongly multiplied the multiplier with the amount of compensation arrived at in the case of fatal accident claims. This has resulted the amount in crores of rupees.
The structured formula is loosely drafted with anomalies and errors. Hence it has to be necessarily restructured correcting the following anomalies mainly among other things.

Under item No.1 Fatal Accidents, a serious mistake has been crept into while structuring the compensation. For instance, the compensation scheduled for a highest multiplier is less. On the contrary, as the multiplier is increasing, the structured compensation shall also be increased when the loss of annual income is same. 4

Further, a legislative extravaganza is noticed by increasing the compensation by 33.3% from the normal and rational compensation and then reducing the same percentage on account of personal expenses. This is an unwanted, unnecessary and at the same time a futile exercise.

Mainly, Part I item scheduled for fatal accidents should be amended. A revised schedule is given below which may be helpful for further rectification and modification.

4 Schedule gives a reducing figure which is absolutely incorrect unless it is justified.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of Victim</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Rupees in Thousands Compensation in case of death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upto 15 yrs.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 15 yrs. but not exgd. 20 yrs.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 20 yrs. but not exgd. 25 yrs.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 25 yrs. but not exgd. 30 yrs.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 30 yrs. but not exgd. 35 yrs.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 35 yrs. but not exgd. 40 yrs.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 40 yrs. but not exgd. 45 yrs.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 45 yrs. but not exgd. 50 yrs.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 50 yrs. but not exgd. 55 yrs.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 55 yrs. but not exgd. 60 yrs.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60 yrs. but not exgd. 65 yrs.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 65 yrs.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Loss of dependency is less than Rs.50,000/- despite, Rs.50,000 is provided being the statutory minimum. This is so in many cases where Rs.50000 is provided.
The Note for reducing the one third towards personal expenses must be deleted.

Item No.3 should be captioned as **Special and General Damages** (in case of Death). The word special shall also be inserted before the Word General since Funeral Expenses and Medical Expenses are Special Damages.

The schedule is silent in cases of higher income groups over and above 40,000/-. Since the fundamental basis for computation is nothing but the multiplier method, it may be the intention of the parliament to apply the same principle for them. In such cases the annual loss of income shall be ascertained first and be multiplied with the relevant multiplier to find out the actual loss of dependency.

Further the annual income shall also be defined. It is necessary that the annual income is correctly assessed taking care of its future development.

The provision of structured compensation must be full and final, and no further right of action may be allowed under any other provision or law. Second schedule must be restructured accordingly.

**LIMITS OF COMPENSATION**

The limits of compensation in respect of Motor Vehicles Accidents refer to a variety of reasons for cutting back, or setting an upper limit to the amount recoverable.
Accident

The primary and most important element requires to be proved for the entitlement of compensation under the Motor Vehicles Act is that there must be an accident. The term 'Accident' or 'Motor Accident' has not been defined under the Act. In Oxford English Dictionary, the term 'accident' has been defined as an unfortunate event, disaster, a mishap, as also anything that happens without foresight or expectation, an unusual event, which proceeds from some unknown cause, or it is an unusual effect of a known cause, a casualty, a contingency.

Generally it means an unlooked for mishap or untoward event which is not expected or designed. It involves idea of something fortuitous and unexpected. For example, if a person actually throws himself in front of a vehicle with the intention of committing suicide and is consequently killed or injured, can there be any entitlement of compensation? The short answer to this question was given by the Law Commission that compensation is payable only if there is an accident of the nature specified in Section 110 (1) of the Motor Vehicles Act. An occurrence can be said to be 'accident' only when it is not due to design; for, if an act be intentional, it would clearly be no accident.

Remoteness of Damage

A road accident victim will not be entitled to get damages if the damage sustained by him is too remote, a consequence from the

defendant's conduct. The law cannot take account of everything that follows a wrongful act, it regards some subsequent matters as outside the scope of its selection because it were infinite to trace the causes of causes or the consequences of consequences.

In modern times, prima facie, damages are given for all the consequential loss and expense which flows from the injury. Especially in Motor Accidents Claim, the widespread growth of liability insurance has generally rendered obsolete the desire to restrict liability on the grounds of the sheer magnitude of the damage.

Historical Development

It was Lord Bacon who paraphrased the principle of remoteness of damage as "it were infinite for the law to consider the causes of causes and their impulsions one of another; therefore it contenteth itself with the immediate cause and judgeth of acts by that, without looking to any further degree".

It was based on a well known latin maxim "in jure non remota causa sed proxima spectatur" which means that in law, the immediate and not the remote cause of any event is regarded. Through the decisions in

Greenland v. Chaplin and Rigby v Hewitt Pollock C.B. in 1850 adopted the rule of reasonable foresight. According to this rule a wrongdoer was only responsible for damage which was intended by him, or which though not intended was the natural and probable consequence of his act. A consequences for this purpose will be considered natural and probable when it is so likely to result from his act that a reasonable man in the circumstances of the wrongdoer would have foreseen it and abstained from the act accordingly. In 1921 the rule of reasonable foresight test was rejected and a test of direct cause was followed in Polemis V. Furness Withy and Co. As per the direct cause test, if a reasonable man would have foreseen any damage as likely to result from his act, there he is liable for all direct consequences of it whether a reasonable man would have foreseen them or not. In the above Repolemis Case Furness, Withy & Co. chartered from polemis the steamship Thrasyvoulos and loaded among her cargo some 'Benzene' and petrol tins. Owing to leakage there was petrol vapour in the hold of the ship. At a port of call, while some of the benzine tins were being shuffled by the charterer's servants, a board (plank) was negligently knocked in to the hold by one of these servants causing a spark which ignited the petrol vapour and the ship was destroyed by fire. The charterers were held liable for the whole loss, though in nature and magnitude the consequence of their negligence were such as no reasonable man would have anticipated. In 1961, the test of direct cause was disapproved and declared bad law by the

11 5 Ex. 248
12 5 Ex 240, 243
13 [1921] 3 KB 560
privy council in Wagon mound No. 1. Where, oil from a ship was split in to a bay due to the carelessness of the servants of Overseas Tankship Co. The oil spread over the water to the respondents' wharf which was some six hundred feet away. The respondents were carrying out repairing work to a ship including the welding of metal. Molten metal from the respondents wharf fall on floating cotton waste, which and mouldering ignited the furnace oil on the water. The respondent's wharf sustained substantial damage by fire. In an action by the respondents for damages for negligence it was found as a fact that the appellants did not know that the furnace oil was capable of being set alight when spread on water. It was held that the test of liability for the damage done by fire was the forseeability of the injury by fire and as a reasonable man would not on the facts of the case have forseen such injury, the appellants were not liable for negligence for the damage, although their servants carelessness was the direct cause, the learned judge said "after the event even a fool is wise, yet it is not the hindsight of a fool, but it is the foresight of a reasonable man which alone can determine responsibility". Professor A.L.Goodhart staunchly supported the test of forseeability and observed "ought a reasonable man to have foreseen that an injurious consequence of the kind, that did eventuate, migh result from his act and did 'he take reasonable steps to guard against it'.

14 Overseas Tankship (V.K) Ltd. v. Morts Dock Engineering Co. Ltd. (1961) 1 All E.R. 404
In an action for negligence there is no liability for damage which was not of a foreseeable type with in the scope of the duty of care: on the other hand there is liability for damage of a foreseeable type notwithstanding that it is more extensive than expected or spreads in an unexpected way; nor is it necessary that the manner in which the damage is caused should be foreseeable.

In Doughty v Turner Manufacturing Co. Ltd., the lid of a tank containing molten metal fell in it and owing to an unexpectedly violent chemical reaction between lid and metal the molten metal erupted. This was not foreseeable, so it was not negligent to fail to take precautions against such an occurrence. A minor splash by the mere fall of the lid was foreseeable, but too slight a risk to require precaution. So there was no negligence at all, although in both cases the risk was of a splash of metal. According to P.S. Aliyah the alternative way of formulating the principle is to say that negligence is 'relative and that the defendant is not liable unless he was negligent in 'relation' to the particular consequences for which it is sought to hold him liable. Thus it is not sufficient to say that the defendant was negligent and that his conduct was a cause in fact of the damage; the plaintiff must go on...


17 [1964] 1 All ER 98.

18 Accidents compensation and the Law (1970) P. 139
to show that the defendant was negligent in relation to that consequence. This 'relative' explanation of negligence does not differ from the idea that the defendant is only liable for consequences within the risk. The subsequent development of the remoteness principle through Wagonmound No.2 is vital and provides that even a slight risk involves liability if precautions can be taken easily without special effort or expense.

In this case, the vessel Wagonmound on charter by demise to the appellant was taking in bunkering oil from Caltex Wharf, when due to the carlessness of the appellant's Engineers a large quantity of furnace oil overflowed on to the surface of the water and drifted to Sheerlegs wharf, where it subsequently caught fire causing extensive damage to the Wagonmound Vessel. The findings show that the Engineer ought to have known that it is possible to ignite this kind of oil on water and be probably ought to have also known that this had in fact happened before. The most that can be said to justify inaction is that he would have known that this could only happen in every exceptional circumstances but that does not mean that a reasonable man would dismiss such risk from his mind and do nothing when it was so easy to prevent it. It is clear that the reasonable man would have realised or foreseen and prevented the risk. Since the risk was not prevented, they were held liable in damages.

19 Id at p.140.

20 Overseas Tankship (UK) Ltd. v Miller SS Co. Pty Ltd., Wagonmound (2) [1966] 2 All E.R. 709
Now we may examine the scope of nervous shock.

NERVOUS SHOCK

In an action for damages arising out of the use of the motor vehicles, if nervous shock accompanies physical injuries, compensation is allowed as part of the pain and suffering. But the problem arises when an infliction of shock is there to the nervous system alone where no physical hurt in the ordinary sense is sustained at the time it is argued that such damage is too remote, because it is a kind of harm too fanciful and speculative to be recognised by the law.

It is a fact that the claims for nervous shock seem to be on the increase. It is unlikely that the psychological fragility of the populace has increased over the years. More plausibly there has been an expansion in recent times of the concept of what constitutes a nervous shock. Nervous shock means any recognisable, positive psychiatric illness which is different from mere distress, sorrow, grief or any other normal emotion. The plaintiff's recognisable psychiatric illness must be shock induced. Otherwise it attracts no damages though it is reasonably foreseeable that psychiatric illness must be a consequence of the defendant's carelessness. Shock means the sudden sensory perception i.e., by seeing, hearing or touching of a person, thing or event which is so distressing that the perception of the phenomenon affronts or insults the plaintiff's mind and causes a recognisable

21 Hinz V Berry [1970] 2 QB 40, 42, per Denning MR.
22 Janeusch V. Coffey (1984) 54 AIR 417 (High Court of Australia.)
psychiatric illness. A psychiatric illness induced by a mere knowledge of a distressing fact is not compensable, perception by the plaintiff of the distressing phenomenon is essential. The plaintiff must establish the same by medical evidence. The emotional response of some are exposed to shock by witnessing the death or injury of an accident victim is described in medical term as a reaction to a traumatic stimulus. "Traumatic Stimulus may cause two types of mental reactions, primary and secondary.

The primary response, an immediate automatic and instinctive response designed to protect an individual from harm, unpleasantness and stress aroused by witnessing the painful death of a loved one is exemplified by emotional response such as fear, anger, grief and shock. This initial response which is short in duration and subjective in nature will vary in seriousness according to the individual and the particular traumatic stimulus. Secondary responses, which may be formed traumatic neuroses are longer lasting reactions caused by one individual's continued inability to cope adequately with a traumatic event." Significantly, in medical usage the term nervous shock is confined to the initial, primary reaction and is not used to describe traumatic neuroses. Indeed a leading American authority concluded that

23 Ibid
See also Harvey Teff, "Liability for Negligently inflicted Nervous shock" (1983) 99, L.Q.R. 100, 102.
nervous shock alone in its medical sense was too transient to be compensable

As per the old common law rule damages were not recoverable for nervous shock. Here the plaintiff suffered fright and shock when narrowly missed by a train while she was crossing Railway Level Crossing at the negligent invitation of the gate keeper. Privy Council without saying impact was necessary held that the damages were too remote. "Damages arising from mere sudden terror unaccompanied by any actual physical injury, but occasioning a nervous or mental shock, cannot under such circumstances... be considered a consequence which is the ordinary cause of things, would flow from the negligence of the gate keeper". Damages are now recoverable for nervous shock.

In Mc Loughlin Case the plaintiff's husband and three children were involved in a road accident at about 4 PM on October 19th of 1973 when their car was in collision with a lorry driven by the first defendant. The plaintiff (wife) was two miles away at home and she was told of the accident at about 6 PM by a neighbour who took her to hospital to see her family. There she learned that her youngest daughter had been killed and saw her husband and the other children severely injured. As alleged, the impact of what she heard and saw caused her

26 Smith & Solomon "Traumatic Neuroses in Court" [1944] 30 Va L. Rev. 97, 123.
27 Victorian Railways Commissioner v. Coultas [1888] 13 AC 222
28 Id at 225
severe shock resulting in psychiatric illness. In 1976 she began an action against the defendant for damages for personal injuries on account of shock and injury to health resulting in depression and change of personalities affecting her abilities as a wife and mother. The defendant admitted liability for the death of her daughter and the injuries suffered by her family but denied that shock and injury to her was due to their negligence. Trial Court and court of appeal decided against the plaintiff holding that defendant owed no duty of care to the plaintiff. On allowing the appeal the House of Lords held that the nervous shock assumed to have been suffered by the plaintiff had been the reasonably foreseeable result of the injuries to her family caused by the defendant's negligence and also observed that the policy consideration should not inhibit a decision in her favour. Accordingly she was allowed to recover damages for nervous shock. As usually argued in earlier cases, the following points were raised against the recovery. Firstly, allowing such recovery may lead to proliferation of claims, to the establishment of an industry of lawyers and Psychiatrists who will formulate a claim for nervous shock damages including what in America is called the customary miscarriage for all or many road accident. Secondly extension of liability would be unfair to defendants as imposing damages out of proportions to the negligent conduct complained of. In so far as such defendants are insured, a large additional burden will be placed on insurers and ultimately up on the class of persons insured, road users or employers. Thirdly, to extend liability beyond the most direct and plain case, would greatly increase evidentiary difficulties and tend to lengthen litigation. Fourthly, that an extension of the scope of
liability ought only to be made by the legislatures, after careful research. These policy considerations were not considered by the House of Lords. Another notable decision was of the Australian High Court in Jaensch & Case. In this case, the respondent's husband was seriously injured in a motor collision by the failure of appellant to drive his vehicle with reasonable care. The husband was taken to hospital, where he had to undergo several surgical treatment and yet his condition remained very serious. The respondent wife was not with his husband at the time of injury but she was called to the hospital on that day and was there for a long period on the following day. As a result partly of what she saw of her husband and partly of what she was told by hospital personnel, she developed a severe psychiatric illness involving anxiety and depression. It was held that the respondent was entitled to recover from the appellant damages for nervous shock she had suffered as a result of injury to her husband.

In England there was no clear cut distinction between physical injury and nervous shock. The courts in England have insisted that only certain type of shock producing physical effects are actionable. Subsequently, physical aspects has been categorised into recognisable psychiatric illness.

33 Hinz v Berry (1970) 2 W.L.R. 684 per Denning at 686.
If a plaintiff seeks to recover damages for negligently inflicted nervous shock he must show that the defendant owed him a duty of care not to cause him a reasonably foreseeable injury in the form of nervous shock. It is not enough to show that there was a reasonably foreseeable injury generally for, but a duty of care will not arise unless risk of injury in that particular form (ie, psychiatric injury unassociated with conventional physical injury) was reasonably foreseeable. It is seen that reasonable foreseeability by the defendant of some recognised psychiatric illness is not the sole determinant in establishing a duty of care and some other considerations are also there to limit this test such as

(1) The relationship between the plaintiff and the person killed, injured or put in peril by the carelessness of the defendant must be 'close'.

(2) It is required to have the perception of the accident with his own unaided senses.

(3) Nearness in the sense of both time and space between the accident and the immediate aftermath on the one hand and the nervous shock on the other.

It is suggested by Trindada that in the case of persons who do not have such a close tie, recovery of damages would depend not only on foreseeability of nervous shock but also on the perception of the accident or its aftermath. In the normal negligence case the correct approach to the issue of liability for shock is in terms of the duty of care aspect of the 'Tort'. The relevant question is whether the

relationship of the parties is one of 'neighbourhood' or 'proximity'. A relationship of proximity connotes more than reasonable foreseeability. It involves a determination not only that the harm is reasonably foreseeable but also that the relationship between the parties is so close and direct that as a matter of policy a duty ought to be imposed. In determining whether the relationship between the parties is one of 'proximity' the court will consider three elements in particular the closeness of the emotional bond between the plaintiff and the primary victim, the physical and temporal proximity of the plaintiff to the accident and the means by which the shock was caused. Close ties of love and affection may be presumed from the existence of certain family relationship such as parent and child and husband and wife, but must be proved by evidence in the case of more distant relationship. Treating liability for shock as a duty issue is the only possible approach where nervous shock is the sole head of damages. But if the plaintiff has suffered other actionable harm, then strictly the issue becomes one of remoteness of damage. However there is a policy element involved in the application of the remoteness no less than the duty test. It is true that the remoteness analysis may yield considerable advantages to the plaintiff.

The recovery of compensation on account of nervous shock was allowed in United States also like England and Australia. In Dillion V

where a mother and daughter witnessed the death of another daughter who was hit by a vehicle negligently driven by the defendant, the court allowed recovery for nervous shock. At the same time, the court drew perimeters around the scope of foreseeability by defining the limits of the action with a set of factors including the relationship of parties, proximity of the third party to the accident and degrees of emotional distress suffered directly from the impact of the sensory and contemporaneous observation of the accident.

In India, there are some High Courts which recognise the 'nervous shock' as a head under compensable injury. There is, however, no direct authority of the Supreme Court.

In Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation V. Kastoori Devi a Full Bench of the Rajasthan High Court allowed recovery for mental shock based on the principles enunciated by Lord Wilter force in McLoughlin's Case. The Allahabad High Court in the cases, Rajendra Prakash Rastogi V. U.P.S.R.T.C., Abdul Wahab V. Chandra Prakash and Rashid Hussain V. Union of India has allowed compensation for mental shock. In J.R.
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38 S. Lalitha "Compensation for Mental shock suffered by relatives of Motor Accident Claims 1993 A.C.J. XXXIV.
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40 1986 A.C.J. 960 (Rajasthan)

41 1984 A.C.J. 410 (HL England)

42 1988 A.C.J. 702 (Allahabad)

43 1988 A.C.J. 1087 (Allahabad)

44 1984 A.C.J. 635 (Allahabad)
Daniel V. T. Vaitheswaran⁴⁵ the Madras High Court who also pleased to allow compensation for mental shock. A case for Judicial sympathy as well as Legislation.

"Our brethren in the law have for many decades been seeking redress for mental pain and suffering in tort action. In as much as they had no objective tests with which to verify psychic trauma, damages were frequently denied. In recent years, however, medicine has taken a greater interest in the field of mental pain and suffering it is recognised today a distinct clinical entity⁴⁶. It has also been pointed out that the crucial determinant of whether the plaintiff is so affected as to suffer from a 'recognisable psychiatric illness' is almost invariably the nature of his relationship with the victim⁴⁷. Since the medical science is developed now to weed out and separate the 'recognised psychiatric illness' from simple grief and sorrow, it becomes a strong case for judicial sympathy as well as for legislation and gets no place for any fear of floodgates and other similar policy considerations.

⁴⁵ 1989 A.C.J. 514 (Madras)
⁴⁷ Leibson "Recovery of Damages for Emotional Destress caused by physical injury to another" 15, Journal of Family Law, 163, 195 (1976-77)
Contributory Negligence

Contributory negligence is a plaintiff's unreasonable exposure of his or her person to the risk of injury, either by being instrumental in bringing about the injurious event or by failure to take protective measures to reduce the potentially injurious effects of an event in which the plaintiff was guilty of no wrong doing. It involves a failure on the plaintiff's part to act reasonably in avoiding loss which leads to a reduction of damages otherwise recoverable. The contributory negligence applies solely on the conduct of the plaintiff, it means that there has been an act or omission on his part, which has materially contributed to the damage.

Scope of the Doctrine

In the law relating to settlement of motor accidents claims, the contributory negligence on the part of the injured/deceased plays a very important role. In the circumstances of limited defences available to the Insurance Companies, the aspect of contributory negligence in most often raised by the respondents, mainly the Insurers. As per the common law rule, if the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence, he was debarred from getting any damages inspite of the fact that the defendant has been negligent. The absolute denial of compensation caused great hardship to the victims or their representatives. To minimise the ill-

48 Colin Phegan "The limits of compensation an Australian perspective on Public Policy, Causation and Mitigation" (1985) 34 I.C.L.Q. 470, 496.

49 Devkidevi Tiwani v. Reghunath Sahay 1978 A.C.J. 169 (All)

50 In Butterfield V Forester (1809) 11 East 60
effects of this doctrine, the rule of last opportunity and then the rule of constructive last opportunity were developed by the English and Indian Courts. In Davies Case. It was laid down that the contributory negligence of the plaintiff is no defence if the defendant had a later opportunity than the plaintiff of avoiding the accident with reasonable care. In British Columbia's case the rule of last opportunity was modified to mean that if the plaintiff and the defendant were both in default, the determining question is, without whose negligence the mischief might have not happened? In this case, the plaintiff was moving towards a railway level crossing without proper look out while the driver of the railway engine saw him approaching the railway line. He applied the brakes, but the breaks were not in proper order and this was the cause of the accident. The Court held that if the defendant would have had the last opportunity but for his own negligence, he was in the same position as he had actually had it. So the plaintiff was allowed to recover in full.

The common law on the subject was summarised by the House of Lords as follows "The law in these collision cases has long been settled. In order to succeed, the plaintiff must establish that the defendant was negligent and that negligence caused the collision of which he complains. If it is established from his own evidence, or by evidence

51 In Davies V. Mann (1842) 10 M & W 546.
53 Supra n. 51
54 Supra n. 52
adduced, on behalf of the defendant, that the plaintiff could have avoided the collision by the exercise of reasonable care, then the plaintiff fails, because his injury is due to his own negligence in failing to take reasonable care. If although the plaintiff was negligent the defendant could have avoided the collision by the exercise of reasonable care, then it is the defendant's failure to take that reasonable care to which the resulting damage is due and the plaintiff is entitled to recover." But the hair splitting tendency of the judges ultimately resulted to select one party to be liable for the whole loss. This has also caused great hardship to the poor victims. In 1945 Law Reform (contributory Negligence) Act was enacted in England by which the defence of contributory negligence was abolished for the entire field of the Law of Torts. Contributory negligence can no longer defeat a claim in toto, but can reduce the amount of damages recoverable by the plaintiff in England. In O'Connell V. Jackson the plaintiff was injured in a collision between his moped which he was riding and a motor car negligently driven by the defendant. Although, the defendant was solely responsible for the collision, the plaintiff had been negligent in not wearing a crash helmet. Because the helmet would have reduced the gravity of his injuries, the English Court of Appeal held the plaintiff '15' percent responsible.

In India, the Lacman Badriprasad V. Union of India is the first case in which the apportionment was made in accordance with the

55 Swadling v Copper [1931] A.C. I
56 [1972] 1 Q.B 270
57 A.I.R. 1954 VP 17
Law Reform (contributory negligence) Act, 1945. In this case a truck was driven by a person who was not entitled to drive, due to his age being a few months younger than required for issuing a driving licence. While crossing an unmanned railway crossing, he met with an accident and was killed. The court held that he had acted illegally and had contributed negligence by which he was awarded half the total damages. After the above decision, the apportionment was done by various High Courts.

The Scope of the Kerala Torts (Miscellaneous Provision) Act, 1976

It is gratifying to note that the Kerala is the only state where a similar enactment like the Law Reform (Contributory Negligence) Act was passed for the purpose of apportioning the damages in case of contributory negligence. Prior to the passing of this Act, section 9 of the Travancore Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1924 contained similar provisions regarding survival of causes of action, liability of joint tortfeasors and contributory negligence in respect of torts. This Act was applicable only in Travancore areas of the Kerala. For extending these provisions to the whole of state, the Kerala Torts (Miscellaneous Provision) Act, 1976 was enacted.

Section 8 (1) of the Act provides as follows:

"Where any person suffers damage as the result partly of his own fault and partly of the fault of any other person or persons, a claim in

---


Smt Vidya Devi V. M.P.S R T C 1974 A.C.J. 374 (MP) Subhakar Sridhar Shastry v. Mysore, SRTC 1975 A.C.J. 50 (Karnataka)
respect of that damage shall not be defeated by reason of the fault of
the person suffering the damage, but the damages recoverable in respect
thereof shall be reduced to such extent as the court thinks just and
equitable having regard to the claimant's share in the responsibility for
the damage"

This section is word by word a reproduction of section 1 (1) of

Though the concept of apportionment is followed by the High Courts
in other states, a central legislation is required to ensure that it is
uniformly applied throughout India.
"Discourage Litigation, Persuade your neighbours to compromise whenever you can, point out to them how the nominal winner is often a real looser in fees, expenses and waste of time"

Abraham Lincoln

Settlement of cases by mutual compromise is quite often a better method of ending the dispute than the alternative of fighting the case to the bitter end by taking the matter in appeal from one court to another. The litigation apart from burdening the parties with heavy financial expenditure, also quite often leaves a trail of bitterness. Results more in consonance with justice, equity and good conscience can sometimes be achieved by having a mutual settlement of the dispute than by having a court decision one way or the other.

The Need for Compromise

The need for compromise is highly felt in the field of motor accidents claims. Social justice requires that a motor accident victim should get quick relief by way of compensation. Since the damages are unliquidated, a complete restoration of a traffic victim to the original status however may be a difficult process. Albeit, to compensate a victim, in terms of money, can be considered as a relief by way of mitigation of sufferings ensuing from the bodily injury and the sudden death. Though it can never be a full restoration from the impairment or

collapse of physical and mental integrity yet it constitutes the sole
remedy which society through the law can apply.

The existing adversary procedure leads a traffic victim to a
poignant situation. A switch over to Tribunal system from the ordinary
civil court jurisdiction since 1956 for trying the Motor Accidents
Claims cases reaped no efficacious results. The appointment of a Motor
Accidents claims Tribunal was to dispense with the inappropriateness of
the inherited judicial system and its alienation from the common people
coupled with intractable problems of delay and arrears resulting in
the denial of justice. But the functioning of the tribunals was such
disregarding of even the basic characteristics required to be maintained
such as openness, fairness, impartiality, cheapness, accessibility,
freedom from technicalities, expedition and expert knowledge of their
particular subjects. The indiscriminate approach by the judiciary
treating it par with courts proper and the lapses on the government in
providing sufficient infrastructure was in fact crippling the claims
Tribunal system.

Unless we are able to part with the bad effects attached with
adversary trial procedure, a speedy settlement of a motor accident claim
will not be possible. As rightly pointed out by the Law Commission of
India "the entire object of appointing Motor Accidents Claims
Tribunals and of creating third party liability by statute is set at
naught by the inordinate length of time taken to dispose of these

1. 77th Law Commission Report on Delays and Arrears in Trial Court
 p.37 (1978)
Depicting the explosive situation of motor accidents claims the commission reports that many of these claims are made by widows and children of persons who lost their lives as a result of the accident. Quite a large number of these widows are in straitened circumstances because of their having lost the adult earning member of the family as a result of the accident. At most of the places, the district judge is designated as the Motor Accidents Claims tribunal. He however, because of the pressure of other work has hardly enough time to deal with these cases. Compared to the large number of cases filed in many places, the required number of tribunals are also not appointed resulting the cases pending for five or six years or even more. The various studies on the problem of delay by committee after committee, commission after commission and their reforms implemented so far including the introduction of a unique special list system particularly in Kerala convince us that it is better to find out some other alternatives to dispense justice to poor traffic victims.

It is therefore realised that our problem is not just a question of introducing better management methods but of structural deficiencies and of resistance from vested interests including the legal profession and in this perspective decentralisation, deprofessionalisation, and public participation in the form of alternative forums like people's court.

will be a hobson's choice for the 21st century to dispense justice to traffic victims.

**Lok Adalat or People's Court**

The concept of Lok-adalat is definitely not a new concept. But in recent years the importance of Lok adalat has gained in stature due to several reasons, speedy disposal, less expenses on litigation and taking justice to the door steps of the litigants are the lofty ideals of the Lok-Adalat. The Lok Adalat has created a new horizon for a real, cheap, and quick remedy for the accident victims and brings a new hope for the destitutes and helpless people. Lok Adalat is a significant institution and if it works as it should, it can prove a powerful aid in resolving the problem of the heavy backlog of cases. in the spirit of compromise, there are no winners or loosers.

**Lok Adalat** What it is?

An alternative to the Anglo-saxon system, an idea has been generated for a more indigenous, less cumbersome socially responsive and

---

3. "There is no acceptable evidence that any remedy so far devised has been efficacious to any substantial extent. A major lesson of the experimentation with this old problem of delay is that it will have to be solved by marshalling relief measures in groups and not from one injection miracle cure. There is no such panacea. We must be careful to see that the cures suggested are not worse than the deceases. The ardent champion of speedy justice by over emphasis on quick justice sometimes lend involuntary support for denial of justice."

K.K.Mathew "Law's delay - How to solve the Riddle" (1978) C.U.L.R. 353, 356

4. P.Ray "Settlement of claims by Lok Adalat 1986" A.C.J. (1) XX

5. Sarat Chandra Rautray "Lok Adalat Claims" 1987 (1) A.C.J. XXXVI

6. Dr. Janak Raj *What to do in case of Road Accident* (1994) p.116
administratively fair forum in cherishing the noble ideals enshrined in the Directive Principle under Article 39-A and 40 of the Indian Constitution. It is a peoples forum accepted as an informal, voluntary dispute settlement agency involving the people and public spirited, service minded lawyers and citizen. It resembles with early popular Nyaya panchayats settling petty disputes in rural countryside. People's court is not a court as understood by lawyers though common people may find attributes of a court in it. Their function is only to enable the parties who voluntarily seek the Adalats intervention to understand their respective rights and obligation with reference to the dispute brought before it and to help keep dialogue going in a fair manner. Apart from being good samaritans, their role is to clarify the law and by gentle persuasion to convince the parties how they stand to gain by an agreed settlement though their role is not to judge the issues thrown up in the discussion nor to give a verdict at the end of it. This institutions is not a rival or a substitute to the court but only an aid or a supplement to the court systems as principles of equity were to the common law. It has no powers to compel attendance whether of a witness or of a party nor can it pass an exparte judgment. Its decision become binding on the parties only when the compromise agreement is entered in to the court and a compromise decree obtained.

7 Art 39-A "Provides that the State shall secure that the operation of the legal system promotes justice, on a basis of equal opportunity, and shall, in particular, provide free legal aid, by suitable legislation or schemes or in any other way, to ensure that opportunities for securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other disabilities".

8 Art 40 The state shall take steps to organise village panchayats and endow them with such powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to function as units of self - governments.
The modern version of these people's courts is fashioned by the alarm generated by the judicial circles and various committee reports.

In all these reports, they consistently advocated the need for revival of informal system of dispute resolution including the Nyaya panchayat, Legal Aid Camps, Lok Adalats and Mobile Courts. The setting up of the committee for implementing Legal Aid Scheme (CILAS) by the Union Government in 1980 under the chairmanship of Mr. Justice P.N. Bhagawati gave an impetus to the, Lok Adalat movement. People's Court or lok Adalat was first born three decades ago and put in to practice by Harivallab parikh in Rangpur, district Baroda in Gujarat. Under the chairmanship of justice Ranganath Mishra then a judge of the Supreme Court (who became the chief justice of India) the Lok—Adalat movement was strengthened further and he has taken an enviable lead to spread the message and to institutionalise the system as an harbinger of justice. In many states like Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Karnataka this Lok Adalat movement has set a record in its experiment. This experiment has been successfully proved in settling Motor Accident Cases. In many places, Lok Adalats are transfigured as people festivals of justice, in short Neethi Melas. Apart from potential litigation family friction, neighbourly

10(A) Neethi Melas conducted by the People's Council for Social Justice - a Voluntary organisation headed by V.R. Krishna Iyer. J. in Kerala. Through the mediation of the above council, a large number of Motor Accident cases could be settled in a short span of five years.
quarrels, local complaints against anti social elements and other public grievance, administrative benefits like old age pensions, invalid pensions, unemployed pensions, Government employees pensions, often delayed by the file methodology and paper logged process should be tackled here cutting through red-tape and other imponderable conditions.

Organising the Lok Adalat sessions are done by the State and District legal Aid and Advice Boards under the general guidance of the Committee for Implementing Legal Aid Scheme (CILAS).

Lok Adalat requires the participation of the people amongst whom it is to be held. Mobilisation of people can usually be done through voluntary organisations and with the help of people who are fair minded persons committed to the cause of justice to the poor. As such it is advisable to form several committees with specific tasks months ahead of the actual date of the Adalat. These committees include one for publicity and mobilisation. One for research and para legal services. One for liaison with courts, govt. offices and social service organisations and one for reception and other organisational arrangements. It is necessary for the research and para legal service committees to mount a multidimensional efforts with the help of young advocates, law teachers, and Law students in surveying the case files and preparing the briefs, in conducting field investigations and gathering data on the pattern of problems involving alternate strategies for settlement on the basis of relevant laws if the parties are so disposed and in conditioning the parties to make use of the Lok Adalat in the spirit in which it is conceived.
Undoubtedly, it is a sensitive job which requires knowledge of Law, patience, tact and understanding.

Our law must provide justice. Law and justice cannot remain distant neighbours. Legal assistance to the downtrodden masses is a social imperative. Active participation in a Lok Adalat involves service to mankind as well.

Procedure

The procedure for conducting a Lok-Adalat is very simple with regard to the Motor Accidents Claims. The need for referring Third party Motor Accidents Claims pending with Motor Accidents claims Tribunals to the Lok Adalat was considered in a symposium organised by G.I.C. in August 1985. Procedure to be adopted for settlement of such cases and the role to be played by each involved in the Lok-Adalat process, namely, the Legal Aid and Advice Board for each state, claimant and his advocate, and the respondents such as owner driver and insurer and their counsils, were considered thread bare. As formulated, the proposal for holding the Lok Adalat at a given centre is mooted by Local legal aid committee which forms a panel of judges either on adhoc basis or on permanent basis. The selection of cases is then made from amongst cases pending with MACT where the liability on the driver is more or less certain looking from the circumstances of cases.

Only such cases where dispute is limited to the aspect of quantum are selected for discussion. Generally the concerned member of the MACT

11 Ibid
does not participate in the proceedings. Panel of judges usually consists of three members - one being a retired High court, another a retired member of MACT and the third one will be selected from eminent advocates with the background of social work. The selection of cases is made by the MACT member in prior consultation with the Insurance Company. The advocates of the victims as well as those of the insurance companies present themselves and the arguments on the aspect of quantum may be advanced and no evidence is recorded. For a successful negotiation and settlement, the victims themselves are also encouraged to attend. Similar way, the responsible officers of the Insurers also attend to help their counsels to fix the quantum quickly while negotiation is taking place. Wherever possible, for a successful outcome during the Lok-Adalat, presettlement negotiations are also arranged to resolve the main issues with regard to the aspect of quantum. Having approximately arrived at a quantum, it would be easy for the parties to arrive at a just compensation during the final talk in Lok-Adalat. A very responsible attitude is required to be adopted by the parties to explore possibility of settlement of such claims. The claimant advocate shall produce copies of document necessary to decide the quantum of compensation. After fixing the quantum, a compromise petition is prepared duly signed by both the parties - Insurer and the victim/representative counter signed by the mediator and the same is handed over to the member of MACT for recording the settlement and for passing the award for the amount agreed up on. Generally, a fixed time limit of thirty days will be agreed to in between the parties for effecting payment by the concerned insurer. A pertinent question has
arisen in *United India Insurance Co. Ltd v. Pallappu Sreedevi* before the Andhra High Court—whether a Motor Accident Claims Tribunal can grant compensation in excess of the amount agreed to between the parties before the Lok – Adalat. As held, it is for the tribunal to decide the reasonable compensation and the agreement if any before the lok Adalat will not come in the way of the court for granting reasonable compensation. In another case, *Sushama Lata v. MACT Jaipur* a peculiar question was in issue as to whether a compromise agreement signed by the counsel without claimant's consent is valid. Rajasthan High Court said it is bad and section 96(3) could not be made applicable since the award was passed without the consent of the petitioner. In this case the petitioner could not get any relief since he had filed a writ in the place of appeal under section 110 – D of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1939. It was the justification of the petitioner himself that section 96 (3) of the Civil procedure code will be applicable, by which only an appeal was not preferred. However, one thing is definite that, a compromise without the consent of the claimant is voidable at the option of the claimant. So long as the claimant did not dispute, the compromise signed by his counsel may be sound in practice if not in Law.

Settlement through Lok – Adalats are voluntary on both sides and are at liberty to withdraw the case being finalised at Lok Adalat at any stage if either of them feels that the settlement is not in his

12 1993 A.C.J. 575

13 1989 A.C.J. 352

14 Section 96 (3) of the civil procedure code “No appeal lies from a decree passed by the court with the consent of the parties”
interest. The most important aspect of Lok Adalat is the opportunity allowed to the aggrieved to continue the case before the MACT if it is a pending one. In other type of cases, the party is free to approach the Tribunal or any court of Law to get his grievances redressed.

Role of General Insurance Corporation of India

The constitution of India has given the constitutional guarantee to the citizen of India that they cannot be deprived of justice, whatever might be the reasons. So far as the General Insurance Corporation of India and its General Insurance Industry is concerned there is great scope to continue to make ceaseless efforts and still more efforts to ensure that the aforesaid constitutional guarantee remains intact. They must find out different media under which the progress of settlement is accidented. It is gratifying to note that the G.I.C and its four subsidiaries have come out from time to time with novel media of settlements like Jald Rahat Yojana (a prelitigation scheme for settlement of Motor Accidents Third party claims) Lok Adalat, conciliation proceedings and out of court cum compromised settlement through MACT. It is also a fact that the Herculean efforts made by G.I.C and subsidiaries for settlement of Third party claims through Lok Adalalt medium itself has resulted in settlement of 1.21 lac claims since 1985, paying a total amount of Rs. 338.42 crores. No doubt, it has definitely produced a dent on the ever swelling figure of pending Motor Third party claims and constant inflow of new applications due to ever increasing number of accidents in the country.

16 Ibid
With regard to settlement of Motor Accident cases through Lok Adalat, its success mainly depend up on the sincere role played by the insurance company. It is the past experience that they have extended fullest co-operation. However, it is felt that, they can have a far better show since they are having sufficient infrastructure to deploy for the same. It is necessary that the persons who represent the insurance company must be legally qualified. The number of legally qualified persons are very few in number representing the general insurance industry - from within. It is required to recruit more number of legal officers for the third party claims. Processing and scrutiny of third party claims is the most important aspects for the success of Lok Adalat. Last but not the least, the investigating agency who undertakes preliminary survey and collects the required details for the insurance company seldom gives a correct report. The practice of the insurance company is to utilise private persons for investigation. It is a matter of concern and their loyalty and integrity towards the company and towards the society in general varies. In the case of investigators also, the General Insurance Industry has recruited only very few persons. They are not properly utilised. For the third party motor claims more number of investigators should be appointed. Once the rank and file is more strengthened the insurance company would be able to participate in more number of Lok Adalats and settle more number of third party claims.

Statutory recognition under the Legal service Authorities Act, 1987

On the enforcement of the Legal Service Authorities Act, 1987 Lok Adalat movement will have a new facet of life. Under the Act, the Lok
Adalat has every power to pass an award and every award shall be deemed to be a decree of a Civil Court or Tribunal and it is final and binding without any appeal.

It has all the trappings of a court by vesting with a power of summoning and enforcing attendance of any witness and examining him on oath, for the discovery of production of any document, the reception of evidence on affidavit and the requisitioning of any public record or document or copy of such record or document from any court or office. A Lok-Adalat organised for an area shall consist of such judicial officers of the area as may be specified by state or district authority constituted under the Act for organising such Lok Adalat. Where no award is made by the Lok Adalat on the ground that no compromise or settlement could be arrived at between the parties, it shall be open to the parties to continue the trial of dispute before the same court or tribunal where the matter was originally pending. The legislative attempts though seems to be a good start yet this piece of legislation has been criticized by Mr. Justice P.N. Bhagawati and V.K. Krishna Iyer J. as inadequate. The provision that a sitting member of the bench shall preside over the Adalat has drawn maximum criticism. It would however be a progressive step in providing a statutory recognition and protection to the compromise awards passed by the Lok-Adalat. But at the same time no such delicate court procedure would be there to compel...
any parties to appear before the Lok-Adalat either as a witness or as a proper/necessary party.

The success of the people's court would surely depend upon the wholehearted co-operation of the entire unit. Such a spirit can be gradually developed and generated as a long standing measure. Therefore a statutory touch should not exceed the limit to the extent of a magic touch of judicial extravagance.

The growth of this movement may ultimately structure the society against the litigation neurosis.

A comparative overview

In countries like Japan, France and Norway settlement of cases through conciliation has become a very successful affair in the day to day administration of justice. In Japan it is the duty of the court either on the application of the parties or Suomoto to send all civil proceedings either to a body consisting of two laymen and a judge or to judicial commissioners for a negotiated settlement.

If the conciliation court succeeds in persuading the parties to arrive at a settlement its terms are recorded by the Court and the order becomes binding as a judgment. In the event of failure the proceedings are dealt with in the ordinary manner.

In France, all cases, go to a Cantonal Court presided over by a layman for conciliation and an agreed settlement. Failing a settlement the case goes for disposal to the court.

In Norway, it is a condition precedent to be placed before a conciliation council, composed of three mediators designated by the local authority.

We may profitably refer to the procedure adopted by the conciliation council in Norway.

"It is up to the one who intends to bring the action to request mediation by filing a summons with the conciliation council, usually at the place where the other party, is domiciled. The summons must state the subject matter of the dispute. The chairman of the conciliation council will then summon the parties to a sitting of the council, where they, as a rule must appear in person. They are not allowed in any case to let professional barristers appear in lieu of them or appear accompanied by barristers. If the conciliation council succeeds in bringing about a settlement between the parties, a formal agreement is entered into and is recorded in the official records of the conciliation council. Such a formal agreement will in the main, have the same effect as a final judgment. If that parties fail to agree, the dispute will usually be referred to the Court for trial".

20 Ibid
22 Ibid
The system of conciliation has also been tried in Pakistan. The conciliation courts ordinance was promulgated in 1961. The ordinance brought about important changes in regard to settlement and adjudication of petty civil and criminal cases. Primarily the role of the court is to conciliate between the parties and that is why it has been given the name of the conciliation court. The chairman has to constitute the court every time a case is brought to him for settlement. Each of the parties to the dispute has to nominate two representatives out of whom one must be a member of the Union Council concerned.

As reported, the conciliation courts in Pakistan have been playing a very useful role in settling dispute amicably. By and large people are satisfied with the sense of participation the system often given them.

Scope of Professional Lawyers

The tools and strategies of the conventional lawyers are found inadequate to the new challenges in a variety of situations traditional and modern, rural and urban. Further, several situation where lawyers have been involved in the past are now found capable of being effectively handled by people with lesser qualification for much lesser fees. In short, the professional lawyer in third world countries trained in colonial systems is increasingly in danger of turning irrelevant in the conciliatory dispute settlement process unless he

---

adapts himself to the changed circumstances. As a fact, there is demand from rural and urban communities for more Lok-Adalats in their areas. Indeed a silent revolution is under way to set in motion an alternative style of dispute settlement in which lawyers will play a secondary role to social activists. Antagonism and reactionary tendencies will not help to stop the revolution. It would be better to realise the gravity of the situation and flow along with the current by attaining necessary adaptability.

A reform is therefore needed to strengthen the Lok-Adalat movement. A reference to the Lok-Adalat for the purpose of a compromise settlement may be made as a condition precedent to start with the trial before the Motor Accident claims Tribunal. In case of failure, a failure report shall also be made compulsory for the purpose of submitting before the Tribunal along with the compensation application. This will definitely help to reduce the overload of the Motor Accidents Claim's Tribunal.

JALD RAHAT YOJANA - A PRELITIGATION SCHEMES FOR SETTLEMENT OF MOTOR ACCIDENTS CLAIMS

This is the most ambitious and the novel scheme offered by the General Insurance Corporation of India. The master brain of this scheme is Hon'ble Mr. Justice A.M. Ahmadi of the Supreme Court, who is now the Chief Justice of India. In order to deal with ever increasing number of road accidents, when third parties are victims, it is felt essential to deal expeditiously the claims of compensation. Recourse to M.A.C.T. or Lok Adalat could not contain the huge arrears or even arrest the
staggering movement. An idea was therefore mooted out that the General Insurance Industry should deal with Motor Third Party claims even at prelitigation stage. With this background, it is felt essential to pool all resources available and establish a combined office for all the four companies at the metropolitan centres in order to have a uniform approach, take loss minimisation measures and arrive at settlements as expeditiously as possible. These combined offices are named, Motor Third Party Claims offices. As decided by the General Insurance Corporation in the month October 1990, the Motor Third Party claims were constituted first at Metropolitan Centres such as Madras, Calcutta, Delhi and Bombay and thereafter at Poona, Cochin and Bangalore. The Motor Third party claims offices of Kerala is centered at Ernakulam.

Steps to be taken for implementation of the Scheme

General Insurance Corporation has prescribed certain steps as follows:

1. Calling for application from claimants who desire to secure compensation at prelitigation stage.

2. For this purpose, it may be necessary to insert public notice so that the claimants who are having complete documents may apply for compensation in the prescribed form which can be obtained from the address indicated in the public notice.

24 Though it is a joint venture of all the four subsidiaries, constitution and establishment of such offices is the responsibility of the Flag Company of that zone. The United India Insurance Co. Ltd. being the Flag Company of the Southern zone, United India has to take all the measures to set up one in Kerala.
3. The claimant has to submit the prescribed application duly completed along with the supporting documents as enumerated in the application.

4. The application along with the documents may be scrutinised to confirm that the application so received can be considered for payment of compensation at the prelitigation stage.

5. Motor Policy of the involved vehicle is required to be verified to ensure that accident has fallen within the policy period.

6. There is a valid insurance at the material time of accident due to compliance of Section 64 V B of the Insurance Act, 1938.

7. To ascertain that the liability about the accident reported is established under the policy.

8. Vehicle documents and driving licence of the person driving at the material time of accident needs to be verified.

9. On considering the foregoing, if the application is found in order, the amount of compensation can be estimated.

10. A panel to recommend the quantum of compensation consisting of retired judge and medical practitioner as nominated by the State Legal Aid Board may be constituted.

11. A retired Insurance Executive to work on the panel may also be nominated by Chairman, GIC/CMD of the company.

12. Notice about the date of session may be given to claimant and issued to remain present before the panel to negotiate compensation.

13. Once the amount is agreed in the presence of the claimant, insured and representative of the Insurance Company, a prescribed form of agreement may be signed by the concerned parties.
14. A discharge voucher in the prescribed form may be obtained from the claimant so as to disburse the amount of compensation as agreed.

15. An intimation of the agreement and the amount agreed may be furnished to the concerned MACT to record with them the compromised settlement.

Basic Formalities:

A claimant who needs compensation under the Jald Rahat Yojana Scheme may submit the prescribed application form duly filled along with a copy of the F.I.R., details of the vehicle, Insurance, driving licence, proof of age and income, photographs, medical certificates, ills and other hospital records to the Motor Third Party Claims Offices. A photograph of the injured must be affixed on the application form. After certification and necessary investigation, a date will be intimated to the claimant to attend the negotiation before an independent panel of judges. If the amount offered by the panel is acceptable to the claimant a compromise agreement will be arrived at and the Motor Third Party claims office will immediately make payment to the claimant subject to the receipt of the discharge voucher duly signed. The procedure is very simple. There is no evidence taking other than producing the most relevant documents to fix the quantum of compensation. The presence of a lawyer is not necessary. No fee like Court fee is exacted from the claimant. This scheme would prove beneficial to claimants who do not have to file any action before the MACT or with any other court or statutory authority as a pre-requisite
to the settlement under this medium. It costs nothing and could well become the quickest mode of settlement. It is devised to avoid the exploitation of the middlemen and ambulance chasers.

Existing Limitation of the Scheme

Death cases, cases involving minors and 'Hit and Run' cases are outside the purview of the scheme. As amended, the new Motor Vehicle Act, 1988 creates no difficulty with regard to period of limitation. At any time a claimant can take the advantage of the machinery. Previously, an application for compensation was necessarily to be filed with in the required period i.e., six months. Since the time limit is now deleted, one can select his own convenient date for filing the same. Since it is a prelitigation scheme, it presupposes that no case is filed before the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal. A settlement under this scheme is most advantageous to the claimant. The amount paid under the scheme will go directly to the third party without the intervention of any unscrupulous element. If the claimant is not satisfied with the compensation offered by the panel, he will be at liberty to pursue his remedy before the Motor Accident Claims Tribunal. It is the cheapest and quickest scheme, safe guarding the interest, of the claimant in a real sense. It gives them great solace, physically and mentally without incurring any expenses.

However, we may notice the intervention of some middlemen in the form of agents who act as helping hands to the poor victim. In practice,

25 Section 152 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, validates an agreement entered into between the insurer and the insured alongwith the third party.
they exploit these poor victims more than the professional men. Once the
scheme is more widespread and accustomed with, the poor victim may be
able to dispense with such touts or agents. The foul play of these
agents become possible only with the silence of the Insurance official.
If the officials of the Motor Third Party claims officers are vigilant
they can easily find out these touts and keep away to a larger extent.
It is also necessary to entertain death cases and cases involving minors
under the Jald Rahat Yojana Scheme. The present system of payment must
be modified. Instead of lumpsum payment, periodical payment must be
adopted.

Out of Court and Compromised settlement through the Motor Accident
Claims Tribunal

In Kerala, out of Court and compromised settlement through the
Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal (MACT) has also been a successful
affair. It is done as follows: The Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal
prepares a list of cases in which prima facie liability is established.
Since there are four Insurance Companies, one or two days will be
allotted to each company. Usually, the list contains eighty to hundred
or even more number of cases. These cases will be posted to a convenient
date of all the parties with prior consultation. Recently it has become
a monthly affair and the dates for each Insurance company is fixed.
Through a process of conciliation, a good number of case may be settled.
Experience shows that the number of cases which can be settled through
this process varies from 50% to 75%.
Conciliation Courts

This is a novel court project to clear backlog of the cases pending with Motor Accidents Claims Tribunals. The conciliation court project was first conducted in Himachal Pradesh, during the tenure of its Hon'ble Chief Justice Mr. P.D. Desai. This project met with a remarkable success as a record number of 30,000 cases were disposed of by the Courts in Himachal Pradesh.

Under this project an attempt is made to bring about reconciliation between the parties at the early stages of litigation. At Nagpur, where the project was lodged on experimental basis, six courts designated as conciliation courts and they were presided over by different judges like Civil Courts of Junior and Senior Division, District and Session Judge etc. The cases were to be decided by the panel of the retired judges. As observed by the Law Commission the results of the conciliation court project in Himachal Pradesh were so encouraging that the success of the model could not be put in to question and its impact on reducing litigation was noteworthy. As desired, the scheme would be very effective and must be made obligatory in all courts.

The Role of People's Council for Social Justice

In Kerala, the impact of voluntary organisations is tremendous. The success of these organisations is mainly due to the whole hearted co-

27 The Law Commission of India, 129th Report
28 Ibid.
operation of the public spirited citizen. Their programmes are transfigured as peoples programmes. Among the voluntary organisation who stand for the Legal Aid and Legal Literacy Programmes, a pivotal role is played by the people's council for social justice. It is a society, registered in 1985 under the Travancore - Cochin - Literary, Scientific and Charitable Societies Registration Act, 1955. This council had placed too such emphasis on the conduct of Lok Adalats or Neethi Melas as well as non litigative settlement of disputes by utilisation of the good offices of senior members of the Bar, retired judges, and other responsible members of the society through negotiation and mediation. The State Legal Aid and Advice Board in Kerala was not functioning well during the years of 1985 to 1988. It was the people council alone who could took an envious lead in organising Lok Adalats especially for setting Motor Accidents claims.

Through their mediation and incessant efforts, thousands of Motor Accidents Claims were amicably compromised and settled for the delivery of social justice to the poor victims.

Need for Reforms

The primary and the sole objective of the law relating to compensation is how to deliver Speedy justice to the poor accidents victims or their dependants. The existing machinery the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunals in particular as well as supplementary forms like Lok

30 See Chapter IV
Adalat, Jald Rahat Yojana and conciliatory courts in General have been considered. It is our experience that either the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunals or the supplementary forums in their individual status and capacity could not deal and contain the whole subject matter towards delivery of speedy justice to the victims. No doubt, the existing machinery, the Motor Accidents claims Tribunal can be improved to a further extent, but such an improvement with, in the framework 'traditional fault' concept appears to be a futile exercise and it remains as a stumbling block against its reforms.

In the alternative, it is suggested that the existing Tribunal system itself should be overhauled and reorganised. The functional importance of the Motor Accidents claims Tribunal has to be necessarily redefined. A Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal must be given a dual status - both of conciliatory and adjudicatory, whatever be the supplementary forums are in operation, a final disposal of a claim is possible only with the approval of the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal. Therefore, a co-ordination of functions under a common platform, i.e. Motor Accidents claims Tribunal can be suitably structured without any financial burden.

When an application for compensation is filed; a tribunal must have sufficient infrastructure to complete the summons with in fifteen days. On its first appearance itself the parties shall be required to produce all the documents relating to the vehicle, accident and victim. Only in extra ordinary circumstances, an adjournment shall be allowed for a period of maximum ten days. After that, a date will be fixed for

31 See Chapter V
considering the case before a conciliation court statutorily provided for.

**Constitution of Conciliation Court/Committee**

Under a Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal five different conciliation committees need be constituted. Since there are four subsidiaries of insurance companies, it is essential to have separate committees for each company. Other than the Insurance companies, the fifth committee is for the state and such other undertakings like K.S.R.T.C. etc. In each committee for conciliation, the Tribunal - judicial member will be the chairman. Other than the chairman two more members shall be nominated. One member must be a qualified Orthopaedic Surgeon preferably from the District headquarters. For each committee different medical members need be engaged. The other member is the representative of the insurer. In case of Insurance Companies also according to the subsidiaries, different representatives shall be nominated. The members of the committee other than the permanent judicial member shall be governed by their respective parent organisation. Their appointment to the conciliation committee shall be for a maximum two years on deputation basis. In a week, four days can be allotted to the four subsidiaries for conducting conciliatory sessions. For filing an application no fee shall be imposed at the initial stage. On application a photograph of the injured/deceased shall necessarily be affixed. When the case is compromised a fixed sum of Rs.100 shall be realised towards administrative costs. Appearance of parties through advocates shall be made optional only. Filing of written statements or other pleadings
shall not be insisted for considering before the conciliation court. On enforcing the structured compensation formula, the conciliation process will be very simple and quickest. The award can be passed immediately on the standardised printed formats prepared in triplicate. A copy of the award will be presented to the claimant and another copy will be handed over to the representative of the insurance company and the third copy will be retained in the file of the tribunal. Though the award is passed by the tribunal, the same needs to be countersigned by the other members of the conciliation committee besides the actual claimant himself. Though the amount is determined on the lumpsum, the payment to the victim shall be on the periodical basis for which a separate procedure for periodical payment shall be devised.

There are several circumstances under which a prima facie liability cannot be established or the insurance company may not be able to accept the liability on violation of policy conditions such cases have to undergo adjudication. It is definite that such cases are only few in number. As provided under the structured compensation, if a claimant need not prove fault, it only helps the conciliatory court to settle the maximum number of cases.

Therefore, the conciliatory function of the Tribunal may be redefined, and statutory provision for conciliatory courts/committees may be incorporated.
CHAPTER XI
COMPARITIVE POSITION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

A most important and challenging task for the social scientist is to analyse, examine, compare, weigh and evaluate the impact of different systems for the prevention of accidents and for the payment of compensation to the victims. The simultaneous presence of liability, insurance and safety regulation complicates the process, the benefits and costs of a certain control measure or compensation scheme must be evaluated with respect to its impact on all parts of the system. However, economic models typically analyse single method of regulation or compensation separately. The legal literature exhibits a splitting in to subfields, regulation is part of administrative law and to some extent criminal law, liability is part of Tort Law and insurance is part of contract law.

A better understanding of the functioning of different schemes of compensation and safety regulation is of vital importance in our technically advanced and risky world.

"Compensation cases raise issues of social, economic and financial policy not amenable to judicial reform but can be resolved by the legislature only after full consideration of factors which cannot all be brought into clear focus, or be weighed and assessed in the course of

1 For instances, economic analyses of environmental hazards normally abstracts from risk aversion, safety regulation is rarely considered in studies of product liability and the insurance literature neglects safety regulation.

forensic process. "The judge, however wise, creative and imaginative he may be — is "cabind, cribb'd, confin'd bound in not as was Macbeth, to his Saucy doubts and fears" but by the evidence and arguments of litigants. It is this limitation inherent in the forensic process, which sets bounds to the scope of judicial law reform "3. The reform must therefore come from parliament for which necessary research must continue and develop. The importance of the subject has become more widely recognised especially in India. Road accidents, around 3 lakhs in number, have claimed about 60,000 lives in India during 1992. In the last three decades the fatality rate has multiplied ten fold. The untold human misery and loss is immeasurable. No one of course can put a price tag on a human life, but there is loss to the community everytime a bread winner or a potential bread winner is killed, maimed or temporarily disabled by a traffic accident. The urgency of adopting measures to drastically reduce road accidents as well as to mitigate the loss cannot be emphasized enough.

The following comparative review of the compensation systems mainly based on the earlier discussion may help us to make an appraisal of our existing system in India.

All the schemes mostly contemplate the payment of compensation without proof of fault. Payment in such cases is mainly made by a corporation created by law or from a fund maintained by the state and is generally subject to certain monetary limitations. Compensation exceeding that limit can however be claimed under the ordinary process.

3 Lim poh choo V. Camden and Islington Area Health Authority 1980 A.C.J. 486, 489 (H.L)
The fund from which payment is made is financed by contribution levied from the insurers. In some countries, payment is made by the insured person or by the insurer but the state undertakes liability if there is no insurance or if the owner is not identified. In a few other countries, the fault is not abolished, but the burden of dis-proof of fault is shifted on to the defendant.

Sweden

In Sweden, all motor vehicles, are compulsorily to be insured. Though the Swedish law of general tort liability does not govern injuries suffered in a road accident, it was the Motorists Liability Act, 1916 which imposed statutory liability for road accidents. The liability was originally based on two principles (1) rebuttable presumption of fault and (2) liability of the owner of a car for the presumed fault of the driver. The burden of proof of fault was thus imposed on the owner or user to show that a negligent act has not been committed. This statutory rule which imposes liability on the holder of the automobile unless he can prove absence of negligence in operating the vehicle and keeping it in good order, differs from the Anglo-American use of the maxim res ipsa loquitur, in so far as the reversal of the burden of proof applies to all cases covered by the statute, not only to those where the condition necessary for the application of the

4 The Swedish Traffic Insurance Act, 1929. General liability in Sweden for personal injury is governed by the Tort Liability Act of 1912 which requires a person causing personal injury intentionally or through negligence to compensate the person injured. See New Swedish Tort Liability Act (1974) 22 Ame.J.Com.L.P.I.

maxim are present. Subject to these special rules the general doctrine of fault continued to govern liability in Sweden for road accidents up to 1975. In the year 1975, a new Swedish Traffic Damage Act was passed which came into effect in the year 1976. Under this all traffic victims are entitled to receive in principle, full compensation for their personal injuries. This applies to drivers and passengers in their own cars as well as to pedestrians and cyclists. Even drivers and passengers in uninsured motor vehicles and persons injured by unidentified vehicles are entitled to full compensation. The compensation is to be paid out directly by the traffic insurance of the individuals' motor vehicles or by the Swedish Association of Traffic Insurance Companies when uninsured or unidentified motor vehicles are involved. In other words, the insurance companies provide compensation regarding all of the personal injuries related to a person's own vehicle even if the injuries were the result of a collision with another motor vehicle. Thereafter the insurance company has a right of recourse against the insurer of the party who was at fault or against the Association of Traffic Insurance Companies if the injury was caused by an uninsured or unidentified motor vehicle.

The Traffic Damage Act of 1975 creates a 'no fault' scheme of compensation based on compulsory insurance, with claims being made directly against the insurer. Contributory negligence may reduce damages if it constitutes gross negligence or wilful misconduct (e.g. self induced injuries) or if the driver is drunk or negligent.


7 Ivar Wennborg, "Sweden Road Traffic Injuries Commission" (1989) vol.6 (1) Dnyanaajyotl, p.41
A special feature of the Swedish law governing compensation for death and personal injury is that the assessing of the awards is very much centralized. The insurance companies are obliged to consult the 'Central Road Traffic Injuries Commission' (Trafikskadenaundersökningsnämnden).

Switzerland

In Switzerland, the strict liability rule has been accepted in a number of cases by special statutes, in connection with industrial accidents traffic accidents and atomic energy accidents. Under the Swiss Road Traffic Law, the only defence allowed is that the accident was due to an unavoidable event caused neither by a defect in the condition of the vehicles nor by failure of mechanism. The injured person is entitled to compensation unless the defendant proves that the accident occurred fortuitously or through 'serious fault' on the part of the injured person or some third party and that neither he nor any person for whom he was responsible was guilty of fault and that the vehicle concerned was not a defective condition. If both parties are partly to blame, liability is apportioned taking account not merely the degree of fault on each side but also the 'operational risks of a vehicle'. As in many risk system countries, the result of this provision is that in many cases, even if the fault is equal, a greater proportion of the blame will be put up on the vehicle user up on the

---

8 Selmer "personal Injury Law in Nordic Countries (1970) 18 A.J.C.L. 54, 56 (since 1936 the commission is in force)
9 Veera Bolgar "Motor vehicles Accidents compensation Type and Trends" 2 Am.J.Comp L.515(1953)
10 Article 591, Swiss Road Traffic Law, 1958
basis that he is using something which is inherently dangerous. Besides
damage to death and bodily injury the Act cover damage to property as
well.

United States of America

In many states in the U.S.A. statutory schemes have been introduced
for the compensation of victims of Motor Vehicles accidents. These
schemes may broadly classified in to (i) Those where benefits are paid
through a fund contained and administered by a government agency and
(ii) those in which benefits are paid through private enterprise
insurers. The subject of no fault liability has received the maximum
consideration in the states of U.S.A.

Illinois

In Illinois compulsory no fault scheme was introduced with effect
from January 1, 1972. It provides, for medical, hospital and funeral
expenses incurred with in a year of the accident that caused the injury,
to a maximum of only $ 2,000. The maximum income continuation benefit is
$ 150 a week with a 52 week limit. Provision is also made for the
payment of an amount up to $ 12 a day for one year on account of loss of
service where an injured person is not a wage earner.

An interesting feature of the Illinois plan is its provision for an
optional coverage paying all medical, hospital, and funeral expenses
with no time limit but with a maximum of $ 2,000/- for funeral expenses,
a limit $ 50,000 per person and $ 100,000 per accident. This optional

11 Society of Conservative Lawyers Your Rights, Your Courts Your
Injuries, P.81 (1970)
12 p.A 77 - 1430, amending Illinois Insurance code of 1937
coverage would also extent wage loss benefit for five years and would pay survivors benefits for five years as well. In this scheme, a limitation is imposed on recovery for pain and suffering which is subjected to the action on negligence.

New York

A comprehensive Automobile Insurance Reparation Act was passed in 1973 by the State legislature in New York. It has no provision for death benefits and no property damage was also covered under the Act. It pays for medical, hospital and associated expenses and psychiatric costs, as well as the cost of physical and occupational therapy and rehabilitation. Damages for non-penniary losses are limited to cases of serious injury. The right to bring an action in negligence is saved, but there can be no recovery for any loss covered by the personal injury insurance.

In 1977, the law in New York was amended introducing two basic tribunals, one for determining question of a medical nature and the other for determining question of a non medical nature. Non medical question would include question relating to loss of wages, miscellaneous expenses and the ambit of coverage of policy.

Michigan

Under the Michigan scheme, compulsory personal protection insurance facilitates to pay for all medical and hospital expenses and for all recovery and rehabilitation costs. Lost income is to be made up with a

13 Law commission of India 85th Report p.83
14 Mc Kinney's Insurance Law,Ant XVIII See from 670 (w.e.f 1-1-1994)
15% deduction and with a maximum of 1,000 dollars per month and a limit of 3 years. In this sense, the limit for wages comes to 36,000 dollars. There is no limit for medical expenses. Provision is made in the Michigan law for periodic adjustments to reflect changes in the cost of living. An injured party is still entitled to bring a negligence action, but the personal protection insurer may recover from the damages awarded any amount paid out under the policy or deduct the recovery from any benefits owing. Recovery for non-pecuniary losses is limited to cases of death, serious disability or disfigurement.

The unique aspect of the Michigan legislation is its, 'compulsory property protection insurance' which pays property losses, irrespective of fault up to a maximum of one million dollars.

Uniform Motor Vehicle Accident Reparation Act

In the uniform Act, there is a reparation system in which each person insures himself against the loss incurred in operating a motor vehicle. This principle is regarded as essential to the full and efficient compensation of motor vehicles losses and the rational allocation of the resulting cost. This is prepared for a uniformity in U.S.A. but the same has not been enacted in any state.

All persons injured in an automobile accident are assured of benefits for their injuries without regard to fault.

16 Keeton & Keeton Tort (1977) p.802
The uniform Act establishes certain compulsory minimum benefit, called "basic reparation benefits" which are to be paid without regard to fault to persons suffering loss from injury arising out of the maintenance or use of a motor vehicle.

But (1) persons who intentionally injure themselves or others (and their survivors) or (2) persons who "convert" motor vehicle or if they are under the age of 15 years are wholly excluded from the benefits. In the latter case they can claim under their own insurance. There seems to be no overall limit in point of dollars or for time with respect to benefits for loss of work, economic loss to survivors and replacement service loss.

Payment of benefits under the Uniform Act

The basic reparation benefits of a 'basis reparation insured' are always paid by his own insurance company. A basic reparation insured is a person identified by name or an insured in a contract of basic reparation of insurances his spouse, or other relative residing in the same household, and a minor in his custody or the custody of a relative residing with the named insured. An exception to the general rule is made for injuries to the driver or other occupant of a vehicle that occur while the vehicle is being used in the business of transporting persons or property. The other exception is an injury to an employee, his spouse, or other relative residing with him, if the accident causing the injury occurs while the injured person is driving or occupying a

18 Bombaugh "Uniform Motor Vehicles Accidents Reparation Act" 59 Am. Bar Asso. journ 45 (1973)
19 Ibid
vehicle furnished by an employer. In both these cases the insurance covering the vehicle is responsible for the benefits.

An injured person who is not a 'basic separation insured' recovers basic separation benefits from the insurer of the vehicle he occupied or if, a pedestrian, from the insurer of any involved vehicle. The insurer paying basic separation benefits to an uninsured pedestrian is entitled to contribution from the insurers, of all involved vehicles. An unoccupied parked vehicle is not an involved vehicle unless it was parked so as to cause unreasonable risk of injury.

Canada

In Canada, the province of Sasketchewan was the first to legislate a no-fault compensation law. Under this statute, drivers are required to purchase insurance from a Government Insurance Office, which in turn, provides a fixed scale of compensation, without the need to establish fault for accident victims, including drivers. Over and above the fixed scale, common law action on negligence is also allowed. The amount obtained under the no fault scheme is deducted. From the scheme of no fault compensation the drunken, uninsured, or the suicidal driver's are excluded. It is compulsory to have insurance at the time of taking registration of the vehicle as well as obtaining diving license.

The coverage is secured under an exclusive provincial Insurance Fund. All drivers and car owners must pay for Government Insurance

20 The Automobile Accident Insurance Act, 1946 which was amended in 1963-64 see also Mr.Justice Herron and Mr.Justice Aspray, paper on Motor car and the Law p.12 (common wealth Law conferences, 1965)
annually, concurrently with their applications for renewal of licences and registrations.

The Insurance policy lapses with the expiration of the licence and registration. The terms of the Insurance contract are contained in the statute.

A brief sketch of the provisions of the Saskatchewan scheme is given below:

(i) All drivers are required, as a condition of driving, to secure a certificate of Insurance by paying a basic premium.

(ii) All insurance is provided by the Saskatchewan Govt Insurance Office.

(iii) For his premium the driver buys, in effect three kinds of coverage such as accident protection, property loss and liability insurance.

(iv) It is the accident Insurance that is the key to the compensation plan. It provides accident coverage for 'every person' suffering bodily injury from the use or operation of a motor vehicle.

(v) There is an elaborate schedule of benefits. For total disability the maximum benefit is $25 per week for a maximum period of 104 weeks; for partial disability the amount is

21 Gregory & Kalven Cases and Materials on Torts p.898 (1969) See also Keeton & O'connel, Basic protection for the Traffic victim pp 140 - 148 (1965)
$12.50 per week. In case of death the benefits are $5,000 for the primary dependant and $1000 to each secondary dependant. If the deceased was a housewife the award is $2000/- and if child it varies from $100 to $1000 depending on the age of the child.

(vi) Common law actions for negligence are left intact by the Act, subject to deduction of any accident insurance benefits paid under the Act.

(vii) Since the province has an independent scheme of health Insurance, it is not necessary for this act to cover medical expenses resulting from auto accidents.

In many other provinces of Canada, while liability continues to be based on negligence, the victim's prospects for collection of damages have been improved by the enactment of safety responsibility legislations including Impounding acts. These Acts provide that after an accident, a vehicle involved in the accident shall be impounded at the instance of a public official unless proof of financial responsibility has been furnished. The vehicle impounded is not released until all claims are settled or security given for the payment and until proof of financial responsibility for the future is given.

In Denmark its Road Traffic Act provides for compulsory third party Insurance. The liability is based on fault. The burden to prove the fault is reversed and it is on the defendant.

22 Law commission of India 85th report p.68
23 Gomard "Compensation for Auto Accidents" (1970) 18 A.J.C.L. 80,82
24 Id. at 84
Finland

In the Nordic Countries mainly Finland, the personal liability of the owner and of the user of the Motor vehicle has been practically abolished. Their liability has been replaced by a compulsory insurance system for the direct benefit of the injured person. The position is much same in the Norway also. However, if the loss or damage exceeds the limits of the insurance policy, the owner user, or driver is liable under the general tort rules of fault.

France

In France the liability for motor accidents has been entirely taken out of the jurisdiction of administrative courts and subjected to the principles of private law and the jurisdiction of ordinary courts. The basis of liability is fault, the proof of the same has been shifted to the defendants. Article 1384 provides that "A person is liable not only for the damage he causes by his own act but also for that which is caused by the act ... of thing which he has under his control". It can be seen that a broader liability was in fact developed in the case of Motor Vehicles by way of a judicial interpretation. The word 'thing' was interpreted as even something as diffuse as electricity or gas and liability was imposed, without proof of fault for damage caused by such things which were usually dangerous such as motor vehicles and machines.

25 Supra n. 12 at p.85
26 Finnish Motor Vehicle Insurance Act, 1959
27 Norwegian Motor Vehicles Liability Act, 1961
28 Civil code, Arts 1384 to 1386
— provided that they were under defendants's 'garde' or more exactly under 'use' 'direction' and control: contributory negligence is however recognized in France as a defence in certain cases by judicial decisions. This was criticized as contrary both to the logic of the provisions, interpretation and to the policy behind that interpretation.

**Germany**

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the law imposes strict liability on the keeper of a vehicle though he can show that the accident was due to an 'unavoidable event that is caused neither by a defect in the conditions of the vehicle, nor by a failure of its mechanism and that he or his driver had shown care of a skilled driver, he can avoid liability. The driver may also be found liable, which reverses the burden of proof. It is interesting to examine the West German Law relating to road traffic accidents in details. As described by H.C. Horton the duty of a German driver is very much onerous. Besides disclosing the details of the vehicle, insurance and accident, he has to ensure that the damage is kept to a minimum. It is his duty to exercise all means of reasonable steps to minimise the loss. In case he fails to comply with the above fully he runs the risk of losing his insurance indemnity, for, although his insurance Company must discharge the third party liability, the same will be recouped from the driver himself.

30 Id. at 529
31 Section 7 The German Road Traffic Act, 1952
32 Motor Traffic Accidents and West German Law (1976) 126 New LJ. 1201, 1202
If however, an accident occurs and no one is injured except the driver himself or there is no damage to property other than that of the driver himself, there is no duty to stop nor to report the accident to police even if the driver was in anyway unfit to drive at the time of accident. When a road traffic accident occurs it is always advisable to call the police who are obliged to investigate any accident whether it is major or minor or only property damage. When the police arrive, the parties to the accident are not obliged to make any statement.

A driver involved in a road traffic accident has a duty also to prevent further accidents arising from his mishap. He must stay by his vehicle to warn other road users and when the police arrive, may only leave it when ordered to do so by the police. Warning triangles should also be placed on the road. Other road users must exercise due care if they see that an accident has occurred or signs which might so indicate.

The most important aspect is the denial of Insurance protection to the driver in case of infringements of the traffic rules and regulations. It is equally true that a third party is not however affected and the insurance company has to meet their liability.

Japan

In Japan, compensation to a motor accident victim is provided for irrespective of fault. The Damage Law provides that "A person who for his own benefit, places an automobile in operational use, if he has

33 Sir John Barry, "Compensation without Litigation," (1964) 37 ALJ 399
34 Section 3 of the Automobile Damage compensation security Law, 1955.
injured the life or body of another, is bound to compensate him for the damage which has arisen therefrom. Provided, however that this does not apply if he can prove that he and the driver did not neglect care in the operation of the automobile, that there was wilfulness or negligence on the part of the injured party other than the driver and that there was not structural defect nor functional disorder in the automobile".

There are three types of entitlement of compensation to a road accident victim such as liability under the civil code, liability under the compulsory liability Insurance system and governmental compensation not otherwise compensated through insurance: claims for property damage is covered under the civil code. The provision on compulsory insurance do not apply to motor vehicles operated by the state, public corporations, prefectural Governments, and the five major Japanese cities. These holders presumably have the means to pay damages and are willing to do so.

Governmental compensation is generally provided for Hit and Run cases and other cases which are not covered under the liability insurance.

Under the liability insurance scheme, the maximum amount payable has been prescribed such as, in the case of death - 5,00,000 yen; for serious injury 1,00,000 yen; for slight injury 30,000 yen.

35 Article 2 of the Enforcement order implementing Article 13 of the Act, 1955
Soviet Russia

Fault is the basis of liability in respect of Motor Vehicles

Accident in the Soviet Russia. An important ruling of the supreme

Court of the USSR in 1963 shows clearly what had been the dominant line. Ruling spells out that

"Possessors of a source of increased danger are to be understood as organisation or citizens carrying out the exploitation of the source of increased danger by virtue of their having the right, of ownership or by virtue of operational management as well as on other basis (eg : - by virtue of a contract of lease, hire or trust, and also on the basis of administrative decision of the competent organs, handing over the source of increased danger to the temporary use of the organisation)."

Specific rules have also been worked out in the U.S.S.R. as to liability for accident caused by motor cars and it appears that they fall under the general treatment of motor cars as a source of increased danger. From the purely formal point of view the soviet law is quite sophisticated.

It rests on two principles

(1) A person who injures another is liable unless he proves that he was not at fault (No liability without fault - reversed burden of proof on the defendant)

36 Articles 444 and 454 of the Russian Civil code of 1964


38 Id at p.446
(2) The owner of a source of increased hazard is liable for hazard harm caused by it unless he proves that the danger was caused by insuperable force or the victims act.

**New Zealand**

Compared to all other countries New Zealand is the only country where a most ambitious scheme has been introduced. The payment of compensation is made by the state through a scheme of social insurance. As recommended by the wood house report, the payment is made without the necessity of proof of fault. The New Zealand legislation has abolished all rights of action in tort for personal injury or death. It should be noted that the scheme purports to be a unified and comprehensive scheme of accident compensation, in as much as it is not confined to injuries caused by motor vehicles accidents.

The award of compensation is by a commission constituted for the purpose under the Act. It is a body corporate with three members appointed for a three year term, on the recommendation of the Minister of Labour.

We may now turn our attention to the conclusions and suggestions that emerge from this study.

---


41 Accident compensation Act 1972 (Amended Act of 1982)
CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The accident toll on our road traffic is staggering. Obviously this appalling toll of life and health represents heavy economic loss in addition to human tragedy. The enormous increase in the number of motor vehicles with its rash, negligent and reckless use by unscrupulous, inexperienced and dangerous drivers in the most miserably managed roads coupled with concomitant hazards would draw our attention that Accident Prevention and Accident compensation are thoroughly two compatible aims. Proposed solutions to the traffic problems abound. Preventive efforts concentrated on each of the variables the driver, the road and the vehicle are all being initiated. Still it is a Will O' the wisp; In the same vein, the accident compensation to traffic victims as a major and inescapable problem of our day at least to alleviate if not to eliminate the miseries of the ill fated breed new problems in the process of its administration. In a Welfare State, to dispense justice by all means to traffic victims has become a desideratum.

Motor Vehicles are not considered as dangerous machines. Motoring activity is found useful. Our primary concern in therefore to find out ways and means to prevent accidents to the maximum extent possible. In this context, a more scientific approach needs to be developed in the aspects of Traffic Engineering, Traffic Education and Traffic Enforcement. Like the National High Way safety Act in the U.S.A. or the Road Safety Act in the U.K., a similar Road safety Act may be enacted in India to regulate not only motor vehicles and driving but also traffic
engineering service, design and construction of roads. The present Road Safety councils and committees provided under Section 215 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 are however remain ineffective.

A competent and specially trained police force has to be created to deal with the traffic offences in a more scientific way.

It is true that there are rules and regulation in issuing licence to the drivers. These rules and regulations are often violated by the licensing authorities. Some of them are corrupt and bribery, nepotism and such other unfair practices have been institutionalised in their departments. A constant vigilance and timely action can prevent this evil to a certain extent.

Drunken driving is another conduct which requires to be dealt with seriously. Timely booking the culprit and punishing him will deter the conduct gradually. Towards deterrence and to prevent accidents a positive role is played by the criminal and semicriminal penalties. Therefore criminal justice system must be strengthened and revitalised.

Our most important concern is how to compensate a motor accident victim. Having surveyed the present scenario, it is our experience that the existing system requires a thorough change. The retention of fault element as a factor to determine liability is no longer justified in its continued existence. The present set up of varied systems of compensation with different standards should be replaced by a simple and unique system of compensation. It spells nothing short of the displacement of tortious liability by a system of direct compensation.
The machinery for settlement of Motor Accidents Claims, ie., the 
Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal, needs to be reorganised. The functional 
importance of a Tribunal has to be necessarily redefined. It must have 
both conciliatory and adjudicatory functions. Towards the discharge of 
its conciliatory functions five different conciliation committees need 
be constituted. Since there are four insurance companies at present it 
is essential to have separate committees for each company. (In case 
private companies are also coming in to operation—cluster groups may be 
created along with the present companies) The fifth committee is for 
the State and such other undertakings like K.S.R.T.C. etc. In each 
committee for conciliation, the Tribunal—judicial member will be the 
chairman. Along with the chairman two more members shall be nominated. 
One member must be a qualified Orthopaedic Surgeon preferably from the 
District Hospital. The other member must be a person in service 
representing the Insurance Company. In a week four days can be 
allotted to four subsidiaries for conducting conciliatory sessions. For 
 filing an application no fee shall be imposed at the initial stage. On 
application a photograph of the injured/deceased shall necessarily be 
affixed. When the case is compromised a fixed sum of Rs. 100 shall be 
realised towards administration costs. Appearance of parties through 
advocates shall be made optional only. Filing of written statements or 
other pleadings shall be dispensed with for entertaining conciliation. 
On enforcing the structured compensation formula, the conciliation 
process will be very simple and the quickest. The award can be passed 
immediately on the standardised printed formats prepared in triplicate. 
A copy of the award has to be presented to the claimant and another copy 
has to be handed over to the representative of the Insurer. Though the
award is passed by the Tribunal the same needs to be countersigned by the other members. Though the award amount is determined on the basis of lumpsum, the payment to the victim shall be on the periodical basis for which a separate procedure for periodical payment shall be devised. The adjudicatory function of the Tribunal shall be his exclusive jurisdiction.

Conciliatory function of the Tribunal can be more effectively discharged if the system is computerised. A co-ordination of functions under a common platform - MACT can do away with all other parallel mode of settlements.

The second schedule of structured compensation formula provided under section 163-A has to be necessarily amended as proposed in the Chapter VIII. When an application for compensation is filed, a Tribunal must have sufficient infrastructure to complete the summons within fifteen days. On its first appearance itself the parties shall be required to produce all the documents relating to the vehicle, accident and victim. Only in extraordinary circumstances, an adjournment shall be allowed for a period of maximum ten days. After that a date should be fixed for considering the case before a conciliation court. If the case could not be compromised through conciliation the same has to be adjudicated. If the conciliatory function of the Tribunal is organised and discharged in such a way, there can be no doubt that the cases for adjudication will be very few in number.

To think in terms of improving the existing machinery within the framework of 'traditional fault concept' appears to be a futile exercise and it remains as a stumbling block against reforms. However,
attempts have been made to suggest improvements thereof. It is necessary to prescribe a simple procedure conformable to the mandate of the Article 39-A of the Constitution. Technical rules of evidence should not be applied. The reversed burden of proof must be the rule by which the burden of showing that there is no negligence on the part of the driver of the Vehicle in dispute should be placed on the respondents.

As done in Section II of the Civil, Evidence Act 1968 in England, a criminal Court judgment of conviction shall be categorised as an admissible evidence.

The term 'legal representative needs to be defined on the constructive aspects of relation and dependence.

Services of legal aid and public counsels shall necessarily be extended to the poor Motor Accident victims.

To avoid exploitation of the poor victims by their advocates, the advocate fee shall be a fixed sum of Rs. 500/- which has to be specified in the award itself and it shall be the liability of the respondents to pay directly to the advocate. It appears that some advocates who deal with Motor Accident cases are involved in sharp practices and have reduced to the status of Ambulance chasers. It is high time to take steps against such advocates by the Bar Councils.

Section 166 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 has to be amended to prescribe as uniform court fee structure. A fixed sum of Rs. 100 will be a reasonable amount which shall be realised only at the time of satisfaction of the award.
Section 134 (b) of the M.V. Act has to be modified to impose financial responsibility on the driver and the owner towards medical aid or treatment. The owner and the driver shall be asked to purchase a cash certificate for Rs. 2,000 and Rs. 1,000/- respectively at the time of registration and obtaining driving licence. The cash certificate should be with the owner and the driver always along with the other documents of the vehicle. This is to ensure that a minimum sum is reserved to meet the expenses towards medical aid or treatment. Out of the total expenses, up to a maximum of 3,000/- shall be a non insurable item. Section 147 of the Motor Vehicles Act may therefore be amended to exclude the insurance cover up to a maximum of Rs. 3,000/- arising out of the medical expenses.

The scope of Solatium Fund has to be widened as in the case of Motor Insurer's Bureau in order to entertain all other cases where insurance protection is denied.

Section 149 (2) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 be amended to extend all the defences of the insured to the Insurer also. This is to meet the ends of justice since the insurer meets the entire liability without burdening the owner and the driver.

Section 147 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 also be amended to extend the statutory cover to the passengers in a private car and Pillion riders on a two wheeler.

The Tariff rate for the statutory cover may be scientifically devised. Tariff Advisory Committees may be reconstituted giving adequate representation to the consumers.
To clear huge arrears of pending cases, an year long special drive measures be undertaken under the Lok Adalat, conciliation and out of Court settlements.

Sections 140, 163 and 166 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 require to be reorganised and a single mode of compensation has to be introduced. The structured compensation formula must be the guide for the time being. The fixation, of quantum based on the fault concept may be abolished.

Over and above, the State Governments have to play a positive role. It is generally felt that Tribunal system fails to deliver justice due to the lack of sufficient infrastructure. The State Governments have to provide, on top priority, sufficient infrastructure to the Motor Accidents claims Tribunals being a system where social justice is dispensed.

The State Governments silence over the implementation of Section 158 (6) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 is a peculiar example of their indifference. State Governments have to ensure that the Police Officer in charge, will forward a copy of the Police report after thorough investigation to the Tribunal as well as to the insurer with in a very reasonable time. As noticed, the present police force lacks ability motivation and infrastructure, by which a specially trained police force needs to be constituted with sophisticated technology to face the challenges. It is the experience that fraudulent claims are more in the automobile field. A vicious circle is created among the police force, Medical team and claimant lawyers. Private Hospitals who deal medico legal cases charge high rates and issue inflated bills. The disability
certificates often issued are having no nexus with the actual disability. As in the case of Advocates, Indian Medical Council has to deal with such doctors who act against professional ethics and decency. As a screening measure, a further assessment of disability by a medical board specially constituted for, at each Taluk quarters may help to a certain extent.

The Hospital records are generally kept confidential by the Hospital Authorities. In medio legal cases, the insurance company must have a direct access to inspect and verify the hospital records without any difficulty.

Timely reporting and timely investigation of Motor Accidents cases will reduce the number of fraudulent claims. There are instances where cases are taken in to investigation after several months of occurrence. In this regard, it is suggested that every daily news papers shall be compulsorily made responsible to publish through their specified column the details of accident which should contain Victims Name, Reg:No.... of the vehicle, name of the insurance company, place of accident & name of the hospital where the victim is admitted. This will help the insurance company and other interested parties to act accordingly. Mainly, it shall be the responsibility of the traffic police to collect the details and to inform the press. In any case, the press release must be within 72 hours of the occurrence. In any system of our law, its efficacious administration squarely depend up on public awareness and knowledge of the system. Sometimes, even our educated mass lacks the knowledge of law affecting their day to day life. Especially in the automobile field it must be our primary concern.
to educate with the laws and practices with regard to the traffic and the insurance. As a modest beginning, it must be included as a subject in the School Curriculum.

It is hoped that the suggestions made above as a result of the present study, if put into practice, may make a humble contribution to the prevention of motor accidents and to a faster and speedier settlement of motor accident compensation claims.
A brief description of the motor underwriting and provisions of the motor tariff is given as follows:

I. Cover Under Act only or 'A' Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Vehicle</th>
<th>Extent of Cover</th>
<th>Cubic Amount Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Private Car</td>
<td>1. Death/Injury to Third Parties to an unlimited extent</td>
<td>Upto 1500cc 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Over 1500cc 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. TPPD - Rs.6000/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Death/Injury to paid driver according to WC Act - 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Two Wheeler</td>
<td>1. Death/Injury to Third Parties to an unlimited extent</td>
<td>75cc with constant gear 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150cc with variable gear 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. TPPD - Rs.6000/-</td>
<td>From 150cc to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Over 250cc 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upto 2000kgs 805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>above 2000kgs 1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. TPPD - Rs.6000/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Death/Injury to paid driver/cleaner/ loadmen according to WC Act 1923.</td>
<td>(For vehicles registered to carry own goods only - 20% discount on the above amount).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Passenger carrying vehicles</td>
<td>1. Death/Injury to Third Parties to an unlimited extent</td>
<td>Tourist Taxis Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upto 1500cc Rs.200+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. TPPD Rs.6000/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Death/Injury to paid driver/conductor/ ticket examiner according to WC Act-1923</td>
<td>Auto Rickshaws</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. Extra benefits granted under 'B' policy without payment of additional premium

a) PRIVATE CAR : Legal Liability of the insured for death/injury to occupants carried in the car provided such person is not carried for hire or reward.

b) TWO WHEELERS : Legal Liability of the insured for death/injury to pillion rider provided such person is not carried for hire or reward.

c) GOODS CARRYING VEHICLES : Legal Liability of the insured for death/injury to owner of the goods/representative of the owner of the goods carried in the vehicle.

III. Important General Regulations

1. No extra benefit to be granted under 'A' Policy. Only 'B' policies can be extended to cover additional liabilities as provided in the Tariff.

2. Geographical Area (viz. India) can be extended to include

(a) Nepal and Bhutan without charging any additional Premium.

(b) Bangladesh by charging Rs.10/- for any period upto 12 months.

3. No policy may be issued for more than one year. But it shall be permissible to extend the policy period for a further period less than one year to suit the convenience of the insured.
4. **Short Period Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period (Not exceeding)</th>
<th>Rate of annual premium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 months</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exceeding 8 months</td>
<td>Full annual premium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Minimum premium will be Rs. 50/- except for Two Wheelers.**

6. **Premium cannot be paid in instalments.**

7. **A policy can be cancelled only after ensuring that the vehicle is insured elsewhere and the original certificate of insurance is surrendered.**

**IV. Extra Benefits on Payment of Additional premium**

1. **PA Cover**

   a. **Benefits:** Death + Loss of limbs or sight of eyes + permanent disablement

   b. **Premium:**
      - Private car: Rs. 0.50 per mille
      - Two Wheelers: Rs. 0.75 per mille
      - Commercial Vehicles: Rs. 0.60 per mille

   c. **Maximum sum insured:** Rs. 2 lakhs per person

2. **Increased TPPD Cover**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Car/</th>
<th>Two wheelers</th>
<th>Goods carrying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Taxis</td>
<td>Vehicles/Buses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upto Rs.50000/-</td>
<td>Rs.15/-</td>
<td>Rs.15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each additional Rs.50000/- per slab</td>
<td>Rs.10/-</td>
<td>Rs.10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Unlimited Liability</td>
<td>Rs.50/-</td>
<td>Rs.50/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Wider Legal Liability to persons employed in connection with operation and maintenance of vehicles.

   Additional Premium : Rs.15/- per capita

4. Legal Liability to employees of the insured who may be travelling in or driving the employer's car (other than paid driver) (under Private Car Tariff only):

   Additional Premium : Rs.20/- per capita

5. Legal Liability to the employees of the insured who may be driving/riding the employer's Motor Cycle (Under two wheelers Tariff):

   Additional Premium : Rs.50/-

6. Legal Liability for accidents to non-fare paying passengers who are employees of the insured but not workmen (Under Goods Carrying Vehicle Tariff):

   Additional Premium : Rs.50/- per capita
### APPENDIX

*(showing the shortest period for disposal)*

*of Selected Cases only.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Case Title</th>
<th>Date of filing</th>
<th>Date of Disposal</th>
<th>Date of payment of award as on April 1986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>943/80</td>
<td>Antony V. T.L. Raphel</td>
<td>01.05.1979</td>
<td>31.07.1981</td>
<td>18.02.1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>944/80</td>
<td>Kuriakose V. Alias Chacko</td>
<td>29.12.1978</td>
<td>30.05.1981</td>
<td>05.07.1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1024/80</td>
<td>Haleema V. E.N.R.Nair</td>
<td>08.07.1979</td>
<td>29.08.1981</td>
<td>12.10.1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1025/80</td>
<td>Kesavan V. State of Kerala</td>
<td>22.02.1979</td>
<td>25.10.1982</td>
<td>29.08.1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>122/81</td>
<td>Dharmpalan V. M.P. Nair</td>
<td>20.08.1980</td>
<td>30.09.1983</td>
<td>24.06.1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>131/85</td>
<td>Raghavan V. Raghavan</td>
<td>02.09.1980</td>
<td>25.01.1982</td>
<td>03.03.1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sl. No.</td>
<td>Case No.</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Date of filing</td>
<td>Date of Disposal</td>
<td>Date of payment of award as on April 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>148/81</td>
<td>Pappachan V. Hydrose</td>
<td>12.09.1980</td>
<td>09.01.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>151/81</td>
<td>Mariam V. Poulose</td>
<td>22.10.1979</td>
<td>08.03.1984</td>
<td>23.04.1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>152/81</td>
<td>Annamma V. Alexander</td>
<td>02.04.1979</td>
<td>15.11.1982</td>
<td>25.11.1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1018/82</td>
<td>Natarajan V. P. Menon</td>
<td>24.08.1982</td>
<td>01.04.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1082/82</td>
<td>Sobha V. Ramachandran</td>
<td>25.07.1982</td>
<td>08.04.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1026/82</td>
<td>Santhosh V. Ramachandran</td>
<td>25.07.1982</td>
<td>26.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>984/82</td>
<td>Pappan V. Ramachandran</td>
<td>25.07.1982</td>
<td>26.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>996/82</td>
<td>Ashraf V. P.K. Sebastian</td>
<td>23.06.1982</td>
<td>26.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>336/82</td>
<td>Abetha V. Ameena</td>
<td>26.06.1981</td>
<td>17.04.1985</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>581/81</td>
<td>Ibrahim V. Youssuf</td>
<td>12.11.1980</td>
<td>28.02.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**M.A.C.T., KOTTAYAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date of filing</th>
<th>Date of Disposal</th>
<th>Date of payment of award as on April 1986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>53/83</td>
<td>Sijumon V. Joseph</td>
<td>28.08.1952</td>
<td>25.07.1984</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>86/93</td>
<td>Thampi Thomas V. Sasidharan</td>
<td>01.02.1978</td>
<td>16.08.1984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>6/82</td>
<td>Chacko V. Gopalan</td>
<td>27.05.1992</td>
<td>21.05.1984</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>31/84</td>
<td>Rajan V. Geervarghese</td>
<td>17.03.1983</td>
<td>23.05.1984</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>30/84</td>
<td>Narayanan V. Geervarghese</td>
<td>17.03.1983</td>
<td>23.05.1984</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>26/84</td>
<td>Y. Chacko V. Varkey Mathew</td>
<td>11.01.1979</td>
<td>08.07.1984</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>16/84</td>
<td>Prathapan V. Cyriac</td>
<td>17.10.1982</td>
<td>31.12.1984</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>349/85</td>
<td>Molly V. Rajan</td>
<td>24.10.1984</td>
<td>10.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>1331/83</td>
<td>Jose V. Kurian</td>
<td>10.11.1982</td>
<td>10.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>475/84</td>
<td>Kuruvila V. Kurioskose</td>
<td>14.05.1984</td>
<td>10.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>243/85</td>
<td>B. Mathew V. Baby</td>
<td>16.06.1984</td>
<td>07.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>518/84</td>
<td>K. Velayudhan V. V.C. Vargheese</td>
<td>11.05.1984</td>
<td>06.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>402/84</td>
<td>Sathi Chandran V. K.T. Jose</td>
<td>12.02.1984</td>
<td>06.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>546/84</td>
<td>Lebbah, K.P. V. Suresh P.C.</td>
<td>08.05.1984</td>
<td>06.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>401/84</td>
<td>Sarada V. K.T.Jose</td>
<td>12.02.1984</td>
<td>06.03.1986</td>
<td>Not paid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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